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Foreword

The National Seminar on Theoretical Computer Science is being held at the Institute of

Mathematical Sciences, Madras from July 4 to 6, 1991. This Seminar is planned to be

the first in a series of annual meetings devoted to tutorial lectures and presentations of

research work in Theoretical Computer Science (TCS). It is our hope that these meetings

will help to broaden the base of TCS activity within the country.

This year's meeting has been jointly sponsored by the Institute of Mathematical Sci-

ences ana the School of Mathematics, SPIC Science Foundation. In addition, the National

Board for Higher Mathematics has provided a financial grant. We wish to thank these

institutions for their support.

The Programme Committee and Organizing Committee for this year's Seminar con-

sisted of the following persons:

Program Committee

K. Krithivasan (lIT, Madras)

C. Pandu Rangan (lIT, Madras)

R. Ramanujam (I~ISc)

R. Sirornoney (MCC)~
K. G. Subramanian (MCC)

P. S. Thiagarajan (SPIC Sc. Fnd.) (Chair)

Organizing Committee

A. Datta (lIT, Madras)

V. Krishnamoorthy (Anna Univ.)

K. Lodaya (I~fSc) (Chair)
M. Mahajan (lIT, Madras)

M. Mukund (SPIC Sc. Fnd.)

K. Rangarajan (~ICC)

Forty three papers were submitted for presentation. From these, eighteen papers were

selected bythe Programme Committee at a one-day meeting held at Madras, All members

of the Programme Committee except C. Pandu Rangan were present at the meeting. The

task of selecting the papers was considerably aided by the reviews of papers provided by

the following persons:

Sanjiv Kapoor (liT. Delhi)

Deepak Khemani (IIT, Madras]

V. Krishnamoorthy
(Anna University, Madras)

Kamal Lodaya (I~fSci Madras)

Meena Mahajanj Il'I', Madras)

Anil ~Iaheshwari (TIFR. Bombay) .

S. N. Maheshwari (lIT, Delhi)

Lisa Mathew (MCC, Madras)

Ravi~littal (liT, ~Iadras)

Madhavan ~1ukund (SSF. Madras]

S. Arun-Kurnar (lIT, Delhi)

V . Arvind (lIT, Delhi)

Rana Barua (1St Calcutta)

R. Bharadwa] (liT, Madras)

S. Bhattacharya (IISc, Bangalore)

M. Chandrasekhar (MCC. Madras)
V. R. Dare (~ICC, Madras) .

Arnitava Datta (OT, Madras)

Subir Ghosh (TIFR, Bombay)

T . .-\. Gonsalves (lIT, Madras]

Abdul Huq (~lCC, Madras]



·'\

C. R. Muthukrishnan (lIT, Madras)

K. Narayan Kumar. (XIFR.,. B9mb.ay)

N. Parameswaran (lIT ,Madras)

K. R. Parthasarathy (lIT,: Madras]

C. LaxmiPrasanna (lISe, Bangalore]

N. Raja (TIFR, Bombay)

,K. Rangarajan (MGGt Madras)

S.Rengarajan (USc,.Bangalore)

Sanjeev Saluja (TIFR, Bombay)

Huzur Sarari (lIT, Delhi)

S. Sathiyakserthi (IISc, Bangalore)

Anil Seth (TIFR, Bombay)

Abhi Datta Sharma (lISe, Bangalore)

Aditya Shastri (TIFR, Bombay)

';H~.R -,K.,Shy.aIl1as~II~~r;..C+Tf.~,.!3.?J::~.a,y).; 1

Y-,N. Srikant (lISe, Bangalore] ,. .
, , .. 'j·:':'.,i

1(. V, Subrahm,annm (TIFR, Bombay}
, . .' " .... ~.' .." ., '-, -,.. .... - , ; ",

Ashok Subramanian (lISe, Bangalore)

P,S. Subramanian (TIFR, Bombay)

D. G, Thomas (MCC, Madras)

V. .Vazirani (IIT,Delhi)

.. C.E. Veni Madhavan (IISe, Bangalore)

G. Venkatesh (lIT, Bombay)

V. Vinay (IISe, Bangalore)

B.Yegnarayana (lIT, Madras]

On-behalf of the Programme Committee, I am very happy to acknowledge the valuable

help provided by the reviewers mentioned above.

This year's tutorial speakers are:
I
I
!,
!

S. Biswas (IlT,Kanpllr)

S.N·. Mah~hwari (IIT, Delhi)

R. K. Sbyamasundar (TIFR, Bombay)

Structural Complexity
Parallel Algorithms

Distributed Programming

We wish to thank the tutorial speakers for readily accepting our invitation to lecture
at, the seminar.
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.On the Complexity of a Problem Related to Union of Sets ill JJp

. Manindra Agrawal and Somenath Biswas

Department of Computer Science & Engineering
.IndianInstitute ofTechnology

. Kanpur-20S016, INDIA

1 Introduction

A well-known result [4J of recursion ,theory is that for disjoint r.e. sets A and B, each is Turing-
reducible to AU B. One can pose the following analogue for the class J/P : is every pair of

disjoint sets in}/P, ~j-reducible to its union? To state the question more generally to include
non-disjoint sets as well, it is obivious that we can not use A U B alone, since for any set 11,

AuB will be easy with B as E-.This suggests that ill addition to union we should also consider
intersection. We ask, therefore, are the sets A and B; ::;j-reducible to the set (AUB)ffi(AnB). .

? (The symbol 9 stands for disjoint union, see the next section). Like many other structural
questions of }/P; answer to this also is not known.

In this paper, however, we make some progress - We show that the sets A and B are

reducible to (AUB)S(AnB)viaa more general reducibility t han ::;~.-reducihility. In particular,

if any of A or B is :NP~complete then the set (/1 U B) e (A n B) will be in the second level of high

hirarchy. Therefore, this set is unlikely to be in P, as this will imply the collapse of polynomial

time hirarchy. To relate this result to the question raised at the outset, we note that for disjoi!lt
A and B, Au B has the same complexity as (A U il) EB (An il).

Can we strengthen the above result for sets known to posses some further structural proper-
ties? Towards this wc show that when A and B are disjunctively self-reducible under the same

partial ordering and satisfy one further property, we have that both A and B will ~i-reduce to

(A U B) e (A nB). Thus the latter set will be ~~-complete for }/P if any of Ii or B is.
A previous related work is by Schnall [11 which has motivated the work reported here.

2 Preliminaries •
•

A detailed discussion of the concepts introduced in this section can be found in [5J.

The language accepted by TM (Turing machine) M is L(M). In the case of oracle TMs, the
languageacccptcd by the oracle 1'M M with oracle A is L( M; A).

Glas~ DTIME(T(n)) [or, NTIME{T(n)JJrepresents ,the class of sets recognised by a de-
terministic (respectively, non-deterministic] TM working in OIT{n)J time. Define

P = U DTHfE (n*}
1;>0

1



nen - '11

liP = UNTIME(nk)
.\.->0

co-liP = {AI A E liP}

Polynomial time many-one and polynomial lime Turing reducibilities are written as ~~l and ~j.
respectively. We will write NP-co.nple~e sets for ~~-complete sets for liP.. . . .

For sets A and B,
A ffi ,B =dt:/ {Ix I x E A} U {Ox Ix E B}

A EDB is called the disjoint u'nion of sets A and B. It is easy to see that A EDB is the least upper

bound of A and B under the partial ordering ~~ (or ~~). Therefore, for any pair of sets A and
B, and any set C, A @ B ~~ C iff both A ~~ C and B ~~ C. The same result will hold for
~t-reducibility also.

3 Results

The following proposition is obivious.

Proposition 1 For any pair oJ sets A and B, (A U B) ffi (A n B) 5~ A EDB.

For NP, the converse holds for a more general reducibility, called ~¥N.rcduciIJililY. We first
define this reducibility and list some of its basic properties. A more detailed investigation of

this reducibilityis in [5J.

Definition 2 A ~¥N B if A E NP(B) n co-NP(B).

Proposition 3 (from [5] & [GJ) Tile following holds for ~¥N -reducibililsj.
(1) A<P B => A <SN B.\ -T -T
(2) NP n co-UP is the minimal degree o] ~fN -reducibilitq.
(3) A ED B is the least upper bound of A and B under the partial ordering ..:;J.N.,
(4) A is ~fN -cotnplete for liP iff A E Hi- (Hi is the second level in high-hirarchy, see [6J for
the dcfln ition].

Now we prove our main theorem.

Theorem 4 For allY 11, BE NP, A 9 B ~fN (11 U B) ffi (A n B).

Proof. Let C = (A U B) EB(A n B). We need to show that both A and B are in the class

NP(C) n Co-JVP(C). Since both A and B are in NP, we trivially have that A and B are in
NP( C). To complete the proof we require that both 1'1 and f3 must also be in the class NP( C).
The following procedure witnesses A in N P( C) -
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input z ;
if Ox E C {x E A n B }

reject
elseif 1x ~ C {I ~ /1 un}

accept
elseif x E B {can be checked by running the NDTM accepting B }

accept

end-if

The above procedure witnesses A in NP(C). Similarly one can show that B E NP(C). There-

fore A EBn sJN C. I

Corollary 5 For any A, BE NP, if A and n are disjoint then A EBB =fN Au B.

Corollary 6 If any of A or B is in nt, then (A U B) EB(A n B) is also in Hi. In particular,
if any of A or B is :Sj..-c07ll1'icte for NP tlicu (Ii u il) Ell (A n B) is in 11f.

Corollary 6 shows that the analogue of the resul t for r.e. sets holds for NP, but for a more
general reducibility than :S~.reducibility. Moreover, as pointed out in [1], it is very unlikely that

the above corollary will hold for :S~-reducibility.

Theorem 7 (from [1]) If P :f. NP n co-N'P then there are disjoint sets A, B E Np such
that A $ B is not in the same :S~-degree as A U B.

Proof. Let A E NP n co-Np - P and B = A. Clearly both A and B are in Np and

Au B = E* E P. Now AEB B cannot be in the :S~-dcgrce of Au B, because that implies that
A EBB is in P contradicting the assumption that P :f. Np n co-N'P, I

Therefore the result obtained In Thcorcrnvl seems to be the strongest possible result for

arbitrary sets in NP. The proof of Theorem 4 shows that the following generalisation is possible
- For any reasonable complexity class C and for any A, B EC,

A ffi BE C(A u lJ EB An lJ) n co-C(A U B EB A n B)

For what kind of sets can we replace SfN-reducibility by" S~- or S~-reducibility? In
particular, can it be done for St- or S~ -cornplete sets for J.lp ? We consider these questions

in the rem~nder of the paper. We first .need some definitions to be able. to discuss results about
these questions.

Definition 8 Let A and B be two disjoint sets. We say that A and Bare p-seperable jf there
is a set C, C- E P,such .that A S;.Caild B S; c.

•
Selman IIIshowedthe following for disjoint pair of sets.

3



Theorem 9 (from [1)) 1/ sets A and B are p-sepcrable and AU B # l:- I then A ffi B ~~ AU B.

Proof. Let C be the set such that C E P and A s:; C, B s:; C_ Let a ~ AU B. Define
f = AX. [x if x E C; a otherwise]. Function / reduces A to Ii U B in polynomial time. Similar
function can be constructed for the set D. I

We will require the notion of disjunctive self-reducibility in the following result. The def-
inition of disjunctive self-reducibility (in short, d-self-reducibility] that we give is taken from

[2].

Definition 10 A partial order < on ~. is OK iff
(i) every strictly decreasing chain is fini te and there is a polynomial p such that every fini te
<-decreasing chain is shorter than p of the length of its maximum element, and

(ii) z < y implies Ixi::; q(lyi), for some polynomial q, and for all x and y in ~.. "

Definition 11 A set A is d-selj-reducible under (c, AlA) if < is an OK partial order, AlA is a
deterministic, polynomial time oracle TM such that A = L(AfA, A) and AlA is restricted such
that
either (i) MA does not query the oracle on input z ,

or (ii) MA computes the set of strings {ZI' Z2 •••• , zd with each Zi < x for 1 < i ~ k, and
accepts z iff {Zi' Z2, ••• , Zk} n A f: 0.

All of the known NP-complete combinatorial problems as well as many problems in NP
that are not known to be either in P or NP-complete are d-self-reducible (for details, refer [2]
&. [3]).

For d-self-reducible sets under «,M), define descendents("<.,x) = {z I Z f:. x&.z < x} and

succ(M,x) = the set of strings computed by M on input x. Also define

tree(M,x) = { :U"(M.X)U ( U 'm(M.z))
ZE3ucc(M.r)

if succ( M, x) = 0
otherwise

The following lemma gives the fundamental property of d-self-reducible sets.

Lemma 12 Let set A be d-selj-rcducible under (c, AI). Theil,

(Vx)[x E A iJJtree(M,x)n Ii -f 0J
Proof. Direct from the property of d-self-reducibility. I

Selman in [1] defines for each set A in NP, a d-self-reducibleset associated with it called
pTe/ix(RA)_ He shows (effectively) that for sets A and B,

preJix(R..J.) ill prefix(RB) =t (preJix(RA) U pre/ix(RB» ffi (pre/ix(RA) n prefix(RB»

However, this does not say anything abput the status of (.,.1 U B) ill (A n B), the set we are
primarily interested in. The following more general result can be applied to show the hardness

of (A U B) -3 (A n B) for many natural complete sets.
4
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Th~orem 13 Let sets A and B be d-sclj-reducible udder «. ;\I,d and «, ME) respcciivelij au d

salisJyi71f tlu: [ollounuq conditions :-

(Vx )[destcndents( < I x) - tree( AlA, z ] n A = 0J
("Ix) IdescclIdents( <, x) - trce(MB. x) n B = 0J

(1)

(2)

Then [A e B] ~j [(A u B) ED(A n B)].

Proof. Let C = (A U B) ED(A n B). We will show that A ~~ C. The proof for the set B will
be similar. The following procedure recognises A in polynomial time using the oracle C -

input X,

if Ox E C {x E A n B }
accept

elseif Ix ¢ C {x ¢ Au B }
reject

else {~i ther z E A - B or z E B - A }
while SUCC(MAIX) -I- 0 do

if SUCC(MA,X)n(AUB)=0 {xEB-A}
reject

else

let z E SUCC(MA'X) n (A U B)
x -z

end-if
end-while
if MA accepts x

accept

else
reject

end-if
end-if

i ..'

o ..-

To see the correctness of the above procedure, we first prove a lemma.

LemrnaLd (1) Ifx E A - B then SUCC(MA,X)rlA -I- 0 bhd succ(M..t.x)nB =0.
(2) If z E B - A then SUCC(M8,X) n B -:f 0 and SUCC(MB,X) n A = O.

, .' .! -:".~i • -~ c: l:.·
P7'Oof· (1) Since z E A, by the d-self-reducibility of A it follows that succ(MA,XJn A~ 0.
Assume that Z Esucc(MA I x) n B. Clearly zE descenderdsi«; z}. There are ..t~\lOcases to be .
considered -

Case 1: Z E desdndents( <., x )-tree(U8, z ).Then z i 1J(by the ptoperty (1». Contradiction.
Case 2 : z E tree(/If B, x). Then x E B (by the d-self-reducibility orB); -Contradiction.

Therefore succ(JIA, x) n B = 0.

5



(2) FoUowsfrom the above proof by switching Ii and B, I
. .

If x E A nil or x ~ Au B, the procedure accepts or rejects x respectively, U z E A - B then by
the above Lemma, the sequence ofiustauccs .gcnerated by the procedure. will all be ill A-B.
Theorefore, the last instance of the sequence (that the length of' the sequence will be polynomial

Ixl follows from the fact that < is OK) will be accepted by MA and hence s: will be accepted

by the procedure. If x E B""' A then bythe Lemma 12, tree(jHA,z) () A = 0 and therefore the
procedure will reject x. . .

A similarprocedure will.g1ve·the:5~-reduction of the set B to C. I

The.conditions needed to prove the above theorem may appear a blt tcchnical but a number

of NP-complete sets are -d-self-reducible under the same partial ordering and also satisfying
these conditions. For example, graph problems like CLIQUE, HAMILTONIAN, etc. are d-self-
reducible under the partial ordering gi vcn by the relation su bgrall,h and the set -tuc( M, x) for
any instance x of these problems includes all subgraphs of z except (possibly) those that are
trivially not in the problem set. Therefore, the disjoint union of union and intersection of any

pair of such problems will be ::;t-complete for NP.
So far we have seen some conditions under which the :5fN -reducibility can be strengthened

to ::;!f- or ::;~-reducibility. However, we do not have an exact characterisation, i.e., we do not.
know the conditions that will be true jf a.nd only if :5fN -rcducibility can be strengthened to

:5!f- or S~ -reducibility. For the case of disjoint pair of sets, we prove a simple characterisation
thoerem for ::;!f-reducibility, using a gencralised definition of p-sepcrability.

Definition 15 Disjoint sets A and Bare pD-seperable if there isa set C, C E pD, A ~ C and
B c;, C.

Theorem 16 Disjoint sets A and Bare pAUB -seperable iff A EDB ::;~ AU B.

Proof. ({:::). Set A seperates A and B since A ~ A and B c;, II with A E pAeB ~ pAuB.

(~). Let set C seperate A and B. To test wheter x E A, find out whether x.E C using the

orade AU B; if x E C then accept iff x E AU B else reject. Thus A :5? Au B. Similarly one
can show that B ::;} AU B. li

We do not know if a similar chracterisation theorem as above C3.n be proved for$~-
reducibility also.
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Restrictions of Boolean Functions and Ramsey Property

Rana Barua
Stat-Math Division

Indian Statistical Institute
203 B. T .Road

Calcutt.~700035, India

Introduction: The notion of restrictions introduced by Sipser in ['0] has played a
major role in finding lower bounds .for bounded depth circuits ( cf. [2j,[4}). In this
short note we shall show how restrictions of certain types can be viewed as some sort of
Ramsey property. In [6] Sipser extended the notion of circuits to the infinite case and
demonstrated that w-parity functions cannot be computed by constant depth count-

.. able circuits by obtaining restrictions (whereby some of the variables are preset) which
results in circuits of lower complexity. The same idea (using probabilistic methods)
has been employed in the finite case by Furst et al [4] to show that constant-depth
polynomial-size circuits cannot compute parity functions. The aim of this short paper
is to generalize Sipser's result by showing how the Ramsey property for Borel partitions
yields restriction p of Borel functions f so that the induced functions fP are constant
functions. It is quite natural to expect that, in the finite case also, such an approach
would yield the result of Furst et al. In other words, one would like to obtain the result.-
of Furst et al by appealing to some known Ramsey-type theorem. Unfortunately, we
have not succeeded in this regard. However, we have shown that for any finite Boolean
function f, the existence of a restriction p such that fP is constant is equivalent to some
Ramsey-type property for the family of sets induced by the function f. Since a Boolean
function computed by constant-depth polynomial-size circuit has this property 14], the,
above-mentioned Ramsey-type property holds for the corresponding family of sets.

We shall need the following definitions in the sequel.

Let k E {I,2, ... ,w}, where w denotes the first infinite ordinal. If k is finite then k
denotes the set {I, 2, ... , k}, while if k = w, then k denotes the set of natural numbers
N = {1,2, ... }.

Let iii(Xl' X2,"') = Xi be the ith projection function.

Given a non-empty set J ~ k, the restriction P induced by J 15 a function
p : {a, 1}.I: ~ {a, IP such that

(i) lj "i 0 p~! Pi, then Pi(Xl,XZ,'.') is the constant function a or 1 for it J,

8
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Thus a restriction simply fixes some of the variables (tJiz~ the Xi'S for i t/: J) while
leaving others variables.

Given a restriction pas above, Jet nl < n2 < ., . be an increasing enumeration of J.
Let J! = IJI be the cardinality of J. For a E{O, I}k' we define aP E {a, l}l: as follows:

P( :'I = { f1,if J' r;. J,i
a 11 ' (k) if' ,a , J = nki

where Pj takes the constant value fj for j~ J.

Thus aP is obtained from a and p byappropriately 'mixing' the two functions.

For any k-ary Boolean function [.: {O, I}l: -t {O,I}, the restriction p induces the
function I': {O, I}k' --+ {O,l} defined byJP(a) = f(aP).

A k-ary Boolean function f is called a k-parity function if for any (x, {3E {O,l}k,
f( a) =I f({3) whenever Qand{3 differ in exactly one coordinate. If k is finite, "ihe're are

k . k

only two k-parity functions viz LXi mod 2 and 1- L Xi mod 2. If k = w then one can
i=1 ;=1

show, usin~ the Axiom of Choice that there are uncountably many w-parity functions.

For any infinite set X ~,N, put [XI'" = {Y : Y ~ X arid Y is infinite}. An infinite
set X ~ N'is said to be homogeneous for a family Jof subsets of N if

In this case, 1 is said to have the Rains~lI property.

We shall identify a subset H ~ k with O:B E {O,IV, where
,.r;·)'·~.:

(.) '{ 1, ifi EHi
QBI = ' 0, if i r;. H.

Similarly, a set F ,~ {0,1)1 is identified with its characteristic function. Thus a
family of subsets of k is identified with a k-aryfundion/: {0,1}k -t {O,l}{orwith a
subset of {O,l},-,) in the obvious way.

In view of this identificati'on~ we: can talk of the Ramsey properis) of w-ary Boolean
functions.

Equipped wlth the product of discrete topologies, {a, I}'" is~,n0Y!Hto .be.a.compact
. ' . ,','. .' '. '. . .... , .

metri~ space homeomorphicto the Cantor set. Thus the, basic open. s~ts?-reset~ of the
form

E(~O~Eh... ,Ek-l) ~ {a E {O,l}"': 0: extends (€O,€h ••• ,El-1)}
The Borel sets 'or {o,1}'" are d~'finedin~'ucti~elY as folIow~. .

E~ = open sets = sets which are countable unions of basic open sets.

m= dosed-sets = {i :Ac E tn.
9



For each countable ordinal A define

E~ = (U ~)~~ sets which are countable union of sets belonging to U ~;
~<l . . . ~<l

Let

8 = UE~ = U~ .
.\ 1

Then 8 is the class of all Borel sets.

If J is a collection of subsets of w,then clearly.J can be identified with a subset of
{O,lY". A well-known result of Galvin and Prikry 15Jsays that if J is Borel then lhas
the'Rq.msey property,

w-pa'tity functions and the Ramsey property: The notion of circuits was ex-
·tended to the infinite case by Sipser as follows. The O-circuits are the literals Xi, Xi

(j = 1,2, ... ) computing the ith projection function and its negation respectively. An
i-circuit C is a non-emp;ty (possibly infinite) collection of(i - I)-circuits. If i is even
(odd) the function [c computed by C is the I\(v) of the functions computed by the
(i - I}-circuits which are members of C. The constant circuits ° and 1 compute the
constant. functions.

Sipser proved that an w-parity function is not computed by a countable circuit, Itgte
we obtain the same 'result by applying the Ramsey theorem for Borel functions. First
observe the following easy fact.

Lemma;lIf:{O, l}W -'-+ {O,I} is computed bya countable circuit of depth d, then f is
Borel. (In fact; f is a Borel measurable function of finite rank). 0

-
Theorem: If I: {O,l}W -'-+ {O,I} is Borel, then there is a restriction p induced by an
infinite set such that fP : {O,I} (11 -'-+ {O,l} is constant.

Proof: By the theorem of Galvin and Prikry (see (3],[5]) there is an infinite H ~ N which
iahomogeneous-fcrj", This means that for every infinite X ~ H,/(c:#;t) = constant.," " " ,"

We now construct a restriction p determined by an infinite set as follows. Let
nl < n2 < ... be an increasing enumeration of H. Now define, for any a,

f 0,
pi(a) = ll,

a{i),

if i rt Hr
if i = n,l: for some odd integer k;
if i = nk for some even integer k,

10
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It is now easy to check that the restriction p = (PI, P2,' .. ) induced 0)' J = {"": n~, nf" ... }

satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. 0

Remark: Since a much larger class than the Borel a-field has t:-:eRamsey property (cf.

[3]) the above theorem can be improved. We now have

Corollary [Sipser}: If f is an w-parity function then f is not coznputed by a countable

circuit .

Proof: If f is computed by a countable circuit, then by the Lemma, f is Borel. Hence
there is a restriction P such that the induced function fP : (o, I}:" ~ {O, I} is a constant.
But it is easy to check that if f is w-parity then fP is also w-p2.!ity and hence cannot
be a constant function. This contradiction proves the result. C

The finite case: In the case of w-ary Boolean functions we have seen how restrictions
are related to Ramsey property. One would like to know whether there is a similar
connection between restrictions of finite Boolean functions and Ramsey property. Here
we shall establish such a connection. Consequently, if one couldjrave obtained such a
Ramsey-type property the result of Furst et al would have been arreasy ,.consequence
as we have already seen in the case of w-parity function. In fact thiswasour original
aim. However, we have not been able to establish-such a Ramsey-type result. On the-
contrary such a result has been. obtained as a consequence of the result of Furst et al.

To obtain the above-mentioned Ramsey property we adapt the following. definition
from [1].

For any two disjoint subsets s, t ~ n, where n is finite, the c.y/.l~nderwith base [s, t),
denoted by (s, t), is the family of all subsets of n which contain t and are disjoint from
s. Thus

(s, t) = {X en: t c X & X n s = O}.

The size of the cylinder is simply defined to be the cardinality of s u t.

The cylinder (s, t). is said to be homogeneous for a family ofsubsets of n (for an
n-ary Boolean function f) if

(s,t) ~ lor, {s,t)nl= 0.

(respectively f / (s, t) is constant).

We now have

Theorem: For any n-ary Boolean function " there is a cylinder of size strictly less than
n homogeneous for f iff for some restriction p the induced function fP is constant.

11



Proof: Let (s;t) be acyliridersuch,thatl(X)'= constant far every Xin (s;t). Let
J ~ n - (s U t). Define the restriction p: {O,l}" ''::'''{O,l}n induced by J aSfall~w5.

Pi(Xh ... , xn) == 1, if iE t;
=0, if i Es;
= X,' if iEJ.

Now, if IJI = k; then for anya'E {O,I}.kit is easy .to check that aP (regarded as a.
subset of n] is in the cylinder (s,t). Hence fP(a) ==!(aP) = constant.

The converse can be proved ina similar manner. 0

The following is an immediate consequence of the above Theorem and, the result of,
Furst eial.

Corollary. If! is a family of subset,s of n such that the corresponding n-ary Boolean
function is computed by constant depth-polynomial-size- circuit then there is a cylinder
(.5, t) ·of size less than n which is homogeneous for 1. D

. Remark. Observethaswe have obtained a-Ramsey-type theorem as an easy consequence
of theresultof'Furst, Saxe and Sipser. It would be interesting to know, as in the infinite
case, whether one can obtain the result of Furst et al from known results' of Ramsey
theory.
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Let Finite Additive Cellular Automata and Linearity
Rana Ba.11l3. l: P. Pal Chowdhury

Division of Statistics &~!athematics and Computer Science Unit
Indiaz Statistical Institute

Calcutta 700035, India.

1. Introduction. Cellular automata ( CA ) were introduced by Von Neumann [l] for modelling
biological self-reproduction. Since then it bas been used for various other applications like the study of
proble;,ls of number theory, parallel processing computation etc [2 ] . qellular automata ~re discrete
d'.-narnical systems often with simple construction but exhibiting complex and varied behaviour. In the
stmplest case, a cellular automatonconsists of line of sites or cells with each site carrying a value 0 or 1
. The site values evolve synchronously in discrete time steps according to the values of their nearest
neighbours. A finite cellular automaton ( CA ) with n sites ( arranged around a circle so as to give
periodic boundary conditions) has 2" possible distinct configurations in the simplest case.

Dissipative systems open to interactions with their environment may evolve from disordered
to more ordered states, Cellular automata are mathematical models for the study of such behaviour.
This behaviour contradicts the second law of thermodynamics for systems with reversible dynamics and
is made possible by the irreversible nature of the cellular automata evolution [ 3 ].

Wolfram [2] has provided a useful classification of l-dirnensional CA which is largely based on
empirical observations. Some algebraicproperties and mathematical treatment of a class of CA's ( viz.
uniform CA's ) have been given in [3]. Their approach is purely algebraic and they have obtained and
analysed global properties of additive CA's using properties of polynomials over finite fields. Complete
structure of 5iate transition diagrams was obtained in terms of algebraic and number theoretical
quantities [ cf.3 ] • .. .

Cellular automata. can be characterised by four basic properties viz., cellular geometry, the
neighbourhood specification, the number of states percell and the algorithm under which the cellular
automata computes its successor stat~ [4). So there could be a large variety of CA's that can be
generated by varying any of the above properties. [ 5 ) provided certain group properties of cellular
automata assuming the simplest structure. :\ special class of infinite linear CA's oyer 1m has been
dealt with in [7J. Interesting properties of global transition functions induced by the linear local
mapping over limited neighbourhood and 1m ( for appropriately chosen m ) have been discussed here;
where lm is tbe set of integers and operations is addition modulo m.

Since models based on CA's are applicable to wide variety of physical, biological and
computational systems, an analysis of general features of CA may yield general results on the
behaviour of many complex systems. In the search for the general features of self-organising behaviour
of CA, we adopt the most general model and then concentrate on its· additivity feature. Since
additivity is analogous to linearity, many interesting. results are obtained from the simple
mathematical feature of linearity. We have obtained and generalised many properties of additive CA's
obtained by Martin et al [ 3 J. In sharp contrast to [ 3 ] , where 'quite complicated algebraic techniques
were used, we exploit the linear properties of global transition functions of additive CA 'sto obtain our
results. We do not claim to have obtained, by our method, . most of the results obtained in [3 J - in
fact, we have only obtained a few. However. we believe that .most results of [ 3 ] can be obtained by
our approach. Our paper is , therefore, preliminary in nature. Moreover, the techniques of [ 3] apply
only to uniform additit'e cellular autpmata, tr~erws our approach is 'more general in nature. We believe
that it is a more natural approach to the study of additive cellular automata in which the local rules
are allowed to vary. Since most of our results are obtained using elementary -rnatrix theory and
combinatorlal arguments, we hope that our paper will reach a wider audience.

" Our paper is organised as follows. Se-ction 2 defines and introduces finitecel1~lar automata in
the most general formand describes the main results based on the previouslydescri'becl model of CA •
In seetion 3 , we obtain a few p~opertiesC)r reachable and passive configurations. S«tion 4 contaiZlS the
discussion. . .. .
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1'0 (our iklJowkttge,mo pr-evious investigation <ifillis natUre haS appeared .in. t-he literature;
,althoughrteptesentiation,6r~'2.stateadditive CA's. b~'trIatrice$·~~re.introducedby Das et at in [ 6 ) to
'st.uijy.,:mailHy"igroqp~ttls.~Thus(6) can be viewed as a.precursor of our.paper, .

: . .

:2.1Biriiterc:elhilai .:automata 'H~re we introduce fini~ecellular automata ( CA ) in its roost general

JOlmlhttuiH'le~)C, ra CC'A(consi~tsof '! ~dls or sites arranged around a circle so as to give ~ta periodic

lbduntlalY(a:ml:lilron,~wttheea:th site being In some.state. The state of the ith site at time t+1 depends

.oritfh:e~statesc6mtslnefglibour:s( specified in c'uivance ) at timet a'Ccordi~g to.~ certain local rule, (' For

iiIri;ta:nee,iinceasecof<attwOi'sbate CA,it may just be the sum modulo 2 of the two nearest neighbours ).

'ffihus tthe5sitew:iiues,6f"aCOA evolve synchronously indiscrete time steps according to values of their

in~,gliboUl's(iandtthdoeaImiles ). The formal definition is given below. We adapt the definition from

fU8jJ"ibt1tlurilikei[t8j] ~t.hella<:alrules are allowed to vary.

J)t;jiri,ition. fA .:hnerghbouthooa system ( of size n ) is a sequence )f= { Ni : 0 ~ i s n-1 } , where

reai!hlr-{jiis,a;pOiritc6f ((ilnJjl:,. Each neighbourhood Niis thus a k-tuple of points orln and we write

Nj ::; ( ni , n;, ... , n~ ).
,ustrally iin iincreasi~g(oraer.

!Af(!I,;dimensionaIj){finite cellular automaton is a quadruple ( Q , ln • X , GJ ) , where

lei) (Q;is'a'noneIl1p~y(finiteset of cell states;

(:F J).)f c=i{ !~j : ;'0' :~ ,i '!:; l,n-l } is a k-neighbourhood system , each Ni being the neighbourhood of

~theifth (celhor~si te.;

'( :iii f) ~l-'n;is'.the'setcor.int~gers modulo n which specifies and enumerates the n cells or sites in the

c,ydic(orae~;

:( ,i,v)) 'c:f:= {Vi(: ~O'.~ ,i:i; rn-1} is a sequence of maps fi : QI: ....•.Q called the local rules, fi being

.the ]oc.ahjfithe~ithcell.

mhe,~CAiissaithtoJ>e uniform ifeverycell has the same neighbourhood and the same local rule

i.e·;k=jP&:!{i=N(fo~:aJhi:ln that case the CA is written as( Q, In, N ,f). Otherwise, the CA is

said ttolbe I/pjbrili.

Atmap.-c::!i;n· ....•,(Q iis called a configuration and tile set of all configurations is denoted by C "

Whus;atcorlfiguration'is:simpjy a sequence of states - the ith en try denoting the state of the ith cell.

'The.:globdl:iransition/funciion ( or rule) induced by the CA is the map F : C ....•C given by

~F(c)(t) = I, ( c( i + ni ), ';.. , c( i+ n~ ) ) ,

.. .Thus .ifcc iisfhe.curent configuration then F(c) simply gives the configuration in the next time

period. 'The 'state «if [the ;ith cell at time i+1 viz. F( c)( I) depends 'on the states of its neigh bours

i+ ,Iii T"" ., ;i·+ ;n~ i (given by the neighbourhood Ni ) at time t and the local ruleJi according to

14
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From nC'u: on, we on WE. shall identify Q' with Iq , tiu ring of integ!rs modulo q . what

I Q 1= q.

A CA is said to be addiiiuc ii each Ii is additive i.e. for each i. thereexists a;

such that

a~. E Q

" .I, ( Xl , ••. , Xn ) = ): a;'. X)' -
;=1

Remarks .. 1. The set of configur~tions ~ is clearly 19 In ~ Z~ and may be regarded as a module over

If. In that case, the global rule F is a, transformation from Z; into itself.

2. The size of each neighbourhood has been taken to be the same viz. 1:. However. we may have hybrid

CA's with different neighbourhood sizes. In such cases, one introduces-dummy variables to obtain

neigbbourhoods of equal sizes.

3. By straightforward generalisation, one can easily define d-dimensional CA's. Here the configutations

are maps from I~ into Q, while a neighbourhood of a site i E l~ is a set of 1 points of I~ .

Example 1 ( Example 3A of Martin et al [ 3 J, Rule 90 of [ 2] ).This is one of the simplest examples of

uniform additive CAs. It is a 2-state CA iTI which at each time step the value of a site is the sum

modulo 2 of the values of its two nearest neighbours at the previous time step. ThUs for this CA , the

state space Q = 12 , the neighbourhood at each site is N = ( 1, n-} ) ( or equivalently, ( -1 , 1) )

and the local rule for each site is given by f (p,q) = p + q ( mod 2 ) .

The pattern of non-zero sites generated by evolution with the above rule starting from an
.,

initial configuration consisting of a single non-zero site is shown below for n = 12 { cf. [ 3 J } .

rule •
• • :;!

\ is ., ., '.
:...•..~

• • • • .~

C _

• •
• • • ··c •

l;.

• •
• • • •

~:··t;• •
ine

urs

to

ExampleZ ( Rule 150 of [2] ). This is also t~-state uniform additive CA in which the.nextstateof

each site depends on 'the state of the nearest riJighbours as well as its current state. The site value of

each site at time t+ 1 is the sum modulo 2 of i~:site \'al~c and the values of the two neighbouring sites

15



at time t. Hence, the neighbourhood ofea~h site is ( -1 , a, 1 ) and th~loCal rule lis given. by

-!(p,IJ,r) = p + f +r(mDd2)

Additive CAs constitute an important subclass of the class of CAs and has been studied quite

e.xtensively ( cf. f 2 ) , I 3 1). The local rule of a uniform additive CA can be represented by a

dipolynomial ( i.e. a polynomial in I and I-I) while a configuration is represented by a polynomial ( [

3 ] ). Thus the theory of polynomials over a finite ring/field can he effectively utilised in the study of

uniform additive CAs as was shown by ~fartin et al in" [3] . However, their techniques cannot be

easily extended to the case of hybrid CAs. Our next result shows that additivity of a CA is equivalent

to linearity of the global transition function. Hence an arbitrary additive CA can be represented by a

matrix over the ring I,.and thus subjected to matrix analysis. ( See also [ 6]).

Theorem 1. A CA A= ( Q , In , { N j } , { fj } ) is additive iff its global transition function F : Z;

-+ Z; is a linear transformation i.e. a module homomorphism.

Proof. Suppose each fj is additive. F~ a~ , ... , a~ E It such that

Ii(II , ••• ,II: ) = ai II + ... +ai Il: , o~ i ~n-I.

To see F is linear, it suffices to prove

F( ci + ~ ) = F( cl ) + F( ~ ).
where C1 , C1 E I~ are configurations and addition is defined componentwise.

Now, by (1),

F ( cl + cl lei) = l( Cl + ~) ( i+ nD , ... t (CI + Cl) ( i+ nil)
= fie CI( i+ ni> + c,( i+ nil, , C1( j + II!) + c,( j + ni»
= a~( C1( i + ni) + ~( i+ -r»- + a!( C1( i+ n~)+cl( i+ -i»
= {ai C1( i+ nD + ...+ aicI( i+ nil }

+ { IIi ~( i+ ni) + ... + a~c,f i+ nil }
= l( C1( i + nD, ... , Ct( j + n~»+ l( c,( i+ nil, "',c,(i+n~»

"= F { cd ( !) + F ( C2 )( i )

= (F ( CI ) + F ( C2 »). (i).

This shows that F is linear.

For the converse, assume that F is linear.To prove that each h is additive, it suffices to show

that each map l :Z: -+ Zf is a linear map from the module Z: into the module If ( over the ring Iq ).

As above, it is enough to show that for :x, y E Z! ,

Fix i and suppose x = ( Xl ,'"' , II: ) and y = ( Jl , .•. , J.t ). CLose configurations c1 and c1 such

that

16
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c1( i + n~ ) = Ij and Cz ( i + n~ ) = s, (1 S j S J: ).

(\\".tg. we assume that for each i t n~ 's are distinct ). Then·

f;( Z + J } = I, ( '1 + ~ ( i + n; ) , ... , '1 + '2 ( i + n~ ) )
= F (C1 + <:2 ) ( i )

F ( C1 ) (i ) + F ( C:z ) ( i ),by linearity of F ,

= fi('! (i.+ -n. "., cl (i+ni» + I,{ c:z(i+ni),···,c2(i+n~»

=/;{r)+/;(y).

'rhU5each Ii is additive. This completes the proof.

It is well-known that additive CAs satify the superposition principle which-states the following.

If the configuration c is the sum of two configurations a and b and if (a) •.• and (b) •.•denote the

configuration.<: of a and b after n time steps, then the configuration of c after n time steps will be the

sum of (a)n and (b)n . It is quite easy to see· that this is equivalent to the linearity' of th~ global

transition rule,

The following now follows .irnmediately.

Corollary 2. Let .Ab = ( Q , ln, )[ , "l ) be a CA ..Then the following are equivalent.

( i ) ..Ab is additive.

( ii ) The superposition principleholds for .Ab.

( iii ) The global transition function F: Z~ -. Z; is linear.Il

In view of Theorem I, each additive CA can be associated with a linear map F : Z; ~ z;
and thus with an n x n matrix representing F (relative to the canonical basis or generators for Z;) ..
It is not hard .to check that this matrix representation of an additive CAistbe same as that introduced.
by Das d al in [ 6] and will be called , ~ la [ 6 ] ,the characteristic matrix of the aditive CA . The

..; .. ,.; .-.. , - ..

itb row of the matrix designates a rule being applied on the ith cell ( counted from the left) . For a k-
•neighbourhood ( I; ~ n ) CA , there are at most knon-zer.oentries in any rowoftbe matrix. For

instance, if the ith neighbourhood Ni = ( nf t •• : , n~ ) and the itb local rule is given by

Ii ( Xl , _•• ,x" ) = af Xl + ... + a~ Xi: t

tben the ith row ofthe characteristic matrix will have af atposition i+ ~f , a; atposition·;+ n; and .

so on.

If x denotes the current configuration of a .C:A -with characteristic.imatrix A:..then the

configuration at the next time period is given by A.x T { modulo q ).

It is quite clear from our definition that any (linear) map F: ~ ...•e can be realised in an
' .. ,

(additive) CA. ( Just define I, ( qo •... , qn-l ) = F ( c )(i ) ; where c is a configuration such that c

(i + )) = qj for 0 $ j ~ n-l ) . However, not all such ( iineett) mapsi~realrsaBl~ inl'unijorm (

resp, additive) CA . As shown by Harao and Noguchi [ 8 ], a function F: e ...•e is realisable in a

17
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unifo:m CA iff F commutes with the shift operator. Out next resultIs an analogue of this for linear

maps.
. ~.:., .

[)~fi::ition.Ann x n matrix "i;s called a circulant matrix if itb r6v; ( i ~J ) Is a cyclic shif~ of the

(i-l)th row.

Theorem 3,: A linear map F:c: •..•c: is realisable in a uniform additive CA iff the matrix representing

F ( w.r.t, the canonical basis ) is a circulant matrix.

Proof. Let ( Zf , Zn , N , f ) be a uniform additive' CA, .where N=( nl 711-)
J.:

and J( ql' ...
J' q. l = E a; q;. Let the global transit ion, function be F. Then for

i=l

any configuration c ,

(2) + al C ( j+ n. ); 0 ~ j ~ n-l .

Equations (2) clearly show that the matrix representing F is the circulant matrix

~
position n2

~,

0
~ 0o a1 0 ... o al 0 ... o al; 0 .. ,

0 0 0 a1 ... 0 0 al ... 0 0 a1: ... 0

... ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ... .... ... .... ...

. 0 al 0 0 .. · a, 0 0 a1: 0 0 0

Conversely, suppose F is given by a circulant matrix A . Let the first row of A be ( al • an ) .

n
Put .V = ( 0, 1, ...• n-l ) and define j{Q1' ... , qn ) = E a; If;. It is easy to check that F is the

i=l

global transition function of the CA (If' In , N, f). 0

One may "onder how this result relates to the result of Noguchi and Harao. The following

completes the picture.

Lemma. A nxn matrix A = ( aij) is circulant iff it commutes with the shift operator.O

Corollary 4. Let be linear and let A be the matrix representing F

( w.r.t, the canonical basis). Then the following are equivalent.

( 1 ) F is realisable in a uniform additive CA .

( 2 ) A is a circulant' matrix.

( 3 ) A commutes with the shift operator.

18
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:~. ' during evolution will be an appropriate shift of the pattern generated by c.
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In [ 2 J , "'olfram termed a C:\ legal if the local rule IS reflection symmetric. :\ formal

definition of a legal CA is as folows.

Definition. A CA .A6= ( Q , In , { x, } , { f; } ) is said to be legal if the following two conditions

are satisfied.

(i) Each neighbourhood N; is 0'[ the form (-ir ,-ir_1 , ••• , -ii' 0, ii' i2, ... , ir) or

(- ir , - ir_1 , •.. , - ii' ii' i2 , ... , i; ) .

( ii) Each local rule I, is reflection symmetric i.e. for each j , 1~ j ~ r, we have

=h ( 9-r I ••• I 9j I ••• I 9-1 I 90 I 91 I ••• I 9_ j I ••• I 9r )

The proof of the following theorem is quite straightforward though a little cumbersome.

Theorem 5 Let ..Ab= ( Q I In I { N; } I { r, } ) be a uniform additive CA . Then .A6 is legal iff the

characteristic matrix of ..Abis circulant and symmetric. 0

3 . Reachable and passive configurations.

A configuration c of a CA is said to be reachable if there is a configuration c' such that F ( c' )

= C I where F is the global transition functi~n of the CA. In that case the configuration c' is called a

predecessor of the configuration c .

The following generalises Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of Martin et al [ 3 J as we shall illustrate and

may be regarded as an analogue of Theorem 4.2 of [ 3 J.

Theorem 6. ( i) LeL t:p be the set of predecessors of the nul/configuration O. Let c be a reachable

configuration and c· be a predecessor of c . Then

,'c' + c:P = { c" + c' : c' E c:P }

is the set of predecessors of c •

19



In pattkular"the number of predecessors ofa .reacheble configuration i~thesame.as the

,',-~ .. .:>:;".. -. - .. .s : ..'-

( ii) If' C]', ::.k I then the Iraction-of configurations- teachableby,th~:6Aiisl··':~j"

Pr~~f. ( i) P~~illly. tJ)~ ~~nd .•assertionfellows rrQm~h~9rs~ .,.'~:o,~l>~<th~first ~rt~on\ let F
. .N.. - ", . ~ '. " .-, ~ _ -.__ . _ .

.be the global transition function. Then I for any C/E C] I .

Hence c· + cl is a predecessor of c. lfcisany predecessor of e then we have

F ( c) = c = F {c' )'"
, • - - , r ,,~

Thus F ( C - c' ) = F ( c) - F ( c· ) = I) j and so .c c" E':P. Hence for somec' E ':P,

c = c· + c'.

This completes the proof of ( i ).

( ii ) Let r be the number of reachable configurations. Since eachof these r configurations has the same

number of predecessors viz.}; and since the predecessors of reachable configurations exhaust e , it

follows that kr = qn ,where, e I = qn. Hence ~n = ~ .

Thus ~ of the qn possible configurations is reachable.

Example.Consider the CA of Section 3A. of Martin et al [ 3 1 in which at each time step the value of a

site is the sum modulo 2 'of the values of its two nearest neighbour~ at the previous time step. The

characteristic matrix of such an additive CA is easily seen to be

010 o 1

1 0 o 0

A= 010 1 o 0

,!I'
o 0 1 0

20
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Thus if x :::: ( Xo , .,. , In ) is a predecessor of the null configuration, then we must have

A xT == (}T ( modulo 2 ).

Thus

( 3 )

Xl + Xn_1 = 0

Xo + x2 = 0

Xl + X3 = 0

... ... ...

Xn_2 + Xo == 0

Thus ( Xo , •.. , Xn ) satisfies the system of equations ( 3 ) over the field l,..

Case 1. n IS even

If Xo == 0 ( resp, 1 ), then ( 3 ) implies that X2 == 0 ( resp, 1 ) and byea.sy induction xi = n Crespo 1

) for every even integer i <n . Similarly, if xl = 0 ( resp 1 ) then X3 = 0 ( resp, 1 ) and by induction

Zj = 0 ( resp, 1 ) for every odd integer j < n • Thus there are only four solutions to equations ( :5 )

VI:.

()= ( 0 , 0 , ... , 0 ); ( 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , ... , 0 , 1 )i ( 1 , 0 , ... , 1 I O. )i ( 1 , 1 , ... , 1 ). Hence one-

fourth of the 2n possible configurations is reachable in this case.

Case2. nisodd

If Xo = 0 ( resp, 1 ) then xi = 0 ( resp, 1 ) for all even integers i < n and in particular En_l :::: 0 (

resp. 1). This implies by ( 3 ) that Xl == 0 ( resp, 1 ) . It follows by induction tbatxj = 0 ( resp, 1

) for all odd integers j < n . Thus Ii = 0 ( resp, 1) for all integers i < ri . Thus there are only t •••o

predecessors of the null configuration B in this case uiz, f) and ( 1 , 1 , .. : ' 1 ) ."Thus only half of the

possible configurations is reachable if the number of cells n is odd .

Remark. Observe that the above results were obtained by Martin et at in [ 3 ] by entirely different

techniques.

Due to ncn-reversibility , for many CA's a large number of configurations are pot reachable

and occur only as initial configurations. For instance, in the above example. configurations containing
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an odd number of sites with value 1 can never be generated in the evolution, of tbe CA ( cf. Lemma 3.1

oJ[ 3 1 ) . The next result generalises this fact for uniform additive CA's.

Proposition 7. Ler ( Q , L« , N , f) be a uniform additive CA , wh~re.\·= (II ,'" t iJ:) and f( ql ,

k k
... , s, ) = I: aiqi' Put a == L /Ji' If c ~ ( Co ,"', Cn_1 ) ::f:.O isa reachable configuration,

i=\ i=1'
then /J divides L ci modulo q •

i=l

In particular, configurations containing an odd number of sites with value 1 is not reachable

for the CA considered above.

Proof. Let A denote thecharacteristis matrix of the CA. Clearly the first row of A bas entries III , III ,

... at positions ~ , iz , .•. respectively and all other entries are zeros. Moreover, since A is a circulant

matrix , the ith row of A is a cyclic shift of the (i-1 )th row for i > 1. Since c is reachable , there is a

configuration x = ( ~ , ... , xn_1 ) =/:: 8 sucb that A xT = cT ( mod q ). Thus we have

( Note that the subscripts of:r are taken modulo n)

It is easy to check that in the above system of equations each Xi occurs k times with coefficients III , III

, ••• , Ill: • Thus adding up 'the equations. we have

n -1I.: ci (modulo q)
i = 0 '0-1

Hence Il divides ECj (modulo q) •
i= 0

In the case of the CA considered in 'the above example Il = 2. Thus if c = ( Co , ••• , Cn_1 ) is

;1 a configuration containing an odd number of sites with value 1 , I:Ci is odd and hence not divisible by

2. So c is not reachable. 0

\Ve now give a simple characterisation of passive configurations ( i.e. fixed points) of additive

CA's.

22
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" '/' " Let .A'" = ( Q , L; . { II' } , { r } ) be an additive CA . where Ai = (n; ..... Il~) and
'Dcjln' lO·h ••

. k ... r (_g'" , ql: ) == L aj qj . The companion of ..A'c is the addu iveCA (Q, In t { .'.; } • {/; } ) ,

Ji l' j=1

\I'here '

( i) .fI~ == {
( 0 , nl , .. , , n~ ) , if n~ =f: 0 ;

s., oth cruise.

k , .
( ii) /; ( 90' ql , ... , ql: ) = ( q-l )qo + L oj 9j' if n; =f: 0

;=1
or /; ( gl ' ... , ql:) = ( a; - 1 )qj + 0; q2 + ... + a~ ql:' i] r.~= O.

The following is quite e2.S)' to check.

LEmma. A is the characteristic matrix of an additive CA iff A + (q-l)1 is the characteristic matrix of

its companion CA , where I is the identity matrix.

Proposition 8. Let .AI. be an additive CA with q slates whose characteristic matrix is A . Then c is a

passive configuratin of .AI. iff it is a predecessor of the null configuration of the companion CA.

Proof. The configuration c is a passive configuration of A

iff AcT = cT

iff AcT - cT = OT

iff ( A - I ) cT = OT

( A + (q - 1)1 )= OTiff

iff c is a predecessor of 0 for the companion CA by the Lemma .

Example. Consider the uniform CA .Ab of example 2 in which at each time step the value of a site is the

sum modulo 2 of its value and the values of its two nearest neighbours at the previous time step. It is

easy to check that the companion CA is additive CA .A'.,' of example 1 . Thus tbe passive

configurations of .AI. are the predecessors of 0 for A' which were found.to be 0 and ( 1 , 1 , ... , 1 ) in

case number of sites is odd. or else 8 I ( 1 , 1 I ••• , 1 ) , ( 0 • 1, 0 • 1 , ... , 0 , 1 ) and

( 1 • 0 I 1 • 0 t '" t 1 • 0 ) in case the Dumber of sites is even.

The following example gencralises Lemma 3.; of [3] •
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Example. Consider the uniform CA in which at each time step the value of a site is the sum modulo 2

of the values, at the previous time step, of 2k of its nearest neighbours ( I: neighbours to the righ-t and

kneighbours to the left) . Let n be the number of sites and let A denote the characteristic matrix of

the CA. If x = (xo , ... ,:<n-1) is a passive configuration, then we have

ArT = zT (modulo 2 )

or, ( A + I ) rT = 9 (modulo 2 ) (i)

It is easy to check that ( i ) is equivalent to the following system of equations over the field Z2 .

2k
E ri+j = 0; for 0$ i s n-l

j=O

( Observe that the subscripts of z are ialwaya taken modulo n 10 view of the periodic boundary

, ( ii )

condition ).

In other' 'Words , the' sum ( modulo 2 ) of the states of 21- + 1 cosecutive sites of the

configuration x is always O.

Case 1. n is divisible by 2k + 1.

Di vide the n cells into blocks of 2k + 1 cells. By ( ii ) , even Dumber of cells in each of the block has

value 1. Furthermore, by shifting the block one position at a time, it can be shown that the

distribution of J's in each block is the same. Thus there are exactlyu 2~t passive configurations. When

k = 1 , the four passive configurations ar~'O, 101101··· .. ·,110 110.. · ... ,011 all .. ·

Case 2 . n is not divisible by 21:+ 1.

:\ tedious. but straightforward, computation along the lines of case 1 shows that 0 is the only passive

configurar ion ir. this case,'

4. Conclusion. \\'t! have seen that the study of additive CA's is much simplified if we study the global

transit ion functions which turned out to be linear. The linear property of these global functions yield

OJ uch information about additive CA '5 some of which were found by more complicated methods. We

also observed that our approach is more natural. for the study of general additive CAs. Thus we fed

:11;,t this approach will greatly simplify the study of additive CA.'s.
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Optimal 'Yard Chains fortheFibonacci Words
.<" •.

, ;2 • ,.~: -i'

Department of Computer Science and Engineering,

Indi~ fustitute'of Techrt'61bgy, Bombay 400076.

Abstract

'Word chains are, an extension of addition chains to words and monoids. In this

paper a complete description of all optimal word chains for the Fibonacci words is

obtained. It is shown that the length of a shortest word chain for the nth Fibonacci. -' ' .

word Wn is n, and there are exactly 2lnj2JdistinctoptimaI word chains for Wn, for n

2: 2. The proof of this result reveals some more interesting properties of the Fibonacci

words.

1 Introduction.

The notion of a word chain, which is a natural generalization of the notion of addition

chains, was introduced in Diwan [4], in order to capture the combinatorial structure of

words. A word chain C, over a q-let ter alphabet A, is a sequence of words

such that {uJ_q, U2-,1'.:.' uo}. = A, an,d u, = Uj.UI" j,k < i, for 1 S i S r. The length of the

chain C is r, and it is said to compute a word w , ifw appears in thechain.: The length

of a shortest chain which computes a given word w E A + is denoted by l( w) and is called

the chain length of w. It is dear that word chains over a one-letter alphabet are precisely

addition chains.

It has been shown in Berstel and Brlek [3), that word chains capture the structure of

individual words much better than for example, finite automata. In particular. words with

some regularities have short chain lengths, and a study of optimal chains for specific words

yields an insight int o the structure of the factors of the v••.•ords.
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Let A = {a,b} be the alphabet. The Fibonacci words over A can be defined by the

'recurrence, w -1 = b, Wo = a, w., = Wo-1 'Wn_2, forn2: 1. These words have been well-

sturued in the literature and have many interesting properties, which may be found-in, for

"example, Lothaire] 6J.

It is clear that the defining recurrence .fortheFibonacci words gives, a chain of length

n for computing Wn• It was conjectured.in Diwan[4], that, in.ra,~tl(wn) = n.The main

purpose of this paper is to prove this conjecture. A similar result for the Thue-Morse words

has been obtained by Arnold and Brlek [2J. However,they have left open a conjecture

on the number of distinct optimal chains for computing the Thue-Morse words. The

techniques used in this paper ate different from those of Arnold and Brlek, and using

them, a complete description of all optimal chains for Wn is obtained. In particular, it is

shown that there are exactly 2 In/2J distinct optimal chains for wn, for n 2: 2.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section all the definitions and

notations used throughout are given. In section 3, some properties of the Fibonacci words

required for the characterization of optimal chains areproved.v Finally, in section 4, a

complete description of optimal chains for the Fibonacci words is obtained.

Further properties of word chains may be found in , Roth[7J and AIthofer[IJ.··A

comprehensive survey of results on addition chains can 'be found in Knuth [5}.

\ ):

2 ''Definitions and Notations.

I?efi~iti,op 2.0 As usual, A will denote.a finite alphabet, A- and A+ the set of all words
. .,..',.' ". , ,'. .. ... .. .. ,.--" .. ~

andthe set of all p.on."emptywor;d&ov~r_A .respectively, The ~IIlptr word j,s denotedbyA "

For aword w E A., [wlis the length Qfw1all,9 JOJa ,E,4., twla is.the.number of OCCUIT:~nces
." .. .... . ".. -,,,";: -". ",- , '. '. ',','. _.. ,-.> ,.... ..," " ,,-," ," _.-"', ~:-.., ,

of the lett,~r a in VI. The concatenation oftwo words U,v£ A- is denoted-by u.v .
• ... ." " :.' ,.',' ;. '.~; .. '-',;' .. 't '.". .. '.. ".,

Definition 2.1 A word u E A- is said to be a factor of a word w E A-, iff w == x.u;'y,for

. x, y Et4-. This is denoted by ujw. If x = A I (resp. Y = A ), then u is said to be a prefix

( resp. suffix) of W.
~".;: .,,,. -, • .', ,~·t..

Definition 2.2 Let A be an alphabet with ".41 == q. A word chain C o~er A is a s~quence·

of words over A,

C == Ul_ql u%~'l"'.''U:''~~'no, 'ill;"', u;

2T
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such that {111_q, U2_q' ••.., UO} = A, and u, = Uj.u/" j.k < i, for-I ~ i ~-r. The length of

the chain isr, which is the number of words 'of length ~- 2 in the chain. Without loss of

generality, it can be assumed that lu.;] ~- lu.-II, for i~l.

_Definiticn 2..3·:\. word chain C is said to compute a word w E A + if w -appears in -the

chain. The length of a shortest chain whicheomputesa given word w E A + -is called the

chain length of w, and is denoted by l(w). A word chain Ccomputing w is said to be

minimal if no subsequence of C is a chain computing w.

Definit-ion 2.4 Let A = {a,b} be an alphabet with two letters. The words over A; Wnfor

.:I"

n ~ -1, defined by the recurrence w -1 = b, Wo = a, and Wn = wn:'-'I.Wn-2for n ~ 1, are

called the Fibonacci words. The sequence ofnumbers fn = Iwnl, n ~ -1, is the sequence of

Fibonacci numbers, Ll = Eo = 1, fn = £"-1 + £..~2' n ~ 1. The words wn/defined by wnl =

Wn_Z.Wn_l, n ~ 1, are require-d in the further work. It is easy to see that w; = Wn-2.Wn-.l'

and Vinl = Wn-1.Wn_ZI. Henceforth it will be assumed that all words and chains are over

the alphabet A = {a.b].

Definition 2.5 A word u is said to be a Fibonacci factor, iff there exists a n such that

ujw.,; The set ofall non-empty Fibonacci factors is denoted by Fw~

Definition 2.6 Let tjJ: Ao -t A* be a morphism defined by ¢(a) =.aband tjJ(b) = a. Then

it follows immediately that w., = ¢n(a), n ~ 1. Let uE Fw, [u] 2: 2, and m be an integer

such that u/w"" that is u] ¢(wm-d. Let v be such that V!Wm_l, ul¢(v), but uftjJ(v/) for

any vI/V, v1 f; v . Clearly at least one such v must exist, and define <p.-l(U) == v. It follows

that ¢-I(U) E Fw.

Definition 2.7 Let C = -U_1I uo,... , u, be a minimal chain computing some Fibonacci

word wn• Then the interval Ii(C), 1 ::; i ::;D, denotes the set of words {u I u E C, fi :::;

Ill! < fi+1} . Thus the n intervals partition the set of words of length ~ 2 in C, and the

length of C = E7:1 IIi(C)I. When the chain C is under-stood from the context, I;(D) will

be denoted by simply Ii'

3 Properties of t.heF'ib onacciWcrds.

Lemma 3.1 The words aaa and bb are not Fibonacci factors.
, ,
: i Proof: The fact that aaa and bb are not factors of \'in for any n follows easily by induction
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Le,mma 3.2 Let w be any word in A~. Then 1¢{w)l •• = !wi and! ¢(\'\')1 = jwj + Iwia.
". •Proof: This follows from the definition of ¢.

Lemma 3.3 If ub E Fw then uba E Fw.

~ 'Proof: Since \v•• is a proper prefix of W,,+hn ~ 0, any factor of w., is a proper factor of
1'; •. - .

. ." '. ,Wn+l' Since bb ~ F ••., if ublw., then uba] ""n+l and hence uba E Fu,.

Lemma 3.4 Let u,v E Fw be such that uaub and vbva are also Fibonacci factors. Then

(ua)2 and (vb)2 E Fw'

Proof: The proof is by induction on the length of u and v,

Basis: [u], Ivi s 2. The only U E Fun with [u] ~ 2 such that uaub E F 1t1 is u = ba. In this

case (ua)? = baabaa E Fw' Similarly, the only v E Fw with Ivi s 2, such that vbva E FUI

is v = a. In this case also, (Vb)2 = abab E F"'.

Induction: Assume now that the result is true for all U,V E Fw with [u], Ivl s i, for some

i ~ 2. Let u E F", with [u] = i+1, such that uaub E F",. By Lemma 3.1, u must be of

the form u = bu.a. Thusbu.aabu.ab E Fw =? ¢-l(bulaabutab) E F",. By the definition

of ¢-1 , ¢-l(butaabulab) = avj bavj a, with ¢(vd = UI' Therefore, IvIi s: Iud => [av-] <

[bu.c I =i+l. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, since av.bav.a E F""avlbavlb E Fill =>

av.bav.ba E Fill ( by Lemma 3.?), a~d therefore ¢(av1bavlba) =vabuj aabuj aab E FtI/ =>

(ua)2 E F",. Similarly, let v ~ Fw, with Ivl= i+l, such that vbvaE Fw:By Lemma 3.1,

v == aVla,and thus av.abav.aa E Fw. Therefore, cp-l(avlabavlaa) E F",. ¢-l(avlabavlaa)
.' . I

= u.au.ba, with ¢(ud = avj . Therefore Iud slavd < lavlal = i+l., and by the induction

. hypothesis, (ula)2 E Fw, and hence ¢.((ula)2) E F", ~ av.abav.ab E F",=? (vb)2 E Fw'

Lemma 3.5 Let u E Fw be such. that u2 E Fw' Then, 3 an integer i, such that [u] = f;
. .' ,"' .

and [u I.• = ii-I'

. Proof: Theproof is by ~nduction on the length of u.

Basis: [u] ~ 2. The only possible values of U are u = a, u = ab or u = ba. If u = a, then

[u] == [u], = 1 and hence i =0, while if u = ab or ba, then [u] = '2! lula = 1 and hence i =

1.

Induction: Assume now that the result is true for all words u, with lul-:=;:k, for some

integer k ~ 2. Let u be any word EFuIl with [u] = k-l-l , such that UZ -:: F "'"

tion C· baseI. u = aUI ,
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Then au.bau.b E Fw =>o-1(auIbau1h) E Fu.· ~-l(aulbaulb) = VIVI with ¢(vd = au.b =
u. Since ju], > 0, IVll < !6(VI)I = [u] = k+ 1. Thus, by the induction' hypothesis: there is

an i such that IVII = fi and IvIla = fi-I. Since U=¢(Vl), by Lemma 3.2, [u], = IVII= fi
. .

and [u] = IVI!+ Ivtla = f; + fi-1 = Ii+!.

Case ii. u = aUIa.

Then au-aau.a E Fw => ¢-I(aulaauIa):E Fw' ¢-l(au'laaula) is either vlbvla or v1bv1b,

with <I>(vd = aUI' If q5-I(aulaaUra) = v1bvla, then vlbvla.E Fw, and hence by Lemma

304, v.bv.b E Fw. Hence, in either case v1bv1b E Fw. Now ¢(vlb) = aura = u. Since lUll"

> 0, [v.b] < I ¢(vlb)1 = [u] = k+L Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, 3i, such that

[v.b] = fi and Iv1bla = ii-I' Since u = ¢(v1b),lula'= lvlbl = fi and [u] = Iv1bla +lvIbl =

fi-1 + fi = 4+1'

Case iii. u = buj a.

This case is similar to case i and the details of the proof are omitted.

This completes the proof of the Lemma, since by Lemma 3.1 the case u = bu.b cannot

arise.

Lemma 3.5 gives a partial characterization of the square factors of the Fibonacci words.

In fact, the condition can be strengthened to obtain a complete characterization, that is,

for U E FUI, u2 E FtD iff [u] = fi and [u], = f;_1for some i, However, this st.ronger statement

is not required for the characterization of optimal chains, hence its proof is omitted.

Lemma 3.6 In any minimal chain for Wn, either the interval I; is non-empty, or the interval

1;_1 contains two distinct words, for 1 $ i ~n.

Proof: Any chain of length ~ 1 must contain a word of length 2 arid hence II is non-empty.

Similarly, any chain for w'" contains the word Wnt and hence In is non-empty. Also, any

chain of length 2: 2 must contain a word of length 3 or 4, and hence 12 is also non-empty.

Suppose the interval I. is empty, for some i, 3 S; i < n. Let u be the shortest word in the

chain such that [u] 2: 4..q-. Such a word must exist, since, in particular, /wnl 2:: £.+1' U is

obtained by concatenating two words in the chain, UI and u: ( possibly identical ) such

that [u.] and luzl < ft+!. Since the interval I, is empty, UI, Uz must have lUll and IUzl < {i.

If either of them has length < Cl, then their concatenation has iength < C. + {i-I = 4+b

a Con tradiction. Therefore both Hi and Uz must belong to t-l' If Ur = U2, then U must

be a. square. Since u must be a Fibonacci factor, by Lemma 3.5, Iud = !U2! = fi-It and
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[u] - 2f. 1 < f,'+l, a contradiction. Hence Ul d: U2, and the interval 1i_1contains twohence I - 1- ,

distinct words.

Theorem 3.1 Any minimal chain for "n has length 2 n.

Proof: This is proved by showing that there is an injective function 1¥ from the set of

intervals L, 1 ~ i S n, to the set of words of length 2 2 in any minimal chain. If I, is

non-empty, define qr(Ii) to be any word in L. If I, is empty, by Lemma 3.6, li-1 contains

two distinct words, then define '1'(I;) to be that word in 1,_1 which is not '1'(Ii-1)' It is

clear from the construction that qr is an injective function from the set of n intervals into

the set of words of length 2 2 in any minimal chain, Therefore, any minimal chain for w"

must contain at least n distinct words with length 2: 2, and hence has length 2: n.

Theorem 3.1 gives a local characterization of optimal chains for wn, which can be used

to obtain a complete description of all optimal chains for Wn•

4 Characterization of Optimal Chains.

First, some properties of optimal word chains for Wn are noted. These properties follow;

from the results in the previous section.

(i) The length of an optimal chain for Wn is n.

(ii) Every word in the chain is a factor of Wn•

(iii) If an interval I, contains two distinct words then the interval li+1 must be empty.

(iv) No interval I, cancontain more.than two words.

Theorem 4.1 Let CJ = b, Co = a, CJ, C2, ... , c, =w-, be any optimal chain for wn. Then

for ·1 :S i ~ n, leil = f; except possibly for Cn-ll for which Itn-d = £"-1 or 2£n-2'

Proof: It is clear that Ie_II = L1 = 1, [cor = fa = 1 and Icnl = Iwnl = £... Also, [c, I = 2 =

fl- Assume now that for some i, 2 S i < n, ICi[ = {j, for all j < i. Suppose [c.] < {. Then

c, is contained in the interval li_1, which thus contains two distinct words. By property

(iii) above, I, must be empty, hence ICt+d 2: {+t. If rei I = fi-lr then, since Ci+1is obtained

by concatenating two words t;, Ck with j,k < i+ 1, ICi+ll ~ 2fi_1 < f;+1: acontradiction, If

fi_t < [e.] < fi' then eil is not a Fibonacci factor, hence ICi+ll $ [cd -"- ci-ll < C; + fi_1

= £i+l, a contradiction. Therefore [Ci!2 f; .The only possibilities for c, are c, = Ci-1.Ci_2

or c, = Ci-2.Ci_1 or Ci= Ci_12. In the first two cases ,Icil = fi' while in the third case ie;!
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=2CI' It can be shown that no extension of the chainc.ij , Co_-, Ci-l, Ci_12 can .be an

optimal chain for w'" unless. i = n-L, Cn~l = Cn_22 and en = w •• == c.._22.cn_J or (n_3Cn_22 •.

This is done by enumerating all possible extensions of this chain until It violates one of the

properties mentioned above. The complete enumeration is a tedious but straightforward

process and the details are omitted. Thus Ci = C'--I.(1-2 or c, = Ca-2,Ci-l, and Icd = fi ifi

=1= n-l.

Theorem 4.2 Every optimal chain for Wn is of one of the following two types.

1. W_1, Wo,.. , Wn-2i, Wn-2i+l', Wn-2i+2, ... , Wn_2, Wn_1', Wn for some i, 0 ~ i ~ In/2J.

2. W_1' WO,.. , Wn-2i, Wn-2i+l', Wn-2i+2,'" Wn-3',Wn-2, Wn~22, '00 •• , for some i, 2 ~ i ~ In/2J.

Proof: Let e1, Co, ... , Cn-be an optimal chain for wn• It follows from Theorem 4.1 that

Ic;l=f.; for all i except possibly for i = n-1. Assume first that !C11= f.;for all i. Then either

c, = Ci-l·C1-2 or c, = Ci-2.Ci-l for i 2: 3. Thus Cn_l must be either Wn-l or wn-1'. If for

some i ~ 3, c, = Wi and Ci-1 = Wi-l then Ci-2 = Wi_2, since Wi-1 is not a suffix of Wi. If c,

= wi and Ci_l = wi-l' then C;-.2 = Wi_2, since Wi_I' is not a prefix of Wi. If c, = Wi' and

Ci-1 = Wi-I, then C;_2 can be either Wi_2 or Wi_2', since Wi-l is both a suffix and a prefix

of w;I. Since c., = Wn and Cn-1 is either Wn_l or Wn-l', these rules imply that the chain

must be of type 1. If Cn-l = Cn_22, since Wn does not have a square suffix of length 2f,._2,

Cn-2 = Wn-2 and C~ .: 3 = wn-J'. The rest of the structure of the chain is the same as in

type 1, which follows from the rules gi ven in case 1. This gives a complete description of

all optimal chains for wn•

Corollary 4.1 There are exactly 2 In/2J distinct optimal chains for computing w«, n ~

2.

. Proof: This follows from Theorem 4.2, since there are exactly ln/2 J + 1 chains of type 1

and In/2J -1 chains of type 2, for n 2: 2.
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Abstract: Bouom-Up-Heapson is a variant of Heapsort, Till now, its worst case complexity for the number of comparisons is
known to be bounded above by 1.5n log n + Otn), where n is the number of clements to be sorted: but it was conjectured to be n
logn + O(n).ln this paper we give a construction that proves an asymptotic lower bound of 1.25 n logn - O(n log log n) comparisons
for the worst case.

I. Introduction

Bottorn-Up-Heapson is a variant of the classical Heapson algorithm and was presented in 1989 by Ingo Wegener ([W89)). To fix
our ideas, we assume that the array to be sorted has n clements which arc initially arranged in the form of a heap (Heap creation phase)
with the property that i) the i-th element of the array will have (2i)-th and (2i+ I)-th clements (if they exist) as its left and right children
respectively and ii) every element in the heap is smaller than or equal to the smaller of its two children. The heap creation phase
requires O(n) time (see [Wi64 D. AflCT the heap is so created, the smallest element will be at the TOOL Then the root clement changes
place with the last element in the array and the heap is rearranged with one element less, that means the last position of the heap is
considered to be deleted. This is repeated n times. each lime at O{log n) cost (Selection phase). The rearrangement procedure
proceeds as follows. AI the beginning. the root contains a former leaf element, This clement is swapped with the smaller of its new
children and this is repeated until it is smaller than both of its children or it is a leaf. At each level two comparisons are made. In
Bottom·Up-Hcapsort, the rearrangement procedure is changed in the following way. We first compute the so called special paJh
([W89J>. that is the path on which the sinking element would sink in the original rearrangement procedure. This is done by only
one comparison per level, Then we let the clement climb up this path to its destination position. For this variant of the Hcapsort
algorithm. Wegener ((W89]) showed an upper bound of 1.5n log n + O(n). He also conjectured a tighter upper bound of n log n
+ O{n). We give a construction of a heap that disproves this conjecture and gives an asymptotic lower bound of 1.25 n log n - O(n
log log n). . '.

This paper is organized as follows. In section Ilwe present the original Hcapsort algorithm and the Bonom-Up- Hcapson algorithm.
In section I1I. we give some definitions and repeat Wegener's proof for the upper bound. Section IV gives an example for our
construction algorithm under the restriction that we first consider only the construction of the right subtrec of the root. Section V
contains the restricted construction algorithm in detail, In section VI we show how 10 extend the construction 10 the ..•.hole tree and
in section VII we give thi proofs and the running lime analysis for Bouom-Up-Heapson on the created heap. We conclude with
some remarks in section VIII.

II. Heapsort and Bottom-l:p-Heapsort

In the original version of Hcapsort we consider an array all ..n] with the clements of an ordcrd set S. For uur purpose, we assume
w.l.o.g. that S = (I •...• n]. The heap property is fulfilled if{a{iJs. a[2iJ or i»l n/2 j)and (ali] s.312i+l] or i ~rn/2l). The array is
called a heap if the heap property is fulfilled for all positions. Thus the array is considered as a binary tree, where the children of
position i are the positions 2i (if2i S. n) and 2i+1 (if 2i+1 S. n).
The procedure rearrange lm, iJ considers only the array positions I •...• m and looks at the subtrcc with root i. It transforms this
subtrcc into a heap. We now give the Hcapsort algorithm. following the notations of [W89].

Heapsort
I) For i == lnn.l ...• 1: rcarrangc(n.i). (Heap creation phase).
2) For m = n •...• 2:

interch3nge 311] and ajrn]:
if m # 2 then rearrange (mol. 1). (Selection phase).

The rearrange. procedure looks as follows.
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Procedure rearrange (rn, i)

1) If; > m!2. STOP.
,2) If i < m!2. ,compute min. the minimum of aji], a{2i] rod al2i+1 J (2 comparisons).

3) If mill = aid !.henSTOP " '
else if min = a{21] then Interchange ali] and a121]. rearrange (rn, 21)
c:Isc interchange aji] and aj Zi+l ], r~=ange (rn, 2;-'-1).

If i = m/2. min = minlaliJ.aI2iJJ,

Bouom _Up-Heapson. also denoted by BUH. works like Heapsort, but rearrange is replaced by the following. We first search for
the: leaf that we can reach by starting at the root and going always to the child containing the smaller ekm~L Lei us call this leaf
the special leaf and the corresponding path special paih, Procedure leaf-search, as defined below. docs this,

Procedure luf-5earch (m, I,J)
1) j := i.
2) while 2j < m do if a{2j] < a[2j+ I] then j := 2j else j:= 2j + L

3) If 2j = rn then j := rn.

We now climb up the special path and 1001: for the destination position of the former leaf clement •.••.hieh is the same position as

computed by the rearrange procedure given above. This is done by the procedure bouom-up-search as defined below.

Procrdure bottom-up-search (1,J) (e j is the output of /eaf-uarch (m, i.j) e)

I) while ali) < aU] do j := L j/21

Now we have 10 shift up the elements of the ancestors of the computed position on the special path. This is done by !.he procedure

illurchiJnge given below.

Procrdure Interchange (I, J)
I) x := a[j). a[j) := aliI·
2) while j > i do begin

interchange all j/2 JJ and x
J= lj/2 J

end.

Thus for Bouom-Up-Heapsort, we replace rearrangeim; j) in Heapsort by bollom-up-rearrange (".~ j) as defined below:

Procedure bottom-up-rearrange (m, I)
I) leaf-search (rn, i, j).

2) bottom-up-search (i. j).
3) interchange (i. j).

III. The Upper Bound

Let n be the number of elements in the heap with n : :!' - I. ~ is a heap for n elements. The elements in the heap arc the numbers

I •... , n. The argument for the upper bound {(W89}) is as follows.
Let us call the clements 1 •.... :zt-I small and the clements :!,.I + I •. '" 2' - I big, (in sections V and VI respectively •.••'c w ill give other
definitions for small and big),We consider only the 2'·1 Iuf clements of the heap. Since the tree is a heap, at most 2'·llcaf clements
are small. All big leaf elements are still contained in the heap created after the first 2'·1 deletions. Since the number of these big

elements is at least 2'·1. their average dep!.h in the created H',I is at least k-4. Hence the numbcrof comparisons for the first 2'·1 calls

of bottom-up-search is bounded above by
4 X 2'·2+ k l 2 '.2: O.25n log n+ n

and !.he time bound follows by summing over all levels.

lV. An Example ror Worst Case Construction

Let T L(i) (T.(i» tie the left (right) subtree of the node It position i. We call the movement of a leaf clement along a special path as
a trip, Let T be a tree: and Sa SCl of neighboring leaves. in J tree. Then sublree(S) denotes the subtrccrootcd at the nearest common
ancestot: of the nodes in S. ~). It •••,i11always bcc!ar from the context ;"'hieh T is meant, The subtre« ancestors ofa set Sof
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neighboring leaves are the.:internal nodes (If the subrrcct S). Exdusive ancestors pC ~ Sd. 5 denule.: the ancestors Ihal haveleaf
descendants only in S. Let further. m be an integer which we choose bIer and p :: ~".1-
Let us consider only the:first 2k.: deletions. Our goal is II) send as many leaf elements as possible to some positions near the root
of the help. for these elements have IU perform 3 lot of comparisons. Especially. we ~ :u1I10 send tbc leaf clements of T.(I) 10 !he
topmost region of Tl(l). Let us denote this region· we choose it 10 be complete bi.';uy tree with cut:lly P nodes· by TTl(l.p)
(Topiree of Tl( i)wilh p nodes) (Fig. I).

n '~J

t
;]

'1
"

Figure I

We first consider a small example as in Fig. 2 where k = 5 and p = 1. The: numbers beside the nodes arc the stored elements. The
contents of the nodes arc immaterial at those positions where no values are shown,

1

:Ij

,·1'i!
.,
i i 4
:

illill

t
1:1
I:'

Ii..I',.

\ \
/\/\ \A

Figure 2

In this help. during the first deletion step of BUH clement 6 will be placed at position 2. when: it replaces clement 2. But note thal
before any other element will be placed at some position in ITL( 1.1). all ancestor clcrr.cnts ufthe.:rightmost Ic~fhave to be eliminated
from the heap. In our example, the next 3 trips (in general the next k·2 trips) have to go through TR( I). Thus it is cleverer to chouse
p bigger and thereby ensure that •.•..e can send more than one clement in consecutive trips to ITI.(1.p). Therefore we divide the
deletions of the first 2'·2 dements into phases P where each phase consists of a pair P = (5. G) of SCL~ of leaf nodes, so that thc leaf
elements in 5, all make their trips through T l<l) followed by the trips of all nodes in'G, thru~£h TR( I).
Consider the example for k = 14 and p = 7 as shown in Fig. 3 on the next page. The clements 2..... !! arc placed in TTl( 1.7). The
next 16 smallest elements (9 .... .lol) arc all placed at the ancestor nodes of 5 •. Then we place the next 7 c.crncnts (25. '" 31) in 5.
in descending order from right to left. Our aim is that the clements in the nodes of a 5, will all make their trips through TL(I) to a
position in ITL(I.p). This is certainly fulfilled in our example fur the clements in 5..
All S, have the same number of leaf nodes. namely p. The elements in the nodes of G, (G stands fur 'gap' between two successive
sets of p nips through TL( 1» make all their trips consecutively through TR( 1) They Jo th..:job uf eliminating all ancestor clements
of S, from the heap. We count only the comparisons nccess ary for clements in nodes of J 5,. Since we want to send the next clements
in S,o. as S{X)nas possible. we essentially chouse the clements in G and in their exclusive ancestors as big (marked as b in Fig. 3).
But in the example there are also some clements in G. and their ancestors which are s:;:JIJ. This has the following reason. We have
to eliminate all ;mce:SIOI'clements of 5" Sume of them arc also ancestors of 5'0. (e.g .• the clements 9. "" 16 in Fig. 3). These clements
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mUSI be-replaced by small clements. !he others arc replaced by big elements. The trips which replace the small ancestor clements
by small elements should not start in S.. t since then they would destroy the whole structure. We force them to start in G,b), placing

some small elements in the exclusive ancestors of G and. if ncccssary.jn G itself. In the example, tbesc arc the clements 32 ....• 39,
This strategy is now repeated until we have \,0 iurth~r empty leaf in T R( 1). We formally describe the construction prucess in the next
section.

V. The Construction

Let us assume that It is very large and !hat we have already chosen m (and so p). By saying 'place some clements' we would always
mean that concrete placement does not rnauer but the heap property is always preserved.
Remark: In this section. an element is called small if it is placed in one of the steps 0) through 14). If it belongs 10 the remaining
elements handled in step 15). it is called big.

Heapconstructlcn

0) Place the elemen I 1 at the root.
I) Place the p smallest elements 2. _.• p+\ in the topmost positions of T 1.( I).
Remark: In section VI, we will specify !he exact placement,
2) Identify the p rightmost leaves (the elemems of 5,) and all their ancestors. excluding the root.
Remark: The number of these ancestors is I: . m . 21- p, since 5, has exactly p sublree ancestors and there are k . m . 2 nodes between
the, root of H~ and the I'OOt of SUbtree(SI ~
3) Place the next k . m • 2 + p smallest elements starting from the value p+2 at these ancestors of St.

4) Place the next p smallest clements 11 the leaf position of 5, from right to left in descending order.
Remark: All these elements will make their' trips through TL(I) and will be placed in Tfl.(l.p). If we place them in 5, from right
to left in descending order, they will need II. least as many comparisons as in my other case, but (ur the asymptotic time bound
this does not mauer. In section VI, however, it will be necessary to place the elements in this order.
5}i:=1.
6) Let g denote the number of elements in G•. Set g := k . m ·2 + p.
7) Identify all leaves in G" the next p leaves (that is, 5,.1) and all ancestors of 5 ••1,
3) Let T be the rightmost le.a.fand 1be the 1dtmOs I leaf of 5,.,. Identify the nearest common ancestor of 5, and T, denoted by
nca(S, U [r l ),
Rernarx : Note tiu1 as long as then: l1'C small elements in ancesiors of S, below !his nca, the trips will not sun (rom a leaf 10 the
left of G.,
9) Count the number of ancestors of S below nca(S U (r I). denoted by c.
10) Place the next g • c smalles: possible clements in the exclusive ancestors and, if required, also in the leaf positions of Go'
Remark: These arc the clements thaI art recessary 10 eliminate the ancestors of S, above the nca(S, U (r)) without destroying the

structure of the heap to the left of Go Bcacause of these clements, no trip will start frum a node of 5'01 during !he deletions of the
nodes in G,. 'Smallest possible' (instead of smallest) takes care of the fact that we eventually may have to place some small clements
at some non-exclusive ancestors of G, in order to reach the exclusive ancestors of G, under preservation of the heap properly,

II) Fill up the ancestral positions of 5,0' L~l.!have not received any value so far ..•••.ith the next smallest clcrncnts.
12) Compute g as the number of elements of G,o",as follows: g := g - c + IA(5,o,)1 where A(S,.I) denotes the sa of all ancestors of
5'01 below nca(S, U (II) which arc not ancestors of 5,.
Remark : nCl(5, U (I}) and nca(S, U Ir)) mly be 1•.••.0 different nodes.
13)i:=i+1.

14) If there arc still more than g + p leaves in T~( 1) then place the next smallest elements at the positions of S, from righr 10 left in
descending order and go 10 7),

15) Fill up all empty positions of H, .••..ith L"lc remaining clements and STOP.

VI. The Extension to the Whole Tree

We now want to change the construction so iha: it C3n be extended to T, (I). that means. we now consider the deletions of
leaves from the left subtrce TL(I) and ""C w:r1l10 send small leaf clements of TL(I) to TTR(l.p),

Remark: In this section. an element Ulat is ciaccd in one of the SICPS I) 10 19) is called small; if it belongs to the remaining
clements handled in step 20), it is called oi5'
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.. he C{)1ls~tion algorithm of section V .•.•·c CTc.1tcOas many complete 5-sCl..~3S possible. Lei now S,be the last CTC<!tc.C5'''<:t and
In t f h .' I . T (I'. . 0 be the number o. t e rcrnarnng caves L' i J. .

.~~ thal when BUH begins ",.;~. the deletions in 5, ,(which is in TL(I» ..•••.e want 10 have the fo!lo w in2 situarion :·J.ole,· -'. -
The clements aclllll1y placed in TT L( I.p) arc L~': [onTH..TIt:~f elements of 5,. S.lnCC the clement" of 5,., shall replace thc elcmcnt s in

. TT (I.p). the c1cments 10 TII(!.p) have to be 1.1-: smallest In the heap. In particular. they-have tobe smaller than those In TT L(I.p).
Th~s they have 10 be smaller thL' \hose in S;. So then; arc essentially two problems to solve:

I) Before the Bottom.~p.HC2.pwn algorithm reaches the deletions of 5'0' (which is in TL(I». the p smallest elements 0[ the then
heap have to be placed-in TIt(!.p)·
2) At the same time. the elements in TI l(1.p) have to fit in the aimed structure so that the leaves in a G, of T L(I) do not SUIt their
trips from left of Go So the last clements inserted in TIl(!.p) have 10 be chosen carefully.
In order to solve the mentioned problems. we replace step 14) in Heapconstruction by the fo!lo •.•·ing steps from 14) 10 20).

14) If thm: are more than & + P leaves in TR(I) then place the next p smallest elements in 5, and go to 7).
15) Compute r. If r S g. we identify the g leaves (some of them may be in T l(l)) and go te 17).
16) Now r > g holds. Let all the r remaining leaves build G,; place the next smallest clements in the ancestors of Gland th<: leaves.
if neassary. so that all trips of the clements in G, go through T£(l}.
Remark: The: trips in G, are not allowed to destroy the actual structure or Tl(). At this point the: nodes in ~ art: yct 10 receive any
c.oncrc-te val ue.

17) This is the step that solves problem I) mentioned above, that means we want 10 place the p clements .•••.hich hive 10 be placed
in TI.(I.p) before the deletions of the nodes in ~I take place. But before we give the placing rule. .••..c want UJ motivate it.,

Let now Ie and m be chosen such that each subcree of a leaf ofTIa(I.p) contains at least one set S, completely. Tben each node in
TI.(l.p) initially contains cauinly a small element, Let us first suppose thar H, is constructed according to lleapconsiruction of
section V. Under this ASSumption we now consider the steps of BUH on H,.
For each node v ofTII(l.p) there is a slcp. in ••.·hich v receives for the first time a big clement, If we consider the chrmologjcal order
of these steps we can recognize a paucm,

Lemma ; For al\ nodes v ofTI.(l.p}:
a} when v receives I big element for the flTSl time. its right neighbor already contains a big one,
b} If v is then a left child. its direct ancestor ••.ill receive a big clement during the next deletion step.
Proof : Note that we delete the 5-scts from right to left, During the deletions of the nodes in a G, • we replace aD those ancestor
elements of 5, that are not also =SlOT elements of 5'+1: an ancestor clement of both 5, and 5'+1 is replaced by asm.all clemc:n! (because
of step 10». .
a) Each subtree of a leaf ofIT.(I,p) contains a! least one 5, completely. Then the same also holds for each internal nodeofTI.( l.p).
Let 5, be such a 5'Jet for the node v.lf BUH suns with the deletions of the nodes in 5j• the rig hI neighbor of v cannoI. be an ancestor
of a still existing 5-set (the SJ for j < i are all deleted then) and so it contains already a big clement,

b) When a node v which is a left child receives a big dement for the first time. its former small dement is placed in itsdircet ancestor.
Since its right neighbor already contains a big element and its direct ancestor cannot be an ancestor of a still existing 5-set, this node
will receive a big clement during the next deletion Slep.· Q.E.D .

The lemma shows the following. The rcplacemem of the small clements in.TI. (Lp) takes place in rounds .•••.here in each round the
clements in a group of nodes are replaced. In the first round. the rightmost leaf in TIR(I.p) receives ;r big clement, In the i-th round.
first the rightmost leaf of TIa(1.p} that still contains a small clement (that is the i-th leaf counted from right to left) gets a big one.

Then if the node is a left child. its direct ancestor will get a big one and so on. We give all example fOf p = 15 in Fig.4; the numbers
In the flgure above the nodes give the node positions (and not the contained clements).
The mentioned groups in the example of Fig. ~ are the sets: (31), (30. 15 I. (291. (28. 14.71. (271. (26. \3). (25 I. {2~. 12. 6.
3). Note, that the nodes in each group build a path. Each leaf ofTIll(J .p) represents a group and each group has a group I'OOL namely
the node with the smallest indo within the group. The maximal cardinality of a group is m.
Now let us return 10 the Heapconstruciion of this section. Instead with big elements as in the lemma. we want 10 fill up IT.(I.p)
with the next p smallest elements available after step 16). Especially we want thar after the replacement of all small clements of a
group by some of these p clements. the contents of the nodes in the group remains unchanged till BUH reaches ~ •.Tbercforewe
order the groups from right (0 I:ft according 10 the positions of the corresponding leaves. We now place the p smallest elements
aVailable after step 16) in the subcrees of these groups. In each subuce arc so many clements placed as the number ofthosc contained
in the corresponding group. Furthermore. the clements arc placed ins tcad of some big clements .•.•. hich were placed by

Heapc0n51rUClionof section V. and they are only placed at internal nodes. since leaf clements could go into •.•.rong subtrees, Finally
the clements arc placed in descending order from the righ: group to the left, that means the ciem<:nts placed in the subrrce of a group
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are a:l bigger than all elements placed in any subtrcc of a group to the left of it. So when a group is filled by the steps of BU H with
these clements, no further trip will go through a node of this group until the deletions of 51+1 takes place. This solves problem I).

3

7

Figure 4

18) Sow fill the nodes in Tl(l) according 10. the same strategy as used by lleapcoastruction given in section V. that means create
as many 5·5(:15 aspossible by sieps similzr io the steps 6)10 14) but in TL{I) instodofT.(l). Ignore tbc fact that the nodes ofTTl.(l.p)
already have some elements (namely the e1cmC0152, _" p+1). Treat than as if they were empty.
Remark : Note that in the case r S g (in step 15) we eventually have 10 start in TL(l) with some leaves in Gr
19) Hlving finished the construction place the clements that, according 10 step 18). are in the nodes of TIL( l.p), in the so far empty
nodes of S( in d=mding order from right to left, since these an: the elements which must be placed in TIL(!.p) before we delete
SI.:· The nodes in ITL(l.p) are now again filled up with the clements placed in step I).
~O)Fill up all the empty positions of H. with the remaining elements and STOP.

Note that each element in S}has adefinite destination node in TIL(l.p), From the construcnon algorithm (the clements in 5, arc those
DeLlg placed in step 18) in TI, (Lp) ) follows thai these elements are not consecutive numbers and that they have to be placed in
TIJ!.p) in reverse preorder, that means in preordcr from right to left, This fact induces some restrictions on the placement of
elements ill ITL(l.p) right at the very beginning, i.e., step I) of l leapconstrucuon: This is explained below:
Le: us suppose that we have a heap whose clements are arranged in prcordcr.lf we replace-the clements by bigger ones where these
are inserted in descending order, it is C35Y to-prove that the resulting tree is organized in reverse prcordcr. The same holds vice versa.
Let us consider an example for p = 7 as in Fig. 5.

J

Figure 5
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~t us replace the clements by 8•.... 14 in descending order. The resulting tree is

S

12

Figun: 6

Now we replace the clements by 15 •...• 21 and we gel

15

16

Figure 7

It is always usy lO see t.hu an inserted clement is placed directly at its destination node. So we get an alternating sequence of
prcordcred and reverse prt:Ordacd trees.

_Thus. if I is odd. we start &l the beginning (that is step I) in Heapconstruction) with the clements 2..... p+ I in prcorder and if I is
even. in reverse prcorda in TTL(l.p). The elemenis in ~ will then be placed directly in their dcstinatiun nodes. This solves problem
2~ . .

VII. Analysis

In order to analyze the running time. we prove the following lemma.

Lemma: For all suitable i :
a) The deletions of Ihc elements placed in G. have no influence on the contents of the leaves to the left of Go'
b) All elemenu of S, in T~(1} and TL(I) w iII be inserted in TTl(l.p) and TTR(1.P)rt:S~'·c\Y.
Proor: We use induction on i : .
i= l.
a) According 10step 3) oC Ihc construction algorithm, the rITStI: clements arc ncccss arily placed at n()d~s in AI S I)' If any IIf the
nUl C' e leaf cicmenLl"-ouId stan its trip to the Icfl of G •• this ••ould cunttadil:I step 1(1) of tbc consuuction algorithm. 3$ one
cuil y HIeS.

b) This is obviOus.
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i .-;> i+ I:
a) The ugumcnl is the same as in the c.\SC of i= I.
b) Suppose. we just deleted L~e 115tnode: of So Follo .••.-ing our construction algorithm.the only clements, that are smaller than those
now placed in TIt.(l.p) (rcsp n~(I.p) ) arc 1.':e elements in the ancestors of So But all these clements will be eliminated from the

heap by deleting the nodes o:G .: Tne elements i;"l S"I remainunchanged (because uf part J) ).Su.J.hcncxt P inps have-to guthrough
T L( I) (rcsp. TK(I) and since: to':.: clements in 5.•.Me smaller than those below TIL( I.p) (IT.( I.p) ).lhc), usually replace the former
elements of S. (the only exception is when then:' is a transition from T.(1) to TL(I». Q.E.D.

Now in order to prove a lower bound on Ct' the number of comparisons needed for a heap H•..••..c prove an upper bound on the length

of G•. Note that iG11 = P + k . m . 2 and IA(S,)I = P + a. for some a. ~ 0.<10 = 0, Let x = k· m . 2.
According to step 13) of our construction algorithm. we find that !G.) = IG.I . c + IA(S,.I)!. No w note that.' is an upper bound for
IG,I . c. since IG.I . c is the number of nodes on Lie path from the root to nca(S, U (r}). excluding the rOOL So we have

IG,i ~ x + IA(S)l

Now let us compute an upper bound for IA(S)l

Lemrna : Let T be a complete binary tree with 2t• I nodes and 5 a set of p neighboring kayes. TIle maximum number of ancestors
of 5 in T is not bigger than p .•.21:. .
Proof: Let P, be the number of ancestors of S of height i. Since all ancestors 'of the same height i are neighbors. P,.I ~ LppJ -+- 2:
let h be the height of subtree.S). Then

f,

L P. s P + 2h
i=1

Together with the ancestors on the path from the root of T to subtJ1:e(S).this number is smaller than p + 2k. Since 15,1= P for all i
and x ~ k, it follows that for all i. IG,1+ lS.ls. 2p + 3k. Q.E.D.

Each S, contributes at least p(k·m) comparisons to ~ and >0

c, ~ 2L~J p(k. m)
2p+3k

If we choose m such that k's. p S. \;.,.1 for some fixed r » 1. the asymptotic lower bound is 0.25 n log n . O{n log log n).
Finally. note that the construcuon of the sections V and VI is always possible. Concerning step 10). there arc always enough nodes
in G, and its exclusive ancestors to place the g . e small clements. because IG,I = g > g. c.

Furthermore. if we choose I: big enough. the number of phases in a subtrcc rooted at a leaf of TTJt(l.p) is at least I and all nodes
in IT •.(I.p) of the constructed heap will contain small clements.
The maximal cardinality of J !;roup mentioned in section VI. step 17) is m.Jf we observe that in each G, at least c ~ p leaves contain
big clements. we can be sure L'lal then: arc al least m internal nodes in each subtrce at a leaf in TT •.( l.p) suitable for placing the

clements of step 17).

VIII. Conclusions

The lower bound proof presented in this paper is optimal in L'1esense that if we consider only the fir.-t 2t., deletions. we cannot get
a better bound. We didn't say .l.:lything about L':-C concrete placement of the big clements. but it seems to be difficult to iterate the

heap structure for theresulti:~5 hC4pS H,..I' Ht .•..... Nevertheless we conjecture that the upper bound of 1.5 n log n is sharp.
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, .Cornputing the Shortest Path Tree in a Weak Visibility Polygon
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,..

Abstract
In this paper we propose two li~ear time algorithms for computing the shortest path tree rooted at any

vertex of a weak visibility polygon. The first algorithm computes the shortest path tree rooted at any vertex
of a polygon ,weakly visible from a given internal segment. The second algorithm computes the shortest path
tree rooted at any vertex of a weak visibility polygon without the knoteledge of a ••risibility segment. In both
algorithms we use the ·convexity property of shortest paths in weak visibility polygons established in [4,10].

1 Introduction
The Euclid(an shortest path between two points 5 and fina sfcipi~~olygon P is' a polygonal path lying
completely inside P. It is well known that the turning points of the shortest path are the vertices of P
and that the shortest path is outward conver. For details of shortest path characteristics, see [5,9,12J. The
shortest path tree of P, rooted at any point 5 of P, is the union of shortest paths from the point s to all the
vertices of P; this union of paths is a planar tree rooted at s. This tree has n nodes, namely the vertices of
P. The edges of this tree are .straight segments connecting the nodes. The shortest paths and the shortest
path tree are the basic components in many important geometric algorithms, see [3,5,l1,1,9,12J and [10,7].
Our goal in this paper is to compute the shortest path tree in linear time inside a weak visibility polygon P.

In this paper we propose two linear time algorithms for computing the shortest path tree rooted at any
vertex of a weax visibility polygon. The first algorithm .sptJ (Section 2) computes .the shortest path tree
rooted at any vertex of a polygon weakly visible from a given internal segmenL The second algorithm spt2
(Section 3) computes the shortest path tree rooted at any vertex of a weak visibility polygon without the
knouledqe of a visibility segment. In both algorithms we use the convexity property of shortest paths in
weak visibility polygons established in (4,10]. These algorithms use simple data structures and are easy to
implement. Before we present the algorithms we state some definitions and notations.

\Ye assume that the simple polygon P is given as a counterclockwise sequence of vertices VI, V2, ... ,Vn

with their respective :r and y coordinates and no three vertices of P are coilin~ar. The line segments
t"I t'2, .•. , Vn_lt'", VnVl are called edges of P. The symbol P is used to denote the region of the plane enclosed
by P and bd(P) denotes the boundary of P. If p and q are two points on bd(P) then the counterclockwise
bd( P) from p to q is denoted as bd(p. q).

,j,
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.. . if the interior angle at the vertex Vi is convex, then Vi is called a convex vertex. An edge ViVi+l of P is
- ,illed a cellt'CX edge ~fboth Vi ~d V~+1 are convex :~r~iees. . . . . . ..

. Two points are scud to be nSI6/e If the segment Jowmg them lies totally inside P. If the segment JOlDlDg
t~Opoinls tou~hes bd(P), they are.stit! con.sidere~ to b: visibl.e. A.point p is said, to be weal;/y vis~b~e from
to edge or an internal segment st, If there IS a POInt Z In the mtenor of st such tnat p and: arc visible. If

. ~verv point in P is weakly visible from si then P is said to be u',aHy visible from st and P is called a weak
~'isjbiljty polygon. Such an internal segment st is called a visibility segment. For an internal segment st, if s
In'd t belong to bd(P) and st cannot be extended either from s or from t without intersecting the exterior
of P, we call st a visibility chord of P. A chord si of P divides P into two polygons and we call them the
subpolygons of st. .
; If a polygon P is weakly visible from a convex edge V.I;V/;;+1 , we call the edge V.I;Vl+1 a conveI visibility
,del'..

- Let SP(u, v} denote the Euclidean shortest path inside P from a point u to another point v. For any
vertex t! of P the shortest path tree of P rooted at u, denoted as SPT( u), is the union of the shortest paths
from t! to all vertices of P.

If the shortest pa th from a vertex Vi to another vertex Vj is computed by scanning only bd( vi, Vj ), this
path need not be the correct shortest path from Vi to "i- In order to differentiate them, we introduce the
notation CCSP(Vi. Vj) to indicate that the shortest path from Vi to Vj has been computed by scanning bd(P)
from Vi to Vj in counterclockwise order. If the shortest path from Vi to "i has been computed by scanning
bd(P) from Vi to Vj in clockwise order. then the path is denoted by CSP(Vi, Vj). Let CCSPT(Vi, Vi) denote
the union of CCSP( Vi, VI;) for all V.I;E bd( Vi, Vj}. Let CSPT( Vi, Vj) denote the union of CSP( vi, Vi;) for all
Vk E bd(vj,Vi).

Given any three points Pi = (Xi, Vi)' Pi = (Xi, ':Ij). and PI; = (I.I;, ':11), let S = XI;(Yi - ':Ij) + y.l;(Xj - Xi) +
':JjIi - ViXj. If S < 0 then PiPjPJ: is a right turn. If S > 0 then PiPjP" is a left turn. If S is zero then the
three points are collinear. We sometimes denote PiPjP" by Pi,Pi,Pk for clarity. For any two vertices Vi and
Vj, chain(vi,vi) denotes either bd(Vi' Vi) or bd(Vi' Vi)' If chain(vi, Vi) contains an edge V1Vc+l, we call it
same chain (Vi, Vi, VA:Vt+!). If chain( Vi, Vi) does not contain Vt vHl " we Call it opposite ~hain( Vi, Vi, V.I;Vl;;+l).
An edge ViVj of SP(Vt,vm) is called an eave if SP(vt.vm) makes a right {or left) turn at Vi and makes a.
left (respectively, right) turn at Vi where Vi, Vi, V.I;and Vm are distinct vertices. For the sake of completeness
we state the characterization of weak visibility polygons given by Ghosh et al, [4J as follows.

Theorem 1 Let VtV!+l be a convex edge of a polygon P. The following statements are equiveleut .

1. P.is weakly visible [rom Vt Vt+!.

2. For any two vertices V; and Vi of P where Vi belongs to bd( VHl, vi), SP{ Vi, Vj) passes only through
vertices of opposite chain( Vi, Vj, VcVI;+!).

3. For any two vertices Vi and Vi of P, where Vi belongs to bd(Vi+l' Vj), SP(Vi, vi) makes a rigbt turn at
every vertex in the path and SP(V,i, Vi) makes a left turn at e~'eiy 'vertex in tbe path.

[. For anj- vertex ViO['?, SP(Vl:+lt-Vi) makes a right turn at every vertex in the path and SP(V.I;, Vi)

makes a left turn at every vertex in the patb.

Lemma 1 If stisa visibility chord of a polygon, tbentbe short~tpatb bet~een two vertices in tbe same
subpolygon of st has no eaves.

Lemma 2 If the sbottesipetl: between two arbitrar)" vertices in a weakl~ibiJjty polygon has eu eave, then
every visibility chord of the polygon intersects the eave,

Lemma 3 In a weak visibility polygon, th~ sbottest path between two arbitrary vertices has at most one
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The algceitbrns.intbis.peper-repeetedly compute the shortest path between two v£r,t;ice;stha~,ar-e}kno.wn
to.lie in. the-samessubpolygon.of a visibility chord. Such a shortest path is convex (Lemma l),andcan 'he
easilycompured by.scanning.tbe boundary connecting the two vertices in the subpolygon {10]. Howe-ver, a
weak visibiliey-pclygon.mey.contain a shortest path Il that has an eave (Figure 1). 'Since any such Sh0ntest
path has exactly orre'eave fbemma 3); it Is made upof two convex pieces. Throughout.the.peper w~ecompute

.- such a shortestpath.by fll'St computing two convex shortest paths that contain theconvex pieces. Then we
comp.utethe tangent, between' these shortest paths to obtain the two convex pieces, thus giving the .shoraest
path II with one-eave.

This paper is organized as.follows. In Section 2 we present the algorithm sptl for computing the shortest
path tree in a polygon weakly-visible from a given internal segment. In Section 3 we present the algorithm
.spt2 for computingthe.shortest path tree in a. weak visibility polygon without the knowledge ora visibility
segment. We;conduHe-inSection 4 with a few remarks.

2 An Algoritbm for Computing the Shortest Path Tree given a
VisibflitySegment

In this section we-propose a linear time algorithm for computing the shortest pathtree rooted at any vertex
u.ofa polygon P,wh-ereP is-weakly visible from a given internal segment st. .By extending both ends of
stto bd(P),.the visibility chord containing st can be computed. The equivalent formulation of the problem
is to compute the shortest path tree rooted at a vertex u in a polygon weakly visible from a chord 'VIVj;.
Without loss.of.generality.iassume that U E bd(Vb VI).

Obser vefbat rforanyvertex v; E bd(VI.'v,,), SP(u, v;) can take left as well as right turns sinceuand
v; belong to different subpolygons of VIVk (Figure 1). Let Vm be a vertex of bd( VI. Vj;) visible fromu. If
there is no such ver,t~.wecan always find a point Z cn bd(vJ, Vt) where z is visible from u. So, assume
that there exists. a vertex Vm Ebd(vI,vt) visible from u. Since Vrn is visible from u, SPT(li) is the union
ofCCSPT(u"vm.) -and CSPT(u,vm). Here we state the procedure for computing CCSPT(u,vm). The
procedure,for'colI).putirrg:CSPT(u, vrn) is analogous.

The firststt;p::ofour algorithm spt! is to compute the shortest path SP(VJ:, v;) for each vertex v; of
bd(vI,Vl;) by scanning bd(vI.vl:) once from Vj; to VI in clockwise order [10]. The collection of these paths is
CSPT( Vl;, vd. Next, CCSPT(u, vm) is computed as follows. Scan bd(P) in the counterclockwise order from
.u to vm. Assume that the algorithm has so far scanned up to. Vj-J and has computed CCSPT(u,vj_d,
where (i)'SP(u, Vi-I)' makes only right turns and (ii) for any vertex v; in CCSPT(u, Vi-I), the path from u
to Vi in CCSPfF(u" Vj-'l} is SP(u, 1:;). The vertex Vj is now under consideration. If Vi Ebd(u, vd (tiibelongs
to the subpolygon bounded byvlv. and bd(Vk. vi). weakly visible from VI Vl) compute CCSPT(u, Vi) from
CCSPT(u, vi-d (see·flO]}. Now consider the case where Vi E bd(Vl' vrn). We compute CCSPT(u, Vj) from
CCSPT(u, vj_I),and'CSPT(vk, vd. The parent of <1 vertex Vi in CCSPT(u, Vi_I) and CSPT(v.l:, VI.) are
denoted as. rightpa~ent(v;)and leftparent(vd. respectively. .

Consider SP(v/:,:V/) and SP(Il, vj-d. Note that SP(u, Vi-I) makes only right turns, SP(Vl:, vi) makes
only- leftturns (Figure'-2).So, SP( u, Vj_ d and .SP( VI:, Vj) are non intersecting. In order to find rightparent( Vj),
we.firstfind.two vertices-v, E SP(u, Vj-I) and t·, E SP(VI;, Vj) such that VpVq is tangential to SPiu, vi-d
and SP(vl;,Vj) .. If vq- = "i then vp is the rightparen/(vj). Otherwise, for every vertex t;j E bd(vj.vq_d,
righiparerlt(v;) isleftparent(v;} and rightparent(tJ,) is vp (Figure 3). Thus we compute CCSPT(u, v,).

-Since vp Vq cis the tangent, SP( u, v,) makes only right turns.
Now we state the-procedure tangent (u, vi) to find the tangent between SP( VI;. Vi) and SP(u, Vi-d. Let

V,llt be the tangent where v, E SP(l'l:,:Jj) and l't E SP(u,Vj_J). The procedure scan SP(~'j,Vk) starting
at Vi to find v,and SP(vk;Vj-d starting at l'j_lto find VI. Suppose the algorithm has scanned upto
vtE SP(ui, u/:),and¥p ESP(Il,Vj_l). The following three cases arise.

Case 1: The segment VqVp intersects bd(vq, Vk), i.e., vI" vq,leftparent(vq) is a right turn (Figure 5)_ Since
v, isa vertex on SP(l{"Vl:), the procedure moves Vq to leftparent(vq).
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Case 2: The segmen~t'fv(doesnot intersect.bd(~'f' v~) and the a~gle at vI' f?rmed ~Yrightparent( vp)vp and
1"~vqis convex, i.e., !TIghtparent(vp), t'p,v~ IS a left turn (Figure 4). Sincewis a vertex .on SP(vp, u),
the procedure moves VI' to rightparent(vp).

Case.3: The segmentv,vl' does not intersect bd(vq, Vk) and the angle formed by rightparent(vp), 1.:1' and
1;Vq is reflex i.e., rrghtparen{(vp), VI" v, is aright turn (figure 3). So, Vqt:p is the tangent between
SP(Vl. ,v,) and SP(U,Vj_l) i.e., v, = v, andvp = Vt. The procedures terminates.

'The algorithm spi]: scans each vertex of P at most twice during the computation ofCCSPT(u, 11m) and
at mest twice during the computation of CSPT( u, vm). So, the algorithm runs in 'linear time. We state our
]fesuhin the following theorem.

'Theorem 2 The algorithm sptl computes tbe sbortest path tree rooted at any vertex of a polygon weakly
visible from a given internal segment in linear time.

3 Computing the Shortest Path Tree Without the Knowledge of
a Visibility Segment

In this section we propose an O(n) time algorithm spt2 to compute the shortest path tree rooted at any
~iven vertexof an arbitrary .simple polygon P. During the computation of the shortest path tree, if the
.algorithm detects that P violates the characterization of weak visibility polygons presentedin Theorem 1,
:then it terminates and reports that P is not weakly visible from any internal segment. However, if P is a
wecd:,-isibility polygon. it always computes the shortestpatb tree.

We now give the main idea used in the algorithm. Let u be any vertex of the polygon P. We wish to
-cornpute SPT(u). The algorithmlocates two vertices v and w by scanning bd(P) such that one endpoint of
.any visibility chord belongstoedfu, v) and the other endpoint belongs to bd(w, u). If-the algorithm cannot
locate vorw, it will be-clear latertbat SPT(u) has been computed. Once v and ware located, the algorithm
(COmputesSPfu, v) and .sP~u"w) from the information obtained by the above scans. Then, if,w Ebd( v, u), it
computes SPT( u) for ,bd.(1l"It'),bd(v, w) and bd(w, u)separatelyand the union of these three .gives SPT( u).
Otherwise, it computes SPT( u) for bd(u, w), M(w, ~) and bdev, u,).

Starting Irorn u the algorithm scans bd(P) once in counterclockwise order to compute CCSPT(.u) and
oncein clockwise order to "Compute CSPT(u). Wetefer to these scans as CCSCAN(u) and CSCAN(u)
r~pec;tively.Let Vt = u. Assume that CCSCAN(tJ) has so far scanned Vl, V2, ••• , vi-J and has computed
OCSPT(u, Vj-I). Assume that the path fromu to any leaf of CCSPT(u, Vi-i) makesarigbt turn at
every vertex in the path. Let Vi be the current vertex under consideration and Jet CCSP(u, Vj_1) =
(v([),ti(,2~,...,v(k)),wherev(l) = u and v(k) = Vi-l. The procedure CCSCAN(u);performs one of the
fCillo~g$teps .

Step 1: H'tIj = uthenSTGP.

Step .2: If.v(k-l'v,(k~vi lis;ai~ghtturnandvj_2Vj_;lVj .is.a:right turn, then CCSP( u,viJ := (vel), v(2), ... , v(k,),
j:= i-+ '1 {F~gure i>j.

Step 3: !If v:(k -l)v:(l)tlj.is a left turn, then find tbe vertex tI.(s'dfCCSP(U,1Jj_l) such tbatvjv(s) is the
tangent from Vi to OCSF.(u, vi-l); CCSP(tt,Vj) := '(ti(l},ti[2)., ... , tI(s},Vj); i :=j + 1 (Figure 7) .

Step 4: If v('k - l)v(l:lvj :is aright turn anti Vj-2Vj-1Vi is a left turn, then .sTOP (Figure 8) .

IfCCSCAN(u) terminates in Step 1 [Figure P] then we can show that SPT{u) = CCSPT{u) (see IlO]).
If CCSCA.N:(iU) terminates in Step 4, tben wesaythatCCSCAN(tJ;) has proce5ud up to Vj-l and We call
Vj-t as 'V. (Note that CCSP{u,v) is not SP(u, v,.} 'In this ease CSCAN(ll) is invoked.

JfCSCAM(iu) terminates in Step I (Figure 11} then SPT(~'= CSPT(u) (see [10]). In this case the
algorithm terminates. If eSCAPe u) terrninatesin Step t, tben we "tall the vertex corresponding to Vi-1 in
S1ep -lias 'W. If 'both .scaas 1:aminate in Step 4, the algoI'tlihm .eousiders the ic;jIlo:wingcases -separately,
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Case 1: .v beloagsto bd(u,tu} (Figure 12).
~. - .

Case 2: v does not belong tobd( u, w) (Figure 13).

In this version we consider only Case 1. For .details of Case 2 see [10]. .
Consider Case 1.' From our definition of v and w, it is clear that CCSP( u, v) and CSP( u, w) are not the
correct shortest paths. It implies that SP(u, v) (respectively, SP(u, w» passes through at least one vertex of
bd( v, u) [respectively, bd(u, w». If there exists a visibility chord in P, then one endpoint belongs to bd(u, v)
and the other endpoint belongs tobd(w, u), as shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 4 Let u, v and w be any three vertices of P sucb tbat SP(u, v) and SP(u, w) pass tbrougb a vertex
of bd(v, u) and Od(u, w), respective/yo If st is a visibility cbord of P thet: one endpoint of st is on bd(u,v)
and tbe otber endpoint is on bd(w, u).

Proof: Assume that both .$ and t belong to bd( v, u). Since SP( u, v) passes through at least one vertex Vm
of bd(v, u), Vrnbelongs to same chain( u,v, st). Since stis a visibilitychord and u and v belong to the same
subpolygon of st, it follows from Theorem 1 that Vrn cannot belong to same chain (u,v, st),a contradiction.
Thus one endpoint of st must belong to bd( u, v). Analogously, oneendpoint ofst must-belong to bd(w, u).
Q.E.D.
Corollary 1 The vertex u belongs to one subpolygon of si and vertices v and w belong to tbe other
subpolygon of st. .

The algorithm then scans bd(v, w) twice by CCSCAN(v) and CSCAN(w) to compute CCSPT(v, w) and
CSPT(w, u], respectively. First consider CCSCAN(v). Two cases arise depending on whether CCSCAN(v}
terminates before processing w. IfCCSCAN(v} terminates after processing a vertex VI: E bd(v, w} (VI:i w),
then SP( v, VI:)makes a left turn (Figure 14). Since v, wand V.l: belong to the same subpolygon of any visibility
chord (if there is one) of P (Corollary 1), SP(v, VI:) must make only tight turns (Theorem 1). Since SP(v, VI:)

makes a left turn, P does not have a visibility chord and the algorithm terminates. If CCSCAN(v) processes
all vertices of bd(v, w) then CCSCAN(v) computes the entire CCSPT(v, w) and continues.

Now consider CSCAN(w). As shown above in the case of CCSCAN(v), if CSCAN(w) terminates
before processing e, the algorithm terminates reporting that P does not have a visibility chord. Otherwise
CSCAN(w) computes the entire CSPT(w, v) and continues.

From now on we assume that for any vertex Vrn of bd(v, w), CCSP(v, vm) (respectively, CSP(w, vm»
makes only right (respectively, left) turns (Figure 15). Note that CCSP(v, w) passes through the same set
of vertices as that of CSP(w, v). .

Let Vrn be the next clockwise vertex of v on .bd(P) and v, be the next vertex of v on CCSP(v, w). If
Vrn VVq is a right turn then there is no visibility chord in P (Figure 16). Analogous argument holds for W. If
such a situation does Dot arise, the algorithm continues.

So far we have computed CCSPT(u, v), CSPT(u, w), CCSPT(v, w) and CSPT(w, v). We wish to
compute SPT(u} by merging these trees. We know that SP(u, v) passes through at least one vertex of
bd(v, u). If SP(u, v) passes through one or more vertices of bd(v, w) then they must belong to CCSP(v, w).
Before we state how to locate such vertices, we need a few notations.

Consider CCSPT(u, v) and an edge ViVi+l of bd(u, v) (Figure 17). Assume that ViVi+l is not an edge
of CCSPT(u, v). Let "» be the least common ancestor of Vi and Vi+l in CCSPT(u, v). So, CCSP(vp, v;),
CCSP(vp, vi+d and VjVi+1 form a funnel, where CCSP(vp, Vi) and CCSP(t·p, vi+d are the sides of the
funnel and ViVi+1 is the base of the funnel. Let Vi and VI: be two consecutive vertices of CCSP(t'p, t'i) where
VI: is the son of t'j. Let ext( vi, Vk) denote the extension of Vi t'.I: from VI: to the base of the funnel. For each
vertex Vrn of bd(u, v), let le/tsib(vm) denote the next left sibling olum in CCSPT(u, v). For each vertex Vrn
of bd(u, v), let rightmost(vm) denote the rightmost son of Vm in CCSPT(u, v).

For any vertex Vm of CCSP(v, w), let nezt(vm) (respectively, prev(vrn» denote the next (respectively,
previous] vertex of v'" on CCSP( v, w).
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NoW we state ourprocedureCCM ERGE(u, t'.!.:") for merging CCSP(v,w) and CCSPT(u, v). Let a =
<the parent of v in CCSPT(u, v), b == nezt(v) an': c = leJtsib(tJ The procedure performs the following
;.steps till it stops.

~'~tep 1: If b,prcv(b) intersects ac then if ac is a:1 edge of P (Figure 18) then STOP else c := leftsib(c)
, . . (Figure 19).

'Step 2: If b, prev(b) does not intersect ac and b, Fet'(b) intersects at(a, c) then a := c; c := rightmost( c)
(Figure 20).

Step 3: If b,prev(b) does notintersect ext(a,c) then if a,b,next(b)is a left turn then STOP (Figure 21)
else b := next(b) (Figure 22).

II CCMERGE(u,v,w) terminates in Step 1 lhe::; CCSP{v,u) intersects bd(u, v) and P does not have a
visibility chord as shownin the following lemma.

Lemma 5 If there exists three vertices u, v and tr of P where t' E bd(u, w), such tbat for every 'visibility
chord si of P the vertex u belongs to one subpolygoa of si and v and w belong to the oiber subpolygon of
-st, then CCSP(v,w) does not intersect bd(u, v) as well asbd(w,u).

Proof: Since v and wbelong to the same subpolygon of si, it follows from Theorem 1 that SP(v,w) passes
only through vertices of bd(v, w). Assume that eCSP(v, w) intersects bd(u, v). Since CCSP(v, w) intersects
bd(u, v), SP(v, w) passes through a vertex of bd(!:, v), a contradiction. Therefore CeSP{v, w) does not
intersect bd(u, v). Analogously, eeSP(v, w) does not intersect bd(u', u). Q.E.D. . .

From now on we assume that CeM ERGE(tl. 1:, w) terminates in Step 3. We call the vertices a and
b in Step 3 on termination as Vi and Vj respectively. We call:':it'j the tangent between CeSPT(tl,v) and
eCSP(v, w). Extend ViVj from Vj to bd(tl, v) till it meets an edge Vt_IVl of bd(u, v) (Figure 23).

Now we correct the paths in GCSPT( u, v) from 1: to all the vertices of bd(VJ:" v) as required by CCS P( u, w).
Note that CCSPT(u,v/: ...t} does not requirecorrection with respect C;CSP(v,w) since CCSP(v, w) does
not intersect CCSP(U,Vi_r). First we show that Vi: and Vj belong.to.tbe.same.subpolygon of any visibility
chord bf?(irthereis one).Letp be any pointonbd(q, vj).Itisclearfromthe construction of the tangent
ViVj' that SP( tJ;,p) lI1akesaleftturnOWe show that one endpoint of any visibility chord belongs .to bd(Vi, p).
Suppose both-the endpoints ofavisibility chord belong to bd(p, t'.k Then by Theorem 1 SP( Vi, p) must
makeonlyright' turns, accnrredictionvSo, one endpoint of any visibility-chord belongs to bd(v"p), Since p
is any point On"'bd(tll;,Vj); One endpoint of any visibility chord belongs to bd( t'i, vc). We know that the other
endpoint must belong to bd(w, u) (see Lemma 4). Therefore Vb v and w belong to the same subpolygon
of any visibility chord. Since Vi; and "i belong to the same subpolygon of any visibility chord, compute
CSPT(vj, v,J by CSCAN{vj) and link CCSPT(u. t'i:-d with CSPT(Vj, Vi:) by making Vi the parent of
Vj. We callthis tree the/eft tree of u and denote it by /eJttrcc(u,tlj). If CSCAN(vj) terminates before
processing Vi: at a vertex VI then SP( Vj, VI) makes a right turn, contradicting the fact that Vi: and "i belong
to the same subpolygon of any visibility chord (if ;h~re is any). In this case P does not haveavisibility

. chord and the algorithm terminates. . ,.., ,.
So far we have computed left true U,Vj)" Anglogo;.\.5ly,.we compute, right tf"el'(~, 1'9) by merging C5 PTC u, w) .

and CSP(w,v), where Vq is the vertex analogous to t:p (Figure 24). Since CCSP(v,w) does not intersect
bd(u, v) andbd(w,u),'CCSP(v, w) = SP(v, w}and CSP(w, v) ::::Spew, v). We wish to compute SPT(u)
from left tree(u, Vj), right treeiu, Vq) and SP(v, w). Let L'r be the rightmost son'of Jiinlejt.tree (u,Vj) and VI

be the leftIl10st ~Il()f Jj. in. rigMtree{ u, vq). If v" is to the right of.the ra;"dra~·nfrom. u through VI then we
say that lefi.tree(u,v;).gnd right tree( u, vq} a;redisjoint (Figure 24)~d orerlQPping, (Figure 25) otherwise.

Assumethil-t lef!. tree(u,t'j )aIJd right tw{u;vr) ,are disjoint (Figure 24)., Therefore, for any vertex Urn

of bd( u, Vj) (respectix~IYJb4(t'f,.u»,tbe ,path from .ato vmin lefttrc~( u, vj).(reSpectively, right tra(u, vq»
is SP( u, Vm). To compute the entire Sri( u), the remaining task is to coinpi.ite SP( u. I!~j for each vertex
Vm of bd(,vj, v'l).Weknowthat 'Vj and vI[ .belorigloSP(v, w): First Wecompute the parents of the vertices
of SP(Vj,tJ'l) in.SPT(u). Let Fbethe,concat~naticnofSP(rj.u) and SP,{u.,v'l).' Fcr.eachverrex.o., of
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SP( vi, Vq) we draw the tangentc., V" from Vm to F where vI' belongs to F and we make vI' the parent of Vrn in
SPT( u). This computation of the parents in SPT(u) for all the vertices of SP(Vjl vg) is done by scanning F
and SP( vi, vq) once. Having computed the parents of the vertices of SP(Vj; rg) wenow compute the parents
of the rest of the vertices of bd( Vj, vq). 'Let V, and VI be any two consecutive vertices of SP( vi, vq). From the
computation ofCCSPT(v,w) and CSPT(w,v) it is clear that for every vertex vm€.bd(v"vt), SP(v"vm)

(respectively, SP( Vt. vm» makes only right (respectively, left) turns. So, by Theorem 1 bd( v,, VI) is weakly
visible from v, Vt. Therefore, the shortest path from u to each vertex Vm of bd( r, VI) can be computed by the
algorithrn-sprj of Section 2. In this manner the shortest path from u to each vertex in bd( vi, Vg) is computed.

We call the tree representing the shortest paths from u to the vertices of bd(vj,vg) as middle tree(vi' v,)
(Figure 24), So, SPT( u) is the union of left tree( u, Vj), right tree( u, vg) and middle tree( vi, vq).

Thus we compute SPT(u) when left tree(u, vi) and right tree(u, vq) are disjoint. See [IOJ for the case
where left tree(u, vi) and right truett, Vg) overlap. In this version we omit this overlapping case -".

Theorem 3 Given a simple polygon P of 11 vertices, the algorithm spt2 correctly computes the shortest
path tree rooted at any vertex of P in O(n) time unless it detects that P violstes the characterization of
weak visibility polygons:

Proof: The correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemmas 4, 5 and Theorem 1. The algorithm scans
bd(P) at most twice to compute CCSPT(u, v); CCSPT(v, w), CSPT(u, w) and CSPT(w, v). Then it scans
bd( P) at most twice to compute left true u, vi) and right tree( u, vg). Computing SPT( u) from left tm( u, Vi)
and right tree( u, v9) requires scanning bd(P) at most four times. Hence the overall time complexity of the
algorithm is O(n). Q.E.D.

4 Remarks

Chazelle has recently solved the outstanding. open problem of triangulating an arbitrary simple polygon
in linear time [2J. -In order to compute the shortest path tree rooted at any vertex of a weak visibility
polygon in linear time (without the knowledge of a visibility segment), one can first use the algorithm of
ChazeJle [2J to compute a triangulation of the given polygon, and then use the algorithm of Guibas et al,
[5], for computing the shortest path tree. Our algorithm spt2 for computing the shortest path tree in a weak
visibility polygon (without the knowledge of a visibility segment) is simpler and easier to implement than the
above mentioned algorithm of Guibas et al, [5J. Moreover, our algorithm uses only simple data structures
whereas the algorithm of Guibas et al. uses the more complicated finger tree data structure [6,8].
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A Revisit to the Towers of Hanoi
(An Extended Abstract)

P.Gupta S.GhoseP.P.Chakrabarti

Department of Computer Science &,: Engg.
I.I.T. Kharagpur - 721302

Abstract
Some variants of the classical problem of Tower» of Hanoi incorporating lIew pragmatic

constraints are considered. The classical problem is extended to the multj.~g Q.Se. A botched
online variant is suggested. The case wherein not all disks are distinct is also considered.
Re{:ursive algorithms for solving variants of the Towers of Hanoi problem incorporating one or
more of the above constraints are proposed and either proved or conjectured (due to strong
empirical evidence] to be optimal in the number of moves.

Keywords Algorithm design and analysis, combinatorial algorithms, Towers of Hanoi, recursive
definition, dynamic programming.

1 Introduction
In this paper several new constraints have been introduced into the classical problem of Towers of
Hanoi which give the problem a somewhat pragmatic flavour. Although the motivation behind the
problems considered is purely theoretical, they may be likened to the problems that may arise in
connection with loading cargo onto vessels.

The classical version of the problem involves three pegs. The multi-peg variantis perhaps a
natural generalization. In section [2), we develop, prove and analyse a greed)' algorithm that solves
the recursive definition of Boardman et al. [1] for the Mulii-p!9 Towers of Hanoi problem in optimal
time, thus speeding up their dynamic programming algorithm.

Whereas the classical problem allows the use of the initial source peg as destination for solving
the smaller subproblems, we have formulated a version with a minimum of four pegs which prohibits
this. The idea is that disks arrive stack by stack from outside the system under consideration. This

. leads to an batded online merqesori variant of the problem wherein a stack of disks outside the
system of three stacks is to he merged with one inside, with the (additional) constraint that disks
may move into the system but not out of it. Increasing the number of pegs inside or outside the

.system reads to other variations of this problem. "Other special cases are also considered by us.
The classical problem necessiates all disks to be of different sizes. However if is quite natural for

'some disks to be of equal size. Variants of the Towers of Hanoi problem involving disks not all of
which are of different sizes is also considered in this paper.

2 The Multi-Peg Problem

2.1 Introduction
A r«utsi'''e algorithm for this problem which uses a dynamic programming formulation is proposed
by Boardman et al. [1). Whether Boardman's algorithm indeed solves the Multi-peg Towers of Hanoi
problem in the minimum number of moves is an unsolved problem. Hence throughout this section,
an optima~exact) solution to the problem must be understood to be one that takes as man)" moves
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as Boardman 's algorith~. ,'In the.;emainderQr.thi~'.Fape;,Hanoi(n;JU'~lI -referto an instance of
the Towers of Hanoiprcblem using p accessory towers (p + 2 towers in all) and F(n,p) will denote
the minimum number of moves required to solve Hanoi(n,p), using the algorithm of Boardman et
a1. [1], n being the number of di~k~.The disks are numbered 'f through n ,the nth being the largest.

2.2 Recursive Definition of Multi-pegTowers of Hanoi

Boardman et aI. [I] gave the following definition of ~9(n), the minimum number of moves to build
a pile of size n on a specific peg when the total number of available pegs is q :

In our notation, FJn,p) = ~p+:z(n). An equivalent recursive d;finition would be:

n if «(n = 0) OR (n = 1» AND (p ~ Q))
F(n,p) = 00 if «n > 1) AND (p = 0»

2 * [MIN(I:f=l F(nj,p- i+ 1»] + 1 otherwise

the minimum being taken over all tuples < nb n2, ... np >, such that L:f=l n, = n -1.

2.3 Evaluating the recursive definition'

k if«k = 0 OR 1) AND(p > 0»
f'(k,p) = 00 if(k> 1) AND(p = 0»

2. [(Lf=l f'(kj,p - i+ 1»] + Iotherwise

where 2::;:1 ki = 1: - 1 and the ,tiS are arbitrarily chosen.
Now the number of calls made to f' in this recursive evaluation with the first actual parameter

k > 0 is n = Dumber of disks = the value of the first parameter in the first call to f'. The value
computed for r(n,p) will depend on the values assigned to the kj 8 at different instances of calls
to the function [', Corresponding to the evaluation of a recursive definition of any function 9 we
can define what we shall call the recurrence tree. Each node in such a tree represents a call to 9

and the children of any node represent the (recursive) calls to 9 made to evaluate the first. Let the
recurrence tree corresponding to the computation of f'(n,p) be called the Rstree.

Definition 1 R-Tree: An R-tree T(p) of degru p is defined as follows: Either rip(p) is null OR
(ii) it has a root r(T(p» and the root has p children Oi(T(p», i = 1 to p wheri Oi(T(p» IS an
instance ofT(P - i+ 1).

Properties of the R-tree:
(l)Maximumnumber of nodes at level t = N(t)(t > 1)

p.

=2:
i,=1 i, =1

which simplifies to p+t-1C,. Note that N(O) = 1.
(2)Sum of nodes utl iec«! t = S(t) = 2::::0 N(r) =p+t Ct.

. !

Definition 2 A Completely Balanced :It has N(t) nodes for each level t, t = 0 to r, for some r
and n- S(r) nodes at leue! r + 1. Thus the height of a completdy balanced R-tree of il nodes is
r + 1, where r is the largest integer such that r+PCr < n.

Definition 3 Complete R-tree : A completely balanced R-tree with nodes at the last level packed as
far left as possible.
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For each node in the Rstree we associate a cost being the .minirnurn number of moves required to
solve the instance of the subproblem represented by that node. Because of the factor of 2 in eqn.
[3J above, the cost contribution of a node to it's parent's cost is twice it's own. The cost associated
with the root is LC7(2Ittt1(C7», the summation being taken over all nodes o of the R- tree. Now the
following theorem holds.

Theorem 1 The valu« oj r computed above will be minimum iff the corresponding R-tree is com-
pletely balanced.

Proof: In [5].
Thus F(n,p) = L~=o2r.N(r)+2t+1(n-S(t)) where t is the largest integer such that Set) < n.

2.4 The Multi-peg Algorithm
The R-tru is a framework on which our algorithm is designed. A minimal R-tree identifies an optimal
allocation strategy of disks on accessory pegs, the integer partitioning scheme at each' node being
implicitly en~oded in the structure of the R-tra! itself. For the sake of convenience we consider only
those minimal R-trees which are complete. A variable count keeps track of the nodes at level m azleuel.
At any instant n - count gives the number of leaf nodes of the minimal Rvtree at level mazlevel which
have not been visited at all and mmd gives the node identifier corresponding to the rightmost node
at level maxleocl visited till that instant. Procedure MOVETOWER(leveI,:S,d; w, ia,p) moves disks
from peg 5 to peg d, using the pegs in list w as accessories. The variable' ievd indicates the level
of recursion and hence the level in the R-tree. There is an unique node representing any particular
instance of a recursive call in the R-tree. With the aid of the variables level, count and n, MOVE-
TOWER correctly identifies the structure of the subtree rooted at this node in the optimal(complete)
R-tree and henc.e transfers the required number of disks from s to d. Note that each node in the tree
corresponds to one disk and each subtreein the Rsiree corresponds to one subpile builtin course of
wiving the problem.

Procedure MULTIPEG (n,p)
begin
s = O;/*source peg·' W = 1,2,3, .._,p;!*list of work pegs·'
d = p + l;f*destination peg·'
compute height of R-trre
and call it maxleuel;
count = S(ma:devd -1); maxid = NULL;
MOVETOWER(O, s, dj W, 0, p);
end.

Procedure MOVETOWER{lelle/, 5, d, W, id,p)
/*level : level of node in R-tree;
s .sourcepegjd.destiriarion peg; w.list of work pegs;
id:node identifier-p.numberof pegs;·/

begin
if(lellel == maxlevel}
then if(count < n)

then begin
if( mazid < id)
then begin

maxid = id; count ++;
end

movedisk(s,d); .
end

"else 'if(id $TnnM) .,
then movedisk(s,d};

. ~ \
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else begin j*levcl < J1UUlevel* f
Set b = wild; rlldenotes concatenation*f
for i= 1 to P do
begin
delete first element of b; call it dest;
MOVETOWER(levei + l,s, desl;h, idlli,p - i + 1);
end
movediskj s, cl); b = s;
for i= p downto 1 do
begin
delete last element from w; call it source;
MOVETOWER(leve! + l,sourte,d,b, idlli,p - i+ 1);
add source to hi
end

"••1

end
end

Any algorithm for the Multi-peg Towers of Hanoi problem based on the dynamic programming
formulation of Boardman takes n(F(n,p» time. Boardman's algorithm has an O(n2p) overhead for

. the realistic assumption n » p. The overhead of our algorithm is O(n) . Since F(n,p) is n(n), our
algorithm achieves the desired lower bound.

Batched Online Towers of Hanoi Mergesort

3.1 The Problem

3

Consider a variant of the classical problem of Towers of Hanoi involving four pegs numbered 0
through 3. The initial configuration consists of n disks all of different sizes scattered over pegs 2 and
3 with no disk residing on one smaller than itself. The problem is to merge these into a single stack
on peg 0 using peg 1 as an accessory. In addition to the constraints of moving one disk at a time
and- prohibiting larger disks to reside on smaller ones, we maintain that for no movedisk operation
should peg 3 be the destination. .

Definition 4 G ==< G(l), G(2), .... G(n) > denotes a configuration, G(i) denoting the peg number
on which the l-1h disc lies.

Definition 5 The predicates pJ,p2,pS and P1 an: defined as follows: 0 pJ{G,k} = TRUE iff(k >
1 AND G(l:) -# 3 A..'iD G(k - 1) -# 3);
" p2(G.J,:} = TRr:E iff(k > 1 AND G(k) -# 3 AND G(k - 1) = 3);
4 p!J(G,k} = TRLT iff(k > 1 AND G(.l:) = 3 AND G(k -1) -# 3);
e p4(G, k} = TRUE iff (J.: > 1 AND G(k) = 3 AND-G(k - 1) = 3);

Definition 6 ca.rd(S) = cardinality of set S.

Definition I' SI(G, c) = card(jlj < IrAND G(j) :: 3).

Definition 8 S2(G;.c) =card(jlj < .c AND G(i) # 3).

Definition 9
(a}.m(G,n) = number of moves taken by ONJfERGE (described below] ginn the initial configura-
tion G and total n:mber of disks n.
(b) s(G,n) = numher of moves taken o!J SELFMERGE (described below) gi~'e;l 1.1e iniiicl configuo

ration G and total nrzmber of dish n.
(c) /(11) = n:u.mherof mot1ts lakell by the classical problem of Towers of Hanoi jar n dish = 2" - 1.
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3.2 The Algorithm
ONMERGE(G,.t,s,d)rThe move sequences that merge stacks on pegs 5 and 3 onto peg d using peg numbered 3 - s - d
as an accessory, G being the initial configuration and k being the total number of disks." I

begin
if(k == 0) return;
if(J.: == 1)
tbeD movedisk(G(~),4);
else begin

CASE:
1.if(pl(i-) OR p2(k»
then begin

r(G) = max{iIG(j + 1)= 3 AND G(j + 2) = 3 AND i < i:};
h(G) = max{jIG(j + Ih~3 AND G(j + 2) i- 3 AND Ii< k;
j*MAX returns 0 if the given set is empty" /
if(r(G) <h(G)) then M5(G,I:,5, d,O);

else MS(G,k,5,d,r);
end

2.if(p3(k»
then begin

Or\11ERGE(G.k - 2,5,3 - s - d);
movedisk (3. d);
movedisk( s, d);
HANOl(k - 2,3 - 8 - d,d);
end

3.if(p4(k))
then begin

if(k> 2) AND G(k - 2) = 3)
then begin

ONMERGE(G, k - 2,5,3 - s - d);
movedisk(3, 5);
rnovediskfd, d);
movedisk(s, d);
HANOI(k - 2,3 - s - d, d);
end

else begin
SELFMERGE(G,k - 2, s-);
movedisk(3,3 - 5 - d);
movedisk(3, d);
movedisk(3 - s - d, d);
HANOI(S: - 2,s, d);
end

end
end case
end

endrONMERGE·/

SELFMERGE(G,i-,s) rMerges the stacks on pegs sand 3 onto peg 5, die initial configuration
being givenbyG and total number of disks by k; Assertion G(k) = ,., .
be". gut
U'(l < 2) return;
if(G(l- 1)= ,)
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then SELFMERGE(G,k -l,s);
else begin

if(k = 2) movedisk(3,s);
else begin

Oi\~IERGE(k - 3,5, (5 + 1)mod3);
movedisk( G( k - 2), [s + 2)mod 3);
movedisk(3, s);
movedisk«s + 2)mod 3,s);
HAi\OI(k - 3, (8 + l)mod 3, s};
end

end "
endj*SELFMERGE-,

HANOI(k,s,d) is the classical Speg algorithm that moves k disks from s to d.·

Definition 10 .
(a). G1(G,r,k) = < Gl(1),Gl(2), Gl(p(G,r,f)) > where

p(G, r, k) = cardUIG(j) = 3 AND i :5 r < k} +S2(G,k).

The configuration Gl is constructed from G by considering in increasing order of sizes the dish from
the set

{jl«G(j) = 3 AND j :5 r) OR (GU) 1: 3 AND i < k))}

(b)G2(G,r,k,d) = < G2(I),G2(2), .....G2(k-l) >
G2(j) = 3 - G(k) - d j/(j:5 r OR GU) ,p 3)

= 3 otherwise.

MS(G, k, 8, d, r)
begin
(1) ONMERGE(Gl(G,r,k),p(G,r,k),s,3 - s - d)i
(2) movedisk(s, d);
(3) ONMERGE(G2(G, r, k, d), k - 1,3 - s - d,d);
end

Definition 11 r(G) = rnaxUIGU + 1) = 3 AND G(j + 2) = 3 AND j < f).

Definition 12 ms(G,k,i) is the number of moves taken by MS(G,k,s,d,i).

Definition 13 h(G) = rnax(jIG(j + 1) f:. 3 AND G(j + 2) 1: 3 AND i < k)

3.3 Proof of Optimality
Lemma 1 If ONMERGE(G,k,s,d) with G(k) = s be modified so that the target configura/io'll is
one in which the largest j(1 $ i < .1;) disks are on d and the smallest i = I: - j disks are on some
given peg a E {5,3 - s - d} then the number of moves taken is no more than in the original instesc«
of the problem. -

Lemma 2 If ONMERGE(-,j, *, ') and SELFMERGE(*,i, ') are optimal for all i < s, G(k) ? 3,
and r(G) > h(G), then for all j $ r, ms(G,k,i) ~ ms(G,k,r).

Lemma 3 If ONMERGE(*,j, ', ') and SELFMERGE(*,j, ') are optimal for all j < k,C(k) f; 3;
and reG) < h(G), then u:henet:er j:5 r, ms(G,J:,j) ~ ms(G,J:,O).

Lemma 4 If ONMERGE(",j, ', ') and SELFMERGE(*,j, *) are optimal for all j <1:, then u:h':l-
ever j > r , m.s(G,k,j) ~ ms(G,k,j -1).

Theorem 2 ONMERGE and SELF.\fERGE are optimal.

Proof:Proofs of Lemmas [1].[2], [3], [4], and Theorem [2] are given in [5J.
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SA A Sp,ecial Case - " '.' '.~' ,. j.. ,

J..lD ~ spet:ii1 C2l5f;.to .ft't:~eG caIIDe mcrgeSort.' variant is when the stack on peg s is
~_ [ejt, CJi[~"O:ij~~4J'~~' ~ case of algOrit~ ON)'IER.GE thatmoves n disks from
~ l w P'f'£ t£ ~ 1tlheptp; ~~ (d+l)mod 3 and(d +2)~od 3 as accessories. Let CH{n)
i;;.ek ~ d~ t.alk= ~ CH,lliOI{Ji, d)- Then, '

CH(a) ~ • a(R:::; 0 OR I), ,
= CH(D ;2) il(; ~-2) + 3 otherwise

- .~.~..,

."CH(n; =(T"'-1)/3+n ifniseven.,

= (2'" - 2)/3 + n ifn isodd.

3~S GeDercilizing the special case :
, .

The ~ ame:d:6e ~~ mzy be li~ to p,> .( pegs- The problem is to transfer= ~ ~ elm ~ ~ (P+ 1) to pq; p, wmg the p pegs. 0 through p -1.as accessories.
l..dt CE!(~F) I:e tlie m;""jj;;;,rom" ~~ofIlJCmSJequiredby this OulineTowers.of Hanoi problem
~~nm" "

CHl(lIl,.p} =& if((O ~ • s I) AND (p ~ OJ)' ,

= 3 iq(1IIi = 2) k"'D (p = I)} ,"
= 00 if(m> 1 A.:.''l>p = 0) OR (n > 2 AND p = 1»

- JlIA"I'i<r<.aCH1(z,p)+CHl{n - Z,p,... I) +F(.r,p- l)otheiwise,

~ F(lIl,JJI) if ~ D ~ (UJ. A dyumic programming algorithm isstraightforward.

3.6 Further Generali:z;ation _

As a ~ ~mttm to diis pOOkm..lct us have one source tower s and one destination tower
d.. T~ ~ ~ imtc t..o 3idsA aDd B with • in A and din R The only moves allowed are
~ ~ is die fi3DIIDe Ri HIli fmm those in set A to those in set B. LetCH~(nJG,6) be the
,m';;lO!iAllliiWI@ IiiiIiflliibcr af IiIIIlmS Icqaii:ed to sal'R tJm probkm, ,..here n is the total number disks, a and
II ~ • JtJIIIIiIII!iuof pq;s im sd A amidB resp«.tivdy. Then. for n ~ 0, a ~ 1. b ~ 1,

Cln{=.c.l) = CHI(n,c-l) if (6=1);
=CHI(R,' -l)Jr (0 =1);

= Mnf1<r<.{F(%.i-2} +CH2{n -%,4,6-1)
-tCH1{z. a. I)} otherwise_

Apmm a clijlmiWiZiiit pr~.aDipl!llljj".,;~~ simiIIr to that of Boardman[I] may he designed.

4 Whennot all disksare'distinct.

4.1 ~uctio~
AJD.~ c! tk TIlJi&'CS of Ibmi problem moSideIed' 50 far in the litecat~, assume' that the
Wsb 2R • CIf~ 9us.. Iaadn5 scc60u ~ sball roosider a class of Towers of H~oj problems'
~ clfiisls2R d • ~ m«5 .-ith me or .ooredisb of each size. Notation : Let D ==<
D{~J,.P'{n..-:-.-D{.»~,tLe~·~ of dish, D(i) d~oting thenumber.of disks of
-'i.'JW..-5'_,CJ(~~,.i~~;,~'~~~:~,~~~ ,', .' /," .. " . .

., ~



4.2 Simple Towers of Hanoi with equal disks.
Definition 14 Asuperdisk U 4 ma~imat cOlltiguolis let oJ CfUl sized 4i$h -.

A mQvuuptnlisk operation may be defined to be composed of m movedi5c operations, where m is the
number of disks in the superdisk. The algorithm EHANOI(D, 1-,s,d), given a diskdistribution D,
total number of disk sizes c, is the same as the classical algorithm lor three pegs with each mot:tdi5C
operation beingreplaced by a mov(.5upenlis.toperation. .

TheorellJ3 EDANOI(-,ft; #, #) iif-opti",el/or all ••

4.3 . The problem underinvariance or initial conditions •.c
4.3.1 IntrodUCUoD:

A recursive algorithm OPTIM (or the classical three tower problem that works under the invariance
of initial conditicns was suggested by Boardman et~a1[2J. We extend the same to the equal disk
case. To start with. assume that all disks are scattered- over Uie three pegs with no disk residing on
one smaller than itself.

Deflnirien 15 f{l,P)= umber of aisk. DINe} 0,. ptg p.

4.3.2 The .Algorithm

tOPTIM(D,x.d)

r 0 = disk distribution;
,k = numheroC different disk sizes;
d = destination tower;

EOPTIM stacks all the disks in non increasing order of sizes on tower d. The towers are numbered
0, 1 and 2. 01 .

begin
if(c = 0) return;
it1q(c,d};: D(!:»
then EOPTIM{D,k -I,d)
else il(q(l,<!)+q(k,t)=D(k»

then begin
EOPTIM(D, k - 1,3 - d - t};
rnovesuperdisk(t, d);
EHANOI(D, k -1,3 - t - d,d);
end

else begin

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
O.
7.
8.
9.
10.

i,

r Disks of size k are scattered over 2(or 3Jpegs with at least one disk each on the--
two towers t ::f: d. */
11. t = E~I£R.GE(D.k-l.d);
12. movt$Upudisk(3 - d - t, d);r Let D'(i} = D(i)foMj < i < 1-;D'(1) = '1(.l-, t);
.ra, EBA~OI(D'••• t,d);
l-I.eJ)d
15.eud

·.E~RGE(D.c.d) r Merges all disksgh:en by< D(1),D(2}, •.., D{c) > onto some towel t -# d.
The chOicecf the lQwtr is made to ensure thaC the nlUnber of ~~ VI: nililimaL "]:
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16. begin
17. if(k = 0) return((d + l)mod3); /* t chosen arbitrarily */
18. else begin . .... , , .. .•.
19. Let t be the t~wer with more disks of size k amongst the towers t r d; [break ties arbitr ar ily).
20. EOPTIM(D",k,t);
/* D"(i) = D(i) for 0 < i < k; D"(k) = D(k) - q(k,t) * /

return(t);
21. end
22.end

4.3.3 Proof Of Optimality :

Theorem 4 EOPTIM(D,n,d) and EMERGE(D,n,d) are opiimal for all n .

4.4 The Online variant when disks are not all distinct
-

. The special case of the 'Batched Online Towers of Hanoi problem', presented in section 3.4 may be
extended to the case of equal disks, simply by moving contiguous disks of equal size as superdisks.

4.5 The Multi-peg variant:
First let us frame a recursive definition similar to that of Boardrnanjl] . Let F(j, 1. p) denote the
minimum number of moves required to solve the Multi-peg Towers of Hanoi problem with some
disks equal, the disk distribution being given by < D(j), D(j + 1), ... , D(k) > and the number of
accessory pegs being p. The sequence of integers i.i + l,i + 2, .. .1: indicate indicate the disk sizes.
Treating equal size as superdisks,

FU, J:,p) = D(j) if(j = k AND p ~ 0);

= 00 if«J: > i AND p $ 0) OR k < j)
= UINj,£i<k ((2F(j, i,p) + F(i + l,k,p - l)))otherwise.

F(j, k,p) may be found by straightforward dynamic programming. It takes O(n3p) time to find
F(I,n,p). A recursive algorithm that works on the given dynamic progranuning formulation may
be designed, using an approach similar to that of Boardman (1].

The following conjecture, based on strong empirical evidence shall be our parting note:
Conjecture : If F(j, k + 1, p) is minimised at i = z then there exists some z l $ x , some x2 ~ z ,
and some %3 ~ z , such that F(j,k,p) is minimised at i = z l , F(j + l,k + l,p) is minimised at
i = .:z:2 and F(j,k + l,p - 1) is minimised at i = .:z:3. If proved to be correct, an O(n2p) algorithm
may be designed using this result.
N.B. In discussing properties of functions, replacing a parameter by '*' indicates that the value of
the parameter concerned is irrelevant in the context.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem [1]. Suppose we have an R-tree of height h whiCh is not Completely balanced.
Then there exists at least one node at some level I < h - 1 such that it has at least. one child which
is null. Replace this child by a node from level h. The cost associated with the root of the newly
constructed R-tree is less than that associated 'with the root of the original tree. This procedure
.xnay be repeated until a completely balanced R-tree is obtained. Also any two R-trees of n nodes
which are completely balanced, will have the same cost associated with their roots.
o Proof of Lemma [1].
Basis:.
(A). Let G(i + 1) = • -:;3.-and j = 1. consiSts of disb on pegs. and 3. Let. the final configuration
have the (i + I)'· disk on dand the'other i diSks on peg 3 -. - d. This c:ao be achieved by a call
to ONMERGE(G, i,.,3-.- cf) followed by a movedisk(., d). Since.m(G,i)+l~ ·m(G.i + I), the
transformation deseribedin the lemma tabs DO more moves than ONMERGE(G,i + I,$,d).

(B). Let G(i + 1) =. -:;3. The initial COIlfiguration consists of disks on pep • and 3. The final
configuration has the (i+ I)'· disk ond-and the other k-l disks on •. This takes as many moves as
ONMERGE{G,i+ I",cl) since once the (i+ 1)'· disk has been moved. we may simply interchange
the identities of the towers • and d. .
Hypothesis:. . .... .
(A). Let the initial configuration be as usual. Let the &n8IeOIifiguration be"A' with the largest
; - 1disks on d and t.be Itnallest i disb on 3.-. - tL Assume that· reachinl A is no more costly
than executinl ONMERGE(G,.i +U - I)",1l) . .

(B). Let. the ipitial configuration be as usual. Let the final confi~~ti~n be 'B' with the largest
; - 1 disks on d ;and ·the smallest i disks on.. Assume that reaching B is nO more costly than
executing ONMERGE(G, i +U - 1}, ',d).
lDductioD. step. ~: .
Case 1. Let the startiDs configuration be •• usual. Let the final configuratioe C have the largest
j disks on d ~d the'lID&I1esti on .(i+j = ~).Now in the third .tep oCMS(G.i+i,s.d,.),
ONMERGE(G'l(Q •• ,k),i+U -1),3-.-d.d)is executed. But from the induction hypothesis (A),
we may deduce by an appropiate reindexinl of towers, that it is no more' costly·to transfer U - 1)
disks to d and i disks to •. Bence reaching C takes no more moves than ONMERGE(G, i+ ;,8, d).

Case 2. Let the starting configuration be as usual. Let' the final configuration D have the
largest j disks on d andthesmallesti disks on 3 -. - d . By induction hyPotheSis (B), the cost of
transferring j - 1 diab to d and the smallest i ,disks to 3 - • - d is no more than that of executing
ONMERGE(G'l(G.j,k),i + U - 1},3 -. - d.d). Benee.reaching D tabs DO more moves than
ONMERGE(G,i+i,"cI}.. . . : -:'" :~:.' 0
Proof of Lemma(2).Let MS(G,~,.,d.J1·be executed for some j S .r. Then first the following
sequence or moveswiU be exeeuted ; -.

•,.:?

.. l.ONMERGE(GI(G,j, k).p(G,i,k) •• ,3-', -' d)i
"; 2.movedisk{.; cf); ,
. . ..~. ~'

N~ ONMERGE(G2(G,j.~).~ -1.3.- ,-ci.cI} is invoked. This results in uequence of recursive
invocatio.D8 of ONMERGEwith the second argument taking the values k~ I, k - 3,1- S,.._....,r+2
in succession •.When the last of these calls is exeeuted to eompleticn, the ciisb are in' a configuration
G' defined as follows:

Vj S r+ 2, O'U)' == i/(f! = k ~4z+ l)then,·. d;
for j E]r +2, k[ . 0'(;) =' il(GU) d:,' 3) then 3 else 3·-. ~ d;

O'(k) .=.d;

where zE N. Let the' Pee wherein the smallest r + 2 disks are piled in colifig1ira1.ionG' be denoted
as peg CI.Thus thet~otniation from C'to O'·lQaY·belooked upon u:
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la.ON~IERGf;{Gl(G.;. i);p(Gd.l) ••• 3 -, ~d); '.,
2&.moVediK( •• lI); " '. .

. 3a.ONAtERGE(G2(G.i.I:,~ ..•., - d).r.3 -' •.-:",.»,
. 4;L~(3, 3 '- • - d);
. ~a.mowedisk(3.:G); . . "

6a.moweclisk(3 -. -d.a);
.:7a.BANOI(r,. +d - G.G); .. ..'

Let us ~o~ ~his~nce •• Ml and the ~u~er,or~ it ~ •. ~~ 'ne transformation
frOmG toG' may" ~·acc:Omplisbea.by eX~uting·~be·toikwriac :~. !...' ,'.

.., -. '", " ..' ..

Ib.OrUIERGEl(GI(G.i. 1:).P<G.i.l) ••• 3-:" ..•.cI); '.
2b.ON.MERGE(G2"(G.i.I:), Jo. 1I,3-.~d);, .
3b.InoVedisk(" d); ", .
4b:lDoYtdisk(3 •• +d - II);
5b:ttlOYedisk(3. G);

. 6b.~(.+d-Cl.II);· ••.
.. 7b.IlANOI(r.3 -', - d.G); . '..... '.- . .' .

.' .
wl:aereOX~IERGEl ia slip' lb..places all clisb QCsiZe.S· r' inGl(G.~') ••••. ·i*Steadof 3- s":"d.
The other disks in <;i1(O,i,l) 'are placed,in pe&3 -" - d.G2"(G.j.~}. t,k ~gurationreached
aft.er the execution ot dep lb. .' " .

F~ct i G2'i(cf.J.'J:) is ~omo,.,lic 10 :. projection 01G2(G.i.I:~l) .•••• 'first r componen.ts,
upto II reialuira, i;J tAepeg;' .' , .' '.' . ." . ,

:. "

Let us denote the last ~eDce by M2 and the IlWDber of~it~.,..tByLemma [1) lb
takes no more 'moves tlwa la. By flU:t[l]itep2btabs DO •••••••••••••. Bence m2 S ml.
Now let us 'tep1aCe.lbe fiistt~ steps of M2 by ()NM£RGE(GI(6;r.~.r.I:),s,3 - • - d).
Let this newsequenct. be debated as M3' and Jet it ,tUe m3 mcms. .r...• iMhactionhypothesis,
m3 S m2. H'encefil3 S mi. Now Lemma 2 foUowa-ftodlther.ct tJa.al Mt •••. ·.,. may be appended
with identical mOve'sequences to alrec~anoplimal 'tfanst'ormatioa 10. " ••• guration. 0
Proof ofLenuiia (3]. Consider MS(G,·I:,s,d,i), 0 < i Sr. TbefolloirillC •••• ence of moves are
executed: .

1.0NMERGE(Gl(G,i, 1).P(G.i.k)". 3 - , ...:d);
.2.movedisk(., d); .
3.0NMERGE(G2(G,i,1.d).I:-I,3 -':- d,d);

Since j ~ r < m,the call to ONMERGE in, $Lep 3 ahoY«: leads' &0' a .i•••••ofinvocatioDs of
ONMERGE with the second parameter taking the valueS 1-1,1: -3 •..... ilil+ 1. The last of these
calls must either transfer all disksi Sm + 1 to peg • or tr~fei all of "ut- to Pes d.Denote this
destination peg as peg a.' Toatred this step, it must traDsrer all diab 01_ S •• from peg 3 - s - d
and possibly some frOmpeg 3to Pes (. +d - II). Amoapt the diSh, In.'. aethe ones in the
set {ili~ j AND G( i) == 3} which are moved from 3 to 3 - • - d ia step 1.Qeidy the movement
of such disks instep l1rete in vain. These tramf'eu rmPtas •• be diIIIr.'(o step 3 without
increasing the total number of moves.( The details of such a COD5UIIdioDUe omitted from this
paper). Hence the lemma follows. " 0

!
\
i

Deflnition 16
INVOKED(G,i,1:)

= FALSE iJ(i ). 1 - 1);
= TRUE a/(i:: k -I}; . '
= «I~VOKED(G,j + 2,1) AND G(j + 2)=3) OR (INVOKED(G,j +1,'1) A~D
G(j + 1)-:;3» otlacTUlise;
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INYOKED(G.j.i) assumeS\r-alue 'TRUE' ifONlIERG£(G,i •••• ) is invoked In the recursive evalu-
ation ofONMERG£(G.i-:-i •••• ) ie/ore •• ,·mowtlisk operatiofU 4re uenid; otherwise it assumes
a value TAISE·. . .
proof of Lemma14J. . .

Definition 17 oU) = max(iJG(i) = 3 AND i $ j).

The 'condition ms(G.I:,j) = ~(G.k.j - 1) triviall)" holds when aU"- 1) = aU). So consider the
case a(j- I):F a(j)~ Consider the step 1oCMS(G,k•• ,dd -1) aad )lS(G,k,.,d,i). Since in the
latter Case one has to work' With one extra disk. the other disks being in· the same configuration in
both the cases, the following holds.

Fact 2 m(Gl(G.i,k),p(G.i,k» - m(Gl(G;i -1,k).P(G.i -'I.I:»?: 1

Consider step 3 of MS{G,k,.,d.i - 1) and MS{G,I: •• ,d,i) ..

Definition 18G4= Gl(G,i -l.k,d) ..
G5= 92(G~i,k.d);

Fact 3 MIN{ilG4(i)= 3 ~"D G5(i):F 3) =a(j).

Fad 4
G4(i) = O5(i) =3-.- d,l $ i $ (aul-1)
G4{a(j» =3; .
G5(a(j» = 3 - • .,...d;
G4(i) = O5(i)(a(j) + 1) $ i$ (k -" 1).

Definition 19

F(G.i) = m{G.i)- m(G,i-l) if(INVO~ED(G.i,l:) ANDG{i),:F 3)
== m(G,i) - m(G.i- 2) if(INVOKED(G,i,l:) AND G(i)= 3)

= 0 otherwise.

FactS
1:-1

m(G,k -1) = E F(G, i) + m(G,a(j) + 1)
i=e(j)+2

i/ INVOKED(G,o(j) + l.k} .
1:-1

= E F(G.i) + m(G,a(j» otherwise
i=-<I)+2

Note that if INVOKED(G,a(j) + l,k) ~ FALSE, INVOKED(G,~(j),I:) •••• be TRUE. Also
note that for aU i such that oU) $ i < 1:, the truth of INVOKED(G,i,l:) implies the thruth of
INVOKED(G4, i,k) and INVOKEO(G5, i,k). .

Fact 6 l/k-l $ i $0(Jl+2 an4lINVOKED(G,iik) AND (G(i) /;3)) is TRUt;tAen F(G4, i) <
F(G5, i). . .

Justification:

r(G4) = r(Ga) = O.
F(G4, i) =1+ /(S2(G4,i).
F(GS.i) = 1+ /(52(G5. i» = 1+ /(S2(Gt; i) +1).
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Fact 1 Ifl:-l s i $ (a(j)+2) orad (INVOKED(G.i.k) ANDG(i) = 3) .,r/WEthen F4(G4,i) =
F5(G5,i)=f(i-2)+2.' - '" "

.',", 4"'" - •••

Fad 8 . '~:"

." ".' - . ~i-l l-'bF(G4,i)S E 'F(G5,i)-
i=aU)+2 fca(l)+2

Justifi~tion:ro&Ws from facts 5.6ancl7~ __

-;"-, .

Fact 9 If IA'VOKED{G,o(j) + i.l) is TRUE ~ G4(o(j) +. 1) ~";. ••• m(G5, a(j) + I)"':
m(G4,0(j)+ 1)~ -1. ' ',~,

Justification: 'Here G-t(aO» = 3.G5(a(j) + 1) ="3ondG5(o(j»)'=# 3.:,

m(G5,a(j) + 1) = m(G5,IIU) -1) + /(avl-1)+',
= 2/(o(j) -1) +2., : ,.-~ ,

m(G-t,a(j) + 1) = !(a(j) - 1) + 3. ~i.;"':.
- ." "."

Now m(GS,o(j)_+ 1) - m(G4.ci(j) +1) = f(aU)- 1) .••.I' ~ -1 ',.i•• s o(i'- 1) $ a(j) and
a(j - 1) :f: aU) -implies a(j) ~ 1. - - ' •

Fact 10 If INVOKED(G,aU)+I,k) is TRUE and G4(0(j) +.1) t: 3, tn(GI..i(H+l)-m(G4,a(j)+
1) = f(a(j» ~ o. .
Justification: Here G4( o(j» = 3.G5( a(j» :f: 3 -and G$( o(j) +. 1}';l3~ ','.

m(G5,a(j)+ 1) . = f(a(j) + 1).
m(G4, c(j) + 1) = 2f(a(j) - 1) + 2= f(a(j) + 1.

Fact 111/INVOKED(G,a(j) +. l.k) u FALSE hI INVOKED(G,4ul +t.i) u TRUE, then the
following laold$:

m(GS.a(j» - tn(G4.d(j» = f(a(j) -l)'~O

Justification: In UUscase, since aU) >r(G), G(e(;)+ 1):f: 3 and G(.ul+2) = 3. Now the fad
follows from :

m(G4.c(j» = f(o(j):-I)+1.
- .-

, m(G5; l1(j)): f(a(j» = 2f(a(j) - 1) + t.

.
From facts [2],[5].[8].[10] .and [ll} above,
Vi> r,ms(G,k,i) ~ ms(G.k,r). 0
Proof of Theorem 2. Basis: ONMERGE and SELf MERGE are optiaaU trivially for k = 0,1
and 2.' . . ...
Hypothesis: Assume that k >2and tha,L ONMERGE(G,j.·.·) ~cI.sEL.nIERGE(G,i,*) are
optimal for all j < k. . .

Induction step:
(A) ONMERGE(*,l:.*,*) is optimal.
Consider ONMERGE(G,l:.s,d) case by case.
Case 1. (Pl(G,l:)' or p2(G, k» is TRUE.
This case is covered by Lemmas (3) and [4}above.
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Case 2. p3(G,k) is TRrE.
At the instant at which the 1:.1disk is about to be transferred te peg..d, all disks smaller than k
mu~.be on pep • and 3 - - d with disk" ~ too peg s. SUbsequeatl,a- configuration G' is
reached •.~reiDaU disks smaller than i-I are 0Ii pea 3- .•- d •• d the <*~'lr~'disk b'as just been
traosferre4 homs to tl. MeniaS from G'-1othe, Pat ~pratioft;may \)e'-achieved optimally by
executinl BANOI(G,i-2.3-s-d,cl). Auy allOfithmror·'tbis prOblem I'WIt reach configuration G'
whenever p3(G, 1:) is TRUE. And since by the induction hypothesis ONMERGE(*J r: ) is optimal
(or j = I: - 2, G' may be reached optimally by executmg the following 8Cqaeaee of moves

ON!.IERGE(G,I:- 2.s,3 -. - tl);
:mcwedist(3,d);
IJlO\'edisk(s,d};

Case 3. p4(G, 1:) is ,TRUE.

Subcase(a). G(1: - 2) = 3.
If the target peg (or.1ae pile consisting of the smallest I: ;...2 disks is s, tben the number of moves
required to Corm this pile = s(G', 1:- 1) where

G'(i) = G(il, i $ I: - 2
0'(1) =s, i=.I:-1.

s(G',1: -1) = m(a' ,I: - 4) + /(1: - 4) + 3 I£(1: > 4).
= 1 if(1: = 3).

If the target peg is 3 -. - d then let nun be the number of moves required to eollect the smallest
1:- 2 disks in a pile. For I: > 3,

mm $max (m(G, I: - 4) + /(1: - 4) +3,
m(G, 1:-4) + /(1: -4) +2,
s(G, I: -4) +/(1: - 4) +3)
== m(G,} -4) + /(1: '- 4)+3
= .(G',I: -1).

For 1:= 3,mm = s(G', I: -1) = 1. Hence:

Fact 12 1/p4(G, 11 is TRUE aad i;(k-t} = 3, it doe, not hurt tD 6uiltl tlie •• pile cDnsisting of the
smallest 1: - 2 disks OR 1t1 3-s-4.

Subcase(b) G( I: - 2) 1: '3. . .' ,
If the target peg Cor the (1 - 2)'1 disk is peg.3 - s - d, Lhen Lhe opti~ sequence is MS(G, k -
2,8,3 ~ s:" d,j), wbere j == r{G) OR o. The optimal sequence takes the·following rdrm: .

ONMERGE{Gl(G,i,k.,.. 2),P(G;j,1: - 2),s,~
movedisk(,,3 -. - d); " .
ONMERGE(G2(G,j,1: -2,3.~,- d),1: - 3,d,3 -. - d)i

Now consider the.movesequenoe :

ONMERGE(Gi(G,i,l- 2),P(G,j,1: ~ 2)", d); .
, ONJt..ERGE(G2(G,i,l- 2,3-s- d),k - 3,d.s);

The .latter takes one ~O\-e less and has the effect. of building a •• bpile ~fthe smallest!: - 2 disks
on peg s, From-the ind~ction b)l)othesis SELFMERGE(G,I:.,..,2,s) shonld do no worse and may be
invoked .Hence ~ ,
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F~d 13ilP4(G.1} is TIl..UE .•d G(l - 2) =.a "I- 3.jl4~j ul 1.r110"" tic nbpile consisfing
0/ 'he ,mtJle,,' 1-1 &Is •• ,e,..' '-

'. . ." . . \~.'

Benc~ ONMt:ItGE(G,i •• , .)M.p~ima1.
.(D). _SELf'IERGE(· ,i,~;)isoptijna'"
. Coosider SELFMERGE(G, i,.). Case by ease.
Case 1. G(I: -l) ='.~ . - ... . ..... .

.. In this case S~LFMERGE(G,I:·~ 1,.) is.t.hedesiredsequence ofmaves •.... -. ...
. Case 2. G(I: -1) = 3:F ,.When the (I:_1),1 disk is about to mQve to .~.-a.dilks j < 1:-1 ate on

pegs numbered ($+I)mocI3 and (.+2)mod 3.' Subsequently, wheb the (~~2)t. disk moves from one
of these pegs to " all disks} < (I: - 3), are piled 9n a single peg.ADyal8-ithm forSELFMERGE
must reach this configuration (say 0') when G(I:-1) = 3. Siaee ONMERGE(· ,I:- 3,· ,*) is optimal,
the desired collfiguratioD may be reached optimally by executing the JDCIIIIIt ~uence :

:...: .

ONMERGE(G,i - 3,.,(. + l)mod 3)i
movedisk(G(I:- 2),(. + 2)mod 3);
movedisk(3, .); ..
movedisk«. +2)m0d3, ')i

The~t.Oreach the goal configuration Crom G', aHANOI(l- 3,(. +l)~.)'will8uffice. 0
'rheorem EOPTIM(D,R,d) and EMERGE(D,R,d) are optimal Cor aDn.

Proof .
Basis: The theorem holds for R = O.
Hypothesis : Assume that the theorem holds Corall R ::; I: - 1.
Induction step:
(A). EOPTIM(D;n,d) is optimal for n ::;1:. . . .
Case AI. All disks of size I: are on tower d. In this case a call to EOmM(D, I: -I, d) will suffice.
Case A2. Ev~rYdisk ofme 1: is either OIl tower t or on d. Consider the iaRaot at" which a disk of
size k moves from tower t to d. All disks of size < I: are stacked on tower 3-I-d. From the induction
hypothesis this configuration can bereac~ed optimally by callingEOPTIM(D~ I:-1, 3 - d - t). Since
disks of size k must move once , it does :ot hurt to move them DOW.'B_ all ~he disks of size 1:
on tower t may be.moved as a superdisk. T() reach the goal cOilfiguraLiontitismay be followed by
EHANOl(D,c -1,3 -I - d,d). Thus EOPTIM(*,1,*) is optimal ia this cae.
Case A3. The disks are scattered(in general) over the three pep. The d_ of size 1: on peg d (if
any) may be left as they are. We are left with two options. We must accu~ 'all disks of size < 1:
on one oCthe two remaining towers and expose the disks ahize k ODthe~. From the induction
hypothesis, the call to EMERGE in line 11 achieves this optimally. By arplDent.s similar to those
for ease 2 above, it foUows that lines 12 and 13 achieve rest of the. transfer' o;timally.
(B). EMERGE(D, I:,d) is optimal.
Case (BI). q(k,t) = 0 for ODeor two of the towers. Let t' be the tOwer choeen in step 19. We are
required to accumulate all disks of size < 1 on either peg t' or 3- d ~ t'. .

Subcase (B1.I).~ q(I:,d} =: O. Then one of the foUQwmgmove sequences may be followed:

Ml: EQPTIM(D',I:,3-d- t');M2 ::iOPTIM(O",I:,t');
/ • 0'(1:) = q(I:, ti); O"(k) = q(I:, 3- d - tt); O'{i) = O"(i) = D(i)/ora < 1./
Ml and M2 may be written as :
Ml: 1. EOPTIM(D,k-l,d);
2. movesuperdisk( t' ,3 - t' - d);
3. EHANOI(D, I: - I, d,3 - t' - d);

M2: 1. EOPTnl(D,k- J.d);'
2. movesuperdi*(3"- f· - d, t');
3.EBANOI(D,l: -l~~!t~);

Clearly choosing the tower containing more disks of size kamongst the towerS t #: d as the target,
lea.ds to an optimal solution.

Subease (B1.2). Let q(k, d) > O. The other such disks are on I' and q(k,3- d - t') = O. The
following move sequences are possible :

Ml : EOPTIM(O' k 3 - d - t')', , , M2: EOPTIM(D,1:,t') •
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.r D'{i) == Dei) == O"(i) for i ik;O'(k) = q(k,t');O"(k) = q(k,d) "]
These are-equivalent to : . . > ,.' .

Ml:dl.EOPTIM{D,1: -I,d}; M2 :c1.EOPTIM(D,1: -1,3 - d - t');
d2.mo\"esuperdisk(t',3 -:-t' - d); c2.movesuperdisk{d, t');
d3.EHA~OI(D,1: - l,d,t'); c3.EHANOI{D, I: -1,3 - d - t', t');
d4.movesuperdisk(d,3 - d - t');
d5.EHA~0I(D,1: - I, i',3 - t' - d);

Since cl lakes no more moves than d3, and c2 and c3 take as man)' moves as dol and d5 respectively,
M2 takes no more moves than Ml.
Case B2. q(l:, t.) > 0 for each tower t. The required move sequences ma)' be classified into one of
the following types :

51.301. EOPTI~I(D,I: - i,d); S2.a2.EOPTIM(D,1: -1,3 - d..., t);
b l , mO\'esuperdisk(3 - d - t, t); h2. movesuperdisk(d, t);
c l , EHANOl(D',I:,cf,t); c2. EHANOI(D",I:,3-d-t,t);

I» D'(i) == D"(i) == D(i)/ori < 1:;D'(I:) == q(k, d); D"(k) = q(k,3 - d - t); -t
In each of these cases, we can show thal it does not hurl to set t to be the peg with more disks of
size I: amongst the pegs (d + l)m0d3 and (d +2)mod3, breaking a lie arbitrarily. So in case of both
51 and 52 assume t ~ be such a peg. Now steps el and c2 may be written as :

on
.ne
;E
.31,

o

cl : EHANOI(O,k-l,d,3-d-t);
movesuperdisk] d,t);
EHANOI(ojk.r,3-d-t,t);

c2. EHANOI(O,k-l,3-d-t,d);·
movesuperdisk(3-d-t,t);
ElIANOI(O,It-l,d,t);

:e.
of
>D
ce
I:
)y

Hence to compare SI and S2, a comparison of EOPTIM(D, 1:-1,d) and EOPTlM(D,I:-l,3-d-t)
will suffice. Clearly a call to EMERGE(D; I: -I, t) will decide the issue. The call CoEc:)PTIM in line
19 will take care' of this since EOPTIM will then invoke EMERGE (line 11). Thus EMERGE(D,I:,d)
is optimal. By induction it foUow. that EMERGE(* ,1:,.) is optimal for all 1. .. 0

if
k
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of Undirected, Directed and Weighted Graphs

Sanjiv/{ apoor H. Ramesh-

Department of Computer Science
'Indian Institute of Technology
.Hauz Khas, New Delhi 110016

Abstract

In this paper; we present algorithms for enumeration of spanning treesie undirected
graphs. with and without weights as well as in directed graphs. The algorithms use a search
tree technique to construct a computation tree. The computation tree can be used to output
all spanning trees b)' outputting only relative changes between spanning trees rather than
the entire spanning trees themselves. Both the construction of the computation tree and. the
listing of the trees is shown to· require O(N + V + E) operations for t.he case of undirected
graphs without weights. The algorithm is based on swapping edges in a fundamental cycle. A
similar exchange techniqueis used to const.ruct the computation U~ fora directed graph in
O(N\'+V3)time. For the case of weighted undirected graphs the nodes·o£ the computation
tree of spanning trees are shown to be sortableio· increasing order of weight; in O(NlogY" +
\;.E) time. Here N, V. and E refer respectively to the number of spanning trees. vertices,
and edges of the graph.

1 Introduction

Spanning tree enumeration in undirected graphs is an important issue in many problems en-
countered in network and circuit analysis. Applications are given in [4]. Weigh'ted spanning tree
enumeration in order would find application in a subroutine of a generate-and- test procedure for

connecting together n points with the minimum amount of wire, with the connection satisfying
some additional constraint, e.g. a minimum distance to be maintained between 2 wires. Further
applications may be found in fault tolerant communication networks.

The problem of enumeration has a long history with the earliest work to be found in [.j],
[6] and {I}. Previous techniquesemployed for.solving the problem include depth first search [3],
selective generation and testing ([In,and edge exchanging ([2j).Of these ([3]) seems to be the
fastest algorithm for undirected graphs having a time complexity of O(NV) on a graph with V
vertices, E edges and N spanning trees. The algorithm in ([3]) is optimal up to a constant factor
if all spanning trees of the graph need to be explicitly output. For most practical applications
,the spanning trees need not be explicitly output and only the computation tree which gives
relative changes between spanning trees is required. We note that from this tree the spanning
trees can be listed out in O(NF) timeif required ..

In this paper, we enumerate spanning trees by listing out differences between them. Each
node of the computation tree that describes this procedure represents a spanning tree of the
graph and the spanning trees represented by a node audits parent in the computation tree differ

·Pr~ntl~· at Courant Institute of ~I~bem.lical Sciences, New York Ulliversit1,N~ York, N.Y. 10012
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by at most one edge. The exchangeis obtained from the fundamental cycles of the graph .. \n
edge external to a spanning tree, may be exchanged with any edge in its fundamental cycle.
to result in a spanning tree which differs from the original -spanning tree in exactly one pair
of edges. By repeating this for all external edges, all spanning trees which differ from the
original spanning tree by a pair of edges my be obtained. The computat ion tree is generated by
repeatedly applying this procedure. Repetition of the same spanning tree is avoided by following
a search tree inclusion-exclusion strategy. The algorithm presented here outputs. for each node
of the computation tree, the difference between the spanning trees associated with that node
and its predecessor in a preorder scan of the computation tree. This is done by traversing the
computation tree in a depth first manner.

We describe in detail an algorithm requiring O(N + V + E) time andO(V £) space. An
O(NlogV + V £) algorithm fOTsorting the nodes of the computation tree in increasing order
of weight is also presented here and is based on the fact that there are bounded number of
exchanges .which change one spanning tree to another. It betters the O(Nlog!\) time heapsort
used by Gabow«(2]). finally, an algorithm for generating spanning .trees in directed graphs is
presented. This algorithm also works by swapping non-tree edges with tree edges. The algorithm
works in O(NV +V3} time and uses 0(,'2) space. This improves the previously best known
bound of O(N E + V + E) in [3}.

Sections 2,3 and 4 succesively describe the enumeration of spanning trees in undirected,
weighted and' directed graphs.

2 UndirectedGraphs

We let G denote the undirected graph and V and E its vertices and edges. We let N denote the
number of spanning trees. .

2.1 Algorithm Outline

The algorithm begins with a spanning tree T, and generates all other spanning trees from T ,by
replacing edges in T by edges outside T. for undirected graphs, an edge in aJundamental cycle
of the graph may be replaced by its corresponding non-tree edge to result in a new spanning
tree. Thus a number of spanning trees may be generated from a single spanning tree by a single.
edge xchange, using fundamental cycles. This computation can be represented by a computation
tree with treeT at its root and the exchangetrees at its sons. To generate other trees the sons
are expandedrecursively in the same manner as ·the r.oot .. However weneed to ensure that no
spanning tree is generated more tha~ onc~.' Thisi; done by a search tree type computation
which uses the inclusion/exclusion principle. To aid the construction of the computation tree,
at every node in' the' computation tree 2 sets of edges are maintained. I Nris the set of edges
which are always included in the spanning trees at node x of the computation tree and its
descendants. The set OUT:s;contains edges which are not included in the spanning tree at z or
at its descendants in the 'computation tree.

We now formally define the computation tree C(G)for graph G. C(G) has a. spanning tree of
G, S:s; associated with every node x.The computation tree starts off with an arbitrary spanning
tree at the root, Sr. I.Y'r and OUTr are null sets. Let x bea node in the computation tree and
let Srbe thespanning tree associated with x, Let! be a non-tree edge not in OUTI, Then z has
a.,sitssons'b-j,l $i'$ k'+'l, where bj, 1 $i :5 kcorresporids to the spanning tree obtained by the
exchange (ei,f) where ci.l$ i S k; are the edges not alreadyin INr in the fundamental cycle
formed by [, Andbk+icorresponds to a node in. the comp.utationtree such that no descendant
~f the node has ! jnt_. spanrongtrees g~n~rated.· Note that the tree at BI;+J is the same as
the one at its parent. The IN and OUTsetsareformaUy defined u{oUows.
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,~.,~
l.y",:: jS~U{f., 1~ i S-i -l} u {f},for 1 ~ j ~k'
OUTbJ = OCTr u It;}; fot i~j s~.
IN" •• 1= IS; ... .
OFT~.. '= OCT. u {I} : . , ."_-1 - .' , . .' ,
For convenience, lye define OD:t to' be, the set. of edges,.not present in ,o-urz U Sr. we also

define EXCH;,to be tl\epair(t:j,i).EXCH"*tl and EXCBrare ~t· . .
The following.Lemma .follows from t~e inclusien-exelusica ptbs,dple and shows that C( G)

suffices to generate aU the spanning treesofG, . ..' .
Lemma 2.1: The computation tree has at it$.i~~eril~'noc:les and·lea\"e$: all. the spanning

trees of G. ~Ioreo\"er lh~sp~nning trees repeat only alQng the rightmost branches of subtrees .
. We generate the above computation tree r~rsi\"elYas .roll~s: Having generated node z

with span'xUl)glree-Sr, the fundamental cycle corresponding to' the noJi~tree'edge I, is found and
used to generate the sons hI ... hk+1 as described above. At each son of %,the fundamental cycles
with respect to the new spanning trees need to be computed. Two strategies can be adopted to
do this. The-first strategy scans the modifies cyelesaad cOmpute the new fandamental cycles in
time proportional to' the size of thenew.cycles. Since each. fundaDiental er,de generates as many
trees as the number ~f edges in the cycle, the scheme can be shovntto require O(N) time. Note
that the strategy .starts offwith an arbitrary tree at the root of C(G) a,id alSo allows non-tree
edges to be chosen arbitrarily for replacement. We next describe a strategy which is simpler
and more efficient.

In order to compute and modifyIundamental cycles efliciently,we bepn with the DFS tree
of G at the root r of C(G). This ensures thal all edges in ODr are baCk edges w.d Sr. For any
edge I in ODr• its fundamental cycle w.r.t S; is now simply found by going upSr starting from
the low~r endp~int' of I arid ending at the upper endpoint. We ensure that this d.I,s. property is
~so maintained at each node % of C( G). This is done as follows.' We order the edges in 0 Dr by
the postorder, number of their upper endpoint. Here, the postorder number refers to postorder
traversal of Sr. This order is used to select edges in aDz for replacement; Also note that S;&
may contain edges which being in 1Nzare not candidates for replacement -.At :each node z , we
maintain a. form of Sr called Tr, in which edges in IN~ are effectively cOntracted.

Henceforth. wheneveran edge is referred to by.a pair ofvertice$ (4,6), 4 refers to the lower
endpoint andb refers to the upper endpoint w.r.t the tree in questiQn •.

The actual mechanics ofedge exchangeare as follows. At node % in C(G), the first edge in
aDr is selected and removed from ODz. Call this edge I = (%0.%1-). The fundamental cycle of
f w.r.t T; is computed. Let it be (%0,%., •••• %k,%O). Then each edge ~.=(%i,Zi+l), 0 ~ i < i;
is replaced in turn by I to generate the sons b11"" •••• bk of z. T••' (2 ~ i ~t) is computed from
Tb._1 in the following manner. All the children z of vertex Zi-l with the following property are
determined: thereexists an edge in OD"i whose lower endpeiat is a descendant of z in n.-t

and whose upper endpoint is an ancestorof Zi-I. (Note that by virtue of our ordering on 0 Dr
the upper endpoint of such an edge .must be an ancestor ofzA:)."Tbese vertices are now made
childrenofzs. T~I'is computed from Tz by doirig the same for' Uae clUldren of zoo Also, the
lower endpoint of each edge in OD". incident on %i~l ,is nf)w t~ged to Zk. This shortens the
corresponding fundamental cycles by removing the edges added to IiYJi at node z: However,
it leads to the formation of multiple edges and se1floops.~·loops are ,remoV~ immediately
from ODb,. ~lultipleedges are identified and buadled to&ether so that t~y can he handled'
collectively. This is useful in showing the linear time b~und of the algorithm •. Ne.~t. we desc rihe
t he data structures required to perform: the ,above~J:atio.IJS eftidentl)·.. '
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2.2 Data Structures

The preceding algorithm outline describes various sets associated with each node of C(G). How-
ever, the data structures we use are global. Changes made to these data structures are stored
prior to recursion and restored on return. The data structure CHA~GES is used to store these

~~~. .
The data structure G_DD is the global version of DD. It is implemented as an ordered

list. The order is the same as the ordering on DD. Each list element is a sublist. Each sublist
corresponds to a set of edges which together form a multiedge. Each multiedge has a field
called LDW ER which stores the lower endpoint of that multiedge. Associated' with 0.D is an
array ADD. ADD[u] contains an unordered list containing sublists of G_OD which have lower
endpoint u. Insertions and deletions in G_OD are assumed to modify ADD accordingly.

The data structure GT is the global version of T. It is maintained as an array of parent
pointers. Also, each node u has a list Llu) consisting of those children z of u in GT which have
the following property: there exists an edge in G_DD, one of whose endpoints is a descendant
of z, and whose other endpoint is an ancestor of u.

.
2.3 Algorithm Description

The algorithm consists of two main procedures, Gen and Main. Main constructs the data
structures corresponding to the root of the C( G) and then calls GEN. Given these data struc-
tures, Gen recursively constructs C( G). It uses the procedures Modi/yO, -RestoreO, Mod i/y I ,

Restorel ; Modify2, Restore 2.
ModifyOtraverses G_OD collecting together multiedges and changing ADD accordingly. The

modifications made to G.1)D and AOD are stacked on CHANGES. These modifications are
undone by Restoreil using CHANGES.

Modifyl modifies GT to reflect the effect of the replacement performed. It stores the modi-
fications it makes, in CH ANGES. Restorel uses CHANGES to undo all modifications done
by the various calls made to Modifyl in the For loop.

Modify2 makes the necessary modification to L due to the addition of an edge to the 0UT
set when the last son ofthe current node inC(G) is generated, It also stores these modifications
in CH.4.SGES. Restore2usesCHANGES to restore the modifications made by Modify:!, As
a result, the state of the data structures just before a call to G EN and just after return from
that call is the same.

The output of the entire algorithm consists of the first spanning tree computed by Main,
followed by a sequenceof pairs or edges for each of the other spanning -trees. For each spanning
tree, the sequence of edge pairs associated with it is accumulated in REP. This-sequence gives
the replacements that need to be made to obtain tills spanning tree from the previous one.

The procedures are given below.· The procedures Restore, ModifyO and- Modify2 haw been
left out. -

,
I
!

!
I

I
!s
I
I
I
t
;Algorithm Main(G)

GT - DFS tree ofG;
Output GT;
G.O D =Ordered Ilst of edges ~ GT;
Construct the data-structures AOD, L;
CH.·\;.'VG£S - v. _
R£P - 9; .
If-G.DD # ¢ then GEn();

end Mnira
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\'. Algorithm G.en(} "
mf +- The first multiedge iu G~OD;
/ +- An edge in m]: {Let I= (xo,;&:)} , " "
Determine the fundamental cyde off w.r.tGT;{Let itbe(~o~xh,,'.,Xk;XO)}
For i := 1 to k do

, e - (Xi-lI%i): ,
Add the edge pair (e,fl to REP;
Output the edgepairs in REP; ,

{A new spanning tree is output}
, {This corresponds to the creation of a. new sOn of the

, current node in C(G)}
REP-~;
ModifY1 (i,J:);
MfJili/yO(); ,
If G..o D j o then Gen(); ,"

{Generate the subtree rooted' at the new Son created .above]
RestoreO(); .
Add'theedge pair (j,e) to REP;

End for;
Restore10;

, . Remove edge f from m] in G_OD,;, ,
-{If f is the only edge in m]; m] is also removed £tom G..o.D}

Modify2(k);
If-G..oD :f; Qthen Gen();

{Generate the subtree rooted at the last son of the current-
node in C(G)} .

Restore2{}; ,
Restore edge f to m] in G_OD;

End Gen
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Algorithm },fpdifyJ(i,k) ,
, If Xi":'lE L(x,) then remove .%i-l 'from Llxil;

If AO D(;ri-l] :f rp or L[Xi-l] :f 4> then " '
j~~ , ,
WhileL(xj} = </>and AOD[xj] = </>andj < k do ,

, Remove Zj from L(xi+tl; ,
,j - j + 1;

End While;
For each multiedge me in AOD(Xi-l] do '

If the upper endpoint of meiszl: then
Removeme from AOD(Zi_l] and G..oD; [Remove seUlQOps}

else, ' , ,,',' '
Remove me from AOD[Xi-l] and add me to AOD(xA:k
Change me.LOWER to Zi;

T
b,
p
C(

x
e<
R
la
po

c

, EndJor;
For.eachvertex ein L[xi-l1 do

Make Xc the parentof v and remove 11 from L[xi-t};
Add uta L[zlr};'

End for;
Stack the above modifications on CH.4.4VGES;

End Modify!' " -
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4 Correctness and Complexityz.
Lemma 2.1: At the point when Gen is called to construct the subtree of C(G) rooted at node

z
a) G_OD consists of all edges in ODr which are not self loops. These edges are ordered by the
postorder number (w.r.t S:r) of their upper endpoints.
b) For any edge f = (XO,Xk) in G_OD, the edges in GT on the path fromzi, to Xk are precisely
those edges in Sr - IS: which occur in the fundamental cycle of f w.r.t Sr.

'c) AOD and L, which have been defined w.r.t G_OD and GT, are correctlycomputed.
; Proof: We show this by induction on the levels of C(G). For the base case, i.e. the root of

C( G), this is true by virtue of the the preprocessing done in Main. As the induction hypothesis,
assume that the above is true for node x of C(G). We prove that properties a, band c hold for
each son of x.

Let f = (xo, Xk) be the edge in G_ODchosen as the replacement edge. Let its fundamental
cvde be XO,Xl, •• ·,Xk.XO' Then bi, the ith son of x (1 ~'i ~ k) is obtained by swapping the
edge ei ='(Xi-l,Xi) in Sz for edge.!. Let X·refer to the set of vertices %0,xh ... ,Xi-1. The
edges (Xj,X;+1),O ~j < i. -1. are now in 1Nb;. By our ordering on G_OD, all edges in G_OD
incident on descendants of X have upper endpoints which are ancestors of XIt. These are the
only edges in G.;;OD whose fundamental cycles are modified due to the replacement of e, by f.
Modifyl changes thelower endpoint of all edges in G_OD incident On a vertex in X to Xl:. Note
that this does not affect the order of edges in G_OD. For each vertex v· in L list of some vertex
in X, Modifyl makes r the son of Xk. This ensures that the edges (x;,Xj+1)~ 0 S j < i - 1,
which are added to the INset, are removed from these new fundamental cycles. This preserves
property b. Any self loops formed above are immediately removed from G..DD. The only edge
present in aDz but absent from ODb; is f. Modifylr{!moves'edge /from,G..DDin the process
of removing self loops. This.preserves property a. Whenever G..D D ls .modlfied or the lower
endpoint of an edge in G_OD is changed, AOD is modified accordingly. Modifyl also changes
L to reflect these changes, thus preserving property c. Thus these 3 properties are shown to be
true at the first k sons of e. For the last son of x, f is removed from G..DD. Modify2 makes the
resulting changes to L. Hence these properties are true for all sons of Z.O .

Theorem 2.1: A-[aincorrectly outputs the first spanning tree and the sequences of differences
between the remaining spanning trees of G, without repetition.
Proof: From lemma 2.2 it follows that C(G) is generatedcorrectly, The output of the algorithm
corresponds to a depth first traversal of G(G) with EXCHz = (e, f)addedto REP when node
z is first visited and (I,e) added to REP when backtracking up from 2;;. Note that the latter
edge pair serves to nullify the (ormet.RBi' is set 'to '.4> whenever a'tr~ [i.e the edge pairs in .
REP) is output, Thu51.t any point in the algorithm,~EP stores'the exchanges made since the
last tree output. A spanning tree.is output only at thosenodes which .are not the last of their
parents' children. This theorem now follows from lemma 2.1. 0

Before analysingthe complexity of the.algorithm, we defihea_compress~ci computation tree
C'(G). C'(G)is thesam,e as C(G) except thatall nodes along any rightmost path inC(G) are
condensed into one node: We define the work done at a node x in C'( 0) to sum of the work done
at eachofthe nodes in:C~) which were condensed to give :i. Let s(i}aI!d g(z) be, respectively,
the number of sons and grandsons ofr in G'( G). . . ..

Lemma 2.3: Atnod.ez in G'( G),-the work d()n~by Gen (except the workloroutput ting RE P)
is 0($( r) +g(z) ).'~ -; . . ." . .

. Proof:. Letube any.~e of e~(G).Let.lf"~eformedby~on~~~singthenodes u" ~2,.·.' Um
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of C( G). Then just prior to the call to Gen-which ~enerates the subtree of erG) rooted at u ••
G_0 D contalns exactlymedges. Since G~OD has no self loops, each of these edges is used to
generate at least one son of one of the above m nodes. This fact is used to account for the work
done by Gen.

The total work done by the calls to ModifyO at node z in C'(G} is at most O(g(I». The.
work done by Modify2 at node node x is at most O(s(x». Only the 'York done by Modifyl is left
to be accounted for. The work done by the: while loop over all calls to Modify} at x is at most
O(s(x)). In each call of Modi/yl,at most one self loop is detected. This is because multiple
edges have been collected togetherin G_OD.The time taken by the two fOT loops over all calls
to Modify! is at most O{g(x». The lemma follows. 0

Lemma 2.4: The space required by the algorithm is 0(1'"E).
Proof: All data structures except CHANGES require O(V + E) space. CIJ ANGES requires
O(V E)space.O ' '.

Theorem 2.2: Main correctly generates all spanning trees ofG in O(N + V + E) time and
O(VE) space.
Proof: The preprocessing in Main takes O(V +E) time. The theorem then follows from theorem
2.1, lemma 2.3, lemma 2.4 and the fact that the size of the output is at most 2N. 0

3 Weighted Graphs

The algorithm for sorting the nodes of C'(G) by weight follows a branch and bound strategy.
C(G) is constructed with the minimum spanning tree (}.1ST) ofG at the root. Note that this
involves using the first of the two strategies mentioned in section 2.1. This strategy allows us to

'generate C(G) with MST at the root. At each node x EC(G), titis strategy also allows us order
the edges in ODrby weight and choose the smallest weight edge in ODr as the replacement
edge. The time for generating C(G) is O(N + EiogE + ~'). We need the following lemmas
before describing the sorting algorithm.

Lemma 3.1: For each node x of C(G), if EXCHr = (e,f), then J-has greater weight than e,
Proof: Let F be the set of edges of G notin MST and having weight less than or equal to f.
Then eIiesin the fundamental cycle [w.r.t AI ST) of an edge in F.This is because a.t svery
node v, the smallest weight edge in ODv is chosen as the replacement edge. The lemma follows,
o

Corollory 3.1 For any pair of nodes x, y E C(G).such that y IS an ancestor of z , u:eiyht(S,,;) 2:
weight(Sy).

Lemma 3.2: The number of different edge pairs which can occur as EXCHr for some node z
of C(G) is at most (V -l)(E- V+ 1).
Proof: The first entry of the edge pair has to be an edge in .\1ST. The second has to be an'
edge not in the M ST.O •

The algorithm follows. It uses (V - 1)(£ - V + 1) queues, one (or each possible exchange
edge pair. It is based on the above lemmas and the fact that the 'application of a particular
exchange to each of a sorted list of trees results in a sorted list of new trees. .
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Algorithm Genwt()
Initialize queues .to e;
N ~ Root node ofC'(G);
Repeat

Output N;
Put each sonz of N in the queue indexed byEXC Hz;
N <-' The minimum weight node among the heads of all queues;
RemoveN from its queue;

Until all queues are 4>
'End Genwt

Theorem 3.1: Genwt sorts the nodes of C'(G) by weight in O(SlogV + V E) time and
O( N + V E) space.
Proof: The above algorithm performs N delete:mins fr~m the heads of V E (approximately)
queues. Tills takes O(NlogVE) time. Initializing the queues takes O(VE) time. The space
required isO(N) for storing G'(G) and O(V E) for the queues. 0

Note, however, that outputting spanning trees in the form of differences from the previous
tree output leads to a O(NV) size output and takes O(NV) time.

4 Directed Graphs

We describe an algorithm to generate the computation tree C(G, v) for all spanning trees rooted
at a vertex v of G .. To generate all spanning trees of G, this procedure cf!ll be repeated for each
vertex of G.

The algorithm is similar to the undirected case. However, exchanging edges in a fundamental
cycle is no longer a valid strategy. Instead, for a spanning tree T, we classify edges not in T as
back and non - back edges. Back edges lead from a vertex to its ancestor in T. The remaining
edges are called non - back edges. The following properties are used to perform exchanges.

Property 1: Given a spanning tree T rooted at v,a non - back edge f can replace exactly
one edge in T to give a new spanning tree rooted at 1:. This edge is the edge having the same
destination as f .
Property 2: A back edge can not Ire exchanged with any edge of T to get a new spanning tree
rooted at v .

..
Note that each edge not in T (an- be exchanged for at most one edge in T. This implies that

the C(G, v) is a binary tree for the directed case.:
As in the undirected case, we begin with the DFS tree T of G rooted at t:,at the root T of

C(G, v). This ensures that all non - back edges w.r.t T lead from a vertex with higher postorder
number to a vertex with lower postorder number in T. To maintain this property at each node
x of C(G, e], the set of edges in ODz which are non - back edges w.r.t Sz is kept ordered by the
increasing postorder nUDlber [w .r.t Sz) of the destination vertex. The first edge in this ordered
set is chosen for replacement. Then. the following property describes the change in the status
of back and non - baa edges when an exchange is made. <

Property 3: Let spiuaaing· tree T' be obtained from spanning tree T by replacing tree edge e
hy the non.- back ed./. Let abe the source vertex of {and b be the destination vertex. Let
e betbe lust commoaaacestorof 4. and" hr:T.. -\Ued.geswbich are r.ora - back w.r.t Tremain
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J1 on - back w.r. t T'. The only edges which are back w.r .tT 'and R~ - back •••.r.r. t T'. are those
whose sources are descendants 'of bin T, and whose destinations lie on the path from b to c in
T (b, c excluded). ,.

Next, we describe the data structures required. Again, we use globald.ta structures, storing
modifications before recursive calls and undoing modifications on return .. A data structure B
stores, at each node x of C\G, e), the set of edges in aDr which are back edges w.r.t Sr. B is
maintained as an array of size l-". For each vertex u, B[u} a listcontairiing edges with source u.
This list is sorted by increasing postorder number (w.r.t Sr) of the destination vertices of these
'edges. Thelist B[u] is also indexedby an ana)' B[u}.A.B[u}.A[t·] points to the.first edge in B(u}
whose destination is a proper ancestor ofv in Sr. B[u} has a field B[uMue. Any edge in B[u}
incident upon a descendant of B[u}.base in Sr is redundant for further computations. B[u).base
is initialized to u. The second data structure required in N B . At each node.e of C(G, v), N B
stores the se~ of edges in OD: which are non - back w~r.tSr.AdditjoftallYt.each edge f in X B
satisfies the following condition: the edge in Sr having the same de$_tination as / is not in ISx-
N B is organised as a list of sublists. Each sublist stores edges having a common destination.
The varioussubilsts are ordered -by the postorder number of their des~ination vertices, .\' B
can be indexed by an array _.~XB. AN B(v] points to the first sublist in N B whose destination
vertex has greater. postorder number than V._ '

We give the algorithm 'now. As in the undirected case, it consists of a procedure Maindir
which does the preprocessing and then calls Gendir to generate the computation tree.
. . ".', ..

Algorithm Maindir(G,t;)
G't'J.. OFS tree of G rooted at v;
Output qT;
Construct the data structures N B and B;
CHANGES - 4>;
REP,- 4>;
If N B # 4> then Gcndir();

end Maindir

Algorithm Gendir()
mf - The first sublist in N B;
NB,- NB- m];
f - An edge in mf: {Let f be directed from a to b}
e '- The edge in GT incident on f; {Let e be directed from d to bl
Make b the son of a in GT;
Add the edge pair (e,f) to REP;
Output the edge pairs in REP;

{A new spanning tree is output}
{This corresponds to the creation of a new son of the

, current node inC(GJ}
REP;"" <fl;. "
Back..to-,Vori-back(a.b);
If S B # 9 then Gendirt];

{Generate the subtree rooted at the new son created-above]"
~~~ ".- , -

, [Undoes the effect of If(lck_to_~Yoll.backon B, N B} ,
Restore s to be the son of iin CT· ' ",
Add the edge pair (/,e) to REP;' . ,
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NB- NB+(mf-j);
If N B :f. ¢ then Gendir(};

{Generate the subtree rooted at the last son of the current
node in C( G)}

Restore edge I to m] in SB;
End Gen

Algorithm Back.io.Xon-backia.b]
c -- Least common ancestor of a and b in G'I:;
For each vertex tr in the subtree of GT rooted at b do

If B[w}.base < c then
B[u.:].base - c;
Find all edgesinBjt»] with destinations on the path from b to c;

{With both endpoints excluded}
. Insert these edges into lY B:

End 'For;
Stack the.above modifications on C HA.NGES;

end Back.lo.Non-back

Define C/(G, v), sex) and g(x) in a manner analogous to the undirected case. We state the
following lemmas. ' ..

Lemma 4_1: Ge,ndirdoes 0(\/+ s(x) 4- g(i» work at node x of C'(G, v).

Lemma 4.2: C(G, v) is generated by Maindir in O(NV +V2) time andO(V.2) space.

Theorem 4.1: All rooted directed spanning trees of G can be output in the form of inter- tree
differences in O(NV + \,3) time and 0(l-2) space. .

5 Conclusions

Faster algorithms have been obtained for generating th-e compuiationtree for enumerating span-
ning trees in undirected and directed graphs, and for sorting the trees byweight in a weighted
graph. The problems of generating-the computation tree for directed graphs in linear time. and
enumerating spanning trees in order in a weighted graph using less than O(S) space. remain
open.

.'
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Transformational. Methodologyfor Proving
Termination of Logic Programs

(Extended Abstract).

M. R...K. Krishna Raot. -D. K~pur2 R. K. Shyamasundar1

Abmact

A methodology for proving the termination of •.ell-moded logic programs is given by
transforming the given logic program into' a term rewriting system; It. is proved that the
termination-of the rewriting system for -ground terms implieslhe termination of tbe corre-
sponding logicprogram for wellmoded queries Under~y sdeclion rule implied by the given
modings. This approach of generating a term rewriting system whose termination ensures
the termination of the given logic program is helpful inprovmg termination oflotic programs
using various terminatjon orderinga proposed in ~e term rewritlog literature. Our method
improves the resulta or the existing methods. And unlike the methods ()f ullman and Plue-
mer. our method does not require any preprocessing and worb welleven in the presence of
mutual recursion. We provide a comparison of our method with the existing. methods and
illust.raie throop exampla. . .

1 Introduction

Checking termination of logic programs is an important problem, much like .the termination of
imperative proirams. Except for-a few papers, the problem has not received much attention.
Since writing logic programs can be viewed as more like writing specifications of computations,
there can be a debate about whether it is meaningful to talk about verifying legic programs; It
will be, however, difficult to justify arguments against ensuring termination of logic programs.
In fact, anyone who has written logic programs has to confront, sooner or later, the possibility of
a.program unleashing an infinite computation either because of a bug in one's program or due to
the idiosyncracies of an interpreter being used for a logic programming language. In our earlier
paper, Shyamasundar et. al.(1990), we have given a characterization of the termination of logic
programs using,the notion of Unification Closure. We-believe that we can get better termination
results for logic programs by reducing the problem to the termination of term rewriting systems,
which is well-studied in the literature.

In this paper, we propose a. traasformatioa for transforming a siven logic: program into
a rewriting system and prove that the termination of derived rewriting system implies the
termination- of the logic program. Then we can prove the termination of the derived rewrite
system using any of techniques available in the rewrite systems literature. For the sake of
simplicity we first give the transformation for proving the termination oClogic program without
taking the selection (or computation) rule into account and illustrate the techniques before
incorporating the selection rule. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give
definitions. of weU--modedness and related concepts. In section 3, we re\iew basic terminology
and some important results of termination of rewriting systems. In section 4. the transformation
of logic program into the rewritin~ system is given and it is proved that the termination of the

,
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term rewriting system for ground terms ensures the termination of the logic program for well-
. moded queries. IIi' section 5, we modify the transformation to prove. the termination of the
program under specificselection rule. In section 6, we compare our work with that of Ullman
et al.(1988) and Pluetner(1990).

. .

2 Well-modednessand Related Concepts

In this section, we give the definitions of moding and related concepts. In general, logic programs
are not directed, in the sense that there is no notion of 'input' and 'output'. A variable (or an
argument position) .can. be used as either input or output, for example, with factorial program,
you can ask what is factorial(6}, or you can 'ask for what value of X, factorial(X}=720. This undi-
rectionality oflogic programming is often seen as the principal difference between the paradigms
of logic programming and functional programming. Though logic programs are undirectional,
they are often used in one direction only, i.e. procedures are always called ~..ith some specific
arguments having ground terms and others nonground. A compiler can use this information for
some optimization purposes. This information is captured using the notion of 'moding'. The
reader is refered to Debray andWarren(1988) for a discussion on automatic inference of moding
information.

Definition 1: A mode of an n-ary predicate p is an a-tuple over { in, out} with an intended
meaning that all the argument positions of p having in(out) are input(output) positions of p.
A predicate p with moding m is denoted as p(m).

A moded clause is a clause with moding lnformationlfor all the literals in its body and
head. We introduce the literal dependency graph (Pluemer 1990) of a modedclause. This graph
describes the flow 0/ data among the literals of the clause. The ·terms in(L) and ou t( L) denote
the set of variables occurring in the input and output positions of the literal L. The literal
dependencygrophs ofthe clauses in the program play apredominant role in our transformation.

Definition 2: A literal dependency graph Ge for a moded clause e = A - BI, •.. , En is a
directed graph over the literals ofc with arcs marked by sets of variables occurring in c. There
is an arc (L, M.) in Gc marked by V if Land M are different literals of c and
(a) if M:f; A and V = (out(L» n in(M» - inCA) i- tP or
(b) if M = A and V == (out(L» n out(M)) - inCA) i- tP

The literal dependency graph Ge for a moded clause c = A- Bh• ; .., Bn is full if for every
variable v E in(B.) U out(A} - in(A),1 ~ i ~ n, there exists some j E {l, ... , n} and an arc
(Bi' B.) marked with V containing v. That Ge is full essentially means that no variable occurs
at an input position of a body literal or at an-output position of the head unless it appears
somewhere else at ~ output position.

Definition 3: A mooed program is well-moded if the following holds: .
(i) The literal dependency graph for every clause - B1, ••• ,.Bn is full and defines a partial order
~ on the literals in the body (i.e. Ge .isacyclic] and
(ll) If A- is a unit clause and (1 a substitution such that for all v E inCA), Y(1 is ground, then
W(1 is ground as well for au w e out(A).

A query (or goalcla.use) -BIt ... ,Bn is well-mooed· if the foUo~iDgcondition holds: if B.
is minimal with regUd to the partial order implied by Ge, then Bi is ground on all its input
positions.

I

1I~ may be noted· thai. *>me predicates may be used in dil£erent modes in a single program. We resort to
lubscripiiDg the pre<iic&&sto diJl'euntiate between tbe different modings.
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A selection rule (or .computation rule) is a.·rule .hi~givesthe next.ltetal.to be resolved
among the literals(subgoals) inthecurrent goal. This notion of selection rule can be extended
for a clause, as a rule whith gives an evaluation order among the Uter~ In the body of the

.clause. It can be captured by a partial order. .. . .

Definition 4: A' selection rule is implied by the modings of a well-meded program if and
only if it's (selection rule's) partial order for each clause in the' program is an extension of the
partial order defined by the literal dependency graph of that clause over the literals in the
body. In particular, for a,ny sequential computation rule; it should be a. liDearextension of the

. partial order defined by the literal dependency graph of that clause. In the following example
we illustrate these notions.

Example 1: Let us consider the followingquick-sort program with moding8
q(''' .••••I). ,(i".i".oue ••••••). a(il\,i".ou'). Here ce' stands for 'eons:. .

1
~:

l.q(nil, nil) - . . .'.
2. q(c(H,L).S) - .(L.H.A,B).q(A,Al),q(B.Bl).a(Al,c{H,Bl).S)
3. .(nil. Y.nil, nil) - ...
4. . .(<<X.X.); Y,i:(X,L,).Bs) - X S Y;.(X" Y.L.,B,) .
5. ·.(c(X, X,), Y.L'ic(X,B.» - X>y ••(X,.Y.L.; B.)
6. a(nil.X.X) .- .
7. a(c(H.X). Y,c(H,Z» - a(X, Y.Z)

The literal dependency graphs for the dauses2. 4, 5 and 7 are given below. The Prolog's left-to-right
seleCtion rule is implied by themodings of the predicates, since it is a linear extension of the partial
orders implied by the literal dependency graphs or all the clauses.

( -<c(B.X). Y.c(H. Z»)Jll{ -<x, Y, Z) )

TIM\i, •• &! ct.,..cI".7P.P~ f., dUM 1. T~. tile.&! •• p•• ct•••71•••• r., cI •••• f.

o(c(X.X.).Y.L.,c(X.B.» ••...----,

E)
o(c(X.X,), Y.I.I.c(X. Ba)) .LI' B. .( X,, Y, to, B.)

·T~. \h•• a! •• ,. •••••• 7 p.p'. for cU••• 5.

An evaluation of a. query of a. given program is said to bedota driven if at every resolution
. step the literal selected.is ground on all its input positions. It is easy to see t.ha.t every evaluation

of well-moded query given to a. wel1-moded program is data driven under any selection rule
implied by the modings of the predicates in the program. ..

. .... . .'

3 A Review of Term Rewriting Systems

In this section we give some basic definitions of term rewriting sYstemsa.'ndgi~e some important
. results on termination of-rewriting systems, For more details ofthe concepts in term rewriting
.systems, the reader is referred to Dershowitz(1981) a.nd Guttag et.: al.( 1983)~.

. .

Definition 5: A term rewritingsystem R over a. set of tetmsT(F,X)t'Where :F is a set of
function symbols and X is a. set of variables, is a finiteset of retoriie rule, , ea.eh of the form
1 -. T, where 1and Ta.r~ terms in T(F,X). . .
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A rule 1 -' r a.pplies to term f in T if a. subtenn .s of t matches .i,h 1 through some
substitution o i.e. s = la and the rule is applied by replacing ihe subterm $ in t by TCJ and let
the resulting term be u. This is one derivation-step and is denoted by { ~ u.

,'Definition 6: A term rewriting system R is tenninating if and only if it does not admit any
infinite chain of the form 10 ~ tl ~ ... ~ ti ~ Ii+! ~ •••• H R admits such an infinite chain,
then it is nontenninating.

The termination of term rewritng systems in general is undecidable; in fact. it is proved that
one can simulate turing machine using a single rewrite rule (see Dauchet(1989». But there are
many techniques to prove the termination of term rewriting systems. One standard technique
is to look for a well-founded ordering >- over T satisfying a condition: i/.s~· t then s >- t.

. Dershowitz(1987) has discussed a.bout many such well.•founded orderings and the techniques to
prove the termination of term rewriting systems. ,Here we give some of these techniques, which
we use in the sequel. We need the following notions of quasi-ordering and quasi-simplification
ordering.

Definition 7: A quasi-ordered set (S, c) consists of a set S and a transitive and reflexive
binary relation t defined over S. We define the associated equivalence relation ~ as s ~ t if
and only if $ t I and t t 8, and the strict partial ordering >- as 8 >- t if and only if s t t but
not t t s.

Definition 8: A quasi-ordering t' is a quasi-simplification ordering for a set terms T if it
possesses the following three properties:
(i) monotonicity, tl t 12 implies 1(··.tl···) t f(·· ·t2···)
(il) subtenn property, /( ••• t ..• ) t t and .
(ill) deletion property, (applies only if / has variable arity) /(···t···) t J(.•.•.. )
Quasi-simplification ordering, can be used in proving the termination of rewrite systems using
the following theorem.

Theorem 1: (Dershowitz 1982) lit is a quasi-simplific(ltionordering over a set of terms T(F)
over a finite ~et ollunction symbols.1", then T(F) i6 well-/oundedunder the partial ordering >-.

One 'standard teclmique is to define a precedence over the function symbols and define
recursive path ordering over the set of terms T to prove the termination of a term rewriting
system. The definition of recursive path ordering is given below.

Definition 9: Let·~ be a quasi-ordering on:a&etF of function symbols., The recursive path
ordering ~rpoon the set 7(.1") of terms over 1:is defined recursively as follows:,
S = I( Sit ••• , 8m) >rpo g( tit •• ., tn) = t ' if and only if one of the following is true.

(i) 8i ~rpo t for some i =,1, ••• , m or
(ii) I > 9 and 8 >rpo tj for all j = 1, ••• , n ' or
(ill) I=s and {8h ••• ,S~}>rpci{h, .•• ,tn}
where >rpo is the multiset ordering induced by >rpo.

Theorem 2: (Dershowitz 1982): The reeursivepath ordering ;>rpo is a ,simplification ordering.
. .. . '. .

The above theorem makes the recursive path ordering a. powerful tool in proving termination
of rewrite systems. " ',', ~" ' . i. ' '

Definition 10: Let t be a quasi-ordering on a set Tof terms. Th;;'~emQntic'path ordering
bpb on T·is defined J:'ecumyel)· as follows:' ,.1

8 ::: I(.$h. ~., 8m) >--,0 9(th' ••• ,·t~) ~ tifand only ·if one of the following is true. ' . ')11"
. ,.'. . ',' -,",. ," . ,

(i) , ~or . ,hi ~8i eqpt l' some i =1, .•. ,rn or
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(ii) J>- t and ">-.potj for anI: 1~~.;, n or ."
(ill) ,n::: tand (Sh, .. ,Sm) >-:po(tl,.:.~tn) and'; >-6pOtj for all i= I, •.. ,n
where '~;po is. the lexicographic ordering induced by >' .i>o. . .
The semantic path ordering is not in general monotonic and thereby not a simplification ordering,
The reader is refered to the quick-sort example given in section 4, to understand the use of the
semantic path ordering. .

4 .Transforming a logic program into a rewrite system

In this section, we give the transformation and prove that the termination of the derived rewrite
system for ground terms implies the termination of the corresponding logic program for all well
moded queries under .any selection rule implied by themoding information, We describe the
transformation informally and. illustrate throug]; examples before giving the formal procedure.
First we introduce k new function symbols it, ... ,~ ofarity n -k for each n-ary predicate p
with a moding such that k argument positions of p are output positions, These new function
symbols correspond to the k output positions. They take the input arguments of p as their
inputs and give one output each. For example we assiciate two binary function symbols ~,s~
with the predicate" of arity four with moding (in, in, out, out). These functions take first two
arguments of" as inputs and give one ouput each corresponding third and fourth arguments of
s.

Example 2: Let us consider the following multipliaction program with the modings a( in, in, out) and
(.. )m In, In, out .

. m(O,Y,O) +-

m(s{X),Y,Z) - m{X,Y,Zl). a{Zl, Y,Z)
a(O, Y,y)-
a(s(X), Y,s(Z)) +-a(X,Y,Z)

The output' of m for inputs 0 and Y is o. So we get mt CO,Y) .•..•O. Similarly the output of a for
inputsjl and Y is Y itself and we get aHO, Y) -+ Y.. From the last clause we can see that the output
of 0 for inputs seX) and Y is s(Z), wh~re Z is the output of' a for the inputs X and Y. So we get
ai(s(X),Y) .•..•s(ai(X,Y)). From the second clause we can see that the output of m for inputs seX)
and Y is Z,where Z is the output of a for the inputs Zl and Y, where Zl is the output of m for
inputs X and Y. So we get mt (s(X), Y) -+ aHZl, Y), where Zl = mt (X, Y) SO the resulting rule is
mi(s(X), Y) - oHm/leX, Y), Y). •

When a nonvariable term appears in an output position, we may need to introduce an inverse
function. It is illustrated in the following example.

Example 3: Consider the following clause with the modings a(a ••,,,,,,}, 6(••••••••1), C<i•••01JI).

a(X,Y)-b(X.f(Z», c(Z,Y)

The output of 0 for input X is Y, where Y is the output of c for input Z. Now what is (the value of) Z
? The only way of specifying the value of Z is as r: (/(Z», where feZ) is the output of b for input X.
Therefore we get ai (X) - c'1(/-1(61 (X))) as the rewrite rule Corresponding the above clause. And we in-
clude the rule 1-1(/(X» ..;..X intothe rewrite system.

Transformation Procedure:

1. Introduce I: new function symbols Px, ... , 1"tof arity n - k for each n-ary predicate l' with a modint
such that J: argument positions of p are output positions.

2. For each clause c =A +- B1, ••• ,Bn having a literal dependeney grapb Ge, and A having k
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output positions with a'l' ... ' a~ as the It associated {unction symbols, construct k rewrite rules
aj(tlr •••• t;)- r;. 1::; i::; k as described below. Where tit •.• ,t; are the terms occurring in the
input positions of A.

2.1 We unfold the literal dependency graph into a tree by making multiple copies of the nodes which
are having more than one outgoing edge.

2.2 \VP further unfold(or expand) the tree by making multiple copies of the edges marked with a set
of more than one variable. That is an edge marked with n variables (and tht subtree at the tail of
the edge) is replaced by n edges each labeled with one variable(ncopies of the subtree).

2.3 If a non-variable term is occurring in an output position (say j) of the head. we construct a tree
for that term{please note that the variables in that .terrn will be the terminal nodes of the tree
constructed). Now replace the terminal nodes of the output variables by the subtrees associated
with the edges marked by those variables. We denote this tree by tj.

2.4 If a non-variable term, is occurring'iIi,an input position (say j) of an atom in the body of'the
clause, we construct a tree for that term(please note that the variables in that term will be the
terminal nodes of the tree constructed); Now replace the terminal nodes of the input variables by
the subtrees associated with the edges marked by those variables. We connect. the resulting tree
to the node corresponding to the atom.

2.5 Now replace the atoms(except the terminal ones) by the function symbols as follows: if a node
a( ..• ) is p&ssingita,i," output.( ifit is a variable)2 then replace t.hat node by {unction symbol ai,
Replace the terminal atome( ... ) by a term ai(input terms3). if 0( ... ) is passing its i,h output to
its predecessors.

2.6 The term-tree of rj is the subtree associated with the edge marked by the variable occurring in
that position, if the term occurring at the j.1I output osition if a variable. Otherwise it is the tree
obtained by performing step 2~5 on the tree tj o{ step 2.3.
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Example 4: Here we illustrate the construction oCthe rewrite rules from a logic program. Let us
consider tbe quick-sort program given in example 1 with modings
q(in••••••). ~.",in.oul._'). a(in.iri •••••). We derive tbe following rewrite rules (derivation oCrule 2 is illustrated
through the figures given below): '

1. it(nil) - nil .'
2. it(c(H.L» -ct.( ~('~L,H». c(H,q~(4(L,H))) )
3. 'Hnil. Y) - nil
3'. 4(nil, Y) - nil '
4. ~(c(X,X.), Y) - c(X"HX., Y»
4'. '2(c(X,X,), Y) - '2(X" Y)
5. iHC(X, X.), Y) - .HX., Y)
5'. '2(c{X,·X.),Y) - c(X,';(X" Y»
6. pHnil,X) - X
7. aHc(H,X), Y) - c(H,al(X, Y))

for
mt
get
X)
for

rse

) Z
X.
in-

s e(Al.(HIB1). S)

n•••p•• ded Ii' •••• oIe'; •• _, Jr.,1~ , •• CWoM , &I,•••• cpo :i.1 ad 2.2. Till. ,.,.-,nl: '.r rule l

'Uilis nol & v&ri&bIe.say il is feZ), then replace t.hatllode by the tree corresponclia, to the term r: (ai( )).
And include r1{f(X» ••• X, mthe, rewrite IYltea.

3mput terml &re the \erinl occurring m the input &lgum~l1tpositionl OCA

ing
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Observation: It is important to obsetve that. the output function' ofthepredicate correspond-
ing to the minimal elements in the partial order defined by. the litenil dep;endcnt:y graph occurs
as the innermost functions in the right hand Sides of the rewrite rules •. E\-erySLD-derivation
of the logic program corresponds to a derivation of the rewriting system~ where the rewriting
is done only. at the innermost terms. The following theorem establishes the sufficiency of the
termination of rewriting system for the termination of the corresponding logic program for well
moded queries. '

Theorem 3: A logic program terminates Jor all well-mooed queriu under any selection rule
implied by the modings oj the pretiimtes, iJ the derived reuniting ""stem' terminates over ground
terms.

Proof: follows from the above observa.ion.
. .

Example 5: Now we prove the termination oC the reWriting system deriftd. from the quick-sort program
in the previous example. We use tbe.t~mClntic patA ortie.ring. The approach is to define the ordering t
which is used in the semantic path ordering and sho~ that ~e resultiDl semaDUC path ordering b~o is
simplification ordering so tbat we can prove tbe- termmatioil of the rewrite aystein .by showing tbat the
left-hand-side is >-.p. the rigb~hand-side oC each rule. Now we define the' orderiDl ?; as follows:'

. ' .

(i) f(t~A) t aH'I,f2) if~ ~'1 and .f'.t f2,where f e {a~, ~, ~, c:}.
(ii) qWn t qWt) if fi tfl These twoc:aaes ensures the DlOnotonicityof t•••.
(iii) '1>- 12 if tbe outermost runction symbol of fl is fi and the outermost function symbOl of t2 is not~. "

(iv) Otherwise '1 ~ f2 if T(fl) ~ T(12)' where T is a function defined as ~llowS.
T(ta(t)) = T(f) .
T(c(H, L» =T(L) + 1
T(~(H,L»=T(L), /ari:l,2
T(aUX, Y) =.2. T(X) + T(Y)

It is eaSy to see that tbe lIeDlantic path ordering b,. is monotonic, f'rom the de6nition of the semantc
path ordering ( see first clause oC the definition 10). Similarly t.he second c1aueeof t.~ definition 10 ensures
the subterm proper.ty. So the ordering t". is a quasi-simplificalionorderinl. Now we prove that the
left-band-side of each rule is greater than its right-band-side under the orderinl t~,.-It is very easy to
see that. this is the casefor the rules I, 3, 3' and 6. We show that lhia is the ease for rule 2, and the
proofs for other rules follow on the same lines.

Now consider the rule 2
q~(c(H,L» -- aH tIa(~(L,H», c(H,q1(~(L,H)))) ..
Since qi(c(H, L) >- ai( qi(~(L, H», c(H, qi(4(L, H))) ), it issufticieDt to check whether
(a) qi(c(H, L)) h,~ qi(It(L,!l»' and (b) tIa(c(Hi L» >-.p';:' c(H, fi(~(L,H»)or ~-
Let us 'check (a) fiist, since qi(c(H,L» >- 1Ji:(~(t.,H» ( T(lh.) =d-(Ll+l aiad T(rh.) = T(L) ), we
have to check qHc(H,L» >- ~(L,H). Again i-(qi(c(H,L» > T(~(L,H»,IO we haVe to check whether
ql(c(H,L» >-,po L and ~(c(H,L» h,. Hor not. Both are true by the subteim property. So we are
done with (a). " '.
Now let us check (b), since qi(c(H, L» >- c(H, tIa(4(L, H))), we have to check whether t.(c(H, L)) >-.po tfi(s'i
or not. Checking this is similar to the case (a:).

We have verified that the left-hand-side of each tule is great.ertban it8righ~hand-side under the ordering
1=.p••. Therefore we conclude that the above term rewriting system derived terminates .. By tbe theorem 3,
the quick-sort program terminates for all well-moded queries. . "

};l:'

.-,1

However, the converse of theorem 3 is not true i.e., termination of the derived term rewritng
system is not a necessary condition for termination ofthe logicprogr~,.~\Vhen we are proving
the termination of logic programs, we need only a sufficien·tcoadition. bal:'Dot the necessary
condition. Here is an example logic program which temiinates, bitt t.ed~~r~writing system
does not terminate, . . .:. . .'.
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Example 6: Let us consider the followingwell-moded logic program
with the modings p(in.out). tC<in.out)

Logic Program
p(a,b)~
P(b,c) ~
tc(X, Y) .- p(X, Y)
tc(X, Y) +- p(X, Z), tc(Z, Y)

Derived Rewrite System
,~(a)-+6

1"l(b) - c
tcHX, Y) - 1"l(X)
t~(X, Y) - t~(pi(X»

It is easy to see that this program terminates for the query .- te(a, X). But the derived rewrite system
has an infini;e derivation"

5 Termination under a specific selection rule

In this section, we study the termination ofa logic program for a well-moded query under a given
selection rule. So far we have studied the termination of logic programs for well-mooed queries
under any selection rule implied by the modings of the predica.tes in the prograrc: in other
words we have been studying whether all the dat4-driven evaluations cue termina:ing. That
notion of termination is a strong one in the sense it ensures the terminaticn of the program
under any specific selection rule implied by the modings. But a program may termisate under
a specific selection rule though it may not terminate under all the selection rules impded by the
modings. So it is important to study termination of logic program under a given selection. rule.
To motivate in this direction, we give an example. ' '

Example 1: Consider the followin! reaehability program. We have a graph G(V.Ed) with ses of vertices
V and set of edges Ed represented as list of pairs /(X. Y).(f(X, Y) stands for the existence of an edge
from X to Y in the graph]; The problem is to fuld all the vertices one can reach. from a given vertex.
The modinga a,re as follows: r<in ••••t.in.in). e(in.in ••••t). nni(in.in)

reX, Y,Ed, V) - e(X. Ed, Y)
reX, Y. Ed. V) - e(X. Ed, Z), nm(Z. V). r(Z, Y, Ed, (ZIv)
e(X. vex.Y)IT). Y) -'
e(X.V(Xl. Y)IT)IZ) -X :/:xi, e(X,T~Z)
nm(X.m-
nm(X, [HIT]) - X :/:H.. tim(X. T) , "

, ThiS program terminates for the query - r(a, Y.[/(a. 6). 1(6, e). fCc, ill. }(e. d)). 0) under prolog's
left-to-right selection rule. even though it .has an infinitedatlJ-driven evaluation( if, we select the atom
r(Z. Y. Ed. (ZIv) before nm(Z, V) it goes into a loop).

Wea.dopt our' methodology of the last section to study the termlnatlon of logic program
under a given. seleCtion' rule( implied by the, modings) bytransform,ing the program as follows.
Each predicate symbol p of a.rity k with moding (in, in, .:., in),will .he replaced by a new
predicate symbol pnew, o(.arity k+ 1. And associate the moding (in, in, .. ~,.in; out) vit h pnew.

The output orpt\~ is the truth ofp(; .• ); The 'predicate (say q of aritY,Il)to be selected after
the predicate replaced in the .above st~p,will, be replaced by a ne~predia.te q~ of ari t y n+1. ,
The extra argument is' an input argument passed by the previous atom r.Correspondingly
changes are made in tJJ.e 'ptQ$1'am5• \Ve illustrate the method thtough an example.

tlto_nr,lhiatranaitive d~ure prOgram does noitenni!l •.~ iUhet~ is Cycle intll.e&f&ph,iep."Oenting the
relation,. And we I.le ~ ,to lOaluxteilt'{ofllo(concluding th&' ~Ileproct~termiDta. '

'Remark: We Deed,c.o.m~euelhe ant1 ofthe predia.te. •.l most by two(oDdor input and one for Out put).



Example 8: Consider the reachability programofthe previoWfexample. nm has-the moding (in, in),
we replace this by nmn •• and the predicate r in ihe next atom by ~C •• W,3JSo· need to replace i- by a
new predicate noteq and consequently e by en•w• And make changes in the program as (ollows.

. rnn,(True, X, Y, Ed, V) - enCW(True,X,Ed, y)
~''''(True,X, Y,Ed, V) - encw(True,X,Ed,Z), nmnc·(True,Z, V,T),.

. ~.W(T, Z, Y, Ed, [ZIV])en'·(True, X, [[(X, Y)IT], Y) .;
enC"'(True,X,U(Xl, Y)IT],Z) - noteq(X,Xl,S), en-(S,X,T,Z)
nmnC'"{True, X, 0, True) +-
nmnCW(True,X,[HIT],Sl) _ noteq{X,H,S), nm·"(S.X,T,Sl)

We derive the follewing reWrite system.

ri'·(True,X,Ed, V) - eT·W(True,X,Ed)
ric·(True,X,Ed, V) - rT-( nmT-(TrUe,~-(True,X,Ed), V),

. , er··(True, X. Ed}. Ed, (ei-(True, X; Ed)Iv])
e~t"(True,X~([(X, Y)IT}) - Y
eiCW(True, X, ([(Xl, Y)IT]) - ei-(noLeq(X.Xl),X,T)
nmi""(True, X, D> - True
nmi'W(True,X,[HIT]) - nmi-(noteq(X,H).X,T)

It is easy to obselve thaL this rewrite system terminates over ground terms because the first two rules
can be applied only when the first argument of rT'w is True, which is passed by nmi'· and the value of
nmi'" is True only when X is not. a member of the Yisited. vertices. 5:0 once all the vertices in a cycle
are visited, nmi'''' will not pass True to the rT- preventing it. from entering into a cycle.

6 Comparison with the previous work.

Ullman et. al(1988) have described a teclmique for proving the termination ot a logic program
for a query with a given moding information, using inter-argument inequalities of the predicates.
Their inequalities are of the form Pi + C ~ Pj. They have given an algorithm to generate a set
of inequalities whose satisfaction is a sufficient condition for the termination of the program.
For this algorithm to work, all the clauses in the program must satisfy the property called
'uniqueness' property ...Normally a rule voilates 'uniqueness'property, if a. variable occurs more
than once in the input positions of the literals in the body (see Ullman et. al. 1988 for details).

Pluemer(1990) has generalized the inequalities to the form

L 4i * Pi ~ C ~ 2: aj * Pj
iel sa

where pis an n-arypredicate, I and J are sets of indices partitioning{l, ••• , n},Clj,aj E {O, l} and
c E Z U {;, oo} to study the termination of well-moded programs for well-moded queries. His
notion of well-modedness is defined with respect to prolog's left-to-right selection rule (intuitively,
well-moded means that every prolog's evaluation of a query is data-driven). In this sense, our
notion of well-modedness is a generalization of his notion. He has implemented his algorithm
to generate the inequalities whose satisfaction ensures the termination of a given well-moded
program for a given well-mooed query. This. algorithm needs a property called 'existence of
an admissible solution graph' (see Plumer 1990 for details). The inexistence of an admissible
solution graph comes again from the multiple occurrence of a \-aria.ble in input positions of the
literals in the body.6

. a,But l~e m~\iple occurrenceof a. varia.ble m mput poIitiou or the literals mille bodJ ~eedDOt. necessarrily
1lllplY the mezistence of UI. admissible so1l1~1l paph. See Plaemer(l990} Cor a. coaDkr UUDpIe.
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Remark :If a rul~,4o~'~t bav,e,¥ a<l~~~}Ql;,solll-~iongraph~ then. it does'nt satisfy the
property of 'uniqueness", But a rul~having:ah admissible graph need notsatisfy the property of
'uniqueness'. Since pulme-r's linearpredicateinequalities are generalizations of those in Ullman
et.al.( 1988), we can view Pluemer's work as an extension of Ullman et.al.'s work. And most of
the remarks we make in the sequel about Pluemer's work while comparing with ours, hold good
for Ullman et.alralso.

Since we are transforming the logic programinto a general term rewriting system without any
restriction, we can prove the termination oflogic programs which do not satisfy the condition
of 'existence of a.Ii admissible solution graph for every clause in the program'. For instance
the Multiplication program given in section 4 does'nt satisfy this condition, (observe that Y is
occurring twice as input in the body of the second clause) and we can not prove the termination
of tills program using Pluemer's or Ullman's techniques. \\Te can prove the termination of this
program using our techniques, by proving the termination of the derived rewrite system using
recursive path ordering with precedence ordering m~ > a~ > ".

Pluemer makes a remark in his thesis, attributing the non-existence of anadmissible solution
graph for the secondclause in the multiplication program to the non-linearity of the relationship
between the arguments of m~. Since the predicate-inequalities of Pluemer and Ullman are linear
they may not help in: proving the termination of programs having predicates with non-linear
relationship between their arguments. We donot have these restrictions as we .are tr a...••sforming
the logic programs into term rewriting systems for studying the termination properties,

To apply pluemer's techniques for proving termination of logic programs, we need to do some
preprocessing, because he assumes that the programs are normalized ( i.e., no variable occurs
twice in any literal in the program) and do not contain m~tually recursive definitions. We do
dot make such assumptions and our techniques work well even if there is mutual recursion,
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Sequential, and distributed algorithms·are given to extract
2-connected subnetworks wi~h minimal edges from any ~ii~~n 2-
connected network. In these the DFS algQrithm·' is used
repeatedly, and the main aitn of this. paper is to .redUce the
numper of such repititions.

IiI"

1. INTRODUCTION
,I'
~i!:
J For general definition~ we follow [1]. Broadcasting

information from one node of a network to one or all of the
other nodes is an important activity in any cQDUnunication
network. 'In ARPANET the one-to-all broadcast is done by a
method called' flooding, [2]. In this method,' a node
originating a message or a node' ~~ceiving such a message. .
passes on that information through every edge throuqh which
that informati6n has not passed. This method is highly

. ." .
redundarrt ,'. but i~very: simpieand ensures that every act.i.ve

node receives that information. Chlaintac and Kutten (),4 )

considered the case of 'a radio network in which all the
nodes broadcast and receive in the same frequency. They have
designed protocols in which the message always travels along
the edges of a tree. Though passing the messages along a tree
issimp.ler, it has its .own disadvantages"Oneisthat the
traffiG density increases in the tree edges. The next is the
delay in the propagation of messages. Itai and Rodeh (5) have
studied the construction of trees which will reduce the
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pr.opagationtime of the messa9es.A major disadvantage of the
tree is that in view of faul~-tolerance, it, is l1ighly
vulnerable', since failure ofoneintermeciiatenode ora tree
edge maydisrupt the communication, and a new tree bas to be
found after each such disruption.

If a subnetwork has to tolerate k node(edge) failures, then
it should be k+l(edge) connected. But determining a k-
connected subnetwork ( k >= 2 ) with minimumnumberof edges,
of an arbitrary network is at least NP-hard, as this is an
augmentingproblem in a weighted graph. This follows from the
fact. that Ln- the, case k=2, :finding a '2-~onnected ~ubgraph
with minimumnumberof edges is NP-hard can be eas~ly seen,
since a simpler question 'Is there a 2-connectedspanning
subgraph of G with nedges ( where n:i::\V\) ? 'is the same as
the question on the ex.istiance of a Hamiltonian cycle in G,
which, is NP-complete. This problem in the case o.f k = 2 is
proved to NP-complete by Eswaran and Tarjan[6]. Fredericson
and Jaja [7], Cai and Sun [8] have considered the problem of
augmenting' any given network by adding minimumnumber' of
.edges~

In view of the above, the main aim of this paper is to
develop an efficient algorithm to extract a2-connected
spanning network from any given 2-connected network.

The sequential algorithm given in the next section is a
modified form of "the'd'epth first search(DFS) algorithm. The
inherent problem we face is the ,following. Each one' of the
edges is to be tested for criticalit~ and that too one after
the other, possibly in different networks. This is because 'an
edge which is +not critical in a network,'may,become'critical
after someother edge is deleted. That is, a set of edges may
be noncritical ,individually and anyone may be deleted from

, the net\.1ork"t~-get a 2,-connected -network, but, all ':the edges
may not be deleted at. the same time. A set. 'of: ,noncritical
edges canibe deleted provided it is knownthat the whole set
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~caff' be..d~]:-et:ed:withoutl, a:'ff$cti"A;~,:;2\'F~~~'}q~~lt,lEWF. ,L,e,}:" ,:u~,
-:~def':iine:':suoh c\,!;;et'OD:,¢tl,ges'~~~it~oii@.ct;J..y~J..Y,nonCffi.:tical/.Xf~

\ritsuCll ,:col;lectivei;y,'nonp-Y'j;,t~?91.;;s~,t",~qt~·, ~g~~~ could, be
':"(r",identif',i:ed,"then -all" df· th~:m~~J'l,~bfl ,dQ.let~~,.at.one s.tr'oke arid

. . '. .""" .... - - - . . .- "'.' - '-, : ~
the number' of DFS needed will,'~ ·r~duc.ed.' "

Inthealgoitii~hm. ,C1Jti1i;'en in the-ne~ .sesti6p., after each DFS I

(i) only a'$ubset OE' tha.b:aGk·.:·edges.,:a~e- Lnc Iuded in the
subhetwork~ (i,i:i)"'asubse.t. o t : the -tre~'fa~ge$. are a.Ls o

identified as c011ecti'V~lY,i:lon~ritical" .~~d q.ele,ted, and,
(ifi) , 'a, se't ,or 'edges .axe- decl~r~d; criticaL ~hese three

, ,

fe'atur.es, speed', up the alg()ri-t-hmcansideral)ly, and the number

of DFS req1J,:iredbecomes ',ver;y ,small ~ 'FInding the exact
complexity of thisalgQrithmseems to be difficult, since it

depends OIl the" number ofPPS performed. A rough estimate
gives thecompJ~x.ity as o(n2). But the, re::;ultsobtained by
running this' aigorithlU severalt-im,esfor ..,:ranp.omlygenerated

, ,

fieiiwor~~''''with ,'1000-' nodes, are revealing ~It. Ls found that
only "cib,out- 10DFSsareneeded, .Ln Cillthel:>e'.c~~,~s.
We introduce a new definition pertaining: t() the DFS. as a
counterpart of the function low. Let peak u = max {. df s,
number of w I (w is u or a descendent of \1) and· there exists••
a back edge (w, low u) }.

2 THE SEQUENTIALALGoRITHM

Let G be a given 2-connected network. The following
algorithln 'extra9tsa '2-~onnected .spanndriq subnetwrok of G,

with minimal number- ()\f' edges. The proof is not included in
this abstract.
STEP 0: Initialize i to 1. Let GO = G.

STEP1: Input (;(1..•.•1). outputGi.

This step can be split into two parts. In the first part,
a subnetwork a,is built using a modified form of DFS. This
subnetw:~rk Hmay not be optimal, and may have more edges than
necessary. In the second part, H is pruned by de;teting a set
of edqes to get Gi.
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Modify the DFS, in the following way. Let Ti be the DFS'tree
for the ith iteration of the DFS.Let V(H)=V(G). Initially
Hhas no edges . As and when an 'edge becomes a tree edge of
the DFStree Ti, it is included in H.While entering any new
node, u, like initialising low u by theDFS, nW.Dberof U,

initialise peak U also' by the OFS' number-of. lie While
traversing a tree edge backwards, say, fromu ,to v, just as
updating low u, update peak li also, using

If low u <= low v'then peak v := peak u;

currentlow is a new f.unction" introduced to keep track of the
value of low in the current network representing H. In the
same way as low is used in detecting the cutverticesof G I

the function currentlow is used for detecting the ctitvertices
of the current subnetwork representing H.

Every time a new node u is entered,· let currentlow u be
iriitialised by (the DFS number of) u , While traversing the
tree edge (u ,v) backwards from, u to v, if curx:entlow u >=
v,and v= 1,

then include the back edge (peak u, low ti ) in ,H, otherwise,
v may become acutvertex in H. Since Gei-l) is, "2-connected,
such an edge exists, and low u<= v. NoWupdate currentlow v
as in the case of low, using \

i
\

\

\

If'currentlow u' <= curr(mtlow'V then

current-low v := currentlowui

Actually for all the nodes betw.een u and peak u, the values
of current low have to be modified. But we need not do this as
these values will not be needed' later.
End of Part 1.;

We state the properties of~ H below without including the
proof.
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.1. H has the tree edqes of the. DFS.tree.Tiof .G, and at most
n-2 .back edges of '1'1

2. ,.11. is ,.a2-connecteds@netWprk of G:
3. The b,ackedges of.H at:e critical. in -H." .
4. ~heleaf Elc:l9asof tlle .ors tree Ti are;.criti~lin H.
5. 'A tree edge i~: critical inH i~ at leasJ: C)neof ,its ends
has degree 2 in H.

6. Suppose u has at least 2 chi+dren,A~~,t:he.r~ l~ a back
edge coning tof(u) from a descendent of u. Then (u, feu)~
is noncritical in H.
7. If the node with DFS
is a nQ~critical edge.

, \. ~ . -, . - -. : . . . - '.

a.Let Y be the set of all noncritical edges asciescribed in
propert.ies 6 and ? Then Y is .·a set ;of collectively
noncritical edges. That is, H-Y is 2-connected.

number 2 has 2 childien ~. then (1, 2)

; . . -'. . ".

Part 2: Pruning: The above properties of.H·lndlcate·that the
only edges . to be .,tested' f~r criticality' ate.~me of the tree
edqes 9J .H, after deleting the edges Y• Let Gi be H-Y. Mark
the edg.es of Gi to be tested for critica~ity.
Increase i by 1.

End of step!.

STEP 2: starting from the' present root, traverse'along Tl as
trraversed in the first DFStre.e (note that, it is '1'1' and not
Ti). If there is no edge to' be, tested, this traversing leads

. '.

back to the root of Tl, and in this cese go' to STEP 3. If
there i~ an .edqe to be ested . NOw,having ,this nod~ , sayw,

. . ': . '. . .

which ha~ -an edge to 'be tested~ Now, having·this node w as
the root perform STEPl, using G(i-l)as input and'getting Gi
as the output. During this" processing give .lowest priority
for the 'edges to be tested, i~choosing:a·tr~~edge-. for' the

new DFStree. Nowonly the edges marked in each and every one
of Gj, j =1,2, .', ~, i are to be. testedforcri ticality . Erase
the markings of all the other edges. Go to STEP 2.

I
I
\ .

\
\
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S:I'):;P 3: The GK at this stage has none C)f its edqes. marked,
and it is the required subnetwork.
End of algorithm.

,3. DISTlUB~D ALGORITHMS:

In ~his section global views of two distr~t~d'versions
of the algorithm. are given wi~out including the 'proof. One
works,in the asyncl1ronousnetworks whereas the other can.work
only in a synchronous netwprk. The distributed DFSalgorithm

. , .

given by Lakshmananet al [9] i,s, taken~s _~h~basLc.~lgorithm
for both. ' The functions low,current-low, .peak and' no-of-

.ch.i.Ldr-en pose' no problems at all since. the cOJl!.putationof
.'. ':. ' . .

these functions depend only on the information aYailable at. ,'.:-

the neighboring nodes, Wewill enhance t:h:emessage size to be
thatofO(log n) for this.

I

;,

"-I,

I
\1~I

.j

The mode1,for our computation is as follows:

A number oLf . autonomousprocessors ,are .j.n~~rconnected
through communication,links •. The processa,rs .do not share a
commonmemory; have only local information and,·collUllun,icate
frequen1y to coordinate any computation. The proces.sors have
distinct identity, anda.l.l ..tbe indentities are .of tbe same
,length which is equal to, [logn] • Each Focessorlqlows its
idenityand those of its neighb()rs. EaChp~ocessor performs a. '. ',' .

variety of ',local tasks besides receiving ;and, sending messages
to'1 tsnefghbors. "The.excbange'of JI!.~ssa,ge;~is asynchronous.
The communicati~msubsystemwili de1iv~r the message at 'its
destination,' without any:a:l.~eration,~iter a finite but

. .'. . .

undetermined 'time. .Lapse •.· The niess~ges, .sent; over, aJ1Y. link
follow the first~infirst~ou,t ~~e. "

First. we wil1s.ee howthe modified DFSis to be carried
out clndthen how'the~e 'DFSS are to ·bec.CJ~.i:ned~ 'r ~ ,

e , .TWopoints .to>~e ,taken c;a.~e,.o,t . a~e .the following.
,- ,- :. .
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Incl\1Sion of~·tlie,b~Ck.edge, s~y(peak' 'v.;1ow.·v)" 'in Gi and
.t.h~~ayto·deC:l~re. a ,:tZ:eeedlje as:.nondritlcaiu~ingproperty .
6•.

The informatiOi1that·the.ba~k' edqe(peak ';,::'iowv} is to
beincludediri~~he $ubgr~ph shouldbeava,ilable' at the node

. - - . '. '. . -.'

.. low v when ·.·th~·centre. Of:·~ctiv:ity'· ..·is... tr;a.~Sfered from
..that node, Since .otherwise' it will· ..1~ad to' an incorrect
computation of .the :furiction no--of-back edges'.at that nodeI

a1)d hence' a tree~edge .at lov' v . may.ilO~ be' declared
noncritical "eventhougb it is~oncritical by Property 6.

Oneway to avoid this i~ to P()stp'osethe computation of
no-or-bacx edges. Maybe when·the centre of activity returns
to the root,· a second pass maybe started' in which each node'
computes the. no-of-back edges. But again the problem remains.
In ~e asynchronous networks weare not sure of. the' required
information even at this time. Hence this is nota solution
and we w.ill, assUlllet:hat no-of-backedges will be knownwhen a
node passes the centre of activity to its parent·. This gives
that at the end of a DFS, deletion of noncriticali tree edges

. \

are also taken care of~

I
I
I
t
1;

......• ~
It has been' already noted' 'that .the inf()rmation of

including the'back'edge (peak v, low v) need not be knownto
the nodes inbetween v and peak V' iexcept for peak v. Only
having this in mind, the funtion current-low was'not modified
for. these node~. This implies that it is enough :to se~d the
message "Include (peak V. I low v) as a back' edge"~ along the
tree edgesI starting from v I each node sending it to its
parent, ,until it· reaches low v.The node low V, when it

. .
receives such a message, sends this message to peak V .along
this back edge. Peak v,, when it reveives this. message.
understands it, stops propagating this message and sends the
message ACKUOWLEDGEto low v. Low v waits for this
acknowledgellent and only after receiving this message
transfers the centre ot activity to its parent .. These INCLUDE

..1QO
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and ACKNOWLEDGEmessages are given higher priority than all
. .

. the other messages~ at any node. ata given time. This ensures
that the required information is available at low v when the
centre of activity' returns to low v, and a'Lso that peak v
knows about the back edgebefor~ the end of this DPS••

.' . " . ','

Now, the D~Ss can be combined .asfollows~ .At the end o.f
the first DFS, the root node generates a newtoken~· Let it be
called the" super token, to distinguish' it from the token
thought to be passed during the DFS. This super token is
passed along the edges of the tree Tl as traversed in the
original DFS. When a node having an edga to be tested
receives the super token, it keeps it and starts anew DFS.

At the end of each· such DFS, it checks whether it has any
more edge to be tested.' If yes, i"t' generates another DFS.

Otherwise the super token is passed alorig the edges of '1;1.
When the super token returns to the root of Tlthe algorithm
ends.

The'time and message complexities of the DF-~as given in
(9) are O{n) and Oem) respectively. It 'can be easily seen
that there 'is· no change irithe time coinlexi ty .in our
modified DFS. But the meSsage complexity 'varies because

of the inclusion of the INCLUDEmessages. At niost Oen) such
messages are generated and each such messag.e travels through

at most O(n) edges. Hence at most o{n2) new m~ssages are
added in the new DFS. This makes ,the message complexity as-
0(n2) for eachDFS. .

Hence the overall time andmessa(Je complexities of the
algorithm can be 'seen to be' of OlJi-2), and ~(li3) ·~·re's.pectively .

•
The case. of a synchronous.network is-cbnsiderednow.

The difference of the ~,gorithm. from the' one for the
aschronous case stems from the way INCLUDEmessages travel.
Here an INCLUDE message is sent froD a node " towards the
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node peak vi a:lon'cJ'the 'e"s;of'~l.:Whenipeak' ,y: rec'eives this
~node, it;· sends }this '>XIleSsage"'-to low v, ·~.WIt$t:·.low~:receives
'this, m~ssag'e'it" t:erliihM:e$~he,'Pr(>pagal:ion':'i~t:this lIlessages.

.: ',.'~ ~'.

It· can fileshowncthat/.the paths taken'bY'::illlthe INCLUDE

messages are. all disj oint from one, another, and this proves
;..that the' t6talvnulnber &f such".1Il8ss·aqes;;;;isli!.!ls'thanm.·

'Th:edisadvantage now'is that ·when<the:~tre'o.f activity
of the: DFS.pasaes thropugh 'an~ean~<is,.;t~rtsfered to its .
pare,nt,that:omode.c may not:: be :aw.are()f,.tbe:;~n_er of back It
edges coming' from its de~cendflnts and enteri*9' that node,
since,thecQresponding' "INCLUDE messages'c,'may still ' be

. . ' . '" .

travelling and, are; yet to; reach ' it. HencePa'rt 1.'of step 1

wi]'1 beg,one ;throughfirst, 'wj,.thoutbotherlnq. abou~,Part 2 of
!?tep 1. Part ,2 will be executed seperately.'~:,~ach node waits
for n-l~units of time. By ,tl}i;s::t:iineallthe.'INC,LUDEmessage
must have 'reached their destinations. This is assured since X

. the network is assumed to be synctrronous ,". Each.node has to
keep track 'o,f, the numb.erof back edgeS¢QlIl'irigtltrough the'

s.

descendants Qf each child s~pa'rately.At' the, end of the:
waiti119 peJ:'iod.,··each node decides whe.ther eac~cme of the ....
tree edges leading toa child· i~Gritical.NOw in one un i t of ..'
time it info,rms of its deci~ioll. apouteach, "Qf1:ihe,edges to
the corresponding· child. Tl1is:c6mp1etes·tl1e.execution of Part
~.

Though this method increases i the. tiJDe'needed for
DFS byn units, .the time c9mplexity still remains O(n). Hencei
theovera11 time' ·comp1~xj,ty:.,~f thealg()~ithmdoes. not ~i

chanqe~"RegC:\rding,~e ,m.es~ageic9l:1lplexit1;,·.,the,'firs:t,iteration::
has o{n+m)compie~ity, andfor'.subsequent iterations it i5'~

. 0 (n) . ,~lence,theo~eJ;:all, ,~e,~sa9~~:compl~~:~ty.~f .th~ algorithm ;;,2 .', ..,. '
is O(n ).
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RElATIVISED CELLULAR' AUTOMAT A·AND COMPLEXITY ·CLASSES·
EXrtNDm A13Snw:T •.

He-ena·Habajan
. and :

K8iaala Erl thl vasan

Depart~t. of Co••puterSc~etJ£e ~.~jricer 1ng
. I1Jdlan Institute Of TecJu1Ology .

Madras 600036 IndIa

AbstnlC;t. ,~meQf. the ·fundame.ntal probleu con<;ernl~ cellular
automata (CA) are as' follows : .

. 1) .Ate Unear-t1 ••~:CA (iCA) more powerful t~ real-tbMtCA (rCA)?
2) Are nonllnear-tbleCA .or.e powerful. th":llllnear:~tb,e €;A?
3) Does-one-way co••••unicati.on reduce the pawerof aCA? '.

These'questions have. been op~n for a-long:UIIe. In thIs paper, we
address .these questi.onswlthrespect to .tally ·languages In relatlv-
ised worlds. interpreting time-varying CA (!VtA) as oracle Jlachines ..
Wecon.s~ruct •
a) oracles which separate rCA fro. lCA and lCA fro. CA:
b) oracle classes tinder which the CAciassescolnc1de. and
c) oracles which leave the CAclasses unchanged..
Further: •. with rCA. and .lCA at the base. we build. a h-ierarchy of
I'elati~lsed CAcOlllpl'e>eity classes between rh' and CA, analogous to
the pol-ynomial;"UJile hlerarcbybetween P and .I'SPACE. an4' study the
dependencies between the classes In this hlerarchy.

1. Introduction : I

Cellular automata (CA) as language recognlsers have beJn t~e object of

study for several years [Be, CC. Kos. IPK. IJ1. IJ2. Sal. ~~]. A CA is a

one-dimensional array of n' identical flnite-state machines (cells),

oper at Ing synchronously at discrete tillle s~eps. See

word a a ... a is fed to the CA at time O. by setUng
1 2 n .

lh lcell to a. The state of the i cell at time t , c. is a function of its
1 I .

state am! the states of its left and righe neighbours at tie t-1; thus
l l-l l-l t-l'

C = <5(c ,c ,c ). The CA accepts the input aa ... a l£1ts leftmost
1 1-1 I 1+1 1 Z Il

cell eventually enters an accepting state .

Figure l.The input
. . th

the state of the i

•• This research was partially supported by a grant frolll the Department of

Science and Technology, Government of India.
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----!.~'------ ...
accepting node'

©'~"~'~', ~~

Figure 1. Acellular automaton

If inputs of length n are accepted within time T(n). the CA is said to

have tif"~ complexity' Tf n}. Clearly. T(n), ~ n. 0:' special interest are the

cases when T(p.) = n (real-timeCA; rCA) and T(n) = cnfor some constant c

(linear-time CA, lCA). CA with no time rest.r ict.Ion are equivalent to

deterministic linear-space bounded Turing machines [5m2}. and thus accept

exactly the class of de t ermfnt s tIc context-sensitive languages (DCSLs). It
, " I

is not known whether lCA are more powerful thanrCA or whether nonlinear-

time CA are more 'poverf'u], than lCA.

A restricted versiori of a CA 1s the one-way CA (DCA) where the

commUnica:tion between cells 15 from left to right. Here, the state of a

cell at t Ime, t depends on its state and the state of its left neighbour
I

(not ri.ght ne Ighbour ) at time t-l. The rightmost cell must enter an

accepting state for the input to be accepted. Uke 'CA, OCAhave also been

studied in depth [BC, ee, CIV; Dy, IJ1, IJZ1.because despite their

simplicity they .ar e remarkably pcverf'ul. For instance, they can accept

PSPACE-complete languages (CIV, IJ2). It is not known whether CA are more

powerful thanOCA.· The containments and equaUtlesknown are as follows :

llnear-time OCA
'real-time DcA c = S; l,1near-tlme CAS; DCAS; CA

,real-ti~e CA

It 15 easy to see that leA languages are contained in DT.IME(ri2)C P. Thus
, , , . ".

any proof that OCAare only as powerful as lCA (e:g." lCA = a, 'lOCA = OCA

etc.) will.immedla~ely 1mplythatP ::;PSP~CE. On the other, hand, a proof to

the contrary seems extremely dlff.lcul t to obtatn.

, The motivation' for our work here has come ftollit.he field of structural, . - .. -,' ,-' 'i. '-::'.: -,

complexity theory. specifically ffo;m the use Qf ,relativisaUon techn ique s.

A relativ1sed Turing machine has a separate, iape,,· fQr writing oracle
. ,.".. . . ;"" :' ~-- ' . . '.

queries, and: three special states <I?,q;. qn". The state s, is used to ask

whether the string on the query tap.e ,belon:gs· to .the cracle se t,: If this is

so, then at the next time step the ;1I!~~h.ln~;en"ters~tate/~/else it enters

state q , The compUtation then proceeds normally, until a fresh query is
n '

made by entering ~ state q? again.· ReIat Ivf sat Ion of Turing machines and

;-,

t:

I'
il

~
Ii
\,
it
~
:1
~.

,I

i
I
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the study of the polynomial hierarchy (PH) have not yet answered the P ~ NP

question, but they ':haveprovided' a lot of insight il\to the structural

properties of these complexity classes. \.Ie hope tha~ 'similar, useful

insights into the structure Of theCA complexity c Iaases rCA, lCA and CA

can be' obtained through relativlsation. Hovever , the' notion of

relaUvisation in the context ofCA has; been difficult to formalise,

because there is no .tape Onwhich :towriteout, queries to the. oracle. Even

if queries were to be written 1n a separate component of the state of each

cell, synchronl.s lng. the query .procedure' would becoae contrived and

cumbersome. Our approach Is to use impUclt oracle querying as provided by

a tlll1e-va~yingCA (TVCA). TVCAhave.vbeen defined in. EHKlt. and several

interesting proper t les have been studied. A TVCAis similar to.' a ,CA'except

in one respect : the transition rule which specifies' the .next state of a

cell 1n tenns of its current state and the current state of its neighbours

is not fixed, but depends on how many time steps have elapsed since the

.TVCAoperation began. Thus an oracle Is impilcitlyquerled on Inputs t =
1,2, ...• and, its replies tell the CAwhich transition rule is to be used.

The querying mechanism as described above ~s represented most

naturally us lng tally Languages: therefore. throughout the rest of this

paper, only tally languages are considered. \lhlle tally sets are often

inadequate in capturing the complexity of various classes, (they sometimes

suffice to express strong inter dependencies (refer [Bo]'}. iEven when only

tally sets are considered, the problem rCA ~ lCA 1s open. ,Though many
J

conjecture that the classes (of tally sets) are distinct. no answer is

forthcoming. Our work here 1s based on the conjecture that if the' classes

rCA, lCA and CA are distinct, then there are itally sets in the difference.

In section 2, we define !YCAand f'ormal Lse the int-et-pretation of TVCA

as oracle CA. In section 3 we construct oracles ~eparatingrCA. leA and

unrestricted-time CA. \.Ie also present oracle sets relative to which these

classes coincide, arid relative' to which they remain unchanged. The CA

hierarchy is defined in section 4 and shown to be contained in the class of

CA languages. This hierarchy is defined with rCA and 'ICA at the base, and

is analogous to thepolynomial-tlme hierarchy between l>,NP 'and PSPACE.

Some interesting properties of this hierarchy are presented in section 5.

We conclude in section 6 with a discussion on how this work can be

extended'.
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TVCAand Oracle CA

Time-varying cellular automata (TVCA)have been defined in ·IHK1]· and

several proper t Ies of these automata are investigated there. \Ie rephrase

'. the definition here in a form most convenient for this work. Informally, a

: TVCAconsists of a one-dimensional array ~f cells, of length n whenever the

is of length n. Each cell; at each'discrete time step. is in a unique

which belongs to a finite set of states Q. ·Thestate of the ith cell
. t .

at time t is denoted by c. The state of each cell is updated synchron-
1

ously, at discrete time steps, as per a transition function (; whose

'. arguments are: 0) .the current state of the.-cell to its .Lef't, (2) the

current state of the cel I itself, (3) the currerit state of the cell' to its

right. and (4) the current time t , in that order. The last argument is what

makes the automaton time-varying. because different transition rules may be

used at different times. \Ie consider the simplest case wher-e.lhere are only

two possible ~on-tilne-varying rules, 01' and 02' and one of them is: used

depending on the current time. In the notation of [MKlJ, such. TYCAare
\

referred to as 2-TVCA;since we consider only such types here, we will drop
1the prefix 2-. The usage of 0 and 0 is cc>ntrolled by .a tally set L. If 0

. 1. 2,. " .

is 1n L, then at time 1 rule 0 15 used,elserule o· 1s;used. Since the
l' 2' ,. .

array of cells 1s bounded, extreme cells have anelghbQllr missing. They

assume that in place of the missing nelghbour, there Isa .cell which is

always In a special state #.
The input word a a ... a

1 2 il

that Is, the TVCAislnitlalised so that

is fed. to the TVCAspatially at time t ~ 0;
oc = a. A set of'states As Q is

.1 .1

designated the set of accepting' states. TheTVOA 1s· saldto accept the

input word if at some time, the leftmost cell -ever,en,ters an: accepting
'.':'" .

.,
;.',

i

"~

.1

~i
":r
\!
~;
~i
;;

state.

Thus. a TVCAis completely described by specifying Q, I, 0
1
,0

2
, L and

A. Formally.

Definition 2~1 : A TVCAis a 6-tuple Co:; (Q.#. (51' 02~ L, A) where

Q is a' finite set of states'

tt eQls'the boundary'state

o arid 0 are trans It ion ruleS s : Q x. Q .x Q-4 .Q.
1 '2.· 1.' .. " "

'satlSfyingol(a, b, c)= #. if 'and orilylf b=# '': ··

L is a: tally set over {OJ
." .'

A s Q 1s the set of accept.Ing+states ..

The compasitetranslli.on funct1en oof'theTVcA 1.5 then defined. as follows:

"

II
!j
I·,n

I
r

". "
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o(a, b, c. 1) =cS(a. b.:c) if Ol -.E L .
. . 1 . '.

o .Ia, b, c) Qtherwlse ..
2 ..

From this definition ,it is clear that the lVCAact.s as If . it has an
. . .

oracle answering ~ries abOut the'DlembershipolstriQgs in L. The queries
. . . . -....

'are quite restricted; theoracle~~~tbequeried at each time step. and' it
1 2 . '

must be queried on strIngs 0 • 0, ... in that. order, Thus such a machine

may not be equiva lent to a DSPACE(nlTuring machine wit~ 'an oracle for L,

although they are the same without orades.However. even vthfs restrictive,

notion ofqueryiIlg appears to bequltenon-trlvial~ and is sufficient for

the i)Urpos~of this paper .

\lith this' interpretation of lVCA as ,oracle CA. ,we will henceforth

specify a TVCAasC(1J. where!,. lsthe oracle and C = {Q••• cS
l
' 02' Al.

\/hen the oracle is an empty ~et. ~his denotes'the CA(Q.". 02' A). Classes

orCA t with a particular oracle L aredenotedt:(L); eg zi:A(L). CA(L) etc.

Classes'of CAt: relative toa set of orac.les !fare denoted t:(!f); eg CA(rCA)

e tc, Byt:.(9') we will mean both the class of machines in ,t: using an oracle

from !f and the class ,of tally Languages accepted by such machines.

In this, extended abstract, some key proofs are sketched but most

proofs are-omitted. Detailed proofs can be found in IHK2J.

3. Relalivised CA classes :

Inthls section we show how different oracle sets differently affect the

containment reA ~, leA ~ CA.

For a tally set B. let
L(B) ~ {Os 02• E B}= !. B and
1 2 '"

"2.

L (B) = t o" OS E B} = n2 .

It is obvious that VB. ! B E lCA(B).
. "2 •

That VB.fB E CA(B}follows from the fact that n2 is time-constructible by

a DSPACE(n)Turing machine and' hence by a CA. The required CA simulates
2such a machine upto time n and then consults the oracle. To achieve this,

01 and 02 are identical except in the presence of a . special signal

indicating that n2 time steps have elapsed. The details are in [MK2J.
By fixing an enumeration of rCA and of lCA and then performing direct

1diagonalisation, we can construct sets X and Y such that X ~ rCA(X) and
2

;-y ~ lCA(Y). Hence.

Theorem3.1 a} There exists an oracle X such that rCA(X).~ lCA(X)

b) There exists an oracle Y such that lCA(Y}~ CA(Y)
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So far we have been unable to oonst.ruc t ioracles which make these

coincide.

(MKll we have proved ,:
<

Theorem 3.2 : Let C = CAlX) be a TVCAwith oracle X. If X is ultimately

periodic , (this includes finite. co-finite, regular )" then C can be

simulated by a non-time~varyirig,CA with no loss, of time.

The following proposition iseasUy verified.
. ... ..

Proposition 3.3 : Under Wlary alphabets, rOCAaccept exactly 'regular sets.

Thus relatlvisatlon with respect to the, class rOCA (or, any subset of
" ',1 1 " ",

it) mcikes no change in the cpntahllllent rCA == lCA = CA. From this' we have

rCA(rOCA) = rCA

lCA(rocA) =lCA

CA(toCA) = CA,

On the other hand we taq easily show that

Theorem 3.5 : rCA(CA) = lCA(CA) = CA.

, Theor~, 3.4 :
t· ."

Thus relativlsation with respect to the class CA merges rCA and lCA.

However we cannot conclude that CA,(CA)= CA, because CA are space-bounded

and hence cannot simUlate oracle queries cf arbtt.rary length.

In [1«2] we strengthen Theorem 3.5 by showing the seeml-hgly counter-

intuitive result:

Theorem 3.6 : rCA(OCA) = lCA(OCA)= DCA.

, Thus for the oracle class below rCA, le. rOCA, relativisation does not

al ter the rCA ~ lCA qu~s,tl9n. For' the oracle classes above lGA, Le. OCAand

CA, relatlvisation merges rCA and lCA.The question 'fiatuj-al~y occurring at

this point 1s·: \lbat happens under relativi.sat.1onwith respect to classes
~. . .',,; .~"- ~. . . .' . ' .:~. .'

between rOCA and DCA? This mot1va~ed us to construct the, cellular automata

hierarchy CAR~h.~cb 1~ ~he ~\,lbJec,t,;of Jlle, .n~xt)two~ectlons.W~.<also note

at this pointth~ ~iDlllarity., oflhls< ~ltu~.~lon to, the p.S; .~, S; PSPACE

re Iat Ivf sat Ions

P(PSPACE) = NP(PSPA.CEl= ,PsP.AC~~pSpAci) ,= FSPAP: " ,
' •• ; • 'f . '. r . ,.... .~. '."" ; rj ; ..•. : . ',. " .' ". .: .,.: "

PCP) ;:: P. lW(P),:: ,NP.P§I:'.ACE(Pl= PSPA~ ..
- ",'" -"," -, .' <,'.

In that context, th~.PQly.nol!l~;l~tl~ ~tllent~¢bY ,~r,o~"eut, ptr,!~Jf'rt1v~satio,n

.~f",~;)nac91~~ u~',9r.~£~~~, fr9,l!hc;!:a,~Se$'~h;~~epre,9,ed~~ }~v~l Fe! fr~rn p
,- '- - . . " ., . '. : ".-
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4. TheCA"JUerarChy ':

DefinitIon 4.1 : The cellular automata hierarchy is the structure formed by
" C C C ' C 'the classes t , r , A, and TIt.. for each k i!: O.w.here

"k Ie k ••.

1. tC = rC = rCAo 0

2. AC = rf = leA
00'

3. tC= rCA(~C)
lcd' , ' Ie

e "" " c4. r = rCA(n)k., .k

AI; :
ICA(tc)5. -

k+l, ' 'It

6. If =. lCAUf)
k+1 " k,

Also.CAH =,U••~•.. ( r.c u rC u A~. v nC )
.•••••• It Ie ,'k' 11;,

The superscript' C stands for cellular automata hierarchy. Since only

,cellular autQtData hierarchy classes are considered here. we'vlllhenceforth

omit it.

Some elementary properties of the ce l Iukar automata hierarchy are

given belovo

Proposition 4.,2 a) II S; A •
o l'

b) n s; r .V k 2:0.
k 1t.1

c) For+each k 2: O. .1: s 1:
k "Ie.'

A S:A
It bl

rs:r
It 1e.1

n s n
Ie 1e.1

d) For each k 2: O.

Theorem 4.3 : CARS;CA.

The proof ,1.s by st.r.atghtf'orvard Induct Ion.r
"

The following t.heorea rLs aent.Ioned in this, section essentially for

,completeness; the proof follows from someresults in the next section.

If L = II, then V k, 't = r = Ao 0 k Ie It
n = t:.

k 0
Theorem 4.4

5. The structure of the Cellular Automata Hierarchy:

In this section we show some interesting' inclusions in the cellular

automata hierarchy. \Ie first ~eedsome,prelitJilnarY results.

Leuaa 5.1: Let I. be- a (taUy} 'language accepted by,~ C. \ole can'
, " , " • ' ft,'

effect1vely, construct a CACwhicb on input Q(!oes, the.foUowing : At

t1mest~p 1. the acceptln& cellorC~ specUieswhetber or not. OI,E L.

Proof; Consider, the space-trae. UnrollIng of C. ThiS is- a dla,rall ,.,here the

contents of all cells- at a time ins,tarit tarewr1tten In a bodzbntat line.,
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details are omitted.

# 0 0 0 0 0 I

# a b b b c
ly # d e r g

th t h 1 J
# k 1

# m

Dy

or

at

r:•. '

•

and the states of a cell at suecess ive time instants. are wrHten in a

vertical coIumn, g1ving a tvo-dtmens rona l array. In such a. diagram, the
1 1-+-1 thunrollings of C on inputs a and 0 differ only in the i diagonal from

right to left. So we can constr-uct C' such that' each cell stores the

corresponding values in: the unrollings of two input lengths. This allows C
to be simu.lated on all Input lengths. An example is shown in Figure 2; the

ill

« 0 0 0 0 #

# a b b c
# d e g

# h n
t· p

# 0 a a #

# b I 0 0 I # O· #a c
# d # a c # tq

# I sr

12 5
CA C on inputs 0 • 0 , •••• 0

I· a a 0- 0 0 #

I at be bc bc c$

I ds eq fg g$

I br- in J$

I kp 1$

•,
mS

CA C' sillnila ting C

Flgure 2. Simu~at1qg a CAon inputs'a,l. 1 :llon •. 1n real-time

.Theorem S.2 : t s; n . .,
1 0 ~

Proof: Tht:lllach~~ C'clescribed above can.~,\is.e4 to;;ltfnQ.re~p(:mses to all

the oracle quetleslla'deby the·.1: CA. These responses' JilUS~ then be
. . . " . .' '.. ' 1 .' ". .

propagaleadown 'th-earr.ay.Th1S ·lnvo~ye!$adelaYi ···sol.nstead. of C'.a

half:-speedv~rsl_ '~pe~1fytniiilellbershlp' ofa'ln the :oraele at t1me 21-1

·isused. .•
Tb~ S.ll A .tt- ..

. . ." . 1. ,.' o.
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I'
\

\
1
I .

I
!

[.

';'~oof~1J'Prd1a' Pttlp6sh'ion'''4:;2i1.n~~'i:A'~·'(A~(:;'w'om: be~~~~~:ifboye •. using
.. ,., ... 0 ,,1·,.· 1.. o· .. ... .. '

~ cha.nnels'lA C"to slmu'l~-te:·c 'on',"i~tit'$:nl~•02•• ~o':~o.~.,,:",/",~,~,:.' •
. . . . . .,..,... . .. ;.: ,. . 2t':'l . ..t '.' .' ";', '.
Leilma' 5.4 : Let L~ 1: • Then 2L~1>;:f'{ 0 '. :l. 0:,,(; 'L' }e lL , .•' '..... k . r. k

'Pt-od! : :Cods~~r:ii:.i'ei ,~,On':rnt>uto2ll:"~. ·~llll~la'te:mctehiMiC~':'·~t··~lfspeed.
. ,....,. 0.. .' '.j" .

aS~d~~criD~dln:'fi~c)re.I'~~'2, 'andalw" ~ertd';aslgDa.lS'f¥~\flltbt·,~tio· ileft.5

":t~achest.h~; ~c~f"~t:ell When 1t''ls;speeifYlngaellbetsMp>.r''~'ln L. 50
•., 2m-1 -. ' , ..' " ' .. ' •. .. ' ,o can be accepted 1n time 2m-1•. ,ie. 1nreal t1.e.lWj~·f!lr· higher
k follows by induction. •

proving that ~ ", 4., Using the
ld. 0",

I

In The~rem;:iS.2,:J we. are ~ss~nl.b.l1y

above lemma, thls. g~n.~rall~es ',~S follows.
Theorem5.5 : 1: '4 .

. 'k+l, :'k
Corollary 5.6 :.' .

iliIi
Iii,I

:1\
'j

Thus the structure
Figure 3.'

1:2Jt+i s rIt

A S;U, fork~O
2Jt+l' k . .

of the cellular automata hierarc:;hy1s as shown in

for k > 0

.\
"i!

::1

:\

.. \

i

-. t

, t

.,;.

Figui-'e 3. The structur-e dt, the' Cenular AutomaUt:'JI!e1"8rChy~ . . . .' ~
. ~~", ,'d' ~,.,:\., ;','..';': ~ .. s; .:~, .' /~1·.'''J' ..,~ ~ .:
The f~llowl~gseries of propositions, sholi bow thls,s,tructupa changes

Und~rva;i~~~-a'~~unil>'ti~~~ of',~uaiii~of cer tam ci~~se~~' ; t. '
i. !:, "'.',;':':~ ..:;~. ";>i'~-:1(i1~ ?."} .. ",', -'... ·.~i·.,;,·,·:· ..······'~e~ ~.'_. L·':·.l.~~ ~~.~:~ ,~ :,..

!70position 5.7 : L = r == L . ::::A ' z>' the st ructure in Figure .4.
''¥ '. 1 1 1 1 .

Ll = f1 means that reA and lCA as oracles add ~al1y' to the clasS
rCA. r1 = 41 means that rCA and lCA' coinCide relative totbe ci~ss of
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__ ----.-.J __ L....-~ ..
•

oracles rCA. These equali ties ~mply each other and also imply that the i:
~" . . .. . . . ". k

;-:{and lliC) classes are not distinct for }c > 0 (k > 1).
~:,., i: = r01 0

d,

er

(1: :; 1: = .... ) = n = II ::". == r
. 1. ..2' . 1 0 .0' "'1" 1

.(
b

27R
,

r~ .2· .
. " ~.. ' n

~.2r
j

... .

.'~,....___n3.

So

tn Figure 4. The CARassuming 1: = rEi: =!J.
'. . 1 l' .1 1

Proposition 5.8 : . If !J. = r I Ie, rCA(.1CA)= lCA{rCAl, . then all t classes
~ 1

are contained'; in n, and all !J. classes are contained inn" .as -shovn in
. 0 1

Figure 5.

Proposition 5.9 If 1:1 = n1 then the ce.lltllar automata hierarchy has only

rCA = L = r, and ICA, which 1s equal ~'to' 'all the
o 0two distinct classes

P"femalliliig' cIEiSSes.· " ;"":'-' ~. ;.

" .
Proposition 5.10 : If L = L then all the 1: classes are equal, and all the

. .,...·0 1. " .
!J. classes are also. ~he saPle.The.s.truct.ure .of Ftgure 6 results ..

Proposition 5.11: A =.·n E n = it' •• the structure InFlgur~7., ., ;. 1 10 1 . . .....

"

6.' Conclusions
,
i~.

s

,.,'

Figure 3 shows the inclusions .within the CAhie.rarchy, . as, proved in

,this ,paper~., Thi$; work.atte1Q.pts ~o.~stu.dy the structure sr . the tally

languages, if any•. separatfng CA. 'lCA and rCA, \Ie have'~lsc)' reatr tcted the

'language classes cA. leA andi-CA. to tally' sets .. Alternatively. it is

possible to cons~der classes of .languages over all finite ·-alphabets. but to

~se'•. as oracie clas~es, only, the r~str:icti~n of. th,ese.·classes,t,o tally
. ,

set.s. Most. of the nesul ts of 'this work carryover to such a+case. Notable

. exceptions are 1Deorems 3."5 and 3.6. which must be weakened to have ~

rather than =. and Proposition 4.2 (b). This is becauseVt; t;s;; rCMt;) is no

longer' ·true .. The ,tAR structure. Lst-hus likely t~b~, ~uite. different.
. . .
Ano.tl:l~r.~ppr,~ach Is to .consider non~taUy.languag,s~s.Qr~cles 4irectly.

within the 'fratievorkor TVCA. Thus it t 1s Uie T'iCA :otaclettnd L s (0+1)+.
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then the 'l'V'cA- uses ~l"ule'o- '(3 )'at .all t1Jie;"I'nstant~lSUcti tbat the- b-inar
1 ~_ ~ _.

representation of i belongs to (does not be"long to-l·t. ThiS approach w1.1
requ-ire' completely different ,:tec~lques.s1Dce.soae O{our basic results'.:.

Theorem 3. 1 and- lelllJDas5.1. 5.4 - exploit the fact that the oracles

tally sets. 'Both these aj>pl'oachesseellctU1te .InterestIng. clnd we

currently pursUi~ them.

An unanswered question is wh4f~r' or not reA and lCA cQlnc1de

unary alphabets. If this is the case. then theorem 4.4 states that

hierarchy col.Iapses. _ In··lIJll it IsconJeC:~ured that ·these classes

coincide.' Our -'work Is llOt1vated by . a slightly' difCerent conjecture .;,
. ~ - - ,

namely, that if the classesrCA and lcAare dl~tlnct. then there are t'all~

sets in the difference.

Another aspect which deserves )lOre study IsClncllng '-languages complete;

for CAand lCA. where cOllpleteness w111 have to be' SUitably defined. Suc}i
'. . ~". ."

complete languages aay adJa1t a relativ1sation under "hlch. the classes

lCAand "CA cotnctde. this. ~long -"i~h lbeore.3.2. - "Ul provtde a,_
contradictory _relaUvlsation of these probl~. aSexlstsCor.the classes ~

and triP.

il

, ..

; ~,.
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Constrained Integer Approximation ofa 3~DPyramid, Apex

. Shashank Mehta. . .
Computer Science Dept.,UiUvetsity of Poena, Pdne 411007

Maharaj Mu!cheriee and George Nagy.'., .'
E.C.S.E. Dept., Rensselaer PolytechnicInstitute, Troy, NY 12180, USA

Abstract

The 'a~ of a.pyramid, withra.tiona.l parameterS, ba ~D 'space is a.pproxima.teciby a.pid(integer
coordinate) point. The approximating grid point is collitnined to the YOlumeof the pyramid .. The
complexitJ of the algorithm is shoo to be O(IOflN) £or a. pid of sUe N x Jtf X N (N iJi a. typica.l
computer is 2"). . .

1 Introduction
In this paper an algorithm is developed to approximate the apex' of a pyramid'in 31) spa~e by ~ grid
point, contained in the pyramid, which is closest to the apex.

This problem arises when a :J.D polyhedron with rat.ional parameters is to be approximated by one
with integer valued vertices [2)~' Such an approximation is essential to contamthe'explosion of the
error when logic operations are performed on geometric objects Using finite precision. The adoption
.of computational geome,try algorithms Cor massive data manipulation in solid modeling and geographic
information systems has resulted in additional emphasis on robUstness'in their implementation using fine
precision anthDietie,' beeause interactive mces are no longer possible," .

There are other methods developed to contain the numerical inaccUracy at a lowu level. These
methods resort 19 traditional round-ofl' analysis techniques [13, 71. which include interval-arithmetic [11].
finite or infinite-preciSion rational arithmetic [9), andstatist.ical error estifnation [12, 41. Greene and Yao
use rational arithmetic for a line arrangement problem [3). Karasick dol use bOt.h rational and interval
ari thmetic to determine the sign of a determinant [6]. Dobkin and Silver apply statist.jcal error estimation
to the iterated-pentagon problem [1). These methods often eome very close to number-theoretic analysis.

The problem we address in this paper is similar to the shortest. vector problem (SVP)·inthe lattices.
A.K. Lenstra used the basis reduction method to find the shortest vector in a lattice using Gram-Schmidt
orthogona.lization [8, 5). This problem can be formulated as integer pn>grammiri& problein Corwhich there
is a polynomial solution for fixed dimensionality. .

Although similar, the problem of shortest vector in a pyramid is much more constw-ned. While the
lattice is a linear combination oC its basis with any integer coefficients. the pyramid is that. with positive
integer coefficients. .

A solution of the 2D version of the problem is presented-in [lO}. Un£ortunetely the approach adopted
in that case is found unsuitable Corgeneralization to 3D.

2 Representation
An infinite pyramid with. three sides Can be specified by the co-ordin~tes oCt.he apex g = (gl. g2, g3),
g. are rational numbers, .md the th~ integer component. vectors Uit U2. U3 a.lori&the three lines. A
convenient representation for the three vectors is the 3 x 3 matrix.\! formed by the column vectors
uj , U2, U3· Problems of pyramids with I: > 3 sides can be reduced tOt ~ 2 problems.ofpyramids with
three sides. In tbis representation t.be problem can be stated as :

Problem Statement PI Given a matrix M with integer components and vector g with rational com-
ponents. Find a vector m :::: (m1' mi; m3) = Me + g such that mi are integerS, Cj are. non-negative
rationals, and 1Mel is minimum. The solution. m will be denoted by (.\f,g). .
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If Uj.Uj < 0, Vi i i then the problem is trivial. 1("at least one pair of the rectora has an angle
greater than 7(/2 then the pyramid can be partitionedinto three pyramids such that 1l;.Uj ? 0, Vii for all
pyramids. Therefore we will assume that each pair of the vectors -of the pyramid i:rms an acute angle,
i.e., Us .Uj? o Vii.

Due to the constraint of containment in the pyramid [i.e., Ci ? 0 Vi), the i~asible range of the
coordinates of the solution point are in general, bounded above and below with bou; is dependent on the
other coordinates. This restriction does not allow the approximation of ij of a po::.t· (Xl, X2, :1;3) in the
pyramid by rXj lor LXi], to estimate the nearest grid pointm, becausethat may violsse the corresponding
bound. In order to overcome the difficulty weshall perform a suitable geometrical transformation on the
p>'Tanlldso that the coordinates of the feasible space may no longer be bounded abcve.

3 Grid Automorphisms
In this section we shall discuss some useful linear transformations on the grid points, i.e., 1".

3.1 Triangularization
Definition A linear transformation T : I" -+ I" is called a linur grid (LG) tnzl15:ormaiion if it is an
automorphism.

Observation 1 A linear transformation, given by the matrix [J'4~]ij = q6i••6i, + E.;j u an LG transfor-
mation for any a I- b.

Lemma 1 Given an n x n matrix M with integer components; there exists an LG tra.sformation T such
that either [TM]ij = 0 or [TM]i'j = 0 for any i i it and j.

Exploiting this result 'we can show that there exists an LG transformation wbio can triangularize
any integer component malrixM. The differencefrom ordinary triangularization is uat the elimination
method of Lemma 1 may reduce anyone of the two components, Mij or Mi'j, to zero.·Thus,to achieve
the final triangular matrix one may need to permute the fOWS, which can easily ~ done by an LG
transformation. .

3.2 An Example
Given

[
S6 28 91 ]

M = 8438 139 .
82 14

Transformation Tl = T'513 • T131 •T32-2 •T23-:3 •T12-2 •T21-1 gives

u, = TiM = .[ ~ !-!1.
. . 0 0 -7-}

Then permutation

[0 1 0]T,= 1 0 0
001

gives the triangular matrix

TM = T,T1M = .[: ~ -~].
·0 0 -7-'

We can go a step fUf.tIa and transform ,\I to a triangular matrix with nonneg&ti~ components.

tl1
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3.3 Reduetien to Right·Angle PyramidJ
A triangular matrix M·cail be traasformed to ODewith DOD-Desative elemeDb by inYertinS the signs of
the rows(LG transformation). ~hereneeded. The element MI2 ean be made JlOD.Deaative using Tl2f.

Then the remaining elements M13 andM23c:aD be turned nOlkDegative using Tilt and T23f respectively,

Theorem 1 Gi~en IIn'n x n m.ltriz }.f ,. tDitAinteger componeat$,· Qere emu 1111 LG Uaru/onnation 1'"
.uch thll' 1'" M is II 'rillJ&f1l1ar mafm VlitA nOIl-neJ4'i1Ie componeau.

Corollary 1- Given II 3 x 3 mlliriz M, tDi.l irdefcr compolleau, Ilere emu ••• LG frau/ormation 1"
neh thllt

tDitA.on-acgllt;"t compoat.u dad t'It ~~Itf:
Corollary 2 Gi"eft II 3 x 3 mcJlriz M, _fA irdcfer. coriapofw"$, acre ~c1:UU •• LG .raru!o;"'uuion T
sueh tAli' .

[

0 e ·e ]
TM= 6 if 0 .

001

The transformed pyramid given by Corollary 2 can be partitioned iato two p)-ramids

[e e c]. [e
N~ =' IT dO. and N~ = 0

o 0 I 0

4 e]
" 0o I

because the projection ofo) on the XY plane, i.e. 0)
is contained in the sector formed by

,
i'

I
I
\.
i

This makes it possible to split the problem of computing the nearest grid point into two simpler problems.
Suppose Ml = T-1N{ and M2 = r-1Ni. Then (M,g) can be computed by computing (M1,g) and
(M1,g) and then. selecting the nearer point. Finally we can perform LG transformations to ensure that
the components. of the transformed matrices be non-negative. Suppose these transformations are T; aod
7; for the two matrices respectively. So N, = TiN; = TiTM, = 1iAli for i = 1.2h~'·e non-negative
components .. The statement of the reduced problem is .

Problem Statement P2 Given a 3 x 3 matrix .\{ with integer components and a vector g with ratiooal.
components. Further it is given that there exists an LG transformationT such that·

[
a .6 e]

TM= N-i:. 0 c 0
. 00 I

~as non-uegative eompooents. Then find tbe grid>poiut. n~arest to g. denoted b)' (.U,I). which is containtd
In the pyramid. .' .' . .

I.
I~.
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Figure 1: Pyramid Corinedby N and g.

Suppose TM.= Nand Tg = h. Then-a point Mc+g is contained in the pyramid iff the corresponding
point T(Mc+g) = Nc+h is contained in the new pyramid. Furthermore, m == Mc+g is a grid point if
and only if n = Nc +h is a grid point, because T is ~ LG t~formation. Figure i shows the pyramid
formed by N. Two of its faces are parallel to the XY plane and XZ plane respectively.

The points contained in the transformed pyramid are given by X = {%,!I, %}.w.d. the origin at apex
h, for all y ~ 0, z ~ 0 and z ~ 'IY + ',%, where ., = 6/e and '3 = dl I- A point X = {z, y, z} in the
'pyramid is a grid point ifz = fh11-h1 +i = 61+i,!I = [h,l-h,+i = 6,+i. and % = fh31-h3+k = 63+k
where i,i.k are non-negative integers. Note that 6, < 1 VI. .

It must be emphasized that while T maps grid points to grid points, it does not preserve their ordering
w.r.t. to the distance from the apex of the pyramid. In other words, it is possible' that point PI may
be nearer to the apex than point p,in the original pyramid, while Tp, may be nearer than TPI in the
transformed pyramid. Therefore the problem can be stated as follows:

Problem Statement P3 Find XftJlC = (z, y,:) in the pyramidofTM = N with.',JI+'S%:S % %: 61+i,
O:S y = 6, + i, and·0:S z = ~ +1, such that IMe( = 1r-1TMcl = IT~INcl = IT-IXftJlcl be minimum.
The desired solution is m.,c = r-l XftJlj + g. .

.
4 Transformation of the Distance Metric
In this section we have. two results which show how the' distance metric in the original pylamid is trans-
formed in the new pyramid. . '.. ' '. ". . . -,

. Suppose the column vectors ofr-l are v"'~2,and V3.Then the displacement vectOr in the original
pyramid, T-l X, is the linear combination, %VI+ yv~ + "3. .

Since M = T-1 N,. the vectors of the original pyramid are Ul = av~,u, = c("VI + vs), and
U3 = f(s3vl + V3). From the assumption u, ·ur~O Vii, we have the following result

Observation 2 (a).,~·~, (6) '3 ~~, (c)Y, . Va ~. vH~.3 + '~'3- $"3) Ulh~re.~ = -vI' v2/vi
and 53= -VI . v3/v~. . . '. . .

Now we have the result. sliowing the dependence of 1T-l.XI.on s.·
. .

Proposition 1 Tile deriH..tive of IT-1Xlto.d. toz

1 dli-1 XJ2 . 1 .'., ,2 dr =v1fz- SlY- '3%)·
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This shews that for fixed y and ~ the grid point which is closest to slY+S3z has minimuinlT-1 XI. But,
from Obse rvation 2 the optimum point s~Y +'S3Z is not contained in the feasible region, i.e., s~y + s3z ::;
S2Y + S3=. Thus the optimum pointis SlY + S3Z since 1r-1Xl monotonically increases with x in this
region. Therefore, in the pyramid x = ma;{ SlY + 53Z, sly + ~z} = S2Y + S3~ is the optimum real value
and rS2Y + 53=1 is the optimum integer value of x.

The next resuit shows how IT-1 XI depends on Y and z on the optimum surface x = S2Y + s:iz.

Proposition 2 Suppose x = SlY +S3Z, Y = Yo +PT", and z = Zo+ pr.l' wherer", r.l are non-negative
relatively prime integers and p ~ O. Then

1dlj1X~2. .
2 dp . = consiant+ p{(s2r, + S3T.l)V1 + T"V2 + TaV3)2

where the constant is non-negative (from Obsen1ation 2c).

This result shows that 1r-1 XI monotonically increases with p on the optimum surface along the line
yep) = Yo + pr" z{p) = Zo+ pra.

Suppose X(P) = {fs2y(p)+s3z(p)l,y(p),z{P)l} and O{P)= rS2Y(P)+S3Z(P)l-(S2Y(P)+S3Z(p». From
the previous results we can conclude that'ifO{p1) ::; O(Pl) then 11'-1X{Pl)1 :5 1r-1 X(p:r)1 for Pi. :5 Pl·

5 One Dimensional Search
In this section we shall discuss an algorithm to search for X with minimum 1r-1 XI restricting to the
line y = Yo + pr, and z = Zo+ Fa. U(Yo,zo) are the coordinates (w.r.t. the apex) of a grid point, then
(y, z) is a grid point on the line if and only if p is an integer.

5.1 Descending Sequence
As we have seen in the previous section', if O{p+ I} ~ O{P) then 1r-1 X{P + 1)1 ~ IT-l X{P)I, therefore
X(p + 1) need not be considered. In ord~r to focus only on those grid points which can potentially have
lower 1r-1 XI, we define descending sequence from X (0) as

Xo = X(O), Xl = X(P1)," X, = X(p:r), •..

where Pi+l is the smallest integer greater than Pi s.t. O{Pi+1)< O{Pi). Since lr-lX{Pi)1 :5 Ir-l X {Pi+j)1
for 0 ::; i < Pi+1 - Pi, the optimum X{P) must be. a member of this sequence.

The descending sequence possesses some 'very useful properties.

Proposition 3 Let Xi = X(Pi) = ((S2Y(pi) + S3Z(Pi» + 8i, Y(Pi), z(P;» be a member of the descending
sequence. Then Y(Pi+2) - Y(Pi+l) ~ Y(Pi+l) - Y(Pi), Z{Pi+2)- Z(Pi+l) ~ Z{Pi+l) "",Z{Pi), and 9i - 01+1 ~
9i+l - 9i+2 Vi. .

Corollary 3 If Pi+l = Pi + n then 1!i+j = Pi + in fOT0::; i ::;lOi/(Oi - 9i+l)L

Proposition 4 IfIT-IXil < IT-IXjl then lr-lX,1 < lr-lXtl "11: ~ i.
The significance of this result is that even the entire descending sequence need not be scanned for the

optimum point. The search should be stopped as soon as we find that IT-l Xii < IT-l Xi+ll because Xi
will be the optimum grid point.

5.2 Computing Xi+! from Xi
Given Xi = X(p;), we want to compute Xi+l = X(Pi+l) = X(Pi + n). Suppose s = S2T" +S3Tz. Then n
is the smallest integer which satisfies the inequality ns - 0, ::;m < ns for some integer m. Furthermore,
m = fS2y(PiTl)+S3Z(Pi+l)1- rS2Y(Pi)+ S3Z(Pi)l.

Expressing the rationals sand 0, by the irreducible division of the integers Rlf R2 and A] B respec-
tively, the inequality takes the form (Rt! R2)n - (AI B) S m < (RII R2)n.
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Proposition 5 Suppose the continued fraction of Rl/ R, is expressed as {Io, 11> ••• , II;; 1/R'), i.e.,
Rl/ R2 = (10 + l/(h + 1/ ... (1k 1- 1/ R')·· .». Then the solution of the above mentioned inequality exists
iff

1 AR;! i 1
R' - BR' s m< R" if even k

1 , I AR2
R' < m ::; R' + BR" if odd k

has a solution. Furthermore, mjn = {Io, II,.." II;; m'In'}.

Suppose r. = Gin' + G2m'. Then we need to solve for n' and m' subject to inequality (1) with the
minimum value of Gin' + C2m'. .

(1)

proposition 6 If B > AR2 then inequality (1) has no lolution. Suppose B ::;AR2 then

1. The solution of (1) for even k with minimum Gin' + C2m' is given 6y

(n',m') = (j,-min{f~:1-1, L~,(A:2 -;1Jn

such that Cd + C2m' he tie minimum positive Rwm6er1Diile

o . < r AR2C2 1
<1- B(R'CI +G2) •

t. The solution of (1) [or odd I: 1Dithminimum Cln' + C2m' is given 6,

. C2l AR2
(n',m') = (-manUC1 1-1, HT ~ Hl')j,k})

such that Gin' + G2k he the minimum positive Rwmkr 1Dhile

Let us now consider an example.

5.3 An Example
Suppose S2 = 31/41,S3 = 1/1, r, = I, r, = 0,Xo = {0.85,0.25,O.2} and

[

790 -596 -105]
j1 = 521 -393 -70 .

387 -292 -51

In order to search the optimum distance grid point in the direction given by r,l, rz we need to solve
the inequality . .

31 A 31-n--<m<-n..41 B - 41
The continued fraction expansion of 31/41 is {O,1, 3; I/IO}. So11R' =' 1/10 and t.he reduced inequality

is
1 r A 41 , 1,
ion - siO S m < iiin

and m/n = (0. 1.3, m'/ra') = (3n' +m')/(4ra' +m'} &iving n = 4n' +m' and m = 3n' +m'. Thus Gl = 4
and C, ::-1.

for Xl = (0.8$".O.25.(U)-p g-t = All81 :: 363/574. From PropOsitionS we let. d = rand m' = -2.
So ra-= 2 and m = I, which Sives ~Y2~ (1.85,2.25,0.2}.Since1T-1X21 < IT-1XJ.1. these-arch must.
continue.
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For X2 = (1.85~ 2.25, 0.2), ~ = A21 B, = 69/574. From Proposi.tion 6we get. 'If = I and m' = O.
So n = 4 and m = 3, which gives X3 = (4.85, 6.25. 0.2): Since IT-I X31 < IT-l X21. the search must
continue. .

Since (J3= A31 s,= 551574. from Corollary 3we have Xi.+j = (1.85 +3i, 2.25+4i. 0.2) for 05 j 54.
Again, since IT-I X,I < p--I X21 the search must continue.

For X, =.(13.85, 18.25, 0.2). 8, = Asl B, = 13/574. As 574 > 13 x 41, from Propcl6ition 6 we find
that there is no solution for the inequality

1·, 13 41, 1 ,
-n ---<m <-n
10 57410 - 10 ~

So the descending sequence terminates and the optimum grid point is X, = (13.85, 18.25, 0.2) and the
optimum grid point in the original pyramid is r-I X, = (43.5. 29.6, 20.75). .

5.4 The Search Complexity.
Computation of Xi+! from Xi gives, from Coronory e, Xi+j where j = L8i/(8i - 8i+1)J. If IT-I Xi+il <
1T-IXil then the search should continue fro~ Xi+j .onwards. Since'i+j < 'i/2, ~t.will need at most

·'092N computations." rmally,ifjT"'"lXi+jl ~ Ir-'Xd then optimum grid point must be·between Xi and
Xi+j. The search can be accomplished in loglJ (which is bounded by log2N) uSing binary search. Thus
the entire search requires the complltaUon of at most 21og2N grid points.

6 The Search in the Entire Plane
Now we focus on the search for the optimum grid point without restricting y and z to a line, i.e., allowing

. y ~ 0 and z ~ o.

6.1 Approximation by ID Search
The search in the plane can be performed by performing ID aea.rch in various directions r" r•. Altena-
tively, the search can be performed by performing 10 search along each grid row (or column). In any
case, unless directions or roWI (columns) are chosen eelectively, the numbee of grid points that will be
visited is O(Nlog2N). On the other baud, good approximations are possible by performing 10 search
along O(1092N) rows (columns) resulting in visits to O(log~N) grid points only.

In the following example we shall approximate the optimum grid point by searching along y-axis
(z-axis) followed by searching along ~ (Y-axis), i.e., performing only two ID searches.

6.2 An Example
Given

M = [;: ~ ~.] and g = (~:: ).
28 25 30. 0.25

The transformation discussed in Section 3 gives

[
-122 81 140] [ 4 -10 1]

T = 519 -345 -595 and TM = -16 ·41 ()
41 -28 -46 0 0 1

After splitting the pyramid into two right angle pyramids, the first ·pyramid is

Ni = [~ -!~~].
n . 0 r

Transformation T{ which gives a m~trix with n~~negative components is

[
110 1 .1';. ='. 0 1 0 .
001
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So

[
1 31 1]

N1 = r:.N~=0 41 0 .
o 0 i

The parameters of the first pyramid are

[
397 -264 -455] [ 1

T1 =TrT = 519 -:-345 -595 ,N1 = 0
41 -28 -46 0

31 1] [790 54
38

;)3~51]
41 0 ,M1= 'IllNl = 521
o 7 '387 25 30

and

(
376.15)

hI = Tlg = 491.75'.
38.8 .

Therefore

[
790 -596 -105]

111 =521 -393 -70 .
387 -292' -51 .

The optimum solution mopds known to be in this partition therefore we shall ignore the other pyramid.
Let us begin the search from the grid point nearest to hI, i.e., X = (0.85, 0.25, 0.20) ( coordinates

w.r.t. hi)' From Example 5.3, the search along y-axis gives the optmum point X, = (13.85,18.25,0.20).
The search along z-axis shows that there is no better point than X'. The coordinates of the corresponding
point in the original pyramid m'..,c = 'Ill X' + g = (45, 30, 21) are a very good approximation for the
actual point mope= (43, 27,21). II>

The search along z-axis followedby the search along y-axis yields X" = (6.85. 8.~5, 4.20). The corre-
sponding point in the original pyramid is mil opl= (55, 33, 28) is also a reasonably 'good approximation
of mop"

The example shows that the simplest application of ID search yields a very good approximation.

7 Conclusion
The approximation based on 1Dsearchalong the two axes yields good result. A sipificantly better result
can be expected of O(log2N) ID searches are performed which will involve ()(log~N) computations.
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Improved Space and Time Hierarchy Theorems *

C. Laxmi Prasanna V. Vinay

1 Introduction
Resource bounded measure and resource bounded category theory have given a new per-
spective to the study of structural results in complexity theory [Lu 87,Lu 89,Lu 90}. These
are complexity theoretic generalizations of well developed mathematical methods. Resource
bounded Category generalises classical Baire category theory and resource bounded mea-
sure generalizes Lebesgue measure theory. Resource bounded measure and category help
define the notion of "smallness" in certain complexity classes. In this paper, we study some
structural implications of resource bounded measure and resource bounded category theory.

Some of the few seperation results known to complexity-theory are due to the space and
time hierarchy theorems. Given the fact that a space class is strictly contained in another (by
virtue of the hierarchy theorem), it is natural to wonder if "almost all" languages in the larger
class fall outside the smaller class. A natural problem is in defining the notion of "almost
all". Resource bounded measure and category theorem provide a convenient framework to
reason about quantitative idea of "smallness". Our main result strengthens the classical
space and time hierarchy theorems in that we show that ihe smaller class.-is really "small"
in the sense of measure and category. This may be taken as evidence to the fact that a small
increase in computing resource results in a significant increase in the languages that can L,~
decided within the stated resources.

Theorem 1 Let f(n) and g(n) be two space constructible functions $Uch thatg(n} E 0(2")
and lim inj,,_oo ~1:1= 0 then .
(a) DSPACE(f(n» is of resource bounded first category in DSPACE(g(n)).
(b) DSPACE(f(n» is of resource bounded measure zero in DSPACE(g(n)). •

Theorem 2 Let fen) Gnd g(n) be two time constructible functions 5ucJithat g(n} E n(2")
and lim in r !(,,)!oS-) = 0 then .

)"-00 ,(n) . . .
(a) DTIM E(f(n)) is of resource bounded meessre zero in DTlM E(g(n)).
(6) DT 1M E(f( n)) is of resource '6oundedfirst Ct1tegoryin DT 1.\1E(g( n»~ I

2 Preliminaries
For the definitions of Turing machine, time and space complexity classes refer (HU 79]. We
write "{O, 1r" for the set of all finite binary strings and fix the lexicographic enumeration

• Dept. or Computer Science and Automat ion, Indian Institute or Science. Bangalor~560 012.
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So = .A, 51 = 0, S2 = I, S3 = 00., .. of {O, l} ·,where >. is the null string. By I ~ Y we mean
that x is an initial substring of y. We identify a language L with its characteristic bitstring
boblb2 ••. where b" = 1 is s" ELand 0 otherwise. A string I is an initial hit map of the
language L. we write I ~ L, if I is an initial substring of the ch~tr<ict~ristic bit string of L. A
constructor is a function "y which satisfies I C 1(x) for all x E {O,I}- and it returns a string
. The result of a constructor is the unique language Rb) such that b)"(>') C Rh) Vk EN.
Intuitively, a constructor builds a language Rb) by starting with>. and then iteratively
generating succesively longer initial bitmaps of Rb).
For each set of constructors I', R(f) denotes the set of all languages Rb) such that "Y E f.

For each x E {O,I}·, the basic set about x, Bz is defined as
s, = {L ~ to, If II !; L}. The corresponding basic set about x in R(r) is e, n R(f).
A set Z ~ P( {O, I r) is no where dense in R(r) if 3h E r such that Bh(r) n R(f) n z = ,p
holds for all x E {O,l} ",
A set X ~ P({O, I}") is of First Category (FC) inR(f) if 3 a function hEr, and a family:
{Zlrlk E N} of sets such that
(i) X ~ U{Zklk EX}.
(ii) for each kEN, the function hk(x) = h« O",x » testifies that Zk is no where dense in
R(f) .

•...
·It is usually awkward to explicitly exhibit a first category set as a I' union of sets nowhere

dense in R(r). We use an alternate characterization of FC sets in R(r) which is often easier
to use when proving that a set is FC in R(r). The characterization is in terms of a certain
two person infinite game called Banach-Mazur (8M) games (see [Oxt 71)). Intuitively, a
8M game is an infinite game in which two players construct a language L by taking turns
extending on initial bitmap of L. There is a distinguished set X of languages such that
player I wins the game if LEX and player II wins otherwise. Formally, a strategy for a
BM game is a constructor (1. A is play an ordered pair (a,p) of strategies. The result of
the play (a,p) is the unique language R(fJoa) (used interchangeably with R(o.,P)).
If X ~ P({O, If),LI and LUare classes of functions, then G[X;2:r.Ln}is the 8M game
in which X is the distinguished set. Player I is required to use strategy a E Lr. and player
II required to use strategy f3 E Ln. A winning strategy for player I in G[X, Ly, Ln} is a
strategy 0. E LI such that R(o,fJ) E X holds Vf3 E Ln. A winning strategy for player II is
a strategy f3 E Ln such that R( a, (3) doesnot belong to X, holds Va E LI.~ A player wins
the game if he has a winning strategy.
Define all = to be the set of all functions from {O,1}. to {O, Ir.
Define dspace(f(n)) to be the set of all functions from {O, 1r to to, l}. that are computable
in deterministic space f( n).

Lemma 3 Given a function g(n) En(2n), DSPACE(g(n)) = R(dspace(g(log(n)))).

Proof Sketch: Given a language L E DSPACE(g(n»,there exists a deterministic
Turing machine M that recognises L in space g(n»). Let Q be the constructor corresponding
to L. Given b = bobl ... b., the init ia] substring of the characleristic bit string of L, b(i + 1) can
be determined- by running \1 on S(t" + I) whose length is log(i + I). Hence. DSP.4C E(g(n») ~
R( dspact:{g( log n))).
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To prove the other way, gi\"('na language L E R(dspace(g(log 71))). To determine whether
a given string z = Sj E L we construct the characteristic bit string of the language
upto bj starting from the empty string. The length of Sj is of the order log(j). Hence,
R(dspace(g(Jogn))) £ DSPAC£(g(n)). I

We state the following lemma proved .in [Lu 87] :

Lemma 4 Fora set X £ P({O,l}-),{a):::} (b).
(a) Player tt wins G[X;all,f]
(b) X is of first category in R(r). •

The measure of a basic set Br, Jl(Br)"is given by 2-lrl. C is of resource bounded measure
zero in C/, and we denote it by C is of Ii zero in C', if 3h E r such that

1. C ~ u"Bh.(ot) ViE N

2. Lk:o Jl(Bhi(ok») s 2-iVi

3 Main Result
Proof of Theorem 1:
We appeal to the Lemma 4 above and show that player II has a winning strategy in the
game
G{DSPACE(f(n)); all,dspaa{g{logn))J.

Let T}, T'l, ... be the encoding of Turing machines.Player II has an additional tape on
which he has the encoding of the i'll Turing machine until it gets killed at which time the
contents of the tape are updated to the encoding of the (i + 1)" Turing machine. To start
with player II has the encoding of TI-
The game starts with an empty string and the language is constructed by the two players
in turns, i.e., each player takes turns in deciding whether the next few (oratleast the next
one) string in lexicographic order belong to the language that is being constructed. At a
given instant, let bo~ bi be the string that has already been constructed when player II
gets his chance. The (i + 1)" bit corresponds to "i+1- So, player II runs the current Turing
machine M (whose encoding he has on his additional tape) on this string Si+l- Notice that
the length of this string is Iog]i+ 1). IfM accepts SiH then player n sets bitl to ° and 1
if-it rejects or does not halt within spare f(log(i + 1)), thus killing the Turing machine M.
He next increments the contents of the additional tape to the encoding of the next Turing
machine. Player II uses space 9{10g(i + 1)) and manages to construct a language outside of
DSPACE(f(n)) despite the fact that player I is all powerful.
Player II has a winning strategy in this game. By Lemma 4, it follows that DSPAC£(J(n))
is of first category in DSPACE(9(n» _

b)Define hk(orn)as a slringb or length k + m+ 1 such that "10 ~ i $ k+ m +1 bi = 1
if Turing machine Tm halts and accepts within space g{lsd) which is equalto g(log(i)) and
bi = 0 otherwise. The basic set about h(< o",om » contains the language L recognised by
the Turing machine T...•.ilL E DSPACE(J(n)) and the measure of this set is2-(k+m+lj.
Thereforethe union of the :;equell(:(.'of basic sets Bh.(>.}! Bh.(o), ... contains. all the languages
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in DSPAC E(f(n)), further L~u 13htIU/) ::; 2-k
• .

=> DSPACE(f(n)) is of resource bounded measure Z(,fO in DSPArR(g(n)).
Theorem 2 can be proved in .a similar way.

4 Concl usions
We have shown that space (resp. time) hierarchy theorems can be improved in a measure-
theoritic sense to provide useful insights into the power of additional resources. For technical
reasons, the classes must have at least exponential resource. It would be interesting to see
if this restriction can be removed. It is also interesting to see if the notions of measure and
category are related, leading to duality theorem corresponding to the one between classical
measure and category th~rcl1l [Oxt 71].
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Parallel Generation of Combinations and Permutations

Vijayan Rajan, P.Gupta and R.K.Ghosh
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LI.T., Kanpur - 208016, I:\DIA

Abstract .

Xew cost-optimal parallel algorithms for generating the e) combinations and the P(n, r)
permutations of r out of n distinct items are presented. The combinations are generated in
t.::c lexicographic order. Both algorithms perform on the CRE\V PRAM with upto (~) and
Pi n, r) processors, respectively. This represents an improvement over previous cost-optimal
a.gorithms which could use only C)jn and P(n, r)jn processors.

Keywords: Parallel algorithm, combination, permutation, cost-optimal algorithm.

1 Introduction

The systematic generation of combinations and permutations is a fundamental problem in combi-
natorial computation. The design of serial algorithms generating these and other combinatorial
objects has received much attention. Direct applications are also being found. For example, the
generation of combinations is used in approximation algorithms for combinatorial optimization
problems such as the O/l-knapsack.

An algorithm generating all combinations in time O(fC)/nlrlogr) time with N processors
appeared in [5]. A cost optimal parallel algorithm using r processors was presented in [3J. The

algorithms in [1,2] can employ upto C;)/n processors.
Previous cost-optimal algorithms for generating combinations have all used the following

strategy: a few combinations are generated by unranking, and the remainder are generated by
an optimal algorithm generating the next combination [1]. The algorithms in [2,3] parallelized
the computation of the next combination to take constant time. The algorithm in [2] runs on
a linear array of processors. The unranking computation used a sequential algorithm which
required n(r2) time per combination. The algorithm presented in this paper is the first to
perform the unranking computation optimally and in parallel.

Permutation generation algorithms have been designed for SnID computers with no com-

munication between processors [6J, for vector processors [9] and for linear processor arrays [4].
A cost-optimal algorithm employing upto P(n,r)/n processors was presented in [IJ.

In this paper, cost-optimal parallel algorithms for generating all combinations of r out of

n distinct items in the lexicographic order, and for generating all permutations of r out of n

items 2Ie presented. Both algorithms perform on the CREW PIlUl, and can use upto (;) and
P( n, r) processors, respectively.
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2 Lexicographic Combinations

A combination is an ascending sequence of r elements from the set {1,2, ... ,n}. A table of
binomial co-efficients usee in the computation is maintained in the array Pascal[l..n- r+ 1, l..r):

Definition 1 Pascal[i.j] = (i+~-l) for 1 ~ j ~r, 1 ~ i~n - r + 1. Pascal[O,j} == O.

From the standard identity <:) = (ft;l) + <:=:) it follows that each column of the Pascalf.,.J
array is composed of the sums of the elements in the previous column:

1

Lemma 1 Pascal[i,j) = L Pascal[k,j - 1J
k=l

The lexicographically ith combination is generated from the number 0:, its position in the
reverse lexicographic ordering. For all i, 0 = (;) - i+ 1. Let (Xl, X2, ••• xr) be the reverse oth

combination of r elements from {I, 2, ...• n}. Let Xl = i, where j E {I, 2, ... , n- r + IJ. Then
(X2. X3,.· .,xT) is a combination of r-I elements from {j+ l,j + 2, ... , n}. Let (X2,X3, ••• , xT)

be the reverse 13th such combination. The following two lemmas specify how j and 13may be
determined. Using these results, the problem size is reduced by one. Thus the •..ombination may
be computed in r stages.

Lemma 2 Let X = (Xl, X2,'" ,xT) be the reverse o:th r-element combination from {I, 2, ... , nJ.
Then Xl = i. where j is the laryest value satisfying

Pasca/[(n - r + 1) - j + 1, r] ~ 0:

Proof: There are (;=~)= Pascalr(n - r + 1) - k + 1, r - 1) combinations with Xl = k, Thus,
the number of combinations with Xl ~ k is

n-r+l
Greater(k) = L Pascal[(n - r + 1) - i + 1, r - 1]

;=k

By Lemma 1, this is Pascalr(n - r + 1) - k + 1,r]. Let the desired value of Xl be j. Thus
there are less than 0 combinations with Xl > i. and atleast 0: combinations with Xl ~ j. Thus,
Greater(j + 1) < 0 ~ Greater(j). Thus j is the largest value such that 0 ~ Greater(j). The
lemma follows. I

Lemma 3 Let (XI,X2, ••• ,Xr) be the reverse oth combination ofr elements from {1,2, ... ,n}
and let Xl = j. Then {Xl, X3, .•• , xT} is the reverse 13th combination of r -1 elements from
{j+ l,j + 2, ... , n} uhere

13= 0 - Pascal[(n - r + 1) - j, r]
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Proof: By the argument used in Lemma 2, there are Pascal[( 11- T + 1) - i. r: comb-inations with

Xl > j. Since the reverse oth combination has Xl = j, and since the combination is an ascending

sequence, I2, X3, .• " r ; are to be chosen from {j+ 1, j + 2, ... ,11}. Excluding combinations with

Xl > j, the lemma follows. !i
The above two lemmas may be applied a total of T times to compute the combination.

However, the determination of the value i, as specified by Lemma 2 is not yet straightforward.

Performing binary search on the column r elements of Pascal[.,.J independently for each of the

C) combin= tions would yield an inefficient algorithm. Lemma 4 below gives an efficient method

of pre-computing the values of j for all a and T. The pre-computed values are stored in the

array Offset[l..C), l..r]:

Definition 2 Offstl[a,s] = j uhete j is the largest value such that PascaI[(n-rt1)-jtl,sJ ~
o.

Lemma 4 Let Offset[o, sJ = j and Offset[Pascal[(n - r t 1) - j + 1, s], s + 1] = k. Then

k ~ Offset[o,s t 1J ~ k t 1

Proof: Since 0 S Pascal[(n - r + 1) - j + 1,s], it follows that Offset[o,s+ 1J 2: k. It remains

to show that Offset [a, s + 1J < k t 2. Let j' = (n - r t 1) - j t 1 and k' = (n - r t 1) - k + 1.
\Ve have

Offset[Pascal[l,s],s + 1J = (n - r + 1) ~,k' + 1. That is,

(i) Pascal[j',sJ> Pascal[k' - 1,s + 1].
Now, Offset[a,s+ 1] < k+2
if a > Pascal[/! - 2, s + 1]
if Pascal[j'-1,s] > Pascal[k' - 2,s + 1]

if j'~~~1 Pascal[j'.s] > k'~;~l Pascal[k' - 1, s t 1]
'f~ k'-2
1 j'+3-1 > k'+3-1

if j' + s t s(j' - k') - 1 > 0

if j' 2: k'

(definition of Offset)

(since a> Pascal[jl - 1,s])

(definition of Pascal)

(substituting (i))

(simplification)

which is true since column s + 1 of Pascal is formed of the partial sums of the column s elements.

R

3 Algorithm for Lexicographic Combinations

In this section a parallelalgorithm for generating combinations is presented .. The algorithm

is in three parts-generating the Pascal[.,.J array, generating the Offset[.,.J array, and finally

generating the combinations in Comb[l..(~), l..r] in lexicographic order.
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Algorithm 1.1: Computing the Pascal array

for i := 1 to n - r + 1 in parallel do
Pascal[i, 1] := i
for j := 2 to r do

I

Pascal[i,i]:= EPascal[k,i - 1]
k=l

Lemma 5 Algorithm part 1.1 computes the Pascal[.,.] array with N processors and executes

in time O(rlog(n - r + l)f(n - T + 1)/Nl).

Proof: Computing the partial sums of the previous column (line 4) may be done in parallel in
time logen - r + 1) by the cascade partial sum method [7]. •

I,
1:

Algorithm 1.2: Computing the Offset array

for i := 1 to n - r + 1 in parallel do
for s := 1 to r in parallel do

Offset[Pascal[i, s], s]:= (n - r + 1) - i + 1
Find Offset[Pascal[i, s], s + 1] by binary search on Pascal[., s + 1]

for a := 1 to (~) in parallel do
Let t be the smallest value satisfying Pascal[n - T + 1, t] ~ a.
Find t by binary search on Pascal[n - r + 1, .].
Find Offset[a, t] by binary search on Pascal[., t].

for a := 1 to (:) in parallel do
for s := 2 to r do

if Q ~ Pascal[n - T + I, s - 1J then
k := Offset[Pascal[( n - r + 1) - Offset[Q, s - 1] + I, s - 1], s]
if Q ~ Pascal[(n - r + 1) - (k + 1) + l,s]

then Offset [a, sJ := k + 1
else Offset[Q, sJ .:= k

Lemma 6 Algorithm 1.2 computes Offset[.,.J in time O(Tr(~)/Nl) untl: N processors.

e.
J.

I
(

Finally, Algorithm 1.3 generates the combinations by repeated applications of Ierunas 2 and 3. ,
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Algorithm 1.3: Computing the combinations

for i := 1 to r - 1 in parallel do

a := G) - i+ 1

Set:= l;m:= n;s:= r
for j := 1 to r do

{Compute the reverse o:th s-element combination

from the m items Set, Set + 1, ... , n }

Comb[i,j] :=Set + Offset[a,s]- 1 + (m - s 7- 1) - (n - r T 1)'

a := 0: - Pascal[(m - s + 1) - Offset [a, s], s]
Set := Comb[i,j] + 1; m := n - Set + 1; s := s - 1

Theorem 1 Algorithm 1computes the combinations of n items taken r at a time in lexicographic

order in time O(rf(:)/Nl) with N processors.

Proof: Immediate from lemmas 5 and 6 and the loop counts in Algorithm 1.3. It

4 Algorithm for generating Permutations

Algorithm 2 presented in this section generates the permutations of n items taken r at a time, by

generating the r! permutations of each combination generated ·in Algorithm 1. The permutations
are not generated in the lexicographic order. The generation exploits the factorial representation
[8] of numbers in the range 0 to r! - 1. The relevant result is recalled in 'the following lemma.

Lemma 7 Any natural number k from 0 to r! - 1 can be uniquely represented as a sequence

(ar-l, ar-2, ... , a2, al) trith 0 ::; aj ~ i such that

r-l

k = :[aii!
i=l

Algorithm 2: Gmeroting Permutations

for a := 1 to P(n, r) in parallel do

Perm[o:,.J:= Comb[ro:/rq,.J
k:= (a-I) mod r!

m := (r -I)!
for i := r - 1 downto 1 do

a := kdivm; k := k mod m; m := ml i;

swap Perm[o:, i+ 1], Perm[o:, i + 1 - aJ
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Theorem 2 Algorithm 2 generates all permutations of n items taken r at a time In time

o(r rP( n, r )/ Sl) tcith N processors.

Proof: Each combination is chosen for r! values of 0, for k ranging from 0 to r! -- 1. Since the
factorial representation is different for different k, there is a first step in the for loop, in which
different swaps are performed for different k: Thus, r! different permutations of each r-element
combination are generated. The theorem follows. I

Example 1: Say the 15th combination of 3 out of 6 elements is to be generated. The Pascal[.,.J
array generated by Algorithm 1.1 is as follows:

1 1 1
2 3 4

3 6 10
4 10 20

The Offset[.,.J array, after the third line of Algorithm 1.2 is as follows. The entries left blank
are undefined.

1 17 18 19 202 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

321
3 2 1

3 2

On completion of Algorithm 1.2, the Offset[.,.J array is:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 12 13 16 17 18 19 2010 1511 14

1 1 1 1

4

4
3 2 1
3 3 2
333

22111
2 2 2 2 2

1

24 11 1 1 1 1

The 15th combination is the 6th in the reverse lexicographic ordering. It is generated by processor
no.Lo. In the final computation,

] a m s Set OJfset[a, sJ _ Comb[., .J
1 6 6 3 1 2 (2, , )
2 2 4 2 3 3 (2,4, )

3 1 2 1 .5 4 (2,4,6)J.
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Example 2: Suppose the permutations are generated with 20 processors. Since there are 120
permutations, processor no.Lo generates six permutations. The first of these is generated as
shown below:

a = 15, k = 2. The combination chosen is (1,2,5)
i k m a Perm

2 2 2 1 (i,5,2)
1 0 1 0 (1,5,2)

.Similarly processor 16 generates six permutations. The first two correspond to a = 16 and
a = 36. The generation of the second is detailed below:

a = 36, k = 5. The combination chosen is (I, 3, 5)
k m a Perm

2 5 2 2 (5,3,1)
1111(3,5,1)
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Behavioural Synchronizations of Net Systems
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Abstract

In this paper, we define an operation on Net Systems, such that w.r.t. two distinct
semantics - interleaving based on firing sequences and non-interleaving based on traces - the
operation is compositional.

1 Introduction

Concurrent systems are as large as difficult to design and analyse, because they can exhibit
very complicated behaviours, So modular approachs have been used in investigating either the
structure of models for concurrent systems [l , 5,10) or their aspects (7), especially their semantics
[6,9}.

Concurrent systems considered are Net Systems [8, 11]. Our purpose is to construct large
systems out of smaller ones. The main requirement here is to determine an explicit structure
for their dynamic aspects. Based on the definition of synchronization of languages [2J, we
define a composition operation which makes not only the set of all net systems a. commutative
monoid but also the families of firing sequence languages and trace languages generated by
net SY;:;:2ffiS, closed under respective synchronizations. Hence after having composed, the net
system's behaviours can be built up from that of its immediate sub-components, when they are
already kno wn (or easy to compute), without computing from beginning. It is also a sound tool
for reasonning about concurrency and conflict in the systems.

,
;,,
i
;

j
.\
I
j

Special attention is paid to the family of contact - free net systems because it is a kernel
of the family of net systems in the sense that the family of firing sequence languages and trace
langnazes generated by arbitrary net systems is not larger than that by contact - free net systems.

The paper is organized as follows. First, some basic notions and facts concerning net systems
are given. Section 3 presents two basic behavioural representations for net systems: firing
sequence languages and trace languages and their relationship. The former is interpreted as an
interlea·.'ing semantics and the latter as a. non-interleaving one,

"Oil ;~"e from the Department of Computer Science, Hanoi Sta.te t"ci"~t5ity.Vietnam.
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The main theorems of this paper are contained in Section 4. They assert the synchronization
for behaviours of contact - free net systems. Section 5 points out that these results still hold
for the family of net systems by extending the composition operation and using an equivalent
transformation in IS}. Some concluding remarks are presented in the last section.

2 Net Systems

Distributed systems usually have static and dynamic aspects. Net systems are one of sound
models for representing these systems. In this section we introduce basic notions and notations
used throughout this paper and formulate some useful facts.

A triple N = (B,E,F) is called a net iff:
1) B and E are disjoint sets,
2) F ~ (B x E) U (E x B) is a binary relation called the flow relation ofN, such that:

domain(F) U range(F) = B u E .
The elements of B are called conditions and the elements of E are called evenzs, The flow relation
models a fixed "neighbourhood" relation between the conditions and events of a system.
In the graphic representation, the conditions will be drawn as circles, the events as boxes and
the elements of the flow relation as directed arcs.

Let N = (B,E,F) be a net. Then, XN = B u E is the set of elements of N.
For every x E XN:

-x = {y I (y, x) E F} is called the pre-set of x,
X· = {YI (x,y) E F} is called the post-set of x,

A pair (p,e) E B X E is called a self-loop iff (p,e) E F & (e,p) E F. N is called pure jff F
does not contain any self-loop.

i.

A net N is called simple iff:
I) .p ='q 1\ p. = q. impl.ies p = q, for every p,q E B.
2) ·e 'I 0 &. e· ::10 , for every e E E.

Let N = (B,E,F) be a simple net. A subset c ~ B is called a case. Let e E E and c ~ B. Then,
e is said to be enabled at c (c - enabled, for short) iff -e ~ c & e . n c = 0. We denote: c[e).

Let e EE , c ~ Band e be c - enabled. Then d =. (c-· e) U e· is called the reachable case
from the occurrence of e in the case c, and we write: c[e)d . If c[el}clh)C2 ... cnfen+l)d , we
will write c[let e2 ... en+J)d .
So we adopt the following definition of the reachability of N :

The reachability relationofN is the relation RN ~ (RI U Rl-l)-, where Rl ~ P(B) x P(B)
is called the forward reachability in one step, given by:

(c,d) E Rl ¢::::? 3e E E , c[e)d •
Note that RN is an equivalence relation.

A net system we mean any quadruple: N = ( B,E,F,C) , where:
(1) N = (B,E,F) is a pure and simple net, called the underlying net of N,
(2) C ~ PCB) is an union of some equivalence classes of RN, such that: Ve E E ;;3 c E C

then e is c - enabled.
C is called the state space of.V . The state space reflects a transition system associated with

the net system. An equivalence class of RN is called an orbit. So the state space consists of
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some orbits.
N.ot~that ~'e ~mit. the etDptJ net ~.t\t = (l.1,,1;.1)..

Example 7.1 Let N = (B.E,F} be the-sirBpIe.s .••• m:r~ 1_

Fig- I

C = {{1,9}, {2,9}, {3.9}, {1.8}. {Ui). {J;S}. {4,.5}, {.f.7}~{5Ji}. {~7n·
The qu:ad.ruple}/ = (B,E,F,c) is •. net system..

Let }/ = (B"E.F,c) he a net S}~
The net system N is said to be epalslcf - ~ iff fOreach e E E and for each.c E C :

(1) -e ~ c => e . n c = " and .
(2) e· ~ c => -e n c = 0.

Thus, in a contact - free net system the OCC1II1'eneeof an event at a. f:aSe'ens-ures that the event
can be enabled at the case, For example, the net system given in E.xampJe 2.1 is c011tac:t - free.
We have pointed out in [10}that the &bo~deinrtioo is equillalent to thedefimtimt eftItesaf-e:ness
presented in [3}. In the main part of this paper we will pay our a..ttentiou to' the tamuy of caatac:t
- free net systems. We show that from a. contact - free net system we can. get a l'edu~ net
system, w hich has no "redundant" cases. To do so, we introduce some 1Wtions.

Let }/l = (B,E,F ,cl)and Nl = (B.E,F ,ell be net- sys~s having a. crommon underlying net.
and h-olding the following condition: V Cl E '\ , 3 £2 E C1 : C1 ~ £:2-

Then we shall write: Xl !;:; N'2 . In this case the rontact - freeness of the "smaller" net. system
follows naturally from that of'the ""greater'" one.

Proposition 2.1 Let'\'hJ/'l be net sgstemsw:ul.d1 r;;N-z.. Then.:
N2 is contact - fru => NI is contact - free..

Given a net system Jf = (B~..F,c). If its state space C eeatains cases, which are proper p~t.s
of other cases then the state space can.De dil-rided into two.disjoint parts; as. wI1:ows:

C'l = { c! I; f! E C .t: 3, It:E C. c C c I.Cl = C _€2.

Theorem 2.1 If N = (B,E,F,C), is a contact - free nd systEm then C' rmd C'l Me doseri tl>rufer
the reachabilily relation R:t;.

Note that the above theorem is Jl()t al~<tys.true when the underlying net lV. is. a psoper sub-net
of N2• It is ob v ious that Cl (similar to-C) is. larg,e enough such that e.Vel¥e..rerut. ef the. system is

;'.
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enabled, but C2 may be not. So C2 can be ignored and we get a reducedcontact- free net sjstern..
]/M = (B,E,F ,c1) from N.

This fact will be used in Section 4 for composing con tact - free net.systems.

3 Behaviours of Net Systems

The most primitive behavioural representation of net systems is firingrseqaeares. But: one.can
show that i: is a kernel for constituting other behaviours, e.g. traces.or-step.seqneeces •..

Let N = (B,E,F,c) be a net system. 50 N = (B,E,F) is its underlying-net.
A relation ICE x E is said to be the independency relation of N iff:

(e,f) E I {;> (.eU e·)n (·fU I-i= 0.
It is easy to see that I is a symmetric and irrefiexive relation (a sir-relation].
D = E x E - I is called the dflxndency relation of N.

Let 0' = el e2 ••. ek E E-, (k ~ 0). a is called a fin'ng sequence of N iffitnere':&istq,t2, ... ,.q+l «e:
such that Cdel)C2h)c3 ...q[ek)cHI.

The language of II, denoted by F5(X) is the set of all firing seqllencesof::N'. Note tha.t~ we.

always may assume that cle)c , where c is a case of N, e is' the empty,sequencec-ofE-:
So e E FS{N), for every N.
It is a known fact that the language generated by a net system is regular-andcloseii.underth£ll-
operation, i.e. FS(N) = In (FS(.V)), where for every alphabet A, andforEWerylang.ua.ge.L~· A":

In (L) = [z I IE A* & 3u,v E A'",uxv EL}. .
By the definition of the language generated by a net system and the.construction.cf'therreduoed
net system presented above, we have:

Corollary 3.1 For erery contact - free net system N: FS(N) = FS:(JlM).

So every contact - free net system can be replaced by a behaviourai. eqniwaieIme:contacr.- free-
net system without redudant cases. In the rest of this paper, unless otherwise. stated, acontact
- free net system means a reduced contact - free net system.

Let N = (B,E,F,c) be a net system. Let ell e2 E E , el f: ez and.c EC. We:saqrthat' e'i and:
ez can occur concurrently at c E C, denoted c[{eb e2}) iff c[eI} , c{e~) and. (~,.£'2JE: L
And ell ez are said to be in conflict at c iff clel) and c[e2} but (el.,e~) ~O:fjsoo'IUD.· .
We will point out that the concurrency and the conflict of two mrenis:can: DJ!' "'Seerr"ffu.m;the:
laaguage generated by a net system. Now we consider the structure.of/the-~tW.

Theorem 3.1 If 0' EPS(N) and 0' = uej«, where ·u,v E 8'., (e,fJ'E nbm:/1~=.,EES(JJt).

From this theorem we can see' that if a: = uefvE FS(N') and (e,j,?E I t.hen:t~:El3cist&.a..caliElc
c E C, sach that c[{eJ}). Otherwise, if e[{e, f}) then there exists: atdeast: ~fii~~.
a = ue]», forsome u,v E E- . such that a E FS(N). (Of cours~·p;=ueif'V:'E lES(%)~) $ltMfO

events are concurrent at a case iff there exists a firing sequence, in; wCim QIW:-af:t~~?"
immediatly behind theother and they are independent. The case"t~can:.~'alt
is just a case, at w hicheither of them is enabled, In other words, .e:amf [can:o:coor-~(y

. at some case in the net system Niff efE FS(N) and (e, 1) E L
In the<:asewhen e.] are cOl,lilictat a case c then first, (e,f)i~f]and:'f5t_0f't:b..em may
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occur but not both. So e, f are conflict at c iff (e, f) ¢ I and there ate two firing sequences
a' = ueg,exz = ufh E FS(N), where u,g,h E E U{~}, e # h and f ¥- s . c is the reachable case
after the occurrence of u in these sequences.

Now we define the trace language of a net system. A concurrent alphabet (A,D) consists
of a finite set Aof symbols and a reflexive symmetric relation D, the dependency relation. Its
complement A X A - D, denoted by I, is called the independency relation, which is symmetric
and irreflexive. Let "'D<; A* X A* be the following relation:

x -D Y ¢} (3e, f E A)(3u, v E A*), (e, f) EI &. x = ue]» &. y = ufev.
Define se = (-D)* ,i.e. :=::is the symmetrical and transitive closure of "'D. Note that se is an
equivalence relation.
Let [OlD denote the equivalence class of:=:: containing a . It is called Mazurkieuncz trace over
D. The quotient algebra (A*, 0, [c]D)/::::, where 0 is the concatenation, is called a trace algebra.
Denote TD = {[olD I a E A* } , PD = P(TD).

Let N = (B,E,F,C) be a net system. Then N= (B,E,F) is its underlying net and I is its
independency relation .. So D = E X E - I is its dependency relation.
As presented in [6}, we recall the reachability relation of N in the term of tracesas follows:

The reachability of N is the least function RN : P(B) X P(B) -+ PD (w.r.t. the inclusion
ordering of its values), such that:
(1) [c:]D E RN{C,d) ¢} c = d i
(2) [eJD E RN{c,d) ¢} c[e)d , for e E E;
(3) t, 0 t2 E RN(c,d) ¢> 3 s E P(B) , i, E RN(C,S) &. t2 E 'RN{s,d), for t},t2 E TD.
The set r(N) = Uc,dEC RN( c,d) is called the trace language generated by N. By Theorem 3.1 I we
have: . ex E FS(N) ¢> [olD E r{N), for every ex E Ea.

\
Corollary 3.2 For el'ery net system N: r{N) = FS(N)/:::: .

A trace generated by a net system is indeed a collection of a number of firing sequences generated
by the net system. So the firing sequence behaviour and the trace language behaviour of a net
system have some common properties. \Ve will show it in the next sections.

4 Monoid of Contact - free Net Systems

Our main aim is to construct large concurrent systems out of smaller ones (especially, of atomic
componen ts). The construction is based on the synchronization of languages. So we recall some
necessary notions.

Let A be an alphabet and e denote the empty sequence. Given two alphabets A, B such that
B~A. Let n» :A" -- B" be an erasing homomorphism given by:

Va E A, ha(a) = a if a E Band E otherwise;
and Vz E Ao,hB(xa) = ha(x)ha(a) . Instead of hB(X) we will write xlB (x projected on B).
Similarly, for every language L ~ A q and the alphabet B: Lla = {xla I z E L}.

For a language L ~ A·, let I denote the least alphabet constituting L:
I = {a E A I 3u, v E A", uav E L}.

For two languages L1, L2 , the language L, # L2 is called the synchroni::ation of L, with L2,

defined as follows:

II #- L2 = { z I z E (L; U LZ)M & xl-rE LI & x'I~E L2 }.
Th ·1 . . I 2- e sync uoruzatron ensures that the occurrence orders and the number of occurrences of any
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symbol in its every sequence are the same as in the respective sequences from which this sequence
has been constituted. So the operation #- will play an important role in composing of net systems.

Given two net systems }/l = (B1,Ll,Fl,Cd and }/, = (B2,L2,F.2,C2). Without loss of
generality, we can assume that the simpleness remains valid in both these net systems, i.e.:

('rip, q E B, U B2) • p = .q /I. P: = q. ===? P = q .
Let FS(;\/d and FS(N2) denote the firing sequence languages of Xl, }..'2 respectively, and:
FS :::; FS(}/d # FS(N2) - the synchronization of FS(Nd with FS(}/2).

It is natural to ask whether one can build up a net system}/ jrom N', and N2 such that its
firing st'ljuence language is FS. The answer will be in the affirmative.
A similar assertion in the term of trace languages was achieved by Mazurkiewicz in [6] for pairs
of B - disjoint nets (Bl n B2 = 0).

In this and next section, our approach is devoted to the general case. First, we answer the
question for the family of contact - free net systems, and then for the general case by using an
equivalent transformation on net systems.

Given two contact - free net systems Jlj :::;(Bj,Ej,Fj,Cj) , i :::; 1,2. Let us define:
N :::;(B,E,F,C), where:
B :::; Blu B2,

E:::; Elu E2,

F:::; Flu F2,

C = { CI n (BI - B2) U CI n C2 U C2 n (B2 - Bd I CI E CI &. C2 E 92 }.
Denote: }/ :::;NI EDN2• \Vc show that N is just a net system that satisfies the above requirement.
Furthermore, the contact - freeness is preserved by this synthesis.

Theorem 4.1 If Nl and N2 are contact - free net systems then }/ is also a contact - free net
system and FS(N) :::;FS(NI) # FS(N2).

Note that after baying composed, the state space C may contain "redundant" cases. Using the
reduction technique presented in Section 2 we can get a reduced composed net system from two
given contact - free net systems. So we define: NI EDN2 = NM - the composed net system of
NI and N2. If confusion can be excluded, we will also write N instead of .V·H.

Let CFNS, CFL denote the family of all contact - free net systems and the family of all firing
sequence languages generated by contact - free net systems, respectively. As an immediate
consequence of Theorem 4.1, we have:

~;~
,1/:

Corollary 4.1 (CFSS,ED,Ne) is a commutative monoid and eFL is closed under the synchro-
nization operation # .

. ;:~ij

.'~~~

I~

,01;"

In the praticalpoint of view, the operation ffi gives an useful way for constituting large systems
from smaller ones, especially, for constituting their state spaces.

Let N := NtU N2 be the underlying net of N = Nt EDN2 and I,D denote its independency
and dependency relations, respectively. It is clear that D = DI U D2 .
So I = D = Dl U Dz = II U h. It is easy to show that, (see [10]) :

1.= II U 12- (EI n £2) X (£1 n £2) U II n hU (£~- £2) X (£2 - £1).

t
Corollary 4.2 J) I/cd{e,f}) in Nt and c2[{e,J}) in N2 thenc[{e,J}) in .V', where

c = CI n (BI - B2) U CI n C2 U C2 n (B2 - Bd .
~) Vel E £1- E2, Ve2 E E2 - Ell 3d E C such that d[{et,e2}).
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So the composition operation preserves common pairs of concurrent eve~ts and develops con-
currency.

Now we consider the synchronization of trace languages generated by net systems. Given two
concurrent alphabets (.-\,D) and (B,D'), where B ~ A, D' ~ D. The projection hB : A- --> u-
can be extended to a mapping h: TD --> TD, by setting: h([a]) = [hB(a)] _
Let (A}, Dd and (A2, D2) be two concurrent alphabets. We define their union as:

(A, D):= (At. DI) U (A2' D2) = (AI U A2, DI U D2) •

Let hi: TD --> TD,(i = 1,2) be the corresponding projections. Given two trace languages £1, £2
over DI and D2, respectively. We define their synchronization £1 " £2 as a trace language over
D by:

£1 II £2 = {t E TD I hl(t) E £1 & h2(t) E £2}.
Return to contact - free net systems and the composition problem, we have:

Theorem 4.2 If .Nt.Ar
2 are contact - free net systems and N is their composition then:

T(N) = T(N1) II T(N2).

Example 4_1 Consider the following net systems:

1-------~8

b)Fig. 2

Let .vI = (BI,E1,FI,C.), where Nt = (Bt,Et.Ft) is shown in Fig.2a), C1 = {{I},. {2}, {3},
{4,5}, {-1,7}, {5,6}, {6,7}}. This net system is contact -free. The independency relation Ir is
shown in Fig.3a). FS(Nd = In ({ab,cdef,cedJ}) _ In this net system only {4,5}[{d,e}) and
a, c are in conflict at {I} .

d
d

d c

c 12 ::: 1 ::: a
ee.

fe

9
f

b) c)

f

a)

Fig. 3

Let J!l = (B1,E1,F2,C2), where N2 = (B2,E2,F1) is given in Fig.2b). C2 = {{8}, {9}, {4,5},
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{4,7}, {5,6}, {6,7}}. This net system is also cont3.ct· free and 12 is shown in Fig.3b).
FS(N2) = In ({cdejg,ccdjg}"). Only {~. .)}[{d,e}) in this net system.
N = NI eN2 is the same net system as given in Example 2.1. 1= h u7; as shown in Fig.3c).
FS(N) = FS(N1) # r5(.\'2) = In ({aog.gab,agb,cdefg,cedfg})·
In this net system we have: {4,5}[{d,t}), {1,8}[{a,g}), {2,8}[{b,g}) and a,c are in conflict
at {1,9}.

Unfortunately, the operation e is not well-defined in the family of all net systems. Consider
the following oxample.

Example 4.2 Let Ki = (Bj,Ej,Fi), i=1.2 and N:= N1u N2 = (B,E,F) be the simple nets shown
in Figure 4.

N

Fig. 4

C1= {{1,2,3}, {1,4}, {2,4}, {3,4}}, C2 = {{3,4}, {3,5}, {4,5}}.
These net systems Ni = (Bi,Ei,Fi,ci), i=1,2 are not contact - free.
By the definition of the composition operation proposed above, we have here:
C = {{1,2,3}, {1,2,3,5}, {1,2,5}, {1,4}, {1,S}, {1,4,5}, {2,4}, {2,5}, {2,4,5}, {3,4}, {3,5}, {4,5}}.

C is not closed under the reachability relation RN because {1,5} E C, ({1,5},{3}) E Rl but
{3} rt C. So the quadruple N = (B,E,F,c) is not a net system.

Nevertheless, the behavioural synchronizations of net systems will be shown when using an
equivalent transformation.

5 Synchronization ofN et Systems

In order to answer the question issued in Section 4 in the general case, we will use an equivalent
transformation in [8] for net systems.

Let N = (B,E,F,c) and N' = (B',E',F',c') be net systems. N and X' are cailedequivalent
iff there exist two bijections: ). : E -- E' and i :C -:-+ C' such that, for ail cases Cl, C2 E C and
each e E E : cde)c2 ~ i(cd[).(e)h(c2).

a-
'if

Lemma 5.1 If Nand .V' are equicolent then FS(N) = FS(N') (up to an isomorphism) .

Denote: N ,...,N' iff Ar and N' are equivalent, Note that", is an equivalence relation.
Let N == (B,E,F,C) be a net system and letp,q E B.

i) q is called the complement of p iff .p = q. andp.·~ .q .
ii) N is called complete iff each condition p E B has 'a complement q E B.
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Every net system can. be transformed into an equivalent complete net system as follows:
Given a. net system .N.Let P ~ B be the set of those conditions which have no complement.
For each pEP, we add a new condition p, and put:
Fp = {(e,p) I (p,e) E F & pEP} U{(p,e) I (e,p) E F 1.: pE Pl·
For each e E C, let j(e) = e U {p IpEP &. p t/. c}. .
Denote P = {p Ii> E P} and -r(C) = { "T(e) IcE C }.
Then the net system if = (B U P, E, FU Fp, -r(C» is the unique complementation of N. It is
obvious that N •...if. Let land j be the independency relations of Nand J/, respectively. We
have:

Theorem 5.1 1) I = j , 2) T(N) = T(.IV) .

So the equivalent transformation from a net system into its complementation preserves concur-
rency in these net systems.

Now we are able to extend the composition operation presented in Section 4 on the whole
f~y of net systems.

Given two net systems NhN2. Let ifl and if2 be their complementations, respectively.
Hence, ifl and il2 are contact- free (see [8]). So we define:

Nt (fJ}/2 :=N1 eil2•

The family of net systems with the above operation and the indentity N, becomes also a
commutative monoid. Furthurmore,

FS(Nl EEl }l2) = FS(Nt} # FS(N2) and T(Nl EEl K2) = T(N.) II T(N2).

Summing up, we have:

Theorem 5.2 The family of firing sequence languages (of trace languages) generated by net
systems and that by contact - free net systems are the same and they are closed under the
respective synchronization.

Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 5.2 give us an useful way to compute the behaviours of a composed net
system from its components' behaviours, when they are already known (or easy to compute),
without computing from beginning.

Let V, W be two monoids and let p : V -+ W. p is said to be congruent iff':
'rIu, u', v, v' E V, p(u) = p(u') /\ p(v) = p(v') ~ p{uv) = p(u'u').

Corollary 5.1 FS and T are congruent.

6 Conclusion

\Ve have presented a monoid of net systems, whose operation is compatible with the synchro-
nizations of two basic semantics: firing sequences and trace languages. The results are a step
towards answering the question how some concurrent systems can co-operate and what proper-
ties the composed systems have.
Proofs of the results presented above are rather long and they will be published elsewhere.
Though the presented approach is devoted to net systems and :heir two basic behaviours, it can
be applied as well to other models and other semantics,
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In many cases, the co-operation requires that an execution semantics of a composed concurrent
system must be complete in the following meaning: Every execution of subsystems is taken part
to build up the execution semantics of the composed system. It causes to introduce the notion
of a complete synchronization. An investigation of this property is under way. .
Nevertheless, we believe that the behavioural synchronization will still be a basic charaterization
of the composition of many models for concurrent systems.
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O. INTRODUCTION

Infinite wo~ds as limits of sequences of finite words have been

extensively studied and have wide applications (l,6,8J. Recently it has

sequences of finite terms for modelling nonterminating term rewriting

been found useful to study infinite terms as limits of derivation

systems [4,7).

Derivation sequences of finite words in semi-Thue and Thue systems have

been widely studied (2,9J but extensions to the cases which involve

infinite words are new. Since semi-Thue and Thue systems can be viewed

as special cases of term rewriting systems, studies pen:aining to {
;r •

derivations in these systems may throw light and foster the study of

(nonterminating) term rewriting systems.

In this paper, notions from topology are used to investigate finite and

:infinite derivat:ion sequerice s of semi-Thue" and Thue systems." For this,

related to the lLffiitand adherence languages, thereby obtaining

we first consider limits of infinite derivations of nonterminating semi-

Thue systems making use of the standard metric topology on the set Act>of

all finite and infinite words over an alphabet A. (.\)-langua:ges are

Q -irredUCible words. It is shewn that the set of all c.l - irreduc ible

words is closed and is deterministic (J -regular.
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Then we define a topology on the set of finite and infinite derivation

sequences of a Thue system T and prove certain topological properties.

It is shown that the resulting space is compact iff the set of all

irreducible words with respect to T is finite. The special effect of

Church-Rosserness of T on this space is studied. Finally, we examine

limits of derivation sequences of certain nonterminating semi-Thue

systems by considering equivalent Church-Rosser monadic Thue systems.

1. PRELIMINARIES

We first recall necessary definitions relating to semi-Thue systems [9].

If *A is a finite alphabet, then A is the free monoid generated by A.

The * * +empty word e is the identity of A • We denote A - {e} by A. The

length of a word x E A* is denoted by Ixl.

* *A semi-Thue system 5 on A is a subset of AX A • Given 5, the one step

rewriting relation -=>5 is defined by xuy -=>5 xvy iff (u,v) E 5, for

* * * .all x,y EA. ==>s is the reflexive transitive closure of ==>s· <==>s ~s

* .the symmetric, reflexive transitive closure of =>5. <==>s ~s called the

Thue congruence generated by s. The monoid presented by S is the

quotient monoid * *A I<==>s' arethe elements of which the congruence

classes * *[wJs = {v E A Iw <==>S v} with the usual multiplication

*(U]5·[vJS = [uvJs- A word w E A is called irreducible with respect to S

if there is no word v such that w =>s v. IRR(S) denotes the set of all

*irreducible words with respect to S. For B ~ A , we have

(a) * * * * *As (x) = {y E A Ix =>s y} and As (B) = UAs (x)
xEB

* * * * U<x>;(b) <x>s = {y E A /y =>S x} and <B>S
XEB

(c) (B)s = U(x1s
XEB
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Asemi-Thue system 5 on A is monadic if S C A+ X A U {e} and lul j lvi,

for each (u,v) e 5.5 is called terminating if there does not exist an

...
where u . e A •

)

we new recall concepts pertaining to Thue systeos [2).

A Thue system T on a finite alphabet A is a subset of A'" X A"'. The Thue
...

congruence ge~erated by T is the reflexive transitive closure <-->T of

the symmetric relation <-->T defined as follows: for u,v such that

*(u,v) ~ T or (v,u) ~ T and x,y fA, xuy <->T xvy. Two words w,z are

congruent if z. The class of zw congruence

• * * <Q[zlT = {w f A /w <-->T z}. The quotient monoid A /<->T is denoted by
,. i.f~. For two words x,y e A with x <-->T y, we write x ->T Y •

ixl > Iyl. The reflexive transitive closure of ->T is denoted by

A word· x E A* is called irreducible with respect to T it'there is no

word *yEA such that x -->T y. The set of all irreducible words

•• * *respect to T is denoted by IRR(T). For x E A , the set {y E A /y -->T x}

*is denoted by <x>T'

A Thue system T on A is (i) Church-Rosser if fer all x/Y

i.mp Li.e s
..• * ••

that for some Z E A I. x ->T z and y -->T 2.

(ii) monadic if (u/v) E T implies lul > Iv! and v E A U {e}.

The subscripts Sand T standing for semi-Thue and Thue systems will be

c~itted whenever there is no ambiguity. We consider only finite semi-

Thue and Thue systems throughout this paper.

tie refer to (l, 8) for notions of limit languages and adherence

languages.
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The set of all infinite words or w -vcr ds over a finite alphabet A is

denoted by A(,.). For X <; A~-, xc.) has a similar meaning. ;.;~' is

the set of all finite and infinite words.

- . if the~eLet a,O EA. a is said to be a pre!ix of 0, ~=itten a ~ fi, ~ -

exists a word T E A~ such that aT = B. a is a s~rict prefix of 0 if

a~ 0 and a i n and in this case, we write a < ~. If a is a prefix of n

of length n, then we denote a by B[n].

Let *L ~ A be any language._ (i) The limit of L, denoted L is the set of

all infinite words a E AQ such that there exists an increasing sequence

{Xn} in L with xn < a for every n. (ii) The adherence of L, denoted by

adh(L), is defined as follows: an infinite word U E adh(L) iff for
.,

every positive integer n, there exists a word a E A such that

u[n)a E L.

Clearly, L ~ adh (L), for every L <,;; A"

2. A STMHJARD HETRIC TOPOLCX;Y AND SEKI -TRUE SYSTEMS

In this section, limits of infinite derivations of nonterminating semi-

Thue systems are considered, based on a standard metric topology on A""'.

For this purpose, an equivalence relation < "> on A(J3 of w-words, is
_ ill

defined using the semi-Thue system S on A. The ~-languages of the

equivalence classes are related to the limit and adherence languages of

congruence classes of s. c.u-irreducible words are obtained from the

rewriting relation ==~ on AW • It is shown that the set of all

ill -irreducible words is a closed deterministic CJ -regular language. We

-*also examine eJ-languages generated by =>.
Co)

We now ree-all ••a well-known metric topology on A For topological

notions, we refer to [10]. Let a,a e A". The distance function d(Q,13) is
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defined by

d(a,B)
{

1/2*: n = min{k: atk] # B[k]}
0, otherwise.

It has been shown (1] that (A~,d) is a complete metric space and that

for every L ~ A*; the adherence, adh(L), is the set of all limit points

of L in the metric topology defined on A~.

Let a semi-Thue system on A. Define the relation ==~ on ••A5 be

follows: * . * ••for any u,v IE A with {u,v} E 5 and any w E A , % E A , we

write WU% =~ WV%. * *Let =~ « ~) transitiveis the reflexive

(symmetric, closure of =,?:. *<->. 0. Thueis thereflexive transitive)

•• A"equivalence relation on A • Two words x,y E are equivalent iff

*x < ~ y. We can similarly. define the relations -=~,

alone. We note that *> = -!> U -!> and <-!> a <-!> U <-!>. If x IE A~,
••• <J ••• Co)

<J *we denote the equivalence class of x, by (x) - {y IE A Ix <-=> y}. We
to)

observe that, for each x IEAC/), (x) ••U (x1](x2) and (L) = U (x)
x1x2=x xlEL

for L~ A~

PROPOSITION 2.1 *For any language E ~ A ,

(a) [EJ = [[E)

(b) adh([E]) = [adh([E)))

PROOF (a) We only need to show that [(EI) ~ (EJ. Let y e [EI and

Z E [y). Then, *there are words Y1,z1 IE A and Y2 AQ such thatE

*Y Y1Y2' Z ~ %1Y2 and Yl <==> %1' Since Y E [EI, there is an infinite

number of prefixes y' of Y2 such that Y1Y' E [El. Since %lY' is also in

[El, z has an infinite n~er of prefixes in [E]. Hence Z IE [E}.

(b) We only prove that [adh([El)~adh({E}). Let Y E adh(LEJ) and ZE[Y)'

Then, =there thatare y

Suppose y. Sincen > m. For some
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Suppose n ~ m. Then z[n]u = z[m+l] for some u € A+. Since m+l > m, by a

*similar argument, we have z[n]uv € IE] for some v € A .

This proves z € adherE]).

We now define t..l-irreducible words for a semi-Thue system.

A (4J -word x e A(.) is (J-irreducible with respect to a semi-Thue system s

on A if there is no w-word y € AriJ such that x -~ y. The set of all

(.,.)-irreducible words with respect to S is denoted by W-IRR(S).

PROPOSITION2.2: W-IRR(S) is a closed deterministic w-regular language

PROOF It can be proved that W-IRR(S) IRR(S). The fact that

G:) -IRR(Sl is a deterministic co-regular language is a consequence of the

following results: (i) If S is a finite semi-Thue .system, then IRR(S) is

a regular language [9J (ii) The limit language. of a regular language is

a deterministic eo -regular language [8].

Since IRR(S) is closed under prefixes, we have IRR(S) adh(IRR(S», and

thus, lI.)-IRR(S) is closed.

We now consider <A)-languages generated by *==> .
. (0)

1.1)
For L £ A , define

*(a) Llw(L) = {y E A"'/for some x E L, x *> y}
'"

*(b ) <L>", U) *= {y E A Ifar some x E L, Y ==~ x}

n
A "'-language L ~ At.) is (i) (..)-regular if L = UXiY~ where

i=l
*X. Y. are regular languages in A (ii) £&) -context-free if L1, 1

n

U X. y:U
1. 1.

i=l
*where Xi'Yi are context-free languages in A (51.

PROPOSITION2.3 : For a monadic semi-Thue system S on A,

(i) *.611)(L)is . c.l-regular if L is w-regular

*(ii) <L>", is .CU"context free if L. is Ci)-regular or W,-context-free.
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PROOF Assume L is (..)-regular.We-prove that- *A (L)
41

c.> -regular.is
n Q

Let L = U X.Y.l. l.
i=l

that

where Xi and Yi are-regular languages in A*. It can be

*.AJ.L)*- * c.>A (X.y.)Y._ l. 1. 1. and =seen

fact that

for a regular language X ~ A* and for a finite monadic semi-Thue- system

s, A* (X) is regular [9J, 6JL) is w-regular. The proofs of the

remaining parts of the proposition are similar.

3. DERIVATION SEQUENCESOF TBUE SYSTEMS

In this section, we introduce a topology on the set DSca(T) of

derivation sequences (both finite and infinite) of a Thue system T. We

note that the topology is useful in describing computation sequences and

prove that DSoo(T)is compact iff the set IRR(T) of irreducible words

with respect to T is finite. -We observe that DS ([x) of derivation

sequences in the congruence class [x] is both open and closed and is a

connected eoDS (T) when T is weof Church-Rosser.component Finally,

consider limits of infinite derivation sequences of a class of Church-

Rosser monadic Thue system.

For a Thue system T on a finite alphabet A, let

DS(T) {a

the *A,of all finite derivation sequences of wordsset in
Co)DS (1') {a set

of all infinite derivation in andsequences of words

DS~(T)=DS(T) U DSW(T). _NOw, DSCllt(T) is a poset with the relation 's'

defir.ed by aa S 3 iff either (i)

n
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For a e DScoo(T), let C{a~ •• iB £ OS"(T}/a ~.e} and F = (C(a){a£ ns-e(T)}.

We can define a topology on DSee!'!') with F as a base. for a £ DS- (T),
OI:Jdefine D(a) = {n £ DS(T)/B s aJ

PROPOSITION 3.1: (a) If G ~ DS<>(T),G is open iff for each a e G,

CIa) S G (b) If K ~ OSco(T)I K is closed iff O(a) C K for every a £ K

(c) If B ~ OSw(T), a £ OS{T) is a limit point of B iff there exists

B (Ia) in B such that B £ CIa)

The proof is clear.

PROPOSITION 3.2 coOS (T) is compact iff IRR(T} is finite.

Assume C!:) {C(a)/a OS°:l(T)} bePROOF OS (T) to be compact. Let e an open
n

oc Uc(ai)· OSCIS(T)cover for OS (T) with the finite aubeaver Then each a £

i=1
is such that ai S a for some i. This implies that the cardinality of

IRR{T) is less than or equal t.o n. Conversely, let IRR(T)
m

* DS""(T) =UC«Xi»)·{x1,x2,···,xm} where xi £ A (1 s i s m) • Let
i=1

{Gala
<lO

e I} be an open cover of OS (T) and (xi) £ Ca·· By proposition
1

3.1, is a cover of

{Ca,C ,••• ,e } is a finite subcover of DSClO(T).
1 Q,l a••••

We now :p~ovide a necessary condition for a subset of OS"" (T) to be

compact. For a £ DS~(T), if a = (a1,a2, •••, an) £ DS(T), let sea) =

and = Fore(a) = an and sea)

K£ DSoo(Tl, let E(K) = {e(a) [a e K n DS(T)}.

PROPOSITION 3.3: If K is compact, then E(K) incersects only a finite

number of congruence classes of a Thue syste:n T. The converse is true if

r is Church-Rosser.
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PROOF : The necessary part can be easily seen.

The converse part is clear for a Church-Rosser Thue system since every

congruence class has exactly one irreducible word (2).

We now consider a subset of DS~(T). Let (x) ~~. Define DS«(x) =

*{o =(a1,02, •••,an)/ai £A ,ai+1 --> ai,ol £ (x) n IRR(T),~l},

DSr.>([x]) *= {o = (a1,a2,•••)/ai ~A , ai+1 --> ai' a1 £ (x) n IRR(T)} and

DSOO((x) = DS«x)) U DS4l([X)).

It follows from proposition 3.1 that DS~{(x]) is both open and closed.

PROPOSITION 3.4 DS-«(x]) is a connected component of DS-(T) if T is

Church-Rosser.

PROOF: We need to prove that OS-leX)~ is a maximal connected subset of

DS<>O(T). Let L be a non-empty subset of OSco((x) which is both open and

closed. Since, a set containing OS-leX)~ can not be connected, the

proposition follows, if we prove that L coincides with OS-([x).

To prove the claim, if a £ L, then by proposition 3.1, we have, CIa) S L

and O(a) ~ L. Let a be either (a1,a2,•••,on) or (a1,a2, •••• ) where

01 E IRR(T) n [x) and B £ OS~([xJ). Since T is Church-Rosser, sIB) = a1.

As O(a) ~ L, (a1) E L. Also, L is open. By proposition 3.1, C«a1» £" L.

This implies BEL.

REMARK 3.1: (i) For a Thue system T on A, B is a connected component,
a.1.

where for (x) E M.r and a1 E [x) n IRR(T), /3
a1

= {a E DS••••([x)/s(a)= a1}·

(ii) It is known that every congruence class of a finite congruence on

* .A is a regular set. Since Thue systems specify formal languages, it ~s

of interest to note that ~ is finite if IRR(T) is finite and hence

proposition 3.2 gives a sufficient condition for every congruence class

of ~ to be regular.
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n

For a Thue system T on A ~nd a let

L(a) {aJi=l,2, ...j and A(a) = adh{ai/i=l,2, ...). For x e IRR(:'), let

Six) {f3e DS(..)(T)/s(13)=x},L(S(x)) = {y E ;..U)jy€L(f3)for some 13e Six)}

and A(S(x)) = {y € A~/y E A(f3)for some f3 E Six)}.

We note that L(S(x») ~ [x] and A(S(x)) ~ adh([x]), for x € IRR(T).

But the reverse inclusions are not true even in case of all Church-

Rosser monadic Thue systems. For instance, consider T {(bc,a) , (a 2, a) }

on A={a,b,c}. +T is finite, monadic and ~purch-Rosser and [a) = {a,bc} .

Now, w - w(bc) E (a] but (bc) does not belong to L(S(a». Also, consider

T ~ {(ab,a),(cd,a)} on A = {a,b,c,d}. Then T is finite, monadic, Church-

Rosser and [a] = ab*Ucdb*. Now, cdb(,.)E adh((aJ) and cdbw I A(S(a».
;t

.: t;..

1,;' But we have,.;t
:,I"

s

e

s

PROPOSITION 3.5 For a Church-Rosser monadic Thue Tsystem on

A = {al,a2}, for each i, let [ail be closed under prefixes. Then,

(i) (x] = L(S(x» and (ii) adh«(x) = A(S(x» where x E IRR(T).

We give the proof after stating a lemma.

LE.MHA 3.1 : Let T be a Church-Rosser monadic Thue system on A. Let

Then {wJ = (b1J·[b2]····[bml where the dot stands for the product of

languages.

The proof of the 'lemma is straightforward.

PROOF: Let x E IRR(T) be such that x = xlX2."x~ where xi € A. Clearly

each is irreducible with respect to T. Since is Church-RosserTxi

monadic, •[x J = <x> * * * *Hence, by lerruna3.1~ <x> = <Xl> <x2> .. ·'<xn>•
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(i) --. .". ..--.We have <x> • <xl> <X2> •. ·<xn-1> <xn> • Hen:e,· it is enough to

prove that
---;
<x >n prove that= L(S(Xn». In otherwords, we need to

*<ai> ~. L(S(ai» (i=1,2). By the hypotheses of the proposition, it is
* •.clear that for each i, (il) every word of <ai> starts with ai' (b) <ai>

is either singleton or infinite and (c) if y E then

Let

and (ZlZk'%l) E T for k ~ 2. We note that T and A are finite. Now we.

have the following two cases.

Case 1. Suppose zl occurs in infinitely many places of z, i. e. there

Ii u *zl <- zl%2' ..zi
i
<- zl z2' .. Zit zi1.+1' . ·zi%.<-

have an infinite derivation sequence namely,

Thus,Clearly,

z. Hence

Case 2. Suppose zl occurs in finitely many places of z i.e. there exist

positive integers il < i2 < :: z. .
1.1'\

andA

Z Z . ··z. z . .. ·z. z . .. <z . z. ···z Z "'7
1 2 1.1.1.1+1 1.2 1..1+1 1.3 1.3 +1 in_t i1\_1 +1 -in
" * 2 .,<-- %1%2" .zinaj <- zlz2" 'Zinaj <- .... and hence Z E L(S(ai»·

proof is completed.

The

(ii) \ofe have,
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"Since by hypothesis, each <ai> is closed under pre:ixes, we have

a *adh «ai> ) = <ai> (i = 1,2) and thus by (i),
* r. * * '*adh «x> ) = L(S(xl)} U <xl> L(S(x2» U..• U <xl> <x2> ···<xn-1> L(S(xn)·

It is easy to see that adh «x>*) ~ A(S(x».

RE.HARK 3. 2 :

1. L2t T be a Church-Rosser monadic Thue system on A. Let S

{(V,U)i(U,V) E T}. Considering S as a semi-Thue system on A, it is non-

* "
,

terminating and equivalent to T (i.e. x <=> y iff x <-> y) . 'the

infinite derivation sequence a = (aI,a2, •• ·) E DS CUlT)is °1 => °2 =>

I
i
i
I
I
I

I
'"I
J:

1;-

=> Hence in proposition 3.5, we consider limits of infinite

derivations of certain non-terminating semi-Thue systems equivalent

to Church-Rosser monadic Thue systems.

2. Recently, it is proved that for special Thue systems T, either all .:.,

congruence classes are regular languages or none of them are· (3 J • In

the following proposition, we consider the question: When is every

congruence class of a Church-Rosser monadic Thue system regular? It is

known that every congruence class of a Church-Rosser monadic Thue system

is a deterministic context-free language [2] and that the regularity of

a deterministic context-free language is decidable. It is possible that

HT is infinite for a Church-Rosser monadic Thue system T and in t~.is

case, it is difficult to decide regularity. Using lemma 3.1, we can give

a necessary and sufficient condition for deciding this problem.

PROPOSITION 3.6 Let T be a Church-Rosser monadic Thue system on

.••, an}' Then, every congruence class of T is regular .+'1..

and only if all the elements of the set K = {( e J,( a1), (.a2J, •.• , (an))

are regular.

The proo"i is clear.
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A linear-time algorithm for isomorphism of a
subclass of chordal graphs

N Ch Veeraraghavulu, P Sreenivasa Kumar" and C E Veni Madhavan
Department of Computer Science and Automation

Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, 560 012, India

Abstract

The isomorphism problem for chordal graphs is as hard as that for simple
undirected graphs. It remains so for certain subclasses of of chordal graphs such as
split graphs and path graphs. However, it can be solved efficiently when restr«:"te<i
to the classes: trees, k-trees and k-chordal graphs with fixed k, planar graphs
and interval graphs. In this paper, we introduce a new subclass of chordal graphs
called k-5ep-chordal graphs and investigate the isomorphism problem for this class.
Even for 2-sep-chordal graphs, the problem is as hard as that for chordal graphs.
We restrict our attention to the class of Hamiltonian 2-sep-chordal graphs and
develop a linear-time isomorphism testing algorithm. This result generalizes a
known result on maximal outerplanar graphs ..

1 Introduction

Two graphs GI = (Yt, Ed and G2 = (V2' £2) are isomorphic if there exists a I-I
function f : VI t-+ ~ from VI onto V2 such that two vertices u}, VI are adjacent in G1

if and only f(ud, f{vd are adjacent in G2• The problem of determining whether two
graphs GI and G2 are isomorphic, called the graph isomorphism problem, has been much
studied in the literature [RCi7, BC79). Although it is not known whether the general
&raph isomorphism problem is NP-complete, the related subgraph isomorphism problem
is NP-complete [GJi9J.

Linear-time solutions to the isomorphism problem have been obtained by Hopcroft
and Tarjan [RT72] for trees, by Hopcroft and Wong [HW74] for planar graphs, by Beyer,
Jones, and Mitchell [BJM79) for maximal outerplanar graphs and by Lueker and Booth
[LB79] for interval graphs. Luks showed that the isomorphism of bounded valence graphs
can be tested in polynomial time [Lu80].

• Present Address: Center for Development of Advanced Computing, 2/1 Brunton Read, Bangalore
560 025, India.
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In this paper. we propose a linear-time algorithm for the isomorphism problem of a
subclass of chordal graphs, namely, Hamiltonian 2-sep-chordaI graphs. This class prop-
erly contains the class of mops. The general graph isomorphism is polynornially reducible.
to the isomorphism problem for chordal graphs [iB/9]. The polynomial transformation
given in [LB79] suffices to show that the isomorphism problem for 2-sep-chordal graphs
is as hard as the general graph isomorphism problem. Consequently, it is of interest
to study for what other subclasses of chordal graphs, in addition to trees, mops, and
interval graphs there exist polynomial time isomorphism solutions.

In Section 2, we introduce the class of 2-sep-chordal graphs and discuss related results.
Section 3 contains the linear-time isomorphism algorithm.

2 2-sep-chordal graphs
A graph G = (F, E), where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set, is always considered
here as being finite, undirected, and simple. A graph G is chordal if every cycle of length
at least four has a chord i.e. an edge joining two non-consecutive vertices of the cycle.
A graph is a k-tree if it can be obtained by the following recursive construction rules:
(a) Start with a k-clique; a k-clique is a k-tree. (b) Choose a k-clique Q in the existing
k-tree, add a vertex and make it adjacent to all the vertices in Q. k-trees form an .
important subclass of chordal graphs. A nontrivial chordal graph is one which has at
least two maximal cliques. Throughout the paper the chordal graphs under discussion
are assumed to be nontrivial and connected.

A subsetS' C V is called a u-u separator of G if in G - S, the vertices u and v are in
two different connected components. A u-u separator is called a minimal u-u separator
if no proper subset of it is a u-v separator. A minimal veriez separator is a minimal
U-t· separator for some u and v. One of the many characterizations of chordal graphs is
in terms of minimal vertex separators.

Theorem 1 [Di61} An undirected graph is chordal iJ and only iJ every minimal vertex
separator oj it induces a clique.

In this paper, we refer to minimal vertex separators of chordal graphs as base sets
[h: u90J.

:\'ote that in the case of k-trees, base sets are all of size k.
A chordal graph is called a k-separator-chordal (briefly k-sep-chordah graph if every

base set of it is of size exactly k. A k-tree is a k-sep-chordal graph as all of its base sets
are of size k, Note that a k-sep-chordal graph can have maximal cliques of size (k + 1)
or more whereas in a k-tree alJ maximal cliques are of size (k + 1). In this paper, we
confine our attention to 2-sep-chordal graphs .

.An oulerplannr graph is a planar graph that has a planar embedding in which all the
vert ices of the graph lie On the exterior face. A maximal outerplanar (mop) graph is an
out erplanar graph in which addition of an edge between any pair of non-adjacent vertices
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results in a nonouterplanar graph. A mop can be recognized in linear time [1\li79] and it
has a unique Hamiltonian circuit which can also be determined in linear time [BJ\179].

The following results from [1\\'89] relate2-trees and mops.

Lemma 1 A 2-tree is a mop if and only iJ tach of its base sets is contained in exactly
two maximal cliques.

Lemma 2 A 2-tree is Hamiltonian If and only if it is a mop.

This result generalizes to the following which deals with 2-sep-chordal graphs.

Theorem 2 [1(u90] A 2-sep-chordal graph G is Hamiltonian If and only if

1. erery base set of G is contained in exactly two maximal cliques and

2. for any maximal clique Q oj G, there exists a Hamiltonian cycle C( Q) of Q such
that each oj the base sets contained in Q appears as an edqe in C( Q) .

The second condition in the Theorem 2 can be stated equivalently, as follows [Ku90J:
For any maximal clique K = (V}\, EK) of G, the graph K' = (\~" B(IC» is either a
cycle on 1](1 vertices or a graph in which each component is a single vertex ( a trivial
component) or a path. Here, B(K) is the set of base sets contained in K.

We note that there is a unique tree associated with each mop. This tree is the
geometric dual of the outerplanar embedding of a mop (without a vertex' for the outer
face). Generalizing this, we associate a tree T with a Hamiltonian 2-sep-chordal graph
G as follows: Let the set of maximal cliques of G be {Q1, Q2, .... Qr}- The vertex set
of T is {91, Q2, ...• qr} where qi corresponds to the maximal clique Qj. The edges of T
correspond to the base sets of G. T has an edge (qj, qj) if and only if Qi and Qj share
a base set. (We know that any base set is shared by exactly two maximal cliques of G.)
We call T the clique tree of G.

The notion of a clique tree is very important for the algorithm presented in this
paper, We make use of the following result from [Ku90].

Theorem 3 The clique tree and the set of base sets of a Hamiltonian 2-sep-chordal
graph can be obtained in linear-time.

We denote the parent of the node representing a clique K in a clique tree T of G
by p(K). We represent the set of base sets in K by 8(K) and the the common base
set between K and p(j() by irK ,(called parent base set of K). Since irK constitutes
an edge, we sometimes call it as the edge :rh'. We denote a nontrivial component in
K' = (~K, 8(K») as a segment of base setsin K. We also denote the segment containing
7.}\ as the jixf.d segment of K and the remaining segments in l( as floating segments.
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3 Linear- time algorithm
- In this section we present a linear-time algorithm that determines if two given Hamil-
tonian 2-sep-chordal graphs are isomorphic. We use the clique tree to obtain a. unique
code for a Hamiltonian 2-sep-chordal graph, in a manner similar to coding.subtrees in
the tree isomorphism algorithm by Hopcroft and Tarjan [HTi2].

In a connected graph G(V, E) the distanc« d(Vi' Vj) between two of its vertices Vi

and t'j is the length of the shortest path (i.e.,the number of edges in the shortest path )
between them. The eccentricity Ecc(v)of a vertex v in a graph, G(V, E), is the distance
from v to the vertex farthest from v in G; that is,

A central vertex in a graph is a vertex with minimum eccentricity.

Theorem 4 [Ha69] Erery tree has eiilxer one or two central vertices.

\Ve take these central vertices as the roots of clique trees in our algorithm. The central
vertex( or vertices) can be obtained by methodically removing end vertices in layers, until
either an edge (two vertices) or a single vertex remains [Mi7;]. A first isomorphism check

-can be made at this stage, since the two Hamiltonian 2-sep·chordal graphs represented
by these clique trees are isomorphic only if what remains at the end of this process is
the same for both. If there are two central nodes, each of the two central vertices v in
T1, will be taken, in turn, as the root of Tb and anyone in T2 will be taken in turn as
the root of T2.

Two nonisomorphic Hamiltonian 2-sep--chordal graphs which have isomorphic unla-
beled clique trees are presented in Figure l.

If the clique trees are to be used directly in the isomorphism testing process, they
must be appropriately labeled to reflect their relative orientations and a labeled tree
isomorphism must be used. We assign integer labels to the base sets in both directions
treating a base set as a pair of directed edges to represent the clique hanging from
it(Step 1 and Sa). Then we organize these labels to obtain a tuple of integers for each
node of the clique tree to represent the structure of base sets in the clique corresponding
to that node(Step 2 and 5b). Thus, we assign tuples of integers to the nodes of the two
clique trees, starting at level 0 ( A node at a distance i from the root of the clique tree
is at level h - i, where h is the height of the tree) and working up towards the roots, in
such a way that G1 and G2 are isomorphic if and only if the roots of the clique trees, T,
and T1, are assigned thesarne tuple of integers. We call a clique tree node representing

.a maximal clique 1< as the node K throughout the algorithm. -
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I
Figure 1:

~.

.~, Algorithm ISO
~.

~.

1. {Initializing the labels of base sets}

Assign label 1 to each base set of Gl and G2, in both directions. {Note, these labels
are updated in Step 5a. }

2. {Assigning tuples to the leaves of clique trees}

Assign to all leaves of Tl and T2 the sizes of the cliques represented by them. Now;
repeat Step 3 to Step 6.

3. {Sorting the tuples of clique tree nodes at one level}

Assume that all the nodes of T, and T2 at level i-I havebeen assigned tuples. Let
51 and 52 be the sequences of tuples created for the nodes of TI' and T2, at level
i-l , respectively. Sort SI and S2 using lexicographic sorting of strings of varying
length [AHU74]. Let S~and S~be the sorted sequences of tuples corresponding to
51 and 52. .
Assume LI is the list of nodes of Tl at level i-I sorted by nondecreasing value of
the assigned tuples of integers. Assume L2 is the corresponding list of nodes for
T2•

:~,~,
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4. {C~paring sorted sequences of tuples of clique tree nodes at one level]

If S~and~ are not identical then halt; the given graphs are not isomorphic.



If S~and S~correspond to the roots of clique trees then halt; the given graphs are
isomorphic .

.5. Perform the following actions on TI with S~ and II'

(a) [Updating the labels of base sets at level i}

Assign current..label = 2.
for each distinct tuple T on S~do
begin

If the fixed segment f s in the cliques K represented by T is symmetric
[i.e., f s has same tuple of integers in both directions }
then begin

Assign current.Label to 'IrK in both. directions.
current.Jabel = current..label + l.

end;
else begin { f s is not symmetric}

Assign current..label to 7rK in the direction that gives a smaller
tuple for f sand currentJabel + 1 in the other direction.
current..label = currentJabel + 2.

end;
end.

(b) {Assigning tuples to the nonleaves of clique trees at level i}
For each node v of the clique tree, at level i, obtain the sequences of integers
for each segment in both the directions by performing a Depth First Search
on K' = (VK,8(K)) and take the smaller sequence. In case; the base
sets in the clique K form a cycle, consider the sequences in both directions
starting with 7rK and take the smaller of the two. Lexicographically sort
these sequences. Assign a tuple of integers to K consisting of IK/ and sorted
sequences corresponding to the segments in K, separated by D's, in that order.
On completion of this step, each node of TI at level 1 will have a tuple asso-
ciated with it. Figures 2, 3 illustrate the assignment of integer labels to base
sets and tuples to the nodes of clique trees.

6. Repeat Step .j for T2 with S~and L2•

o
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( 6, O. 1. O.4,2, 6 )

(5. 0.:' 1,2 )

(3)

Figure 2: An illustration of Algorithm ISO (Left to Right labels are given below base
sets. The maximal cliques are labeled A,o .. ,M and thick lines indicate base se.s.)
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f4~,a, I, 2•.2. :n
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(3) cnen

Figure 3: An illustration of Algorithm ISO (teft to lligJit rafuers, are g~:';eDlbefmw oase
sets. The maximal cliques are labeled N!__.,Z and! thid lines: rn~I€a1rebase sets.)\
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\Ve establish below the correctness and- complexity of Algorithm ISO using

Lemma 3 [AH(j-!J Given a sequence of tuples AI, A2, ••• , AnJ whose components are
integers in the range 0 to m -1, with Ai = (ail,ai2, ... ,ail,),then a. permutation
Bl, B2, ••• , Bn of the Ai'S such that B, ::; B2 ::; .,. ::; B; can be obioined in time
O(ltotaJ + m), where

n

itotal = L Ii.
i=1

Theorem 5 Algorithm ISO tests the isomorphism of two Hamiltonian 2-sep-chordal
graphs in linear time, i.e., O(n + e).

\
.r.

Proof. We present an inductive proof showing that the above algorithm is correct.
First, assume the hypothesis that two subgraphs corresponding to the clique subtrees
rooted at two clique nodes at level i-I are isomorphic if these nodes are assigned the
same tuple. This is true for all leaves of the clique trees. Now, a base set at level
i is labeled to represent the clique subtree hanging from it up to isomorphism after
considering orientations also. Then we code the information contained in the base sets
of every clique at level i to represent. the clique up to isomorphism. Thus these two
operations preserve the hypothesis.

The running time of the algorithm is obtained by observing that the work of assigning
integer labels to base sets in Step Sa and tuples to clique tree nodes in Step 5b, at level
i, is proportional to the number of base sets at level i- L From Lemma 3~it follows that
the sequences of segments in the clique tree nodes and the tuples assigned to the clique
tree nodes at level i can be computed in time proportional to the number of vertices in
the maximal cliques at that level. 0
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A RECOGNITION ALGORITHM FOR THE INTERSECTION GRAPHS OF

INTERNALLY DISJOINT PATHS IN TREES

A. h~TONY SAMY, G.ARUMUGAM, M.PhUL DEVASAHAYAM
AND C.XAVIER

DEPARTME~T OF COMPUTER S:!ENCE
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVE~SITY

MADUR~I - INDIA 625 021

1 INTRODUCTION

A clique of a simple undirected graph G = (V, E) is a

maximal completely connec:ed subgraph of G.Gavril [Ga74] has ',-:

proved that the intersection graphs of a family of subtrees in

trees are exactly the chordal graphs. Gi~en a chordal graph G,

the tree T can be constructed such that there is a bijection

between the ncdes of T and the collection of cliques of G. This

tree T is called the clique tree representation for G. This

representation has motivated the researchers to study other

types of intersection graphs.

A chordal graph is an undirected vertex(edge) path graph

or OV{UE) graph if it is the intersection graph of a vf ami Ly of

undirected ver:ex(edge) paths in an undirected tree. A UV(UE)

graph with a directed tree is called "a Directed vertex (edge)

path graph c r DV(DE) graph. A DV(DE) graph with a rooted tree

representa t ion is call ed a rooted directed vertex (edge) path

graph or RDV(RDE) graph.

Ga v r i 1 [ Ga 74 , Ga 7 5 I Ga7 81 ha 5 ext ens ivel y s t u died O'j , UVan d

chordal graphs. Edge intersection path graphs have been studied

by Golumbic ar.:i Jamison (G-:85).. D:ietz [Oi84] has given a linear
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time algor: t hm to r eccqni z e RD1 graphs. Monma and Wei [Mo86]

have surve~ed several interse~tion graphs which incl~de UV,

UEI DEI R~V and ROE c:::-aphs. They have 'suggested' a uni f i ed

approach t c study all these classes of graphs. This framwork

has led tc an e f f i c i ent algorithm for recognizing OV, DE and

chordal mention the efficiencygraphs. They that

recognizing framework of spearatorunder theUV graphs

theorem is open. Schaffer [Sc88) has taken up this problem

for his PI":.0. thesis and given a recognition algorithm for UV

graphs which runs in O(p(m+n»steps.

In this identify more classestwopaper

in t e r s e c t i cn graphs of a family of pa ths in trees, A family

of paths in a tree T is said to be perfect if no vertex of T

is an, internal vertex of more than one path of the family.

The intersection graph of a perfect family of vertex paths in

a tree is called a perfect vertex path graph or PV graph. A

family of paths in a tree T is said to be compact if no edge

of is in more thanT one path of family.the The

intersecticn graph of a compact family of vertex paths in a

tree is called a compact vertex path graph or CV graph. We

observe that cv graphs form a proper subcollection of ROV
1&

graphs and PV graphs a p r op e r subcollection of DV graphs. We

,also give polynomial time algorithms to recognize b~:h the

graphs. In this pa?er n/m and p represent· the n~=ber of

vertices, n umbar of e cc es and the number of cl iques in the

graph respsctively.

2 CLASSIFI:~TION 0: INTERSECTION GRAPHS

from :he very def ini t ion every pV graph is a uv. 9C'aph.
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Every PV graph need not be an RDV graph and every RDV graph

need not be a PV graph. Every CV graph need not be an

interval graph and every interval graph need not be a CV

graph. In this section we establish some set theoretic

inclusions among DV, PV, RDV and CV graphs.

If an upper case letter is used for a clique of G the

corresponding lower case letter represents the node of that

clique in the clique tree model.

A vertex of a graph G is called an internal vertex if

it is in more than one clique of G.
iriternal is called an external vertex.

A vertex which is not

Theorem 2.1

a) Every CV graph is an RDV graph

b) Every CV graph is a PV graph

c) Every PV graph is a DV graph

Proof:

a) Let G be a CV graph. We shall prove the result by

induction on the number of cliques in G. Suppose G

contains only two cliques. The clique tree representation

of G is K2 (complete graph 'with two vertices) which is a

rooted directed tree. Assume that the tfreorem is true for

all the graphs v i th less than p cl iaues. Let G be a CV
graph wi th p cliques.

tree representation T.
As per definition G has a clique

Let c be a pendant node in T. It
is easy to verify that all but one vertex v of C are
external vertices. Let G' be the graph
obtained from G by 'removing a-Ii the exter.nal

I. 171
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ver t i ces in the c Li qu e C of G. By induction hypothesis, G'

has e r oo t ed of r e c t ed t r e e T'. From T'· we' llconstnict a

rooted directed tree·T for G v e: G' • . Let P den 0 t e the pa t h
v

of v in T'. If P has a pendant v e r t ex c ". then introduce a
v

new node c (for the clique C) and joinc'c. Now the path o f :

v in T is P U(c'c)v the external points of C, theFor all

path is c (of length 0). T is the nev clique tree for G •..

suppose P v pendant canhas no Wevertex.

insert ofin The pathandbetweenc any C.1. c . i '. 1.+

will become ck ~ The path of any other vertex

P ia already a pa th containing the edge c."c. i 'V 1. 1.+

So, by definition there is no other path containing the edge

of C is c.

c. c .. 1.
1 1"<'

Hence thi~ insertion will not affect any other path.

The new tree T is the rooted directed clique tree for

Hence G is RDV graph.

b) same arguments.

c) Same arguments.

3 RECOGNITION ALGORITHM FOR CV GRAPH

A clique C separates G if the removal of the vertices of

C and all incident edges leaves the graph disconnected. Any

chordal graph with more than two cliques has a separating

c Li.q c e (Mo86]. We follow the notations of (H086] that the

removal of a separating clique Cleaves s components vi th

vertex by

W(G.) be
1

v
·5 •

Let be the gra9h inducedG.
1.

sets

C U': , 1 < i < s .
i

the set of v c C

For any separ:ated subc r aoh G.,~. 1. let

V.
1

for whichsuch that there is

the edge v-w £E(G). Ever:y clique ot ": is a clique of G.-i
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For the definitions of unattached, dominating and antipodal

subgraphs we follo~ [Mo86].

Proposi~ion 3.3 (Atcm theorem for CV graph)

a) A complete graph is a CV graph.

b) A chordal graph G with' exactly two cliques is a CV

graph if and only if th'e two cliques have exactly one common

vertex.

Proposition 3.4

If G. is a CV graph, then
1

a) W(G.) contains only one element.
1

G. has exactly one relevant clique.
1

No two separated subgraphs in a CV graph are antipodal.

b)

c)

Proof:-

a) Suppose there are two distinct elements v and w in

W(G.).
1

Since G. is a chordal graph, there exists a relevant
1

c 1 i que Ci 0 f G i con.t a i na i n9 bot h v Clnq, w , The edge cCi in

the clique tree model of G is in both the paths of v and w.

b) Since edge of T twopath,each is in exactly one

cl iques of G.
1

eachother thanintersect in morecannot one

vertex. Thus the intersection of any t ••••o relevant cliques is

a singleton subset of C. This is not possible by the Helly

property. Hence G. contains exactly one relevant cli~ue.
1

c) Obvious

Theorem 3.5 (Separator theorem for CV graph)

G is a CY gra9h if and only if each se~arated subc r a ph G

is a CV graph.
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Proof:

The .par t . of is trivial.theoremthenecessary

C-onversely suppo se each Gi 1's a. CV graph. Let T·. denote the
1

clique From T 1 ' T 2' .•. Ts I we iterativelytree model for G .•
1

for i = 2 t~'~, we join

We star-t wi tn T = T1;

T. to·T as follows:
1

Thenconstructthet ree model for G.

\~(G.) has e xact 1yon eel ement,S a y v , I f v doe s n't ha v e
1

any path cf one or more edges in T I we just join the node c

of T. to the node c of T. Suppose v has a path of positive
1

length in T. Let C. be the end vertex of that path where c.
J )

is not equal to c ana. c. the node in T. adjacent to c.
1 1

Delete c and the edge cc. in T .•
.11

Attach the tree T. at c. by
1 J

creating a new edge c .c.. From construction it is clear that
J 1

no edge of T ~ill appear in more than one path.

Theorem 3.5 algorithm forrecursiveprovides. a

recognizing CV graph. If C is a separating clique during one

recursive call, C cannot be a separating clique in any

further recursive call. The number of recursive calls is

bounded by p-l where p denot es the number 0 f cl iques in G.

So, the algQrithm runs 1n o(~) steps.

4 RECOGNITION ALGORITHMFOR PV GRAPH

In this section, we list out some _properties of PV graph

and prove the separator theorem which provides an algori thm

for recognizing a PV gra~h.
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Pr opo si t ion 4.1

If G is a PV graph,

a) intersection of three cliques is atmost a singleton se:.

b) there do not exist more than one pair ofant!?odal

subgraphs with respect to a separating 'clique c.

P-roof:

a) If intersection of three cliques contains two

v e r t i ce s , then one clique will be an internal node in both

the path~ corresponding to the two vertices.

b} Suppose there are two antipodal pairs, say G1 ~ G2

and G3 <--:> G4 wi th respect to a separat ing cl igue C. Let v c

W(G1) n W(G
2
) and w E W(G

3
) f\ W(G

4
}. Antipodal subgraphs lie on

opposite sides of c in the tree representation of G IMoB6).

Thus c is an internal vertex in the paths of v as well as w.

Proposition 4.2 •

If G is a PV graph and G. dominates G. where G. and G.
1 J 1 J

are two separated sub9raphs of G then

a) W(G.) is a singleton
. J

b) for every v E W(G. )-W(G.), v is in exactly one relevant
. 1 J

clique of G ..
1

c) relevant clique intersectingG.has
1

exactly one

w ~G. )-W ( G. )
1 J

d) there don't exist two cliques antipodal \lith r espe ct to

any r~levant clique of G.
1
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P["oof:

a) Suppose v,W .e:W(Gj).

containing' W{G.) [M086J.
1

e x i s t-s a clique C.
1

in G.
1

.W(G. )c.
J

in G.
)

The["e

c~mi'nate5Since G . "]

C.
)

G.
1

W(G.) •
1

containing both .v andw.

G.' .arid
1.Thus there exist cliques' C.

1:
in

The cliques C •. ·C. and C. have - the
1 ]

points v and win common. This cont["adica:s p["oposition 4.la.

b) cl iq::e in G.
1

containingLet C
- 1

be the relevant

\-l(G.)~ Suppose
1.

i n W( G. ) -W (G . ) •
1. J

node in the path

there exists a clique C
2

in Gi containing v

Let w c W(G.).
J

of v as well as w.

Then C1 will be an internal

c) Since G. contains a relevant clique containingl'

W(G.), the result follows from (b).
1.

d) Iv l • in G. be
1.

W(G.} =
J

Let the path of vLet

cclc2•• .ck. Since Gi is a PV graph, there don't exist cliques

an t ipodal v i th respect Suppo s e there are twoto C.,
1.

cliques antipodal with respect Since G.
1

dominates Gj,

G. must occur before G. on the path of v in the clique t r e e
1 J

model of G [Mo86]. So c
k

is an internal node in the path of

v. Also c
k

is an internal node in the pa t h containing c
k

and

the two antipodal cliques with respect to '-..
K

Theorem 4.3 (Atom theorem for PV graph)

a) A complete graph is a PV graph

b) A g:-aph G with exactly two cliques is a PV graph

Combining the above results •. '.•€ s t et e a characterizat:ion

for PV graphs.
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Theorem 4.4 (Separator theorem for PV graph)

G is a PV graph if and only if a) each G.
1

b) there don't exist, more than one pa i r of antipodal

subgraphs and. c) \',i (G. )
J

clique

whenever G.
1

dorn i n e t e s Gi, is a

singleton and exactly one relevan:there is In G,
1

interseC::lng W(G. )-W(G.) and there doesn't exist a pair
1 J

antipodal cliques with respect to any relevant clique of G, .
1

of

Proof:

We construct a clique tree. model for G to prove that G

is a PV graph. Let T. denote the clique tree representation
1

for G .• Let TJ denote the tree constructed iteratively from
1

k-l
Now we join Tk to T •

Suppose W(G
k
) has more than one element. By proposition

4.2, Gk is not dominated by any G
i

I l.s,i< x, Merge the leaf

node c of Tk with the node c of Tk-l• Since there is atmost

one pai r of antipodal subgraphs wi th respect to C I C cannot

be an internal node in more than one path.

i'!,

Suppose W(Gk)

unat tached to any

say {v}is singlton I isa

Gi I l<i< k , merge the node c of Tk with

that of Tk-l as before. Suppose G
k

is attached to some Gi,

be the last subgraph in the path of v in Tk-ll<i<K. Let G.
1

dominating G
k

• ·,I.~,

tii
1I

1!1

IIII

ill
'l\1
. :j

I

T. c.' is not
1 1

Let c.' be the end vertex of the path of v in
1

an internal node of any path in Tk-l• Let C
k

be the node adjacent to C in Tk • Delete the node c and the

d . T d h T Tk-1 b' de ge CCk In k an a t t a c k to y creatIng a new e ge

c.' is an internal node of the path of v in Tk and it
1

kis not an internal node in any other paths of T
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The separator theorem provides an algorithm to recognize

PV graphs. During each recursive call, the existence of

antipodal cliques with res~ect to a relevant cliqu€ has to be

checked. Thus the algorithm runs in O(p2) steps.
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1 Introduction

Traditional programs describe transformations that change values of variables in discrete
steps. Any processor implementing these transformations takes a finite amount of time.
In the interest of generality, programs are usually designed such that tbe computed re-
sults are independent of the execution speed of their processor(s). In other words, time
considerations are completely irrelevant for the-functional behaviour of programs and their
correctness; perhaps it is only relevant for questions of schedule and efficiency. To avoid
the need to cope with explicit time considerations even in the case of concurrent program-
ruing, it has been evolved as a common agreement to use the concept of nondeterminism
to abstract from concrete time to handle classes of processes working with different relative
speeds. Such an approach helps to avoid harmful comparisons of execution times and thus,
provides highly abstract semantic models for non-sequential programs. The only Indispens-
able assumption we need is that the processor have non-zero finite speed. Adherence to
execution-time independence affords the tremendous advantage that a program's validity
can be deduced solely from the static program text containing logical assertions on the state
of the computations after each statement and signal exchange. We can broadly classify the
concurrent programming models into:

!) Shared Memory Models.

G Distributed Models.

In the following sections, we show that deriving or showing the correctness of a concurrent
program is horrendously complex. Defore going further, let us briefly look at the broad
correctness issues of sequential and concurrent programs.

The correctness of sequential programs can be broadly divided into:

'Noles for the Nation! Semi:!&:ill Thcordic~ Computer Science, Madru, luly 1991
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• Partial Correctness .

• Total Correctness: Total correctness is nothing but partial correctness plus termina-
tion.

Correctness of concurrent programs are defined in terms of all the possible interleaving of
actions (atomic); in other words, the property is defined over all the possible execution
sequences. Thus, the correctness has to he established for all possible execution sequences.
In the case of concurrent programs, one can, easily imagine useful nonterminating concurrent
programs [e.g. operating systems). In the context of concurrent programs, we can broadly
classify the properties into:

• Safety Properties: Something bad never happens. Invariance, Mutual Exclusion,
absence of deadlock are typical safety properties .

• Liveness Properties: Something good eventually happens. Absence of starvation is a
., typical example of Iiveness.property,

As already mentioned, in order to move away from concrete time or the speeds- of the
processors, one relies on nondeterministic abstraction. This in turn has lead to issues of
fairness. In fact; this is a particular type of liveness property! In short, the issue corresponds
tosaying if there is contention, u:ays of r!$olving. the contention has to be specified. One
can identify four possible specifications of fairness:

1. Weak Fairness: If a process continuously makes a request, eventually it will be
granted.

2. Strong Fairness: If a process makes a request infinitely often, eventually it will be
granted.

3. Linear \Vaiting: If a process makes a request, it will be granted before any other
process is granted the request more than once.

4. FIFO: If a process makes a request, it will be granted before that of any process
making a later request.

From the various issues mentioned above, it must be clear that deriving or showing the
correctness of concurrent/distributed programs is quite complex. In the following, we il-
lustrate the issues of writing concurrent programs and establishing their correctness. The
problems considered are

~ The ~Iutual Exclusion Problem of N Processes .

• k-out-of-n Deadlock

I ~L Ben Ari Princip/t:~ of Concurrent Program~ilg. Prentice Hall. 1990
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2 Mutual Exclusion Problem

Let us look at the classic mutual exclusion problem posed and solved first by Dijkstra in
1962. The problem is non trivial and serves as good para-iizm for concurrent programming.
The mutual exclusion problem for N processes is described '2 below:

1. N processes are executing in an infinite loop a sequence of instructions which can be
divided into two subsequences: the critical, section and the non-cri tical section. The
system should satisfy the mutual exclusion 'property: instruc more processes must not
be interleaved.

2. A process may halt in its non-critical section. It may not halt in the critical section. If
one process halts in its non-critical section, it must not interfere with other processes.

3. The system must not deadlock. If some processes are trying to enter the cr itical
section then one of them must eventually succeed.

4. There must be no star vation. That is, a process wanting toeriter its criti cal section,
must eventually succeed.

5. In the absence of contention for the critical section, a single process wishing to enter
its critical section will succeed.

The problem is essentially to design protocols satisfying 3 the conditions stipulated above
and show that it indeed satisfies the stipulated properties. A first attempt at the solution
is to treat the protocols as essentially P and V opertion on the semaphores.

P[i] :: do true -+ P(S)
critical section
V(S)

ad

The solution satisfies the mutual exclusion property: that is, no two processes will be in
their critical section at the same time. However, the solution not only deadlocks but also
has the drawback of getting locked up if the global memory (semaphore) fails. Let us see
how, we can implement the semaphore functions in a distributed way.

2.1 A Possible Implementation

Define for each semaphore, an array A of variables such that

1. There is one element of A for each process.

2The problem des<:obcd here issljghtly different from the original pro blem in terms of the conditions
imposed.

3The solution presented here is based on E.R. Hehner and R.K. Shyamasundar An Implementation of P
and V, Information Processing Letters, 12, 4, pp.. 196- 198.
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2. All elements of A can be read by all processes.

3. Only process i sets A[i].

4. Reading and writing an element of A are considered atomic; these are the only actions
considered atomic.

5. The values of A are non-negative integers, adjoined by a special value 00 such that

Vi E integf!T$:i < 00

Let us number the ~ processes arbitrarily from 1 to N. Then

• pes) in the ith process becomes:

A[i)::: 0 ;
A[i]::: 1+ FIXlTEMAX(A)i
for j ::1 to N do

while G(ij) do skip od
ad

• YeS) in the ith process becomes:

A[i] := 00

where

o j is a. fresh variable, and

• G(ij) = (Ali) > A[j)) V (A[i] = A[j] Ai> j),

!) FINITEMAX(:\) is

fm:=Oi
for j:=l to N do

aj:= AUJ;
if [m < aj t\ aj < 00 then [m :=-aj fi

od

Informal Discussion: In a sense th~ program is aversion of Lamport's bakery algorithm,
in which a cu sterner wishing service takes a number to represent his place in a queue.
Because "picking anum ber" that is " :\[i}:= 1+ FINITEMAX(A)" is not a. mutually
exclusive activity it is possible for two processes to take the same number; in that case,
t helowe r-numbered process is deemed ,0 have priority, The boolean guard G(ij) can be
informally interpreted as " process j currently has priority over process i",
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2.2 Proof Correctness of the Program-

We will establish the correctness of the program using the auxiliary variable technique of
Gries and Owicki.

To prove that the program provides mutually exclusive access to critical regions, we
introduce the auxiliary boolen variables B[m, nJ such that

I:(Vm, n) B{m, n) V ~G( m, n) V A[n] = 0

is invariantly true. The complete program for the ith process is given below:

1. A[iJ:= 0 ;
2. ai:= 1+ FINITEMAX(A);
3. A{iJ:=ai;
4. for J = 1 to N do
5. while G(ij)do skip od;
6. B[i jJ:= false
7. od
8. CRITICAL-SECTION
9. for j:=l to N do
10. B[ij]:= true
11. od;
12. A[iJ:=oo

Nove: Because hllJJ s are only assignee and never used, they may be removed without
changing the values of variables or flow of control. Hence, the prog

The proof of correctness of the program is given below:

I remains invariant

Line (1) establishes A[iJ =0. Hence, from the definition of G, we can see itals 0 estab-
lishes Vj,~G(i,j)v AU] =0. Considering the two cases m =i and n=i, it can be seen that
I is maintained.

Line (3) increases A[i) at a time! For m =i, it is the latter fact that maintains I; for n=i,
it is the former fact, since G(m,n) cannot be changed from false to true.

It may be observed that on line 6, B[i. j] := f al se is performed at the same instant that
G(ij) is discovered to be false on line 5. Then, it follows that I is maintained.

Line 10, maintains I obviously. With respect to line 12, for m= i we-get ~[m,n](from
lines 9-11), and for n:::i We get -,C(m, nJ.

Mutual Exclusion Property

411does not matter- that webave no mechanism to perform the assignment u tlJat instiUlt, since BfiJl
does not appear
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If process i is in its critical section, then A{i] f:. 0" (Vj)-,B{i,j]. Choosing a particular
j, we may say A{i] f:. 0" (Vj)..,B{i,i). Ifthisprocess Jls alSo:in"ilSditlcal'section;tll'en we
have A[j] f:. 0 " -,B[j, i]. In other words, we get (-,B[i,i]AA[j] f:. 0) A (..,B[j, i]"A[i] f:. 0).
Using I ,with each of the conjuncts, we get:-,G(i,j)" -,G(j, i). Since Gis antisymrnetric,
we must conclude that i=j. Hence, the property follows.

'I'here is no deadlock

A process i can be delayedonly by the truth of G(ij). But.Eecause G is transi tive and
irreflexive, no cycle of delayed processes exist. Hence there is no de

Failure of process i cannot cannot deadlock the system

This property follows under the followingdisciplined failure conditions:

, upon failure, the process sets A[i] to 00. '

• during down-time, A[i} must remain accessible to other processes.

a process i must not be started within the region "P(s);CRITICAL-SECTION;V(s )".

There is no starvation

In fact, We show that the implementation is fair. That is, no process j can ente r a
critical region twice while a process i waits to enter a critical region on '

, A[iJ is finite and unchanging.

o at least once, A[i] := 1 + PIN IT EM AX(A) is executed and subsequently G(ij) is
found to be false.

It is evident that it contradicts and hence, fairness followsS.

2.3 'Variations

1. It may be observed that there is no bound on the ••ralues of the elements of A.'

Whenever there is no process in or waiting to enter its critical region, the val ues of the
elements of A for subsequent processes entering critical regions wil ose problems. However,
there is no guarantee against an arbitrary long run of values. A solution on these lines has
been described in Shyamasundar(1980)6 giving up a little of the earlier properties such as
expression evaluation must be atomic to achieve mutual exclusion.

5\\'e assume
fair access is granted to variables.
6R.K. Shyarnasundar, A new solution to the Mulual Exclusion ProbinJa 0/ N unreliabl« Proce.ue4, TR,

TIFR, 1981.
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The readers are recommended to read articles by J.L Peterson (particulrly, Myiil of
Mutual exclusion Problem for variations of the atomic instructions and complexity issues of
the problem.

2. Process i performing pes) can be delayed by process j performing pes) even if process i
precedes process j. This can happen when process j is computing FIKI at the expense of

" merit 2, by introducing a global variable CTR (initially 0) A.[i]:= 1+ FIKITE~IAX(A)" by
" CTR:=CTR+l; A[iJ:=CTR". In fact, using this principle, an algorithm is described in
Ricart and Agrawala (1981f. However, their proof is incomplete.

Further, it is also possible to consider change in the number of processes as long as an
unused process satisfies A[i] = 00, exactly as for a failed process.

3. It may be observed that the above algorithms are linear - in the context of networks,
we can say that we can say that O(n) messages are required for getting into the critical
section. In a sense, one has to get an acceptance for taking over some process, On the lines
of Thomas's majorit y consensus algorithm, one can arrive at mutual exclusion algorithm
so that one needs to get permission from only a majority of the processes. In such a case,
the messages required come down to N/2. In fact, one can assign different weights for
each process and can obtain efficient schemes. The advantage is that communication is not
required from all the processes. An interesting decentralized algorithm has been described
in Mackawa(1985)!1 which requires only ..fN messages. T his is based on deriving clusters
of processes of the N processes; the interesting aspect of the algorithm lies in getting this
cluster based on finding a finite projective plane of N points. •

3 k-out-of-m Deadlock Detection Algorithm

A deadlock is a state in which one or more processes in a system are blocked forever.
There is a vast amount of literature on deriving necessary and sufficient conditions for the
absence of deadlock in resource contentions under various policies. The deadlock problem in
distributed systems can be classified into communication deadlock and resourc e deadlock.
In the most general case the problem can be stated as follows: a process can make requests
described by formulas with AND, OR and N-out-of-M connectives. For example a process
P can request services from Pit .• ,.P6 under the following constraints: PI OR (2-out-of-
(PhP3,PS)) AND (2-oul-of-(P2,P4,P6))' In other words, process P call proceed only if its
request for service is granted by processes satisfying the formula. Bracha and Toueg(1987)
have developed an algorithm for this problem. In their algorithm, a process which suspects
that it is in a deadlock (initiator) notifies its neighbours about the start of the deadlock
detection algorithm. The other processes react by simulating granting of their outstanding
requests. The algorithm starts with the assumption that the initiator is in deadlock. When
the initiator is not in a deadlock, it gets back a message notifying that it is not in a deadlock.
However, in practice deadlock avoidance is a large overhead and one tries to detect deadlock
situations and take remedial measures to overcome the same. From this point of view, the

7G. Ricart and A. Agrawala .-tn optimal solution for mutual I:xclu.sion problem in compu'-er network".
CAC}'{, 24(1), PP. 9-17,1981

8~1. Maekawa, A ..fN algorithm lor mutual exclusion in decentroIi:td .y"tcml, AC~I Transactions on
Computer Systems, 3, 2, may 1985, pp. HS-159.
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algorithm 0 f Bracha and Toueg has severe drawbacks.

In this section, we develop 9 an algorithm for k-out-oj-m deadlock detection. We for-
mulate the problem in terms of AND/OR graphs since it provides a natural framework
for specifying the problem. Essentially deadlock detection problem corresponds to finding
a solution graph in the AND/OR graph. Informally, AND/OR graphs are acyclic graphs I
where each edge is directed from a node to a set of successor nodes. A generalized AND/OR
graph is a AXD/OR graph that has cycles. A solution graph of an AXD/OR graph is an
acyclic suhgraph of the j\ND lOR graph. The algorithm has been obtained by generalizing
the notion of solution graphs in AND/OR graphs and establish the correctness. In this
presentation, we confine ourselves to the sequential set up.

3.1 Background

In tills section, we develop the framework for our algorithm by formalizing various aspects
of A?\D/OR graphs in terms of directed hypergraphs.

Definition 3.1 A directed graph is a pair G = (V,E), where V is a finite set of n=/ VI
elements called certices and E C {(v, w)l v,wE V, v -:I w} is a finite set of e ordered vertex
pairs called edges.

Definition 3.2 For distinct vertices v,w E Va directed path p in G is a sequence of distinct
vertices VlJ V2, ••••• , V1; such that (Vi, Vi + 1) E E.

Definition 3.3 The reachable set o] a node a is the set of all nodes b such thai there is il

directed path from a to b.

Definition 3.4 A directed cycle c in G is a sequence of distinct vertices Vl, V2, •••• , Vk

such thai (Vi, t'i + 1) E E, 1 ~ i < k and (VI = Uk)

Definition 3.5 A Knot is a nonempty set K of nodes such that the reachable set o] each
node in J{ is set K itself.

Definition 3.6 A directed Hypergraph II is a pair J!= (X, f), icbere X is a finite set of
n'=!Xj elements called vertices and r C {(t', lrJI IV C X, v E X} is a finite set of e'=!fl
ordered pairs, called hypemrcs.

Henceforth we shall use IF, X, Y to denote sets of vertices of ahypergraph and

r1, f2, .. · to denote sets of hyperarcs. Note that the definition given above is a.restricted
definition of directed hypergraphs. We have chosen this definition since we want to formalize
AND/OR graphs in terms of directed hypergraphs.

~The ~rcsentalion oi this problem is based on the CIa...'500tes for a course on the Desiqn C1td SfY-cificat;on
o] D'Jirii;utt'd Proqram s given at Pcnn-St at e, 1987.
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Definition 3.7 A graph is strongly connected if there is a path from each vertex in the
graph to every other vertex.

Definition 3.8 A subhypcrgmph genemttd by AC X is defined to be the hypergmph IlA =
(A, rA)' wher-e rA = {E;IE; E r,E; n A = Ei}.

Definition 3.9 A graph of a hypergraph H = (X, r), denoted G(H), is defined 10 be the
graph (1/,1:.) where V = X and E = {(v,wi)l(v,W)E r,Wi E W}.

Definition 3.10 In a hypcrgraph H= (X,fj a hyperpath from a vertex v of length q ~
defined to be IV1, rI, W2, ••• , I'q. H'g+l, such that

o WI = {u} .

• Vi, 1 ~ i s g r. c r.
a Vw E Wi 3Ei E r, s. t. t: = (W,Yi)'y; ~ W;+l, U Y; = H'i+l'

E.Er.

e r, n r, = 0, it i-
• There is no directed cycle in G( II A) where H A is the subhypergraph generated by set

q

A and A = UWj.
i=1

If q > 1 and 3w E Wq such that w = v then the hyperpa.th is said to be cyclic. A
hyperarc is directed from a. pa.rent vertex v toa set of vertices called the successor set
W. \Ve shall henc eforth call hyperarcs as connectors. A k-contiector has a successor set
of cardinality k . If each connector is a I-connector, directed bypergraph reduces to an
ordinary directed graph. AXD /0 It graphs are directed hypergraphs. Every node in an
AND/OR graph has zero or more k-connectors. In AND/OR graphs we call nodes with no
incoming edges as root nodes and nodes with no successors as leaf nodes or terminal nodes.
A solution graph of an AND/OR graph from a node v is an acyclic hyperpat h from t'.

I•I 4 Algorithm
~
f
i"

The general problem is to find the solution graph when the AND/OR graph may have
cycles. Each node may have one or more k-connectors.

4.1 Informal description of the algorithm

The algorithm is based on colouring the nodes and edges of th~ AND/OR graph. The
algorithm operates on the graph of the AND/OR graph, In future, whenever we use the
term graph, we refer to the graph of the AND/OR graph .. Initially all nodes of the graph
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are coloured black. The colour of a directed ed ge vw is the same as the colour of node
tL'. The algorithm searches the graph looking for acyclic paths, The search is done by
traversing the graph in a depth first order. Every node that has at least one acyclic path
is coloured red: After searching the graph, the algorithm traverses the graph once again in
the depth-first order. During this traversal the colour of a red coloured node is conveyed
to the other nodes which are in the same strongly connected component. Node w's change
of colour to red sets the status of edges connected to the red coloured node w to true.
This change in the status of edges is incorporated by recomputing the colour of each node.
The mechanism of conveying colours is repeated until the colour of all the nodes remains
same for two consecutive traversals of graph G. Obviously the number of such traversals is
bounded by the number of nodes in the graph.

The main program, using procedures Searchleaf and Xmitcolor, is described below.

Program Solution; .
begin

(*initialization *)
count re l;
for all v in V do mark v new;
initialize stack to empty:
(*check if there is an acyclic path by traversing the graph in dfs order *)
while there exists a vertex marked new do

searchleaC(initiator, In, color);
(*' update the node colour *)
if ncolor(initiator) = black then

repeat
cchange:= false;
Xmitcolor(initiator, low(initiator), outcolor, cchange)

until not cchange;
solution:=ncolor(ini tiator )=redj

end

The data structures used in the algorithm arc described in table 1.

In addition to the data structures given in table 1, we also use con nector( v ) to denote
the set of hyperarcs at node v. A typical element in connector(v) is denoted by W, X, etc.
Edges(\V) is the set of edges corresponding to hyperarc W in G(AOG). A typical element
is denoted by w, where w is the node to which the edge is directed. From these we have
the follow ing equality out( v) = Uedges(W). The procedures searchleaf and Xmitcolor are

W
described below.

Procedure searchleaf traverses the graph G in depth first order. It searches for a leaf
node and colours it red. The colour of an incoming edge incident on a node is set to the
colour of the node. After a node completes searching all its outgoing edges in depth first
order, it evaluates its colour as follows.

The colour of a node is set to red if all the nodes in the successor set of at I east one
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to acyclic path

Figure 1: Acyclic path through an ancestor
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--------- - ---------------------------
"l

name type
colour type defn.

red
black

low integer
dfn integer
ncolor colour
acyp(w) boolean array

ac}"clic boolean

tree edge set of nodes

out set of nodes

Descripti on
We use two colours red and black.
indicates the existence of an acyclic hyperpath.
indicates that either there is no acyclic hyperpath
or the information about acyclicity is unknown.
denotes the lowest number node that is accessible.
depth first number.
colour of the node.
denotes the status of directed edge from v to w.
true indicates existence of acyclic path.
denotes status of node v.
acyclic(v) = true implies ncolorfvjeered.
outgoing edges identified as tree edges
during depth first search.
outgoing edges of v.

Table 1: Data structures at node v

k·conncctor are coloured red. The procedure also finds the strongly connected components
during the depth first search traversal of the graph.

Procedure Xmitcolor traverses the graph in the order of depth first numbering obtained
earlier. During each traversal it updates the colour of the back edges. (which may have
changed in the previous traversal) and reevaluates the colour of the node. Tills is required
since a node may have a solution graph through an ancestor via. the back edge (see figure 1).

procedure searchleaff v.ln.integer; color: colour};
begin

(*initialization of dfs number and low value *)
mark v old;
dfn(v):= count;
count:= count+I:
low(v):= dfn(v);
push v on stack;
(*check if terminal node *)
if out(\-)=0 then acyclic(y):=true
else (* not a. terminal node *)

for w E outf v) do
if w is new then

begin (* node w has not yet been visited *)
push w on stack;
(* search the graph recursively *)
seari:hleaf( w .ln.color];
(* update the edge status and low value *)
low(y):= min(1n, low(v»;
acyp(w):= (color = red)

end
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else
if dfn(v,·) < dfn(v) and w is on stack then

begin (* vw is a back edge. Evaluate low value *)
10w(v):= min(dfn(w), lowf v)): s ,

acyp(wj.> acyclictw)
end ,
else (* edge \."•. is forward edge or cross edge *)

acyp( w ):= acyclic] w);
end
( •. A node which has an acyclic hyperpath through one of the k-connect ors
will be coloured red *)
acyclic(v):= if 3 W E connector(v) s.t. V x E edg es(W)

acyp(x) = true then true else false;
In:= lowfv):
ncolorfvl.e if acyclicf v) then red else black;
if low(\')= dfn(v) then

repeat·
pop x from stack;

until x = v.;
end

I
I
l
t

procedure Xmitcolor( v.lnode.node; outcolor.colour; cchange: boolean);
begin .

oldcolorrencolorf v);
for each W E treeedge(v) in the order of dfn do

begin
Xmitcolor(w, lnode, outcolor,cchange);
acyp(w):= (outcolor = red)

\ end j

(* process the edges other than tree edge *)
for w E out(v) - treeedge(w do

acyp(w) := acycllcfw):
(* a node which has an acyclic path through a red coloured node
via a back edge is coloured red *)
acyclic(v):= if 3 W E connector(v) S.t. V x E edges( W)

acyp(x) = true then true else false;
ncolor( v):= if acy clic(v) then red else black;
outcolor:= ncolorjv);
cchange := cchange or not (oldcolor = ncolor( v»;

end i

I"

4.2 Illustrative Example

Before we provide a proof of correctness for the algorithm we give an example .. Figure 2
shows the graph ofa hypothetical ANDIOR graph. The AND/OR graph is given by the

. .
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WI = (v •• {t'2, Va})

Wz = (V2.{ 1,'3. vs})

WJ = (VJ,{t' .•})

w.•= (v .•, {Ul})
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Figure 2: A deadlocked system

vertex set X = { VI •••• , vs } and the connector set r = { W••...• W.• } where WI = (VI •

. {t'l,V3}), Wz = (V2, {V3,VS}). Wa = (V3, {v,d) and H'.• = (ll.•• {V2})' In the figure the
vertices are numbered by their subscripts, Let the depth first search traverse the graph
in ascending order of vertex numbering, After the execution of procedure Searchlcaf, only
vertex number 5 •.•..·ill be coloured red. The graph has three strongly connected components.
They are CI ,; {1}, Cz = {2, 3, 4} and Ca = {5}. Since vertex 5 is coloured red, the edge
status ofacyp(5) is true. But vertex 2 will change its colour to red only jfboth a.cyp(5) and
acyp(3) is true. Hence vertex 2 remains black. Thus no vertex is coloured red after the first
invocatio n of procedure Xmitcolor. Thus the algorithm terminates with colour of vertex 1
as black and the algorithm determines that the system is in deadlock.

However, if the AND/OR graph is slightly different then the system is deadlock free.
Consider the same AND/OR graph as before but with W2 being replaced by W~and Ws,
where W~ = ('1.'2, {VJ}) and Ws = (V2' {v:;}). Procedure Searchleaf executes as in the
previous case and we obtain the same set of connected components. After execution of
Searchlcaf, vertex .5 is col oured red. Since acyp(5) is set to true, vertex 2 will be coloured
red during the execution of procedure Xmitcolor. During the next invocation of Xmitcolor
vertex 4 is colo of procedure Xmitcolor. During the next invocation of Xmitcolor vertex 4
is colo ured red, III subsequent invocations of procedure Xrnitcolor, first vertex 3 and then
finally vertex 1 gets coloured red. Since all nodes are coloured red there will be no more
colour changes and the algorithm terminates. Since vertex 1 is coloured red at the end, the
algorithm determines the system to be deadlock free (which it is).

5 Correctness of the Algorithm

Proof of correctness of the algorithm uses the terminology of depth first search.
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Definition 5.1 The head of a cycle is the node in the cycle u'jth the smallest depth first
number.

Definition 5.2 The leader of II strongly connected component is the node of the strongly
connected connected which has a depth first number equal to the low calue.

Lemma 5.1 Let v be coloured red. If there is a cycle containing- wand v and w has an
acyclic hyperpath through v, then w is coloured red.

Proof: Let us assume that v is not the head of the cycle. Let a be the head of the cycle.
Let us. also assume that the simple paths 'of the hyperpath which does not go thro ugh v
lead to a terminal node. There are two possibilities.

1. w is on the path from a to v.

2. w is on the path from v to a.

case 1: Since v is coloured red, v conveys the existence of an acyclic hyper path to its
parent. The parent sets acyp(v) as true and evaluates its colour. Since tc has an acyclic
hyperpath through v, all the nodes on the acyclic hyperpath from w to v also have an acyc
lie hyperpath through v. Thus, v's parent on receiving the red colour fr om v will consider
its colour to be red. The red colour is conveyed to v's grandparent (in the depth first order)
which then conveys the same to its ancestors till it reaches the children of w, The edge
from won the path through v should be either a tree or a f orv•.ard edge. Now the edge
status is the same as the status of the destination node. The edge status will be true since
w's children are coloured red. Hence, w will evaluate its colour as red.
case 2: The red colour will be passed to a as in case 1 and a will be colour ed red. Now,
either w has an acyclic hyperpath to a (and hence to t:) via a back edge or tr has an acyclic
hyperpath to x as in ca se (1) and x has an acyclic hyperpath to a (and hence to v) via
a back edge. In either case, the back edge status becomes true when a invokes procedure
Xmitcolor and a's colour is red. Thus, x is coloured red. The proof then proceeds as in case
i and eventually w is coloured re d.
The case when v is the head of the cycle is similar to case (2).

o

Lemma 5.2 : If a node is coloured red then every node on the acyclic hypapath from that
nod e is coloured red.

Proof: The proof is given by induction on the length of the hyperpath.
basis: let a terminal node be coloured red. Since a terminal node has no outgoing edges the
node has an acyclic hyperpath of length O. .
inductive step: Assume that all nodes which are coloured red have an acyclic hyperpath
of length at most n-I in which all nodes are coloured red. Let a node,tr which was not .
already red be coloured red. This can happen only jf tr has a hyperarc \\' such that for all .
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x belonging to edges(W), acyp(x) is true. Since the edge status is same as the status of the
destination node, the destination nodes must be coloured red. Thus, tc has a hyperpath
of length 1 to red coloured nodes. However, by the inductive hypothesis the red coloured
nodes have an acyclic hyperpath of length n-I in whi ch all nodes are coloured red. Hence,
w has an acyclic hyperpath of length at most n in which all nodes are coloured red. This
completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 5.3 The colour of a node remains red after the node is coloured red.

Proof Straightforward.

Theorem 5.1 A node v is coloured red iff there is an acyclic hyperpath from v.

Proof: onbji]: follows trivially from lemma 5.2.
if To prove the lemma, we use a path pruning method. In each pruning step, we first colour
terminal nodes to red. Then, we prune the path by removing all the red co loured nodes
and the edges incident on these nodes. If the result of this edge removal process reduces
the number of k-connectors at a node by at least one, then that node is converted into a
terminal node.

Let there be an acyclic hyperpath from node 11. lIence, there are some terminal nodes
in the hyperpat h (follows from definition of hyperpath). We prune the path in the manner
described above. Every pruning step leaves the resultant hyperpath acyclic (if not then
there is no acyclic hy pcrpat h from r]. Since every pruning step reduces the length of the
acyclic hyperpat h by at least 1, eventually 11 becomes a terminal node and hence is coloured
red, which proves the lemma.

o

Lemma 504 The alqorithm executes in time G(EV}.

Proof: Procedure search leaf takes O(E) time. Procedure Xmitcolor takes O(E) time per
invocation. Since procedure Xrnitcolor is invoked only if at least one node changes colour
from bla.ck to red (except the first time) it can he invoked at most IV! times. Thus, the
time complexity is O( EV).

o

Lemma 5.5 A solution graph esists if and only if ncoloriiniiiator] is red.
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Proof: From lemma 5.3, we know that the colour of a node remains red once it becomes
red. From theorem 5.1, a node has an acyclic hyperpat h if and only if t he node is coloured
red. Since the acyclic hyperpat h from the initiator is the candidate solution the proof of
the lemma is complete.

o

6 Final Remarks

In the preceding sections, I have tried to illustrate the complexity of the design of concurrent
parograms and showing their correctness. There are a spectrum of typical abstractions in
distributed programming that provide challenges of the area. I suggest the readers to try
solution to a couple of typical problems that would really give a flavour of the challenges.
There is vast amount of literature in the area. The paper by Leslie Lamport in the Handbook
of Theoretical Computer Science provides a list of references. In particular, I recommend
the readers interested in the design and correctness of concurrent programs to study the
invited papers by the invited papers given at the various PO De confrences by Lamport,
Chandy, Pnueli.
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